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'NU31oo 4 DI~~UTITED STATES OF AM 'C.L 

CR 8965 1 A.O... TLM.E, Y? GY COMMI SS IlON AJ 
1 0 * In the matter of. f 

-a 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPAIqY OF * AA 

NEW YORK, INC. tc.5-2, 

(Indian. Point Station Ut..i 2)No.  

HB.ear~inq Room, 
2-120 WocOmcoz-, Avenue, 

Ii 

,0~71ir' We-esa, 1D" ] 973.  

Hearing in the above-wenitled mar was reconvenea 

pursuant to adjournment, at 9.00 ai, 

-Ec SAMUEL WJTENSCH Esa, Chairman , 

At-omic Sae.._ty and LicensLnq iard.  

DR. JOHN C. GEiZEfl, Maecrc.  16 

~7 11 MR. R. B. BRICGS, MemLbe..4 

APPE-AirANCES: 

(As heretofore noted,) 

2.0 

26 *2



1.0,610

C ON TE*N TS

Witnesses: Direct Cross Redirect

James S. White ) 
Walter Sawicky ) 
Robert B. Bremmer 
Kenneth Deluse 
William Jo Cahii1 ) 

Victor Stello, Jr. ) 
Denwood F. Ross, Jr.) 
Karl Kniel)

30,61S ].0,625 

10,633 10,6E88

For identificationExhibits: 

CCPE A-1

..n Evidence

10,627

Recros s
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Cani Ed: xc.  

Theos econ c.: is.~ c&:xcc.- March 2, .7 

Mr Jae P. O'elly, signed byv P. Wiliam' Cahillx.: 

Thie th..bird'u A. dt'if A tpril~ 5, 151 Mr tu . E'. tstnruz..5 

Branch ncL the' Dircestowu'>. .'ft 7 1 .;ra, 3zQaNL2.C:L Tgic~n J., 

Sigcned1 izb' P William: C. Cahill'., V7ice'd isr-sXKc1Etx-t r
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William J. Cahill, Jr.  
Vice President. ) .  

Consolidated Edison Company of New York. Inc.  

4 Irving Place. NewYork. N Y 10003 
Telephone (212) 460-3819 

March 22, 1973 

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director 

Directorate of Regulatory Operations 

Region 1 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 

970 Broad Street 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 

Re: Consolidated Edison Company 

of New York, Inc.  

Indian Point Unit No. 2 

AEC Docket No. 5-247 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

In accordance with the request contained in your 

letter to Mr. Caldwell dated June 22, 1972, Consolidated 

Edison has conducted a program to verify the 
wall thickness 

of particular valves in the above-referenced facility. This 

verification of valve wall thickness has now 
been completed.  

A summary of this effort is presented below.  

The original test program set forth in the 
letter 

from Mr. Caldwell to you dated July 21, 1972, proposed a 

sampling plan whereby one valve of each size 
and from each 

manufacturer would be tested for adequate wall 
thickness us

ing an ultrasonic test method. Fifteen valves were selected, 

seven were forgings representing 40 forged valves 
and eight 

were castings representing 20 cast valves.  

Subsequently, it was determined that all 20 
cast 

valves should be inspected as the manufacturing 
process for 

cast valves was less likely to result in uniformity 
than that 

* for forged valves.



, .1 
'K .1

-2.  

Acceptance values for m-nimun wall thickness 

were computed. in accordance 
with the applicable code, 

ASA B31.1-1
9 5 5 , and the applicable standards, 

USAS B16.5 

and/or MSS-SP-6
6 , based on minimum standard material 

properties or actually determined 
material properties 

(where these data were available).  

The evaluation of the results 
of the inspections 

conducted in accordance with 
your letter of June 22,,1972 

showed that dll of the valves 
comply with the criteria set 

forth in your letter and, therefore, 
are acceptable for 

their intended service in Indian 
Point Unit No. 2.  

Very truly yours, 

1/ ... 4 -

William J.: Cahill, Jr.  

Vice President

.t .

ii 
I 

I' 

'1



"' .' Pm,,, . ,,:,, " /: 

K C nsc L [C.l i :i','.f Co mnpcry of N cW Yo ik. 11c.  
4 Iv i,- . Y coi :. N Y 1.0003 ' 9 7 2 

". (212) 4GO-5181 July 21, 1 

Re: Indian Point Unit 'os.  
2 and 3 

AEC -Docket IOSo 5-2'47 

and 50-286 

SJames P. O Reilly, Director 

Directorate of Regulatory Operations 

Regi:t 1 
U. S. Atomic Energy ComiAEDceoof0 

970 Broad Street " n 

Nei i07102 
Newark, ewJe -sey 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly 

In reponse to your letter of.June 
22, 1972, ncernifg the, 

wall thic o sc ained in the Reactor Coolant 

System Pressure Boundary 
of the Indian Point Units, 

the 

follp.in information is rovided for Indian Point. 
Unit Nos.  

2 and 3.  

0 0 r, .Edison pro-seS to verify the miniMUM Wall tic.Kness 
of 

, V re e nch nominal n size in the. Reactor 

A. D Ia r X0 c . i 

Coolant Sytmb tilizing the follown 
eea rC~Ue 

.. UT examinaion of one v o 

manufacturer will be 
2erformed.g 

b. For each valve examied, 
six selected areas shall 

be checked.  

C. In the event that the acceptance 
criteria speci

fied in the let fon Regulatory Operations of 

June 22, 1972 are not met, an evaluation 
will be 

made and adrop riate action 
taken. Further, 

additional valves of the same size of the same 

manufacturer would then be 
examined using ultra

sonic techniques.  

It is 6xnected that the appropri~ate valve lists and detailed 

procedures will be available by August 31, 1972, for Indian 

Point Unit 1~.2 and by September 30, 1972, for Indian Poin 

Unit 1o. 3.  

Arrangements to examine these documents, and to Reet with 

coonizant Station, Construction, an lnggneran proel 

if you so desir, mal be made by ore unicating directly with



hr. James P. ORily, 
W Director

-2-
.July .21, 1972

Re: Indian point Unit Nos.  2 and 3 

AEC Docket !os. 50-2147 
and 50-286

r. Warren R. Cobean, 
Jr. Nuclear Power Generat.ion 

Manager, 

regarding Indian poj'nt Unit No. 2, and with Mr. Arthur D.  

Kohlrer Jr., Resident Construction Manager, regarding Indian" 

point Unit 11o. 3.  

Very truly yours 

151 -. •

k.



Wil~ior J. CahiHl. Jr.  
ViCe p,~s~derL 

S 

Consolid3jed Edison Company o Nev/ York. Inc.  

4 Irinq Ploce. NeW York. 1N Y 10003 

TeeWphone (212) 460-38
19 

April 5, 1973 

Re Indian point Unit No. 2 

AEC Docket No. 50-247 

Mr. E. Morris iHoward, Chief 

Facility, Constrtuctiol and 
Engineering Support Branch 

U. S. Atomic Energy Cotission 

Directorate of Regulatory operations 

Region 1 
970 Broad street 
Newark, N. J. 07102 

Dear Mr. Howard 
n March 23, 1973, concernig RO 

InRettr-2 we find that this repuot Sin response to your At e -7 3 0 , N7 f n 

"" inspection I~otN ._0_ / 30 , 

does not contain any information that we beieve tl e 

proprietary. Accordingly, this docu-:,lent may be placed in the 

AEC's Public Document 
Room.  

We wish to take this opportunity to clarify our understandiig 

of the resoltion of the veificatJ-on prograri for Reactor 

Pressure Boundary valve wall thicknesses. ixtyeight valves 

were included on your list for inspection. 
In fact, we 

considered the number to b2 included on 
the list to be 60 

valves; the difference being the eight ten-inch accu'mulator 

(Safety Injection System) check valves which had weld overlay 

applied prior to the commencement of 
this inspection program.  

Accordingly, we do not feel that those eight valves are part 

of this program.  

In addition, in my 
letter to Mr. O'Reilly, 

dated March 22, 

1973, i indicated that seven out of 40 forged valves and all 

20 cast valves were inspected. In fact, four of the valves 

which were included in the list of cast 
valves were subsequently 

determined by field inspection 
to be forged valves, although 

those four valves were inspected 
as if they had been cast.  

The breakdown, therefore, would then become 11 out of 44 

forged valves, and all 16 cast valves 
were inspected.



S. 

• -

. ,• 

Mr. E. Morris Howard 
-2- April 5, 1973 

Atomic EnergY Commission Re Indian point Unit No. 2 

AEC Docket No. 50-247 

Your report, which indicates 
that 17 valves were 

found to have 

wall thickness measurements that do not meet 
the minimum 

requirements of ANSI Bl6.5, represents in part preliminary 

findings. Of the 17 valves, eight were the check valVes, 
• which, as mentioned before, were not considered part of this fi di g . e b f re s t io had p e ously been 

inspection program since resolution had prevo 
reached. subsequent reevaluation found that .the remaining 

nine valves were suitable for their intended s-ervice 
in 

accordance with the criteria 
in 4r. O'eilly's letter of 

June 22, 1972.  

Thank you very much 
for the opportunity 

to clarify these 

matters on the record.  

Very truly yours • " 
, ^ . , ¢' . ., ¢,.

William JCn Vice President
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• PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

2 
JAMES S. WHITE 

3 ENGINEER 
34 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY.DEPARTMENT 

5 CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY 
OF NEW YORK, INC

6 My name is James S. 
White. My residence address 

is Nine 

7 Bradish Lane, Bayshore, 
New York. I am a quality assurance 

8 project engineer in the Quality Assurance 
and Reliability 

9 Department. In my present position 
I.am responsible for 

I0 quality assurance activity 
on assigned projects.  

11 I was graduated from 
cornell university in 

1949 with a 

-2 of Science degree in mechanical engineering I 

13 majored in thermodynamics 
and turbo machinery. 

I have 

14 completed additional 
study in probability 

and statistics.  

15 My work experience includes 
project engineering 

16 responsibility on small 
power generating systems. 

These 

17 systems included turbines, 
valves, compressors, 

heat 

18 exchangers and related 
control systems. These systems 

19 utilized both gases' 
and liquids as working 

fuels. This 

20 responsiblity included 
overall management of 

assigned projects.  

21 My experience also includes 
management of the quality 

assurance 

22 and reliability function 
for the manufacturer 

of the above 

23 equipment. This includ1ed direction of 
quality engineering,

.•.I
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JAMES S. WHITE

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9, 

i9i1

inspection and functional 
testing operations in 

a factory 

complex that performed 
most major fabrication 

processes.  

In this capacity I 
directed the quality 

engineering function 

that decided how to 
control quality and 

established both 

the extent and method 
of inspection. I was directly involved 

in the implementation 
of in-line manufacturing 

inspection 

activities and also 
supervised the planning 

and execution 

of static and dynamic 
testing.  

1. joined the Consolidated 
Edison Company in 1972 

and 

have completed assignments 
in construction quality 

assurance 

areas.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
WALTER SAWICKY 
CONSULTANT 

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YOR, 
INC.  

My name is Walter Sawicky. My business address is 

4 Irving Place, New York, New York. 
I am a consultant for 

Quality Assurance and Reliability. 
In my present position I 

am responsible for the technical 
aspects of non-destructive 

tests performed by Consolidated Edison..  

My educational background includes 
the following: Wilson 

Junior College, 1949-1951; Pierce 
College, 1963-1964; Ultra

sonic Test Applications and Maintenance 
of Equipment at Curtis 

Wright Corporation (20 hours), 1954; Ultrasonic Testing Theory 

and Techniquies at Sperry Products 
Inc. (40 hours), 1955; Eddy

Current Theory and Test Techniques 
at Budd Company (20 hours), 

1960; QUality Control Engineering 
Training Course at Atomics 

International (95 hours), 1966; Operation and Application 
of 

High Resolution Infrared Area Scanning 
Equipment at Automation 

Industries (24 hours), 1967; Operation and Application of 

Magnetic Reaction Analyzer Equipment 
at F.W. Bell Company (24 

hours), 1967; Radiographic Testing Training 
Course in accordance 

with ANST Recommended Practic NO.SNT-TC--IA 
at Conam Inspection 

Inc. (40 hours), 1971; Radiographic Training Course Advanced 

School of Industrial Radiography at Eastman Kodak Company (40



.- , -~

hours), 1972.  

Prior to my employment at Consolidated Edison Company 

I was employed in the field of quality 
assurance, specializing 

in non-destructive tests since 1951. 
Since 1965 I have been 

a Level III examiner for ultrasonic, 
liquid penetrant, mag

netic particle, eddy-current and radiographic 
test methods.  

I joined Consolidated Edison Company in 
May , 1971.
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4 ~ ~ ~ nM is zzbstT.B..~xec kJ; business adZdrcss 

%is 6estinhmuc Wt~ric Coroain ".. so 5,Pts'NU 

Pnnsylvania, 1523). 1 Haa-e of Ounlity Rsu.':e of 

S%,v'viie ancue in,' the Pzes: u:r:ze.d Wac :Reactoc aa p, .Q2.hts Division 

.- -S:, -z'....AWeouse 

Power Syst~emns Comany. in my presen&t position, . 3Ja rcsp)o2$ 1.  

for the cmaJ. Sty' 2ss':0n2 of: pupvavs control :cCd driCve 

nteharnismsa and ;cCtoiernals .ocured for -he nucler 

stead suply sstem.  

~~ t~ wows ciroahuakt N~ow. UNoth Central. '203lice in 1955 

with a Bachelor of Science degree Qtnneering S:Lenca.  

From .Febru'ary 1Z255 to. Feb~ruary 79A> A wa emloe 

M by. ;gnn@ Nai.aw. Y "re i 

an. corosion testing loops ;-and. hot oeils.  

I. neb 22 h:es!tinghouse in .955 were :;: worked in 

r9th uel Elemnent Deeomn Group as a Qualty Control 

E Xngineo-r developing mechanical and on-.estr.uctivc testing 2:0 

me-ithods for the manufacture of luel rods and ..... as 

2f well as.. control rod as ,'emh)_ics., 

Fromi 1964 to 0963, i was Ma.nagecr of Quality Control 

24 

absorber assemblies
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!3 

st5 

37 

39 

*20 

23, 

24 

sir.

nG 625 

MR.e4 TPVS2UN! ! Ciman t c l s 

ofser.  

JIJU2Vm: The wita.nsses Care*., 

MR.O TRXSST2Zi Yes, they azu..  

MR, M 

, will? han to the witne e "or the p.. a copy 

ofour Ttdibit AN,. which Ac a sketc&h ?afl§by\radrj itZ'-4L dated 

2/72. _ b.:.'tieve Lt '.-i z .:.. .to somaQ c ' . e ., c 

B.wsuidt ......... , wtka t: hsh 

%aniag- docunazv: to the witness papl.,! 

£{Z Bemzr~.are yiou faiiaar ith rtat ss'4th 

& D'br 0 .Mm~2; Tyho 2 am.  

Q Can you tel me what Was itc P:ort to show? 

A --Tis ske.tch is attached to a UT procedral mattr 

by eotimdoujse Electric to Consoldated Mooan. Its puncpcse 

LS to 2.&entify the areat~s of ~at inA~ the ff~reflt ein



IiI 

eb2 i of the va-lve here we felt t.: the ultrsilc measurients.  

£ shold be taken to verity the wall tJ.ckndsss..'.  

3 

is 7itrepresenttive~ M the zazens on any oes on 

V:3-vesthatwoud have been xmnd 

:2; A it is a tyvpial sketch of a valve However, it 

6 oes not t-uly identify " ".c 'cx nores. of"-e valves 

,,! :--volved in this es-mi.at'io' 

£2 O Y unde.sctani that that its "e i to show..  

gzvn the valves of that Cci uration, what areas one won3k, 

q- look forc and to d-monstrate what kind. Wf crkteia shcoi be 

I used :irz select-ing areas on other vav yes? 

12.iA Would you re-'at the Ao-- ps f r

.0 WelJ. p , in other words it attempts to -,- c-s$-I the 0 
....aras within values, given that those areas m.ay ,;L.t,. in 

•r tmn..s of the shape of the valve, where one wou have to do 

the spot ezxainations? 

AIt shows the area\s that we are iterested i~n havinqgi 
'67 

the valve wall thickness measured. ....... et 

O For" any valve, alth-ough that aresa may be at a 

diferent place for a different valve? 

In some cases the a-as i i this parti" 
21 

cular sketch would not be applicable because of the design 

and c 'onfiguration of the valve.  

'1 Okay.  
SROISAN n.9  ' Chaiman wou . li o of ..r 

"25 

411



eb3

1.0 CE?7 

LExhihi' A- 2 into evidence. : think 24r,. etmier has descrfibed 

tat it that E ndniAt- 11-1j. dntrates 

CHAIIWIAN JDZNSQ-T y bjcton 

App'iican-2? 

MR0 .?:?OSNz Z-o cbjzction, 

MR. V?,AUTas:.': No objection 

CHA1 P, T1 JEN1c. i ExN Lbit A-I' is ceC oived into 

evidoxce0o 

(CCP;, Whibit A-I rs. rions.y 

was remivAd In vidC'.CC 0) 

CX[UtI£k!ANh JENS kX Wif. you p:.cee d, mplease? 

Q Now gentlemon -din,,cti yovo' attention to the 
s,,nuy cf resu!ts of inspection Ohat wacs eeii i 

Qence a moment ago ", that ch-rt6, ' a1n you tell me i r he olumn 

that is marked "Wall tickness measured) .. . beliere thats 

the title of' he, column CheS e:us.ence o1 

low val-.es due to porosityi-type inclu.wsion in casting? 

A (M:. White) The recordinqs ware -

CHIAIRMAN JENSCx:; Will you identify yourself as 

you speak, because we have not had your -

WITNMESS WETF.: Mv name s White.  

Sr. ecordings on the minimum wall thickness



O , 

C 

t, 

01 

*t 

--9

1026258 4 

mess ureci are th an tuh alit I.nVees xiawere 0i2JN 

mRasured in_ -the ,?alvzjeb 

BAY MeP4R. IXfll 

Q. Were there lowe" values th -.t rUr,- . 'r 

rOul-trasoil"Ca t te ones : I A 

A (111:r, WhLi) e.o e .. . "oe- S othez than 

these recorded dui.ri q_- I should sa' e 

othor -than those nub~sshownn te sure ' wa. thickm 

netss column. These woenot asretsowa.mm al 

thickness" ,owever, Ther..,... t a o 

and 

But in otier w'ords 

A .It. a tec"rhn"' l diffe.cxnc" ..  

Q All r~ig'ht.0 

But in other :cds lo.er ntm;bers shc,.:ed up but 

you.re .usi g a techical terr to de:ine ,what you mePan 

by minim,c wall t nes. our nrccldes a' 

being a measurement or i:F uu wall.~ck~s anymt auemn 

which is affected by te por-osiy of the ar 

A That s corr:'ect., 

0 No w are you familiar wit-h which valves i1 fact 

had such l'ow values due to torosity-t- e inc"sions? 

A Yes.



Q 

A 

Q 

be .437?

l.0 ,629 

is valve 200-A we of thos 

Was its minimm wal.il thiz'.- - ement to

a 

E~nd 2



A 

0 

be .°437?

,s valve 200--A one ox- thc'?? 

Was L-Zs Mini,.iiiR uth'C r..uir.. ".t 

3~O ~. 629

.End 2



43 

em2 1 

2 

,4 

25 

27 

!2 

23 

* .

i0 6. 2- f 

Did. values get- read3., 1&L e acs ,er. as 

pcros ty of .43, 023 27 .9, .30 ..... .c-34? 

10 R.,,-.0STT N Its there a nrat~r ouet 

Mr.~~-AJc, stc a;s sa r. 7 :2~nc w-' n 

IR. 'ROISNUUbX: Ye. :r"t isthe dcU2;Ptt? 

records the.IA.I-as.uB'mrnts of the valve,, 

MRP. .IRtkYTElov S fldVt' UUQ-a Xltlnt~sE got 'baick& Sn& 

look atie nu-mbers ,-aar., , 

31Y ?-R. ROI-131SMAN,!,

A. (.4r.. White.) Yes. . have it now.  

MIR. TiOSTYM: ..... ir WhVI!',,ite, Why doo u ... .  

your .co.ecton nOw.  

Did you ear all of the uMr. Ro:LS7.aI 

r.PWF.. s ..... e0 No, i c-7. t 

BY MR. ROLSP :XI: 

Were -. er low vaJves cv,.0 tc ;:orosity tk:ype 

,ncluion. of t, e following val ue: , 43; .2-,: 927$ .29 3 

.31, and .34? 

A. Uv'4, White:.) That is c...rrect, 

t. Nw as t:-o each of those rreasurements, was there 

an additional m,,zu.ren. .. imade mtil a rui.nrmum wall thickness 

of at l 4east 4? was iu.d. in the area whexre tl.e- low noros!.tyj



rrin2 1 Loeu ion . a l- c at d 

T- aansweer t hat is, xmazuremnnts were made 

adjacent to those areas were porosity diations were 

0 found that were minimum wall thicknesas .  

Q, Does that mean for valv. 200-5 you nave 2 

6 readings that showed minimum wall thicknesses in excess of 

B .437? 

it Yes. i 

A. 0 
9 And athose 12 were scattered on the valve 200-A at 

" ~ approximately the same locations as were originally marked 

2 out to be the 12 areas examined? 

12 . Yes.o 

"y 10  -- You paused. Did 1 ask the qu-estion the. wrong 

MA way, or

A. Why don'.t tu repeathe questi.n, .'. R.ismax ? 

Q. eil, let's get back O an initial premise,, 

7 Valve 200-A had 12 spots identified on it where 

10 ultrasonic examination should be taken and toe sketch that is 

9 roted as Exhibit A-i identified the kind of areas in which thesh 

20 12 measuremems should be taken ,, isihat correct? 

A., Correct.  

S Q When you wen. to do the 12 aex'miat'iot 7 Showed 

23 i up t, .have values below .437. all.aqcountable for, acording 

2.3 to your examiner by the porosity type inclusion in the casting 

25 fCHAIRIAN JENSCU: is that correct?



10,632

BY MR. ROISMiAN: 

I -Ar f'7orrv, is that correct?

'-7 

16 

17 

20 

23 

24 

7 

29 

20

A. (;M-. :hre. ) Yes 

M. Now when that was discoeVered; did yeu tten have 

the ecam- ..iner malk-e another ultrasonicex,,, na.. 0. iL C'-...  

imm edia;:r 'riiity of ... et first poit . ,Aslihtly away 

from where the porosity was in order to verify wal 

thickness -n t st Same .g 0rapi... area f1 . ..cn. to the 

valve? 

., Ye's, the answer to that is yes;.  

HOW ,, far woud yOu have moved? 

A. Far enough off the local area of pori-osity to 

assure that the-e was not ithat it was not represontative 

of general area ofc in-walled conditions.  

L. All righto 

,7ell f:. uO take, for iJnst'ance going C t" toa 

.... hi' .t A-., did valve 200-!-,ls config,.r ,a-tion look like the 

valve that is pictured in 2xhibi t A' -l" 

MR. T RCSL ": Just a norert while we cct t-at.  

W1ITESS WHITE: A'-1 is the 

BY ,-IR. , OT.S -i.,., 

I At i the little sketch.  

,Y.,A(r wlite) It is representative, generally 

r epresentativ of it. X. did not look. like that.  

,. 1 u.derstand.

'I



J.& 2 CR0 
4

AflbF~fl it]? is th...e .cncept, 

0.'7 in other words there was a neck and body and so 

forth such as, if you look at the sk t o' you wi! s'e that 

points 10, 1i. and 12 are up on the neck of the valve, 

. I. ; was not pronounced like that . It dij not have 

a pro )~TC% neck .ike that...  

l o hen the measutcemcnt had to be rej.one, you 

remember yesterday . T"."u test oic that the . ssu:' c.""" 

of rinding tIne thin flleI~dness was in part becanse points 

10, "1 and 12 were szaced at: 120-degree ilntervas 

Can you tell n,, .hat would have been5 the interval 

on valve 200-A in ters od .egrees . any points that you. ha 

to change? Would it have shifted down to 115 on one sid.  

a1d 125 on the other? Or would it have been larger or sma1±e< 

t - .that

R., TROSTEN: a t a minute, please, Wnhie we

confer

(Pause .) 

w:TNrSS WHITE: And the neasurementS as taken 

,ere taken close enough to the general specified area to 

assure the principle that we would not fail to recognize a 

core shift or a generalized area of thin-walled condition.  

For instance, when -he porosity was found, that 

general area around the pinpoint area of porosity was 

searched to be sure that in fact it was an actual porosity.
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ms51i withinx the castin::o.q.L Th cenoera2 arezr. was searuched to b 

sure thac t.fLis would be; the only point whe:ce porosity .o. ci 

3 be found.  GI 
4 in is reallv inherent in i'naki-n the iArdcx1ent " 

w e , ... ..s hir wa-,-:,. 02 a .:a.C'c., p ,npo4...t .I-y. YOU 

; have got to look around it to see -hat it is the general 

condition and not a specific co'nditin at a moi..  

8 BY MR. ROISMAN: 

we :roe:.e those examinations :ecordedi, t , onsctat 

-I, weDt around the point of porosity? 

it 't, hite uo .o 

!2 Q. Direisctig you::'attent.io to the docmet" 

a vi dence Nie m-OA, page 5), paragrph 6.5 
I' "p :., n i e..  

2 2 1MR. TROSTEN: Just a moment, please until we 

5 find ii:i..  

(Pause-) 

CHAIRiYN J......N S -.: A.e we going to get copies or 

Sthat document? 

',n 7R. TROSTE.N: Yes, sir.  

0 BY MR. ROISM' J'] A 

oiQ. Paragraph 6.5, do you have it? 

a 22 A, (,r. White ) Yes.  

2 3 Wmon2d you read that paragraphs., please? 

, "T.hickes., ys meas-urement information Shall be 

5 manually recorded by t..e inspector as the measurement
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is obtained.'' 

Iow canJ you tel zr: w 1 w 1n light oi tha 

recquirement, was the in .or:maht. on an the surrouding point 

of the porosity not record2a as being a thickness masurmen 

in formatiPon whzlaccording to this spc,) is Knquired to 

be manually recorded bpy the c 

it Thios, Mr. Roioman0 were not measuremints of 

wall thickness.  

They were eva.luations to make the judgnent that 

it in fact was a porows condition 

r, So that you interpret the term "thickness 

meas remen -formation to mean not: nformation bearing on 

whether the as urent t hiichnessa. are a.curate,; but 

actual. ,easure.ents itended to 'ect' wall thickness at a 

particular point? 

..Thickness arueemctn- a.. e made to judge the 

thickness of a wall.  

The search that was conjucted around the area of 

porosity was made to make the judgment as to whether or not 

this was a thin wall, or a lockl area porosity I 

P. And that does Wt in your opin-ion, fit within 

the definition of the term as e.nlained in this technical 

guideline thickness measurement information? 

.... are ou fmilar Avalve Corr-ct?
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2S 

5 

p3 

t0 

2 

end 3 "'S 

2O 

..

is the :hiincX.I; wall t hik ..ss .... tor Lhat; 

valve 62.? 

Do you shoi'wv" -low due to orosty tpe'.  

ic..iUS S ..T . % 50, .54? 

Fil Would you repeat those -or 455-'A? 

S 455-,.t2, .391 15O, 54 

Three ci those no-nt :,. t Rcasmaa . are orcsJ.ty 

points. Fk further ovaluat ion vm made br", 5 

CHA..I.AN -F:,xSC,_: Would you t rv to z.e., a .i .. e 

louder, please? 

N ITI.SS. ITE Three 3 '' those points are areas 

of porosity. One is otIerw:;Ise eawted.  

4O, rWould you e Pl.ain w t.you mean by, "' is 

otheruhise evaluated?" 

You mean it .s a diffefenit kind Of value?



I.Th -O S : TE ie hlave the~ cfX 

ctA~ti? JThSCU illJ.. the reporter rereaci. "t

a

it 

? 
3 

£5 

99 

20 

I? 

23 

S4 

7 

20 

29 

23 

$4 

2-,5

tccw " i Ass . I.:,, .. We s'.tisZf- 1, the Pps !... pLe i g he 

e ec ntucrnens s atids i_-cd icW(VO ICt:. a naart 

mea surement 'The evaluation of th, .. asurement ... I should 

sav the evaluation of the v,.lue of t,' measrrement ,,, na-.e 

1 as 50 below the mijimium Wa!l thickn#Sszn for 

valve 455-A? 

A (Mr0 White)- ,°50 is an area af porosity° 

,i W..ich one ss the one that required ore 

e.cn lana lVo,.4 

A Correct I shov.ld. Say the valtue of area location 5.  

Location 5, but the value was 54? 

A Correct..  

Now that was a wail thickness .icsureament as opposed 

to a porosity 'measurcment. is that cor'rect? 

A Com.rre ct.o

10 637 

. I

MR, TR.STE.-T; VIA trry " thovca 

(Whetbeup."e..on,. thhe rmz,.gor."ter reaa from ta . .-co"z

f|

quq..,s .. :on ?
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4 

p 

' 

2.0 

12 

6

1, 

Q ~an you show me 7t ot te sheeh xarv of .dia.l 

point imiit No, 2 Verica'tio'n o2 wal. thickness "A" valves 

*where that value is reported? is that reported? Aq I looking 

at the right place?On. page 3 of 4 the fifth valve do'ns 

it says va W'. 455-A? 

A Cortect0 

Q Now under the column "i.izAum wall thickness 

!allowable," the figu:re is .501 on this chart. i s that correct? 

A Corect 

of But I thought you testifi.ed just a momerht ago 

that Wte minimum Wall thickness requ.irement fo:r valve 455-A 

is .625 Can you explain the diffe:ence? 

M* r TROSTEN: Mr. Chai,-,-an I su.ggest it -Ould be 

well to take a brief recess while we consult the documentso 

.CHAIR JENSC}H: While you do tha't, if thcxe are 

scme tore items of differences of the kind that Citizens 

Committee has just mentioned between .460 and whatever it is, 

and 501 --
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.1 cont 

.1 ROI RXl. Yes,,t~ tscN E.,ud be go00d, a~

2 Cha:i.aa h .. wa s goitng to do V'!aS Z'kt'er w, had gotten the 
3 P answer to this was to If:ind out bnw many ",.,.. in this sheet 

* 
4 J do the vIu e!35 listed as a..,ru-:, wall v-xncicnez alloDwable 

5 differ 'fro , .th , l" you irqiiitial asurer in coe and 

6 to what e.tent does che xiniium wal th:ckness and 

7 t im.zll thickness . allowab].e shown on the sheet 

rerr esent ,tascc,-. upon o-cher considerations.  

'For instance, on pag 4 of the Chart-, das 

4. to particula valve, the applicable. Code A2SNIE III 
.. c does M0t snimu- a 1eS S 

fij ~or Clazs . vavs d - not, sp"ci t t ' 

however piI .to the outynet flange yields an 

S allowable of 00 50, sugjgestq ht notlet f es h zave 

M. dfen- measu.rent requireme-nts than then centr.-g of the 

15 valves In other words, wherever- "h.. needs to be q.ualif.ica

"1 tionr, Perhaps they could do 

C(BPAIRM-14, JECI:,. Very well . What would you .i. 1k 

15 minktes? 

MI-*,.0 TROSTE: Yes , I think -we sh.ould take that much 1 

0 IiCHAiP&Tha , JENSiH L onger?7 

? q hIRt .R0ST:EN : Let ,s start with 15 minutes , and we 
A, 

a..will resond as I we notwe _id not have thtIs particular 

. questio-n. be-fore -us at the time, so we 2 " 5 e 2.5 mi1 Lt V 

. on this, if we 

U.-AT CAAX0m JEMI S Cli It 5 s perfectly all r-ight0  Tazikeo iiayI
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4,, th 4.i e y4)a e,.  

If 

131 

711 

7 i 
8 ii 

41 4 

NII 

25 411
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CTMAR~Q ~~scu r~ease ona to Oreo.  

Are the pa'ties ready to proced? 

1ROTROSTEN,?. We xvcy,-a& like to have anothe 15, 

i e . r . Chairyfman.  

C N A _ .,, £ J .' J .' C t n i s t i m e l t. u l " ' e e s s t 

:re'onvene .-m this room at 10; 20 

(-uHfAIRMN JmdSCH. "l sO Cto orOder.  

Does the witness have the aw r? 

X think it wvas something about .6 or 

MR4 ROISWAN.: It was if the ucanm wall thick

-ass is .625 why does sho w...p on the chart as bleing 50 

And as long as you haa had the len:zgthy discussion 

at the Chai man's sugqgestion went on with tee question: 

Expl aim any ottetr :l-nces in the chart where -hat 

discrepancy exists, and identify it as to why -they are there.  

WITNESS WHITE: Wall thickness evaluations were 

made on a numb;Der of the valves that were subject to measure

.ment 0  Do you want us to identify those particular wves 

where evaluations were made? 

BY M R0 ROISMA- Ng 

Q 1 wod.d like you to start by identifying what 

you mean by tie word "evai-uaticn !o you man you fou-nd a 

reading below thie minimiumn wall thicknes-s a lioweale and went 

on to deter:mine why?
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eb2 White) We. houn,4 a eaa.i ;-a recii..d an 

i eva ti mz- as to its ads. oY a wa.t Sthickness stanr) & 

point.  

V'MQ,: did you hate -o in.d in gte r:eadia n to 

deemiethat 1.trequ lidanothaer evaF..uIti? -

MR :ffyT x e You r r o valve 455-B? 

6k 

I on the basis of nce,-nerica:Ll or Ii2OWQr wall. -

h Sa baed on a enefj at- .. a .. ' .--" fanc4 

I done fr- the speed of the check thasd -edq .Ce Z4 

observed4 o 

Now when they we:r below the mi.nimum,) wall thik
16 

nominal min,.imum wall thickness that the inspectoCrs 

had as refer-'ence, it was necessary to ref:Er o,.d find the 

-real minimr- wallthicknoes which in"~ " ngi"z 19 .  

evaluation by a person know.l7edqeable in the icable 

speifications and the str.cength and material properties of 

a2 tee valve 

0 is that evaluation then in li:ae wvitb - - Looking 

now' at wshat has been r"as Ehibit t c ith 

J'ane 22nd, 1972 letter to Consolidated odism from Mr. J.asr-s 
25
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2 

5 

7 

10 

!2 

q5 

a7'I 
18 

20 

221 

2

1]0.0643 

P. O"eiiiy, are those e tions the artee that a:re sI2OWK 

on pages 2 and 2., of that lette-: ared .i pa-r-ans nttwbers 

(3)i, (4), and (5)? 

A Yes.Xt was that type of evalvuation that was 

applied in the cases of Ceservd wail thickness below the 

nlomina2. m:ntrixnu 

NO1e looking at. the. surm.ary o'F ..... Po±:oint Unit 

No, 2 ve-if:x.oation of wa4l thickness in valves, would you 

please identify as to each valve there listed srhe.ee tohe 

mI.nijrunt wail thickness aI.ow,!abe that is listed is not t-he 

minimum wall thickness nominally all owable exzor what is that 

nominaI allowable? 

A "Mr. .White) Would you just :epat that .sion 

7Mor. r isman? 

Q Yes.  

Looking at the colu.n in this docunent that ha 

been received in evidence th--at is the sutmma.-y of the wall 

thicknesses in valves, the column marked 'Min mm,. wall thick

mess allowable, please i.dentify as to each valve where the 
values shown in -the allocobe Coun is less than the 

'nominal value, and please state what the nominal value :s 

for that va.vea.  

A 1 wii2.1 list ti-e valve first.  

838-A,.  

A1..l right,
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Q 

2nominal ly 

A 
2 

A2 

'2

Chba rt?

A Thata s an evaluated wall ic e a" "xlbe i the 

weld prep area for that valve.  

..Andte rea.on for the evaluation was that in 

lookinC. at ti! .a.d prep a:ea yo "kA get a zeading of 4 30 

.hich fell belo, the xrinim .r nominal value and therefore had 

to evaluate the area tc see if it was an acceptable 2iguze 
es that Correct? 

A T-hat"s CorrecIt 0 

S W'hat's the nex't valve.-- Well . let me ask you t-his.

I notice that for 838-C, 838.-D, you is't 

two figuwi.es. in each case is the uppez. fi:gure the noinal 

figure0 -the lower e -he evaluated figure, and isa wh..at

was applicable to 838-A the same -

A One question at a time, please.  

Q2 Looking at valve, 838-B, C, and --

Tha -;,ci 
That v,.es subje;ct tO0 ..va&Lufli onf 

All :dght , 

C an you, tellj yinsc whyjati- thle 1 gRimwl pcns 

required? 

The notinaJ. is LO0937 

NO o~ I q aMth cg tr. bei.in0 t;-hat :nuz.):er apj-a:-.s 

"Roundea oflt.  

.... a s ?L 0 9 4 

Then whazt is3 the ri.r be 98ln tte
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ii 
Q -- on the chart, they also show two figur-es listed 

S u.nde-, "he miln mwv 'wall th.i.ckuness alowzta.1c.  

-1 ac.h. case is the uppe £:cjure the nminal 

S valu .e 

A The upper figure is the :omi:nal value Jm areas of 

the ot-er th the c pre ap area.  

9 Q All right.  

10 .nd the lower figucec the 5S1 in each case, Is 

- iJ the valve prep area? 

2 c ,o.r:cect 0 

t3 Q So that in ach. of -those valves the weld prep aa 

showed rinimu. n"all thicknesses as shcun in the coc<rmn 

r Ul measured as tiae second ftJ.qre, .614, .68J., .628- is that 

correct? 

17 A Correct,.  

8 Q Al.l .right.  

19 In wat other valves other than those were there 

0 i ,differences between tha notnal and the atllov.,ab..e as shown 

on this chart? 

M,, A On valve 455-2'" 

P.3 Anld what is -.Cn nominal mininwxn wall tickness 

26 for that valve? 

251 i think you testified it was .625.; is that correct'
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ii 

92 

21 

R,4 

$I 

2] 

22 i]

A That S cozrect.  

AndC caL yoit expain;~ to mewitwatesWz 

thatvale o 510ms foh:a kalsoC inaWacCp thatate 

it was .in ancQter a004~ 

Which area wasi that?' 

itv way vmthlng i;hte, ates. of the valve' body~.  

Q ArXnA t ~; the-. Danis for the coclr~~usion that 

A kicM WA~Se Mes vaue. thiat yonr new~ on the table 

a nmbctatWas caic:aaewithinth QJErkonworck Wa We2t 

3 'tnc And :letter in Paarahii whidi it was ev'ai'vated 

front a Qarsed and valve~ to a weld and valve whitch the 

valve was Srmpl;LcW 

(2 re vOU swyinc that the Valve in queStion2 655-A7 

was a valve which when~ ordered was rez; krec to meet standards 

hihr hn h sItandcards. acual reuie fo th seric 

conditi- onA to. w hich the 'v AI"vSa rat ba subjctud --

AThat is correct.  

o ad that in fact the valve as aeiive&e did 

rot meet the standards krwihit htad~ Wen ordered aitlth 

it did meet the staidards forz wzhicsh ihadl to k.e uized in-

sexvce ? 

A Thnat is a correct Statememt ye~s.  

(2 Th ank you,

3.
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7 

18 

20 

12 

13 

14 

1 

17 

20 

22, 

as~

"o "."hite, what other .. v..s are there Me 

thre MamQa4&lU w~all.thcknsss a4ghr figu're thanh what is 

ltistea ps the AWmimum w" thi( es- allowable on .. iS 

9Me~7lv 08Cina :?CV-400 

All righ~t. lA 

- 4 

A The nozmnal is MO.  

Ai .83_.4z°D~s) 

With repct to tha&t valo"w; what was the~ nature 

at thavalvation? I1.n oth-er exz~s s '--tlt"r w- 'at iw"as julst 

AnnhE by At. DsMISe 

A (Mr. oalusl STh~a vav dwwi 2 s~e -that -thfraii 

is an ins'ert nut into the inlet- n~s Volle 2 rsewa 44 

-F "4 - ..  A-k 

1 oL .i -a ryd;"._;. the actual valvs.- w, . va '.ve boc Y t "at .  

holding .is is not the ressu-ze b.undyan.d" 

7ay I add, is, only a .tructural part of the 

valve..  

( wzthtat be &2C2hr Pma~graph 5 ekcccptiaon : .nl 

youtr opini~on, looking back at ?2dalbit A- 42 Thetswha 

,on ordared valves to haighs; raig tha Nat you really 

nfaded1 

No that is mI: ta case.
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iI 

ij 
!i.  

-o iA 

° ii

01, t he service the'm~"' Wall is"' *put.7~tr *43 9 

Q h a...-.- orYderedi~ tht is,~ (0t2:41CwasA, 

the Spo to wic i uas croi 

2 cna val&ueri ofc .C- r&Mi that c( 4±2"z sfvur4v 

Made ofii the~: inet53L \flCAC only made oR krk' -b~sra.o b'af ?tv



z'alI- not 

AJV 

A t a va'-l b .. .. . .  

a a .... b1 , ' t e .. P 

J. s" -ym- ':' ..... o' t.he e..-c0ide c,, a ' " ' ,: "l " 

n FAll . .. tonot a ....  

z, f ' valve is a t - "e n es C, 

- li Ce" ' tht :2.t.rin a y'. , n i. . sL " 

p.. ae. is that correct .1 

2: . t e r i Do y . k0X .,. ull. -ahr the oinsert ; as .vaJvll - . ere 

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a C,4 axet ornsv st e-tr I;:?tvwt3 hs;?s~ o 

bpcMa' o~~t s:tfw: hc ~ ~ tarec r i ~r a~ a 

*. ,' S ."- "



..

.3S"XJ2e L t n tozzleh .nt a.. t ,v 0s ... is .achiratZ 

a. ., that wuld 

. t Kmsr th.ii, 

i 

Ie 
that :zleeve&4 

I 

iD 

was he t reqire to kee xecrde "iesa fh 

Ii"" Q it nsepeton Ht ta a at ofthicA articular all hi detaledJf patbtaIsPit In 

he didnt. iis 'a itowa.. ins:ect-on.  

werhant mou2 tSee ths made Wctt th ofies PCV-est and 466or 

of this detaed Cof thickbess, prior oo tinh tito 

that toua copete;d thi s cp2.gsicgisis oft teshts ao~ndu 

h~cna didte Ediso had inx itspcon AY~rohSt±Ofl h oyreati nzsregin nude wh thickneasse of3'Z4 ans <valor 

or twais suc documeation fnder ,itkss ontl? o1± tn

C.  C,

I.

ject
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(Mr. . 2.Cahil) No.  

.X&.C-It you.  

CHi\i~AIRMA JEYSCH: A ny. crirc'.! 

MR,, TRT-N No atti ie Y himn 

.....o..' ........ .. v U '.z! o .i :c 

,.Th .RoC4? 1 a qo -; .o ..  

IA -4, 

...... ..... a .. . ... .... . r . .. . .. -a ., . .  

JuEd.Lctn thicn ssew thtwies t han~ . 0 the minimum 

reureet 0 forAG& th valve and it2 tos Csi that MgR o tok 
13 

4a t 

How.. does, ....... deemneta ti s }porosityg ratherx 

thant j"ust a ti- n, ....pot. it- te v--, % °'i. 1? 

I . ..... WHITE: Basically when the Unu 

put van;e valve body i isJnot js:2t4.a put d own atn 

It i serchd i th cicumeretia ara ad i,youe c=Jan- mak 
a jugmn tk ..... in.di.c.,ati. o..n is a highly loalze Mica' 

tion, andut th~at i..n Na -s 3 ast adjaen~t to it. the minimua~m wqll 1 

thicknesses .eatisfiedc; tt zthe basicsxz e t.nui 
i u t 

C12$2il i2JSu.. ....''a CA %.zA II 

MR .I B IS a YAmbel wio put down taht was 

~ ~ o ' ;ai:w o B 7-IG h' ".. N ' 0 ......... w,-x'p 'm Jr 

4 les t.chant the Quied minai:mixr wa l lt ic..ess, .nd this-das 

Ps 

attribduteds tor" xr'4b~ putc thwn Norbthe U ~ O-._2, .a. ]}it ,~ 3' " ;] 

23 s uz E~IGS No a fumb ~ ut -ryntha



I thimnesss djcnttotat.ct IS 

3 MRI BRIGGS : So tha. t12 only thab: t' ..... t . yen. have.  

4 afor that area is onie ChLat 2.nctes that the area is tcZA2 

5 thin, is that right? 

6- ~,ft!E Bnouzqh readttings were tke 

7 CAIW ,i- EIMdSC". Ca ouC axnn r that question yes 

83 or i d then you can enplait it any way you desir..  

9 WTh2NBSS WHI ~ Wol o -eea t ln 

0CHAIRMA~N jEiNSCE: We'l have the rearter re>:ead it, 
if please, 

"W"eeuepbn .....-.. er .re -the record, &s 

iirequested.)3 

14 wXTNuESS WHITE, Tha's a Cvery diftticul~t question 
.14.. ...".ot~ , 

Sto answer yes or nio eto 

v'mms 5R. B IG~GS: Wtell, you' have v pumbter on the papr.  

"7 

143M. BRIGGS: And that ' the onlyv numbner that you 18 

have written down ior the particular area, is that ,right? 

WITxNSS WH!Ixm;: Thait nymbrt3 rxayresen tz what we 

I1 believe to be the depth cm to the porosity fox theat 

particuiar point where porosity e.4 - Wt e have a lot of other 

readings on that particular valve which aqsured us two thinq*"
43 

One, that there is not a gene'rcal condit.ion for core shift; 

and, two, tha t we dant have a. tVue thin wall condition.  
25



a.rn 5

Myh . P-ZiS E Crj d make me"asremnts in the 

WITNE~SS WH:ITE: Ofi the porositVy yes,, 

AR T r;R22GS But you didtzo p* '_, dC-,P Hrii'tt

YWsureman2tlQ wt~a.s. that yoacot t;i n tha aze' there? 

U:XTYTSS NruT~ t~3hQt ;s zcu:'cec:r 

. .... . ...... L.. A.. St C.. , % e ..  

XL. AI, AESH Can 2i ui: wat the Ci fU i 

Culty is, in aswri.ng the quesCti on y~es or no? the. only 

number you >We india~teso-~± the~ thlt.LLwaLll, is 'tat orrct?~ 

1~c:whiAt is the difiu tn an2?CVY0'g t*%. 4$;qusin 

WINS n-pTS We bel14Aieve that w2enJhtve ;uffixot 

readings, reco-rded readingos on the vailve that e:stablish* 

A 

titht-the vUalveT does0t n~ot htave a chin wall.,.  

Wa did als~o xenrd spUe3cificoint where there- was 

an :Ncicaticn ofnr~t A~SAe poros ity.  

tNat &J4ICGM This last answer sujyestw that the 

'rfly cocoon you' - recorded~r -those r.eas war; to show that there wa 

poroityin the valve. in that the ideaos? 

WITN-SS WHITE: it -cextwi-- w'"ould be -'-you knw 

MIS sraighrr--torwav-rd w4ay, W% -yu see amndiainlk 

tha, yu jst avetowritec it downo and that's what wias doned 

Anditwas evaluated by Probinja.a~sl ra to assure our-~ 

o.elves that we did not havie a thin wall.  

NiR, RIGS I thnkit would provides more
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~S.... AV-'o K no queszction psnd"Lr~i, 

DO you hv.e hose fZC ice"so they coud be 

supplied to the Board? 

WITNESS WT.E: We did tae additional readngs 

an tooe vlve to demontrate thait there was no canditionn 

no Qenearl condition or th2iP n .. and when 1 say general 

. don't want to limit it that thee is no n..thi n-wall per se 

cond .itio.,.n ix the valve, 

CHAI~mAN"J'NS'H: Do yout nave the fgures 

available that you can suprply to the Board, qdditionnl to 

the recital you have. set forth in this document so that it 

can be informed to the Board as .r. B..riggs has. gug.est' e d , 

WINESS: WHITE: We have notaions oif the readi ngs 

that were taken on this valve that evidenced .he adequate 

wallo 

MR. TROSTUX,: nd this information carn he. supplied 

to t1P& Boatd0 

MR. BRIGGS: Would you do that please? 

M~R. TROSTL'.Z: Yes, 

MR. DRIOCS: Th~ank you.  

CIIAIR.AN JO1NSCL Any further questions of the 

witnesses? 

M ROSMAN No £:ti.e: question, but depending 

on what is produced, ! wouxd liko to reserve, the right. to 

ask further questions.. am not sure that I will, and if that
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S

cra be done wi"Chout havi1g t s a I'. .will 0s.i do 

by it~rrgatx~y ut i isadditi-onal r:ratf n 

edontt 1know whethe.3r I have ever0 .~c-ci ;it b.'efor'e..  

CYIAIRIAN JT: Ooy have the ,heer, he--e tha

can be Xe,'ae.d and exist e jwtj ;hiTotn 

I IR. IRT:kl : I tv-lJU havxe to C1iecuk wmtIx hq 

Witr*sse, ..-.. " . 'vaere .... t.s infc.n-m.:ation is on 

the precise s.atu. of it, 

VA I;T • JtA. :.L.t J.:t.t s us>5;: n..,-.,. a 

{,±O are the data? I 

Ito: 

S.....ee he h.as ab .o. in 1ront o in ath he boo 

t ang 7h et! ''.e..... -toare rfint t,-in. i' . ......  

is theat cooeet? y 

youP ....T ;A: . would think it wu2.d be 

aretcrab le to by Pa 

Mr.Coha ,,,.,.,Seemed v kr')-,sets" are the book .., i 

ius Sae ol na them an thn book n 
U-t h v o..L. flT t . o.JA CJ.l 

u o ~~Xrx " a" J ew of those sheet.s; you have I 

a very cavab le .gerntl eman her - ssitingyo . Lay the. n ame of 

Sr"Cohen wh s.md ospp---y thte dccutments reaccily this 

nor3n'.ng and per..haps they can.? he turned over while we go on 

to some other matter, and can be exchanged before the noon 

(Pause



Ii z nS ,11M do t ae r.de 

nuuze one, I5 t7. "Wlt ai ae 

1 r 

.... tr,. seV-ut. putt on 

10. Que'h~ 760 w would .l]e. oc -,he,,k the doue3;tin[htWe 

,3 .a.-e !I.nd Sez ...... . ]1' as.';,..:3 ble , so !3:uggest eh t ' 
o2 h iso3ue rm,'ave, .eot? ! ,-0,io0a, a.,d 

... go oM 1to nextt c 

4 M.,Chima, utwat;m- r aesk in tht. r haeto d,n 

II 

7 Wat t at .bLciherc :e p pt or re e...irect about 

f rthin-. 'aal lLd va toesta 

0.p Yiest 'tnh twere ou like .hocl ... the siocum... Ati thi; a e 

h problem '-C ~41'- y abo u t; 

2 eC _Ts hae :cItr : Sir, there is no likeliho d 0A 

14 

22L'4v net iri as scou tue c~ htaecranyi 

Is thinak the arosee svalve 
21i there a lik....oo. at othe 

-a 

1- pootern that you cwtain ed abuts.Driuanya ,;= ii ... _
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valves 6' ther__e -weR e CO'e shift prbea 6 thC bis ee 
_11c, hv be 

-"roblems at the eld end ortio.rs 0 the valves, 

sometimes because the w.ld ends .ar2c and "perhas 

overmachined to fit the ._e wall 1hickness 'which is much 

thinner than these valves 

Because olt problems lije this. itwad d 

necessary by the Commission to have ver. rca;ion of valve 

II thickness i.n the pr'irmary coolant pressure area.  

Now, when. we got this letter, se looked at the 

.equirements which called either the wall 

thickness by documentatI.:on -- and as you know the docu-menta

tion requirements in the indu stry have becr& continuIEal.y.  

xncreasinW.ere transiting from ayn inustry that fundamental..  

was based on meeting codes and depend ng on the x-ianufacturers i 

to meet those codes and with ample, in the case of valves, 

ruggedness, so suca fozmal reporting was not part ofindust-ry 

iobw this situation has evolved to the present 

practice where we are obtainimn records of just about 

everything that is done in the way of quality assurance, 

quality control.  
In looking at Indian oiNnt 2, we found that tae 

roord for -these valvs are not available, even though we 

did have auditing progzran. in. the manufacturers' shops 

-ihich verified that they were maintainxi'i, control. This
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i~s ta~c~r. rei h aeo h c-e ype 

ichere machine. ope rations. m-e sub-ject to ic'Crexe control 

than the castina, 

The Al'C .. "c;ee75 to dtl(n.erwc 

either find *wi -r~d~~~7 c ~hQl, the t-hickneassos 

thzs-e Vaelves wat%, 

to we hadt the.l...  

recquireracnts of 14r,, O' Pze:i JUy ':4 ceo Ose hs 

recyuire-ments is three yars nd in -'...4.,.A'-cc Fourc irionthe we 

h fve eta-nad the i-frA~tinby 9ilrscs cmSt to 

cwin th aeo iGtvalvGe twe hve 

.4..  

o hre t 

rqredt valves Of oast w ith 

wall11 thick-ness in the cas valvst s on the probl-,af r .f h 

core shifA't 0  The halllcz-g:zto a cast ;ale2 created b 

havinMg a sldpiecis i-side the mael-d that prvnts the ritave 

frnt xorXEpng in, that ccwvity AIn d this., Is mnainta-ied in 

posi',4tion In the mold and can shift Su.ch a shift is a geo

atric pattern that iS subjet to e vtt .. t 

f how* --- whero, the wn-all thicknesses we d be s '-ar as 

sno-hnesB a-t the casting, so that ran.don thin s'pos r because 

of oand holes or irra .aities, the shpe9p nd the 

inspect S by w ihthe shoD inspactions and our 

its of tihose shop prof:edures aestcs tnChat tsa,mi of, 

the- casting, are ooth. and dol) U: ha-ve unaccepItable sand holes
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a--d tig kethat 

Tte ges-,tiun ,ea2Lly bEs t. to wh.eth* these 

casincjs have thin 4a,?iic problem 

sud as canre shift, which T;ou o " ' ..

of co.re shift.  

0o, "" in ;-h a fl5 '4't" Wfl ,- w c-ra vic, .r Po,;sx~ 

the porosity if we used e nicr-x-ster5 &" you could get a 

2..c"r.om.t..r on that, y.u -?t yo oul c- e-d t s thi s

the visual wall thlc-sJ..dr- notl, se"e ' the porosityv .  

The UT d %vice t ,-o thw rc-i4incj wae.z.ase and 

then later evaluated to ascer'ta-i'.. iat "t asr 

Now, 'LES far atb--., t... 'l-Qciss of thek' casting wall 
,,,a ,,,{D. ..,, werge .....k= ....... ,-

goe theae other Wcxe chccd Z. . -ixrt" 

.. t.... -,re u c" "t 1 -ctertia thickness was not 

present, ca.- ai;E - -2 t tIh.cknes, ,- , ti 

in the explorationos show ed. than th- hm., ,.. no..  

wrjll, then the- ineer -ug evaluation .xtne 'ith 

?~-r. R~. 4 sleterandnycolxe.,e~~n t engineerxs 

knowledgeable of the codes awd th deigcns and the metallurg'y,1 

detrmine th th2c -., , thihnos wall h was 

acceptableT 

This was done ,

0

a 

II 
ii
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:0 66 1 

1 :.. . - . ,.tw yt; -t 

a '2 patern 

The wo-,e ,.3l.2 mre the sare mttcnw .n other 

taent 20 a Q.d e 12 Yr the 2Q L-wIere n d the V2 

we"e stop valvea; so h,- h,.d a Aeront ireohanis. ;i--s"d 

i- the sa zie.  

amth 2 :uad ~ 1"23PTh he 2..; vmzChl% &2V2 ehS I$ 

a rug~ie va~ve that has .a .afli t"hi ckness' t..... v .- r 

40 os .50 percent; ex~t--'s~ ot the. ... .. atortaX°.=d i~glze *t -o i 00 pe.'

It tip weerfre itoo an erxpienced power plant 

enine o &wiv o i-pin engi.,,.eer.. ttleq.....t 'o- -A 

thes- e waltl t2.Oass's( oi5 those valves vav nts and need 

th be measire&- y 1eieve t-a ahrssnc eri woul.d be noe 
Caot O t'o ' 3tt eiytd.B
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to ea ainxo one frcmy e'ac C,%"t n-s 

2Thn21 0 I We Olcave imcM x~:, at wha Wo tfll. xi ? c1 n tne

se at ,the cyis v&Lthis 9 ai:' ariey sujcz rutuo on. ',mi 

justa aticsis cro pav :cit3.os we a ai? 

cI.~, ofon t- h tncOr alat wrb~ ~o 

ofs at Ia o~.  

aa'A helpful.  

3'I-j, thr.11. ~ :ey tcykiw; to 2:aad ant i;s, thi 

given by Mr .0 2Oil3.y in n.s eatter--s: tht thre shxQbe 

op'taa. ths -i"e' and b

doourentation porior to thnw.t Um"z)L ktthms h b 

jur-,'se for tct2 i smnt jU-tzs htln f h 7~S 

Xxiw is. there'*A. rvwa &~~~'5rAC iqsavailable 

herce tat w 1&d indcate6 -wlile you camiaaot disc- ,r his is' 

ta2Ltion or rmmything like:; that, but what is theonperiapmca-

IS sonathincj with a thin wall likely tOrute or st 

jlst. '&br f ohave it; On 012aPEr'? 

WITNESSC AILL1t I thin'r c that v;alve4,nS that are thin 

V"'a'ted Fwnd! n., zw- h a migt :Hnd it
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tte z s ehing y - soz t a Ic l . ye' :. g t *. ... a. " 

act wha obr Ow 

~a sall hole anti.c£ txr 0a,42 bs "i!&raI1Oo a abx-t 

. ...g of tha whole thing.  

7.S MS- his1!1:; 

.. ,. 't 3he "'I 

tern Ltxnsaen o s or the t.? Y 

).pe' get a led Out of.a.s.oeozo 

WI*4Th*;LMSS CARIEL:L NTo-. The poest)e T3ar ,V 

forrncn to, are all. withil the .ccextt'lo.L l~tt3 of the cotso 

ntaininqto cas-tvav 0 

(2iAX~~~t~SQ~ toh~r u~Isrr ~'se theO tm 

£tcy~~~td2bcauseO aCt3~t2 C03~12 v~ this eeiy 

acetad acCawnting pzincriple S" ' and 1"ma a ItAtle wcOrxied 

bo't- a s f.ieency o...b. a,, . . c O diQ.n to a Co de 

Aside "fro . acceptabil v c"- .a. - c.a 

you had a POr.Oaity0 the hole-- Y'on 7hxw~v, eit. :t; the 'wall1
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Side, o 0-L:: vasn v so'Lo as UT!A1mn as3 tix~ z7~ 

a le- ..... 'atk v of . T 

&po2gcu -e aJ inq .. .a. a

eerotn.yua Itouldl. ]"lkely gi-I a.:& Jn -%he area of th'at 

Stand"" cekr'b.  

2L-t te o3cst.r'- 4' c. hzera c;?re "an 

ac2cpted fox avr 0 ac the~re are also 4-:71" fr plate a4,l 1 

ZOr pip-s.  

cast valves? 

M : R3V.'D WEcG They mcllzs~ais ~urn;sau-' 

W'I%1 E6 S CX5JTI 2 ; 'Yes.  

R'.~ BmiGGS'. Thu -thae pozmoity was ki, Ota.blis ed by 

means ofE these rcioggjraphsl ir., thatrtt? 

W4"ITAESS CAHIXLL: Yesc sir.  

CHIqM-IRN JEvi~ otice in tha c~ualificatio's 
of~ C" tUooft se qengtlemier; this racraorn 0t her as uie 5022-3 

rere to F, cyua-lity' assun r~~rou .m2eia~ dn~ 3O~ IiUh
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&S3 altCrc-e 

Parct of thefrstqat ya ce x9~r 

qualsu'rtyc in~~CP min222d hs o cthe teznr, m as ooi d% But 

quality assurance has a cc.~aimas FZe.S rswmtXn

tioredo of A'm,'l+rr- and-, ke *?2 ~ h 

t,. ma -Z, f 7r 0 -j 

. - t,'-. v- n-6 3-.  

before you jcimd the N:7 .n:. L 972? 7 L ~~~i~ 

you(3r ezxpevciemce 4ack groun3 

WIXTUT waic kAt; the £ecvaric.ttz waessonios 

Divisj~on of Ycrhild lnciSstr~kes. ?ic~l YCutjf a 

~~1~~t ~2t'i JNCi '4You have be~en vvith Paizthi-l& 

sine ri~t\C fXi C~lnn4 alli i4s thtcor.ect? 

WX I 45 Tqj"HITc -With oe &~r briaX: in tchere, W,,hcxn 

Iaswith a stool- oparatiL-on for ablnt. a year0 

C- FAA 1RU R2 JENSCI-Ig ln 1et ~seo n 'a!, 12Th other 

gat leraaa, M.(:Smiky



~you2.A were wihts udCw ,'~ 

Thee resaeO g o CI& n 4J o4 1 -tak ~;.i- 0" 

WTtNE~SS UTxO'.a~c Coirrct,, "XO'n inqaiyaarueutlyu 

at 

o 1i f y 

-- - • .,.1 3 . :. AS..." 
OCnr year at Arrvlr National -'Wza t v'as -a 

9 " . "S.G"LX.1 -."a" : • 

year-, at Mnganese Steel Found y, n sfliflto2 Steel.  

and 'ostr.ol red absoy-bey:s& ' 14 
.t' -, ..  

if ,, . ... a Part of ..  

does oun -4 survillacefts an auisa uhAsV 

CHATRiHh jLZSti ' ... , the ... .. . . r l ..  

• • i .* .. . .  

stepping up the sched.ue on doc cmtaxion N:a t2e Mhxee

yard poroiio ro alser mutofA f ult 

sauls ?:toy~ :tscame §ntaiu wS4U hy wahnC'lty othe3 docnt 

2A 

p. ' in t. , 

;hc osterotn !r<I .'..v,. ncn av 
"a
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21 L-md s? s' %, .a:'.- t a -C T 

W2JTIE4 SSa -a~Y~2 Mr~ et c~2 sc~kct~ O 

ali~ ~~o'. the_ CFsi ~ s tio'th the~c L h 

orn~ -&2-vb bvp14! iS:;hts~, to_.~cuw ~szc 

forw t"'ha 4TI*P- .W----'s. 196 '4 

p r C c ~ 2~ u, 2-:~ 02: tixsmOei thbctct thatue .bess 

a-t that tim'e r-: ... 15 c.5.. thi, z e.-o m d c 1 A 4i! : e. t ... 

Stj-n 'dar srco r ' )t, "J' dzsL. o'-.s. rcsose2 
cA2 Ta' z~~-Q r'--'a any;R o'4-j0t.t ' 

Cfat-ul- any saa a .ra.si ,1w rezaz,.. nc ~ "n coat Wsi

to t uppliear's.  

Ccoyti rni}1e so h~at I{t 33U.es jI-& t y 

T-qant b(evond t125 cor2e.s. 'AC QX3Yt2t.Q1ecT3t.~a IS 

G'~inrI o ou @ocum~unt it presumt':ik~y t~toAtrcadtott 

requirements of the Cod~es 0 but You 014 niot do thdat; is tehat

WIThfI>TSS BIKE'"KIKER: I think Youz fitin&'. Sir,~ta 

the eC-udITiemt -pciiltQv s~-- L~oe.~uthe 

~nr~fatzre f ar e'ee hed tstar.&trr d aKA-2 Codes at that
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is 
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* 22

At ma -ark 

c. "in-CAt Inv lve f&2IWT- Xri tsc. E Vt,2C3 L 

e,~ -vh in 

1 .l TV Ia B.11~-2rkc I-. Sc -1 do 9~~ 

W:Tl~e rf331hvat: .CS w did't% have ccO?2 tlhaat-nf 

on ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Iat ala~ca a.;t~- '~'~- Et~i ~ 

ClEO::2MA6T Jl iSCYi2 2n.S i Ols i t tA . Y OO:2
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ar ?t.23 1 1 ?)RwLpA, Tr.flhav intgteneprga 

there~ ~ ~ ~~ intecs facs rout whic tso ao 

I 

•hr ncec~eo: .cs:rt.~t iTihl~0:T~1c 

cl~ orncer.n, tht-we check the first pi2.O03 of every ICt 

C) f01 a newi pattern or a ] ro ictiun run~ in the as-cast state 

-to Mtr' o-f all rtaha sue :tt willj meet Q1.J the dsca.~e~: c 

ivcaets of te valve itse f.  

12 Qstittid~r PrAvo 

it-,. pro :,%.....t " thf.Es Unis:a. machine ,,.s.tinj1 at the star.t 

Sof the 'cr ~i i of ter.  

to'ixSUre that the Ma nufac tur.ing Prcacss has stayed tmnder 

13 CoMMt.. and :i, fact e immediately decide requirements, 

incxadinq wail thMckness. We ar~e WUay requit2ringl te, 

8 lu rof Ae alve to Aua... ,e SC thes r tA 

.GYR:. Wall, whe.n yo ake o thike first of, a.  

jrun, or aery tent one, you say yu check it for all the 

22N cqarzCotJ5 you list these reqruirements, or is tha 

22 too long9 a 

22 INS Tr32 No. Typically what we are 

24 I~~s4 ~c i od,* is record the -- we required him on his 

26, dr awtnqs to- -jrsg ouse to We'1 fyj they areas onj the. valve



=.2 cr2 0 6 ? 

by design Which will have a *p;AMnUg wall.Arc n We J.:equre 

hJti to tecor2 the dtnenm:'caal value that he raceht?2 in thosec 

jaatch, touAtlr±21 wes raqu~iy himP to check thi vaue 

1D and OD and the weld prep area, the weld a. onfgura'tion: 

the lenoth of the value,- the hei.. of tle vue, in pth..  

wards , in an~ z- imesio,1w r tqiel of hhm dimesionC' 

also.  

DR.0 GEYER: Do thev dTo this with a micrometer 

or with a for r that he puts it in? 

WITNESS i3 MME3 Most othe won%, 

meanueden s a in the valve body are done with micrmeqtC:E.  

There are some- 5han you str gti ps to 40Q inahescc 

C; :Vc. ha-ve to doi wp a heigt52' getta, or someC othr~c {;RCu 

OKGBER T~n you. 

,Let me ask, we c.onsid,,eredi a 

*t nthe day t Ls represen~tative ecaixpiL and Iun~destand~ 

ont. e forged value,. "Fo .str of "vey forqes 

wilve and. Wie it a te.st, and if that passed, you did not 

tt the others;'. that correct? 

WITNE2SS -WHrIflZ Yes?, Sir,- We took e. ze of each 

family, Sir.  

JENS '~a Now" doesthat mean that the one 

you o- wa: rom - I don' t use 'the cor-r:ect te..c-aepease 

excuse e the same My ofmetal so that you got a fr



Sbac to....ealm. Wee have ths 32 in on categor 

5 of Edwa 4d3s a..G.. ... v , 32 -k il " "" "" 

h ".  

oae at Ky ,o :ne one .tc o e hyt .  

i a h'aive readi manyof the sa et misse b h Ad 

.. ... ion: c:9ohomm.. w.-o .. uot, speaksng S a q ality 

is acon' to .t ained mts i ' 'J it f .. tnot.,f iOfl lrreCt that 

16 things that hare been. adeqate in t'-he a, cc the. 'It 

ft he ncter r e s d ese forgv vaes,
1 i 

a eqs-a" ily gve you tse i'nrt- te fo ithe same shae things 

20! a. going t:o be fine in: the nucl.,;ear f.iel.] o 

o,.,.: ...... The. ehave is if y o have a forged valve 

and y. don' .k. i e al , ix, arce't 'o. l ' to get" 

the poisity problems or* thn walls out of the sake siuaton? 

in ~ WTNS AILgSr the nuiearinustry EQiACLZS3pii ACICYt.ttC $3ofs 

23 Ia 

- lILyis'ttot3 '' lhi:''At~i 

hacvetrY., .tandhc hiher itnression t te not inrtthat
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1 VkXU t', th ink that ip agreed.ae t2:c2~ 

E s he "ase of Mae pct:2.ial-e.ar \Mit.Lva,, es byEd 

31 the wall thicenesses a designed oth'aves so far is 

4 pexcess o fls s nixmum wa l.lrit'he , the nominal zod,.

ftt 

adn.mulrc re et not evesn the evalut edfitt: r requiaA.c..pare-~ 

Atk !Haants that spscial~ ensgineercinq efort can dev~eloip, thep are 

" 'ain cxcfss fth nominal mn.mu wall requirewenta that 

"i2 kind at con rol is notg h ue arv However, we d' ke a 

t bob ecea rblm 

-,t -h.e?

dioe rallyi squashe ton cral good., aectsiredt 

litt.,,

ChAay aYIA. N And,,CX ..... t.e hit nt oc ci i :e' 

isUS CHL: o o ind a foge valv, stir .f 

•.. a'._ ..  

M R. i: teley \ don't .w anything 

rpesexnttbe ptrcsling, an bt if thef in t ahs .,itr 

H an sa, "el th is tloyoks ;podgh t us, t4 1doe know thatta
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establish - s the "'"n"s-o ---t. "- ... o all of the -a~veQS, 

Mow .... IOUt doe s Fr a stat i.cL.k, wQt,.,: of 

view, would ..... a" bit about i: 

WITNAESS CAHIL:ti Nat X Valmi it does mp-tts nature 

ofi the o rg ing p-rQ<-cs hcnssso akn a0t 

of the rigjht mitallur~gy, a speciLfied metallurg~y, and plain 

that in a die~s which is a fixed A=r of a high temperatu~.re . . •. ( -

peetai, and rs g " t c...s. wi'th -e-a-r. ig a - :E th.., dieU i.  

* . 4 

i n .p h y d~r a u l i c _ P r es..- o, -, t h e r e . i ~s . n o w a y i.t '." s ... . l i k e s t a m p in,' :. ,,: ,.. g " 

pu qa... o ois;thy .l coma . out : the! same! . An'd ,.-,d 

' , , . . . . .1 
is limi.'ted to "th..e machi .-oc.....ess .wh.er.e..... ...... he I: p 

of. ti .vgn ar drlld ThtrS ¥uh roeacr 

process than cast.ing with a care pamet, and in the case 

thf UK n ~ctte his processes and contzoi: on pachA&M:% 

accuracy were audi.ted hy Wes-i.house 1nd found to bo 

mleeting a mainfling~ process a'curacy that Was suWitablef to a 

vaive that has such gratNw hi aCs 

thi4ckness" is the minnum wall in a two-inch valve of this type 

is what a talf inch. The minimuam is less that a half inch,.  

and the wall thicknesses are from tinch to one 

inch. it's a massive valve, considerinq its small he.  

Da. GXEYB'R-. connection with the cast valve bodiest 

waVAit.assuranceo you gaina fromr testcing tne first o1ne andu 

not findi . any core shift? Wh assurance is there that the 

7
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;n~'~ci 52DMW& iNOWX, 1 wyould like to cobac~k 

on poinLt CartV!2 than thatc, as far as$ thOU 

&M2 Xt4~rSC the C3CG1K ayc% rYC3XV hfth if aths 

valivem 5r is Objected~ to a2 n4adiocg.aphggc exmntino thn, 

rolue.ri A. M theSr wall, no that e kyo .that .: 

don t: have hc'cksz qrw- (jt5aC'V St h~tX'U or thin: &12 0C.Z tt 

cause a ed htrough the noma wll 

Whens.2 we got into th:e % r:cess K- castang, t a " 

reptitxe cycle where they use the 
•s molds over nd over 

agin. o he a iis sa owea rts ti" got old, .. that's 
thepupoe p or hecsisto make sur tha the p:Y'c'ess 

Wtarted2 out unxdor. conra~rl and by checincg on a frecquent 

. '." .  

basis , insure thamt that proess COMM~c is Mantnstxeld 

We catch this first of all. on2 the castingY and'V.t~ZMIte 

cAS a fiif.shed product Cad we shoufld to able.- by ouer sap_ n 

tecnique, we shold.~ be ate to c-erin ifT' \Pa we ate Se 

wear of the dies on inthe case of tdctna tooL:hothex 

it be the p'ttens, ayd we eun see' a Progessive sip;page an 

we know,: -when we hav~e to cu.t it off.
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ptscrt.ih.arity o aa.ti.Ct .in nod,.zt 1 nolra ru.na o r t ihat- .  
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THIT.ES BtTR ! N..E". iTha12tis OP, oha thaM4 si3t 

o4in nlr tbcSQt susounton-cs if o-.1 thd2,; OftI.,.  

yoo.,,i had,,;c'. ou fin d ll"-I° ' oz' " - know -.  

w ha.t the p o a iL t f n i .. that On ' .31, 

W~hi:Tt.~S I?2iIR b iot , WL *i32t colrsv one reaondS 

uhed cao ine enle3Zi-hree 

r7 ".r. , . o.,,A. ted the othec thirg s 1 e 

th2tV c oCZ t.s. %aC; th tkj; h t.z s atv.. 7012 re t stoir, o 

thin~an maora ins peciol prf oqrm Tlpae a tosad vlesac 

that the ha4t~ he- fzmthas i y t ewnda- 1Z6.,ha
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USe own li-prccess ;;ecxks in23 additio.nt M: nt we7. :Coc LiZO 

DR:.Z GAYER: Oky, Thn yo, 
WAR MA ;;y "ZNSCR: Buti~ art yo sa in tba t a t was 

:in efect thi:s reqramo r"Q adi~tiontal documi~as.titn.o 

I'jitin-a ztandY"dG' all thL7is type ot thingq was, i n,4tc0r 

for th manfatu.er of the com p onents that we2 a  na 

aco nsidering? 

WITNESS .RE, N.- os, i ainot; ,,. y. thnct 

thase Were all in etftect at thwatarse tha2t toE orerd'h 

PN--2 valves.  

01211?z~11TN T:Yonc" give meI a3 .lot ofasm.t ic 

fo t a -E.txe btn~ of course weY are really con~cere ith, ;;& 

wh~at trraspred~ in the past and that is whesre I think zocme

times in our consdearaor, we got a Little enthused about 

how wonderful it is going to be in the future. And we are 

back to taking a look at htyou have gt hooked Up to the 

system naa.  

WITNESS EDMIRE:~t Based2 an the dcumei~l~ntation we 3e 

hava- and I think it iG quite thorough based on. the standards, 

that wicee ,,,equired at the tima0 we have no question about A 

the ttteoxcitv of the valvers that were *Cupplid to the 1171 

si te even~ though ve maytU ncot have recorded wall thicness 

nos have evidlence from audits thaat our mianufacltnre-r 

did in fact routinelywwmasure all design characteristics in
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oi$ te Ccnis~ox2 ~s ltte oins2~z of t~is hu 

the dc t r i' ~c  ... C "d 

Yt thfv ".a , hiuh F' hj ey Ai' e' 

no-m y th t they vere : n 7ou judcgyienut' quit ;wo:4. at th.ei tiwo' 

that th" v.lves forCr 
Z+ s..-. al+ :=,, .a S. mz . a+ 3 r , s um+, ... .. ..... u, a -, 

.Br --a r j t Z L thrk ithat th ulixy ,n~ 

andiiw'rz~ror.cst pro sodcces and ctosappIi eC toc theis 

are-e c c or the., dxvtendeacl 'Se 

Bu~t Thtl islaa -"ass, thaJl; v Pt 

]2sicw the' z_-ILa{- t-he~72 -~~2e"' 

..di,,La Poi.t NunbarZtu A On , the tact tha-t it + -. to b, 

used in a ci tain way in. tlaa nlavt -where it did znt 

+ C "" hI++++ .+ . [.h u +:++. +r (+ + :o 

racjuire that. ful~but rlrlethe'lss the onaatrr 

xtissed its iak



3.LALrix& ~ CAIRiiMO: 7, wosnder if yonz csoal? in~dicate 

4A p2:22lsthe i itht±he quoia .cush ot aka 

IiU 

In the j;dnn.o2 thewinsithtarl" 

saeetor no a.SIi t 

ii ir Chaiia n' ui oie,: to be sure t hat Mr." 

,0 is. the orrect ndi. ial pa re.l,..o. to this qution.  

CHXRR 3ESUs:-. Well 1' f.II'.ge...I ha 

2 answredl it More and t a AI b e ' atsed the question 

.eER: tXi; think that' is a "s 

26 .&5 t* Ye .. .. 2 an ""O~f~ w... the' " qt si,.:. , ... .  
V ., .. R . RCJS '..A 

IS ~ . LC)O Mr Cah'illr juat onO quastivn for yu 

4 You indicated that one of the things that gjave 

20~ ?~i the assurances with '"qd oth ore vlesta 

2Cflckiiq one of several. would be an adequate heck, 

22 -ja5 fact that V n.qn to Wall thickeops e .  

-- .t; obstaxially higher than tshapt w&~n- al required for the 

plant. 0 0S th~Aat where the A hdrMe.wgw ave beea.m 

you would et on with'jr .75 or .8 on S.~ And therefore, there1
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Am creczt that val.va 210t-A and B rfre

210O-A is not;part o2 the g'roup that Al hZ.ad refaa 

to he t£n h - int, -- the 20 and *t.2 groups Q two-.ich 

gd'.,ac:s pat re:'n lorqgud v-a.ves', 

. tWe.l. are you saying that.  

it iC.t Pon in 1ihis cae here, this is a differ..-nt 

nitaot :zea ~an''d '3!La. akxc.ukt-d oXe O'At o! two° 

WellZX1, in that case, K it a correct ""at"ment 

that the wall tlhd.,knsac tually aaa- cod Goes.4' no t 
.. xwccd 

the w'arwAim7i lal t.hickness a Ilvcaable by any substantial 

m.argin? 

in fact, the fi:ure is only .021 higher than.  

th minimum wal., thickness a&lowabl is that correct?

was a qr.at rom tc. as:, n z&t they wai psL 

what the reall.&y rincitctdta-y oX_ w.alt.. u 2 ~> canges.  

:is that corrOcto 

It (Noz. CAhil..) Yes, 

D 9r " ;,tid !:.... :t: ;c it :o:" : - :' ;roui " ' '" '" ' " ....... "' O' M " t n 

pljntat Wi I gaa , yea in axassoC A tha, cakjoy £ hiM; 

- 4 -- ., 1 

far in ezes fth ol~z 

Now, wbld~ you9  c'fctyor attsantin to the.  

SUxMia.ry sheet that:c.. hetcia.:s~srmz~ and lookl at, 

valvie 210L.>A
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Bu~t; it c.is ticer than( the al2 -.~ and nnm the 

Partiul.awct spr o p'iate to s.elect :nnlv y os0 a CjzV'2p. :Ina 

thi~s case yo;Lu sc10.&etd .50 pv:'cant~ of t 'd Als CE wtha 

mnuf~acturer to te"st., 

z td difxed the a:vm& 1 a 

rc~v. m ctve t:hat 1 n .:ithe 'C'A&r is.;AMC=H-i4'-h 

wereuo.. srwha 1=ei tthan thZat kid 

bAnd by Lf,'waax(2 val..vs, yo m ean~ the 85i7-B 

se.M t?.e2?s'aAe and2 the 508-A' serie .4lao Toh9VU 

-,s, tn-.h-'- isC4(r~ correct 

At0  ROSTti ~ Y:Ot 'at thi'oL.  

;4'ESC The~ genteme, WA~t~eSCet r e 

.tmoaiy ecoed with. th~e possitbility of. r~Cecall.  

~ e'''~ '~e i;taIu a few mn>utes
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malow Z'sC wzould like2a toc geo't on. izS soonm as 
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Staff$ or the Applicaoni; 
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Il ml tCheiA47i tN JENSCH t-ill the Sta:f please identify 

• 2 their witness.  

.3 HIR. ICKIDIA1 Yes k'r .Chairmano 

S4 mr° Chai ian I have here at the counsel table 

with 2 ~4r. Victor Stel-lo Jr., alnd ir. Denwoad F. Ross, Jr.  

C and Vir. Narl Kniel.  

7 As you know Mr. Kniel has been a witness and has 

8 testified in this hearing and has already been svorn in.  

Mr. Stello axd Mr. Ross- .have not.  

10 I have a copy of the professional qualifications 

for Mr. Ross and Mr. Stello which I have have distributed 

12 to the Board, ill distribute to the parties, -and vwe hzave 

13 sufficient copies for the reporter so that it may be 

14 physically transcribed in the transcript of the proceedings 

15 today 0 

Would you ilike to swear the witnesses? 

17 - CHAIPil IENSCH: Yes, indeed.  

is Whereupon,

19 VXCTOR ST.ELLO, JR.  

20 DEIWOOD F. ROSS, JR.  

21 assumed the stand As 6itnesses on behalf of the REgulatory 

22 Staff, and having been first duly-sworn, wers examined and 

23 testified as follows: 

24 And 

2I5 Whereupon,
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k;ARL rZNIEx± 

resumed tile s tand as a w-t: es on be"a of th rs3lato:Cy 

Sta$ .- and h av'ing besen PrZevioums y duly sworn, asezmziinac" 

and test-ified further: as :loa 

BY D!RQIRY3TPI~i~Mql O 

t. .< yo ,i\%11-. -i s 

...................................... o .e, .......... ..  

d id you, 'pr-sparc this tztevtof rfe 

iror this.n ... , hh,;as ju;st been distributed to the 

Board and to the pa,::-ties? 

• Are there any corr.ctiCons to be made .to said 

s t ateien flS?7 

{rtiz Roes -; T62r0 is 'a wulrncr pgrp.±t error 

. Other than "h, there aZirc-) no co-rections? 

S Do you adopt hti as your.- sta"em.. of 

profess.ional qualifications and as part of your testimony in 

this proceeding? 

-i (Chorus of yes) j 

MR0 1;Nu.w' y: .r Clha3Cunal, I fwlow offer the 

statements of profS 4 iona1 cuali icatios s, of V.o Vlctor 

Siteloa, Jr. , and M4r. mnn FRs Jr: ndw rsq~mvzt th at
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-they be. physicaily " .mcoz,..te. into t o 

MRn. WOSTS :i2. No objec o:an 

MR. OTSC2H: No Objecti=o o 

CX!2flRMM JEWSCH: Wr:y wellF the rceques t of the 

Regcpiatoy Staff covthStl is ,.,nti. and the st.te .ont Of 

professional qu alifi cations oK s, sea SWI*"-,MIo and Was 

.may be physically ;:ncor ora ted within the. t ns..r... ipt asi 

orally given. It shall constit t evidence on behalf of 

the Regulatory Staf -,

She documents follow .)



DENWOOD F. ROSS, JR.  

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

S- CORE PERFORMANCE BRANCH '' 

DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING 

- " I am employed as the Branch Chief Core Performance Branch, in the 

- Directorate of Licensing, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.  

Branch responsibilities include analyzing and evaluating the nuclear 

-.1 safety aspects of power reactors, more particularly, the nuclear 

thermal-hydraulic, and fuel behavior. I have worked on the Point Beach 2 

and Indian Point 2 fuel densification review.  

I started work with the Regulatory Department, USAEC, in 1967. My 

* first assignment was to act as project leader on the safety review of 

'Florida Power Corporation's Crystal River unit construction permit.  

application. I have also assisted in the safety review of the operating 

license application for Commonwealth Edison's Quad-Cities boiling-water.  

reactor units and Duke Power Company's Oconee pressurized-water reactor' 

- units. I assisted in the safety evaluation of the Metropolitan Edison's 

* construction.permit application for the Three Mile Island unit, and 

have served as the project leader during the review for an operating 

* license. In addition to the general review responsibility of PWR -.  
designs, I have reviewed the application of thermal-hydraulic design 

*-codes to the steady-state performance analysis of a PWR, and have 

reviewed ECCS. design and performance analyses for PWR systems.
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I attended Texas Western College (El Paso Texas; B.S., Civil 

Engineering, 1953), Southern Methodist University (Dallas, Texas; M.S., 

Nuclear Engineering, 1960), and Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, 

Texas; M. S., Mathematics, 1963). 1 have completed all -of the course 

and research requirements for the doctoral program in Nuclear Engineering 

at the Catholic Univsersity, Washington, D.C. My dissertation research 

*-at Catholic Univsersity was in the reactor thermal analysis area and 

is currently under review.- My thesis topic at Southern Methodist 

University was "Optimization of Reactor .Coolant Flow Rate for the 

Aerospace Systems Test Reactor." My cou~tse work included) in addition 

to a standard undergraduate Civil Engineering curriculum, approximately 

50 credit hours of graduate study in Nuclear Egineering (reactor theory, 

reactor engineering, thermodynamics, heat transfer, reactor safety) 

. and 30 credit hours in mathematics.  

I was employed in the MTR-ETR operations group at the National. Reactor 

Testing Station, Arco, Idaho, from 1955 to 1957. I worked on the initial 

phase of the ETR hydraulic startup tests. From 1957 to. 1967 I was 

employed in the reactor operations group at the General Dynamics 

Nuclear Aerospace Research Facility, Ft. Worth, Texas. I was the reactor 

operations supervisor for my last four years at General Dynamics, for 

the nuclear facilities which included a 10-MW pool reactor (GTR), 10 ,1W

tank reactor (ASTR), and critical assembly (RTA). My duties included 

supervision of operator training and licensing, reactor -design, modifi

cation, operation) startup testing, and maintenance. I was also responsible 

for technical direction of several research projects of a safety nature
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- . .  

relevant to pool-type research reactors, including: fission product monitor 

development; critical experiments; control rod optimization and. calibration; 

void and temperature coefficient measurement; nuclear noise analysis; and 

9 loss-of-flow and loss-of-fluid testing. .  

I 
, . .  

I.



VICTOR STELLO, JRI & ' 
-, 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

My name is Victor Stello, Jr. I am the Assistant-Director for Reactor 

Safety within the Directorate of Licensing. As the Assistant Director for 

Reactor Safety, I have the responsibility for managing the Electrical, 

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, the Operational Safety Branch, 

the Core Performance Branch, and the Reactor Systems Branch. These branches 

have the responsibility of evaluating certain safety aspects of light water 

cooled power reactors for Construction Permits and Operating Licenses.

My formal education was obtained from Bucknell University where I 

received a BS degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1958. I received the MS 

degree in Mechanical Engineering from Bucknell University in 1960. Subse

S quently, I enrolled in Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in pursuit of a 

Doctorate of Engineering Science Degree and have completed 42 hours of 

graduate work credited toward that degree. My course work included, in addi

tion to a standard undergraduate Mechanical Engineering curriculum, courses 

in Nuclear Engineering, Heat Transfer, Thermodynamics, and Mathematics. My 

major field'of study in the graduate program was Heat Transfer.  

From 1960 to 1965 1 was employed at the CANEL office of, Pratt and 

Whitney Aircraft Company which was located in Middletown, Connecticut. I 

participated in analyses of the high temperature liquid metal reactor systems 

proposed for use in aircraft and space applications. My responsibilities 

included preparation of the safety evaluation and development of operating 

procedures for various systems. I was also responsible for establishing 

requirements for various experimental programs to support proposed systems 

arrangements.
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From 1965 to 1966 1 was employed at the East Hartford, Connecticut, 

Office of Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company. I participated in the study 

of advanced jet engine concepts for military and commercial applications.  

I was responsible for establishing jet engine performance parameters that 

would optimize the engine configuration for a particular application.  

I accepted an appointment with the technical staff of the AEC Regula

tory Organization in 1966 and presently have had the primary responsibility 

for safety reviews of various reactor plants including Oyster Creek, Nine 

Mile Point, Millstone Units 1 & 2, Peach Bottom Units 2.& 3, Hanford Unit 2 

and Win. H. Zimmer. I have also participated in the reviews of various boil

ing and pressurized water reactors including Palisades, Diablo Canyon, 

Dresden Units 2 & 3, Pilgrim, and Browns Ferry Unit 3.  

In July 1971, 1 was promoted to Branch Chief of Boiling Water Reactors 

Branch No. 4. In this position I was responsible for coordinating and 

supervising the safety evaluations for reactor plants under review for either 

construction permits or operating licenses as'signed to the branch.  

I was promoted to Chief of the Reactor Systems Branch in March 1972.  

In this position I was responsible for the review and evaluation of reactor 

thermal hydraulic design, reactor coolant system design and auxiliary sys

tem design, and emergency core coolant system design.  

I was named as Assistant Director for Reactor Safety in March 1973.  

I am a member of the American Society for Mechanical Engineers.
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?uels dated Novo.berI. J.S72, by .he ;gulator-i Staff Os. f.r 
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911 LI1 22 -(pause.) 
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1.0 Introduction and Summary 

The fuel in all current-generation light water nuclear power plants 

is uranium oxide, U0 2, in the form of small cylindrical pellets. The 

uranium is slightly enriched in the fissionable isotope, U-235, and typi

cally contains 1 to 4 percent U-235 with the balance of the uranium being 

U-238. *(Naturally occurring uranium contains 0. 7 percent U-235.) In the 

manufacturing process, uranium oxide powder is compacted into pellet form 

and is then sintered at high temperatures to form a ceramic-like solid.  

The fabrication process yields pellets with densities that are less than 

the maximum possible density of void-free uranium oxide (called the "theoret

ical" density). Typical pellet densities for light water reactor (LWR) 

fuels are in the range of 90 to 95 percent of theoretical density. The void 

volume in the pellets, amounting to 5 to 10 percent of the total pellet vol

ume, is distributed in many small voids, or "pores", in the oxide matrix.  

The density of the oxide pellets is adjusted by the manufacturer to achieve 

a value considered most suitable for reactor service, based on irradiation 

experiments and prior reactor experience. The presence of some porosity in 

the fuel oxide is desirable to offset the tendency of the pellets to swell 

during service as fission products accumulate in the oxide matrix.  

The cylindrical fuel pellets are stacked end-to-end in thin-walled 

tubes of Zircaloy, an alloy of zirconium. The Zircaloy tube is called the 

fuel "cladding". A typical fuel rod is about 13 feet long and contains a 

12-foot-long column of stacked oxide pellets. The pellet diameters are 

precisely ground to provide a carefully controlled radial clearance space
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between the pellets and the cladding tube wall. Typical fuel rods for a 

pressurized water reactor (PWR) are 0.42 to 0.43 inches in outside diameter, 

have a cladding wall thickness of 0.022 to 0.024 inches, and have an as

manufactured, room temperature diametral clearance space of 0.0060 to 0.0085 

inches. Typical fuel rods for a boiling water reactor (BWR) are 0.56 inches 

outside diameter, have a cladding wall thickness of 0.032 inches, and have 

an as-manufactured, room temperature diametral clearance space of 0.012 

inches. The fuel rods stand vertically in the reactor, with the oxide pellet 

columns resting on the bottom seal plugs of the rods. The pellet columns are 

pressed downward by springs in the top ends (plenum spaces) of the cladding 

tubes, above the pellet columns. The springs are provided to assure that 

the pellets do not move during handling and shipping operations. Once the 

fuel rods are placed in the reactor, the springs are not needed to maintain 

a force on the fuel pellets and, in fact, after a short period of operation, 

the spring tension is relaxed. Groups of rods, typically 179 to 204 for a 

PWR and 49 for a BWR, are arranged together in fuel "assemblies".  

The space within a fuel rod that is not occupied by fuel pellets is 

filled with a gas, generally helium. Fuel rods are characterized as "unpres

surized" or "pressurized" (sometimes "unprepressurized" or "prepressurized") 

depending upon the pressure of the gas at room temperature, before the fuel 

rod is placed in service. Unpressurized fuel rods have a room temperature 

initial gas pressure that is close to atmospheric pressure. Pressurized rods 

have initial gas pressures of 200 to 400 psi (pounds per.square inch). A 

number of initial core loadings for current-generation PWRs have been composed 

0'
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S partly or entirely of unpressurized fuel rods. Several years ago, PWR fuel 
manufacturers began to pressurize fuel rods and all current PWR fuel produc

tion is of pressurized rods.  

The change to pressurized PWR fuel was in recognition of an increasing 

body of data on the rate of "creep" (the time-dependent permanent deformation 

of a material under continued stress) of irradiated Zircaloy at reactor 

operating temperatures. The coolant water surrounding the fuel rods in a 

reactor is under substantial pressure; typically 2200 psi in a PWR. The fuel 

rods are thus subjected to a large external pressure during operation. The 

benefit of internal pressurization of the fuel rods is to counterbalance the 

external pressure to some degree, and by reducing the net pressure force on 

* the rod cladding to reduce the inward creep rate of the cladding. Complete, 

balancing of the pressures is not practical since an allowance must be made 

for the gases evolved from the fission process during operation.  

BWR fuel rods are of the unpressurized type. All BWRs operate at sub

stantially lower primary coolant water pressures than PWRs; 1050 psia is a 

typical value for BWR system pressure, compared to 2200 psia for PWRs. The 

BWR cperating characteristics are also such that the fuel cladding has a 

somewhat lower temperature than in PWRs. The cladding temperature difference 

is not great, being of the order of 40'F (at about 600°F wall temperature), 

but the creep rate of Zircaloy is quite sensitive to temperature in this 

range and there is a significant reduction in creep rate at the lower BWR 

cladding temperatures. The lower external pressure also reduces the creep 

rate, and the combined effects of lower temperature, thicker cladding, and
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lower pressure reduce the expected creep rate of BWR fuel cladding enough 0 

so that internal pressurization is not needed.  

A considerable amount of data and experience with oxide fuel had been 

amassed prior to April, 1972. The occurrence of an increase in fuel oxide 

density, called "dens if ication ", had been noted as a result of micro-structural 

changes in the oxide at very high temperatures. In reactor service, the tem

peratures required for these changes are limited to the hotter central regions 

of fuel pellets operated at high linear power ratings. (Fuel rod power ratings 

are given in terms of the power generated per unit length of rod, kW/ft.) The 

associated changes in overall pellet dimensions from densification due to 

restructuring are small, since the density changes are localized in the central 

region of the pellet and are masked by other physical changes in the pellet 

that occur during high temperature operation. Densification effects also had 

been observed as a result of the disappearance of small pores from the oxide 

matrix during irradiation. Again, the overall effect on pellet size was 

observed to be small because the pores involved were in the one-micron-or

less size class and the total porosity volume in this class is typically small 

in fuel oxides. Neither of these two previously reported phenomena was 

believed to cause significant changes in gross fuel pellet dimensions or fuel 

column length. A general bibliography on these phenomena and other pertinent 

effects is given in Section 6.0 of this report.  

During refueling of the Ginna reactor in April and May, 1972, it was 

observed that some fuel rods had short flattened or "collapsed" sections.  

The cladding collapses were found to have resulted from the occurrence of Ak
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gaps in the fuel pellet column within the rods. All of the rods with flat

tened sections were of the unpressurized type. For these rods, the inward 

creep of the cladding during operation was expected to continue until the 

cladding was supported by the fuel pellets. In those sections of rods where 

gaps in the pellet column occurred, the inward cladding creep was not 

arrested by the pellets, and continued until essentially complete flattening 

had taken place. The Ginna core contained a number of assemblies with pres

surized fuel rods and none of these were found to have collapsed sections.  

Subsequent examination of neutron flux measurements in other operating reactors 

(Point Beach Unit 1, Robinson) revealed small flux peaks that could be 

ascribed to the local power peaks calculated to occur in the immediate vicin

ity of a gap in the pellet column of a fuel rod. The peaks, or "spikes", in 

the flux traces were found in both pressurized and unpressurized fuel regions 

of these reactors. The Staff later learned that similar cladding collapses 

had been found in unpressurized fuel rods in Beznau Unit 1 in Switzerland at 

the first refueling of that reactor. Point Beach 1 has recently (October 

1972) been shut down for refueling, and preliminary observations of the fuel 

conditions show that collapsed sections are present in unpressurized fuel 

rods, but are not found in pressurized rods. The number, location, and type 

of collapsed sections at Point Beach I are all consistent with the observa

tions at Ginna.  

An intensive review of the probable causes of gap occurrence in reactor 

fuel rods and of effects on reactor operation was started by the Regulatory 

Staff when the Ginna observations were made known. The Staff has received
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data from reactor fuel fabricators, including the results of post-irradiatio* 

measurements on fuel rods from a number of Westinghouse-designed plants. ThA 

results of the Staff review to date are included in this report. Descriptions 

of the Ginna and Point Beach 1 fuel behavior, of the observations of flux 

spikes in other reactors, and of various possible mechanisms for fuel column 

gap formation are given in Section 2. A discussion of fuel densification and 

associated matters is given in Section 3. One of the important results of the 

Staff review is the designation of the essential elements of analyses for 

determining the effects of fuel densification on reactor normal operating 

modes, anticipated transients, and possible accident sequences. These ele

ments are described in Section 4. The findings and conclusions of the Staff 

are given in Section 5.  

In the course of the Staff review it has become clear, based upon the 

information available at present from all sources, that densification of oxide 

fuel pellets and the associated phenomena are matters that must be taken into 

account in the design and operation of LWRs. It is expected that future devel

opments in fuel pellet manufacture, most likely in the areas of greater initial 

density, distribution of porosity, and more complete sintering in the fabrica

tion process, will reduce the impact of fuel densification on reactor opera

tion. Until such future developments are fully established by successful 

irradiation experience, the analyses outlined in this report can be used to 

account for the effects of densification. As a point of perspective, it is 

useful to note that as of the shutdown on September 30, 1972, for the first 

scheduled refueling, Point Beach Unit 1 had operated for about 13,000 effect'
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full power hours over a 23-month period with no significant problems in 

spite of the fact that fuel column gaps were present for most of this time, 

and cladding collapses were probably present over the last third of the 

operating period. Ginna returned to service after the April 1972 refueling 

shutdown at a reduced power level and with a number of fuel assemblies with 

collapsed sections. Operation has been without incident or difficulty from 

the fuel condition. These experiences suggest, and the Staff review confirms, 

that fuel densification is one of that class of engineering problems that can 

be accommodated by appropriate operating limits in the near term, and for 

which there is good expectation that reasonable design changes can eliminate 

the problem in the long term.
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2.0 Background 

2.1 Description of Ginna Fuel Behavior 

The Ginna Nuclear Plant was first made critical on November 9, 1969.  

Although other plants had operated with fuel which was clad with Zircaloy, 

this was the first licensed pressurized water reactor to commence operation 

in the United States with a full core of Zircaloy-clad fuel. During early 

operation of the Ginna Plant with the first core loading (Cycle 1), it was 

found that the radioactivity in the primary coolant system increased with 

time. This increase was indicative of fuel cladding leaks. The primary 

coolant activity gradually increased during the first five months of reactor 

operation, after which the activity levels remained nearly constant for thO 

remaining eight months of operation. On February 28, 1971, the reactor was 

shut down for turbine warranty inspection and many fuel assemblies were 

inspected to locate the leaking fuel. The source of the leaking fuel was 

determined to be several assemblies in scattered locations in Region 3 of the 

core. No leaking fuel assemblies were found in the Region 1 or Region 2 

areas. The description of fuel in each region is given in Table 2.1.A. At 

the time of the February shutdown there was no evidence of cladding collapse 

which would have indicated the presence of gaps in the fuel columns. Twelve 

assemblies from Region 3 were replaced with new assemblies. The region of 

the core comprising the new fuel assemblies was designated Region 4A.  

*0 

In nuclear reactols it is common practice to load fuel of dif ferent enrich
ments and/or fuel density into the core. Fuel assemblies having the s 
design characteristics are called "regions" of the core. A typical remtor 
core may have three or more regions.
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V The cause of the leaks in the Region 3 fuel was determined to be local 

hydriding of the cladding caused by moisture retained in the fuel during 

fabrication. When the 12 fuel assemblies were replaced, it was recognized 

that some leaking fuel remained in the core. After the refueling outage, 

the reactor operated at a power level of 1300 MW(t) until March 1972. Sub

sequently, during operation of the plant at power levels up to 1520 MW(t), 

the coolant activity again increased, indicating additional fuel cladding 

leakage. On April 14, 1972, the Ginna Nuclear Plant was removed from service 

to maintain and refuel the reactor. Examination of the fuel assemblies 

revealed leaking of fuel rods, bowed fuel rods, and an appreciable number of 

*rods with sections of collapsed cladding. None of the fuel rods with sections 

of collapsed cladding were observed to be bowed and the two phenomena do not 

appear to be related. Information on the fuel behavior in the Ginna reactor 

was reported in submittals to the Atomic Energy Commission dated June 12, 

June 20, and June 22, 1972. These submittals contained information on the 

observations of the fuel as discharged from Ginna, the operating limits pro

posed for resumption of operations, and additional surveillance requirements 

to be performed during operation. The non-proprietary versions of these sub

mittals are attached as Appendices A, B, and C to this report. The reported 

1. Letter from R. Koprowski of Rochester Gas and Electric to D. J.  
Skovholt of AEC dated June 12, 1972.  

2. Letter from R. Koprowski of Rochester Gas and Electric to D. J.  
Skovholt of AEC dated June 20, 1972.  

3. Letter from R. Koprowski of Rochester Gas and Electric to D. J.  
Skovholt of AEC dated June 22, 1972.
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lengths of the collapsed fuel rod sections varied from 0.5 to 4.0 inches aP 

were distributed over the top 40% of the fuel rod lengths. The observations 

of the fuel discharged from Regions 1, 2, and 3 of the Ginna reactor are 

summarized in Table 2.1.B.  

After the reactor shutdown, some new fuel was loaded into the reactor 

for resumption of operation (Cycle 2). The characteristics of the fuel in 

the reactor core for Cycle 2 are tabulated in Table 2.1.C.  

The Rochester Gas and Electric Company and the reactor designer, West

inghouse Electric Corporation, developed an evaluation model based on the 

observations from Ginna to evaluate the potential consequences of the local 

power peaking that results from fuel column gaps. This model was preparedO 

to provide a basis for proposed resumption of operations of the Ginna Station.  

Based upon review of this interim model, the Regulatory Staff concluded that 

the Ginna Station could be returned to service at 83% of full power subject 

to additional limitations on peak linear power (kW/ft), on permitted rates 

of power changes, and the performance of additional surveillance'during 

reactor operations.  

Additional discussions of the interim evaluation of the fuel problems for 

Ginna, Point Beach Unit 1, Robinson Unit 2, and Palisades are contained in 

a staff report dated November 3, 1972, and attached as Appendix D to this 

report. This evaluation included consideration of the changes in analyses 

for the loss-of-coolant accident, limits for departure from nuclear boiling, 

and overpower limits to preclude centerline fuel melting.  

On September 29, 1972, the Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
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informed the Regulatory Staff that the Ginna Nuclear Plant would be shut 

down in October, 1972, to remove all 48 of the remaining fuel assemblies 

from the initial core loadingand replace them with prepressurized fuel 

assemblies. Preliminary results from observations at the October refueling 

are available at this writing for only the 12 prepressurized assemblies of 

Region 4A. No indications of collapsed sections were found in these assem

blies, which had reached an exposure of about 10,000 effective full power 

hours at the time of shutdown.
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Table 2.1.A 

GINNA FUEL CHARACTERISTICS, CYCLES 1A AND lB 0 
Region 

1 2 3 4A 

Number of Assemblies 

Cycle IA (Initial fuel loading) 41 40 40 -

Cycle lB (Loading after Feb, 1972 
shutdown) 41 40 28 12 

Rods per Assembly 179 179 179 179 

Enrichment, % of U-235 2.44 2.78 3.48 3.20 

Clad OD, In 0.422 0.422 0.422 0.422 

Diametral Fuel-to-Clad Gap 
Thickness, mils 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 

Pellet Density, % Theoretical 94 92 90 92 

Helium Prepressurized No No No Yes 

Table 2.1.B 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS OF GINNA FUEL AT APRIL, 1972 SHUTDOWN 

Region 

1 2 3 4A 

Number of Assemblies 20 22 11 1 

Examined 

Number of Fuel Rods 1040 1144 572 52 

Examined 

Number of Rods with 21 83 20 0 

Collapsed Sections 

Percent of Rods with 2.0 7.3 3.5 0 
Collapsed Sections
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Table 2.1.C 

GINNA FUEL CHARACTERISTICS CYCLE lB AND CYCLE 2 

Region 
1 2 3 4A 4 4B 

Number of Assemblies 

Cycle lB (Feb '72-Apr '72) 41 40 28 12 0 0 

Cycle 2 (After April '72) 38 10 0 12 40 21 

Rods per Assembly 179 179 179 179 179 179 

Enrichment 2.44 2.78 3.48 3.20 3.14 2.90 

Pellet Density 94 92 90 92 94 94 

Helium Prepressurized No No No Yes Yes Yes
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2.2 Description of Point Beach Unit 1 Fuel Behavior 

The Point Beach Unit 1 reactor core contains the same number of fuel 

a ssemblies and fuel rods as the Ginna reactor. The characteristics of the 

fuel are summarized in Table 2.2. On September 30, 1972, the Point Beach 

Unit 1 was shut down for refueling. Initial observations indicated that 

fuel discharged from Region 1 of the core had collapsed sections while none 

of the pressurized fuel rods examined exhibited any abnormal indications.  

As of this writing, 39 of the 41 assemblies in Region 1 have been examined 

by observation with binoculars of the 52 outer fuel rods in each assembly.  

A total of 66 fuel rods, distributed among 20 assemblies were found to have 

collapsed sections. No rod had more than one collapsed section, and the 

collapsed section lengths are all judged to be less than the maximum 4-inch 

length found at Ginna. The fraction of rods with collapsed sections, among 

those examined, is 66/2028, or 3.2%, closely matching the Ginna results. Of 

the Region 2 and 3 fuel, 39 assemblies from Region 2 and 36 from Region 3 have 

been examined. No collapsed sections were found. The fuel exposure for the 

core was about 13,000 effective full power hours at shutdown. Calculations 

based on the Westinghouse cladding creep and collapse model had predicted 

that cladding collapses would occur at about 12,000 effective full power hours 

for Region 2 and 3 fuel at locations where fuel column gaps had formed. The 

presence of fuel column gaps had been indicated by neutron flux spikes in 

flux traverses made before shutdown.  

Preliminary results are available at this writing on a survey to find 

leaking fuel rods. A total of 20 assemblies of the Region 1 fuel have been@
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*found to have leaking fuel rods, out of 30 assemblies surveyed. Two addi

tional assemblies of the 30 may have leaks, but further measurements will 

be necessary to confirm the preliminary results. In Regions 2 and 3, 39 

and 36 assemblies, respectively, have been surveyed. One leaking assembly 

was found in Region 2 fuel and 2 assemblies are suspected of having leaks in 

the Region 3 fuel.  

The licensee has proposed a program for post-irradiation examination of 

fuel discharged from the Point Beach Unit 1. The program includes gam 

scanning of the fuel rods to characterize more fully the location and size 

of axial fuel gaps occurring in the fuel. This information will be used to 

refine the analytical models used to predict fuel performance.
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Table 2.2 

POINT BEACH UNIT 1 FUEL CHARACTERISTICS 

Region 
1 2 3 

Number of Assemblies 41 40 40 

Rods per Assembly 179 179 179 

Enrichment 2.27 3.03 3.40 

Pellet Density, % Theoretical 94 92 91 

Helium Prepressurized No Yes Yes
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* 2.3 Observations of Flux Anomalies 

In addition to the cladding collapses observed at Ginna and Point Beach 

Unit 1, in-core measurements of neutron flux distributions at these two 

reactors and at the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 reactor have indicated the presence 

of local anomalies in the neutron flux distribution (power spikes). The 

absence of fuel in a local region causes a decrease in the absorption of 

thermal neutrons and a consequent increase in local flux and power. The 

in-core neutron measurements can locate the axial position of such power 

spikes and give some indication of the magnitude of the local power perturba

tion. However, the magnitude of the observed perturbation cannot be related 

* uniquely to the magnitude of the actual power spike in the core since there 

is no way of determining the radial distance from the instrument thimble to 

the fuel rod which contains the gap.  

A summary of results of the in-core flux traverses from Point Beach and 

Robinson is contained in Figure 3-3 of Appendix E to this report.  

The Staff has examined actual flux traverse chart recordings to evaluate 

the data on the observed frequency of power spikes that have been presented.  

Although some very small indications in the recorded traverses that might 

not be actual power spikes were included in the power spike count, it is not 

always evident that others of comparable magnitude were included. The Staff 

estimates that including all such small indications in the power spike count 

* might increase the total count by about 75 percent.  

Westinghouse has presented calculations to demonstrate that their power 

spike count data indicate that on the average there is less than one gap per
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fuel rod. These calculations assumed that only the eight rods immediately 

surrounding the flux detector contributed to the observed power spike. Since 

rods further away, e.g., the 16 rods in the next rows, could also contribute 

to the power spike indications on the traverses (especially to the very small 

indications), the Staff concluded that a 75 percent increase in the observed 

power spike count would not increase the calculated number of gaps per rod 

above one, when the effect of the additional, more distant rods is taken into 

account.  

2:4 Observations at Other Reactors 

After the April 1972 shutdown of the Ginna Plant, the Staff learned 

that the Westinghouse-designed and fueled Beznau Unit No. 1 pressurized 

water reactor in Switzerland had experienced cladding collapses similar to 

those found at Ginna. Beznau I has a power rating about three quarters 

that of Ginna, and a proportionately smaller core. The initial fuel loading 

at Beznau 1 was of unpressurized, Zircaloy-clad fuel, with three enrichment 

regions. At the first refueling and maintenance outage of Beznau 1, in the 

summer of 1971, fuel rods in Region 2 of the core were found to have sections 

of collapsed cladding. About 2 percent of the fuel rods examined from Region 

2 of the core had collapsed cladding. A portion of the data on irradiated 

fuel received by the Staff derives from the examinations carried out on Bez

nau 1 fuel.

Information on the fuel condition in Zorita Unit 1 reactor was also 

received from'Westinghouse, the designer and fuel supplier for the unit.  

Zorita 1 is a pressurized water reactor of about one-third the power ratin@
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* of Ginna. The initial core loading at Zorita 1 was of Zircaloy-clad, 

unpressurized fuel rods. Examination of Zorita 1 fuel at the first and sec

ond refueling shutdowns revealed no signs of collapsed cladding sections.  

Zorita 1 is-now in operation in the third fuel cycle.  

The Staff understands that an examination of fiel conditions was made 

at the Obrigheim pressurized water reactor in West Germany at a shutdown after 

the Beznau 1 shutdown. No cladding collapses were found'. Fuel for the 

Obrigheim reactor was fabricated by Siemens.  

Older pressurized water reactors in the United States, Indian Point

Unit 1, Yankee Rowe, San Onofre Unit 1, and Connecticut Yankee were all fueled 

* initially with stainless steel-clad unpressurized fuel rods. A substantial 

amount of operating experience has been obtained with stainless steel-clad 

fuel in these reactors and no instances of cladding collapse have been reported.  

Fuel pellet'densification has occurred and post-irradiation measurements of 

pellet density have been made. The results are: consistent with other data 

on densification. Some fuel-column ghps may have formed, since small flux 

spikes have been observed at Connecticut Yankee (the only reactor of the 4 

to have an in-core flux measurement system capable of detecting the spikes).  

Some of the older reactors are converting to Zircaloy-clad fuel. Yankee Rowe 

has just completed a fuel cycle with a core loading'in which about one-half 

of the fuel is Zir-caloy-clad. No results of the fuel condition at Yankee 

Rowe are available at this writing. Several assemblies containing Zircaloy

-clad fuel rods have been used in Connecticut Yankee to qualify supply sources 

* for future core loadings.- Four such fuel assemblies, two fabricated by Numec,
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and two by Gulf United Nuclear Fuels, have operated for two and one fuel 0 

cycles, respectively, without cladding collapses. Most of the fuel rods in 

these assemblies are of the unpressurized type.  

Other current-generation pressurized water reactors in the United States 

now in operation include the Combustion Engineering-designed and fueled 

Palisades and Maine Yankee reactors and the Westinghouse-designed and fueled 

Point Beach 2, Surry 1, and Turkey Point 3 reactors. Maine Yankee, Surry 1, 

and Turkey Point 3 are in the early stages of startup and have not accumu.  

lated any significant fuel exposure at this writing. Point Beach 2 has oper

ated at 20 percent of full power for several months, but has not as yet shown 

any evidence on the in-core flux traces of flux spikes that might indicate 

fuel column gap formation. Palisades has operated at 60 percent of full 

power for a long enough time so that fuel column gaps, but not cladding col

lapses, might have formed. No indications of such gaps have been reported, 

but the evidence is inconclusive since the in-core monitoring system at Pal

isades, being of the fixed position detector type, is not capable of unambigu

ously detecting the flux spikes from short fuel column gaps.  

A number of boiling water reactors, designed and fueled by General 

Electric, are in operation in this country and abroad. Post-irradiation 

examination of BWR*fuel has been a standard practice by General Electric, so 

that a large body of data on BWR fuel performance is available. No instances 

of cladding collapse have been found. Densification of fuel pellets has been@ 

observed, of an amount generally consistent with the Westinghouse densifica

tion data. The effect is relatively small in BWR fuel, probably due to the
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' high initial density of the pellets. Some instances of gaps between fuel 

pellets have been found, but these have all been too small to be of signif

icance with regard to cladding behavior or power spiking.  

2.5 Causes of Fuel Column Gaps 

The first phase. of the Regulatory Staff's review of the Ginna fuel 

observations was an investigation of the possible causes of formation of 

axial gaps in fuel pellet columns. The Staff examined (1) the fuel fabrica

tion processes of Westinghouse (the supplier of fuel for the Ginna, Point 

Beach, and Robinson reactors) and the associated quality control procedures, 

(2) the possible contributions of cladding length changes arising from 

Sirradiation growth of the Zircaloy cladding,.and (3) the potential-for fuel

cladding mechanical interactions that could cause,"hangup" of pellets and 

prevent settling of the pellet column as a unit. A summary of these inves

tigations follo s.  

The Staff has considered the significant factors involved in fuel 

fabrication to determine whether the observed fuel column gaps could have 

been the result of the manufacturing and assembly techniques used by Westing

house. The Staff concluded that the Westinghouse rod-loading procedures 

provided reasonable assurance that the pellet stack is continuous, that the 

correct stack length has been inserted into the rod, and that the plenum 

chamber length is within design tolerance. In manufacturing, these process 

* controls were checked by rod weighing and supplemented by full-rod x-rays 

for any rod falling below the established limits. The absence of gaps at the 

*completion of fabrication is further supported by data obtained by x-raying
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returned fuel rods from a reactor site. The x-raying technique also demon- 0 

strated that fuel handling and shipping following fabrication did not alter 

the continuity of the fuel column. In-core instrumentation data from Point 

Beach Unit 1 and Robinson indicated that gaps were not initially present in 

the core after loading, but developed during irradiation. In addition, 

x-ray and gamma scan examinations of well-characterized, individual, special 

test fuel rods irradiated in the Saxton reactor showed no pre-irradiation 

fuel column fabrication gaps and no post-irradiation increases of cladding 

length. These fuel rods did display fuel column length decreases, the 

approximate magnitudes of which were consistent with the volume densifica

tion increases measured by immersion density methods.  

To assess the possible contribution of an increase in cladding length 

relative to a hypothetical unchanged fuel pellet column length, caused by 

fuel-cladding mechanical interaction or irradiation growth of the Zircaloy, 

or both, the Staff examined data on the total fuel cladding length changes 

of irradiated fuel rods. These data showed the fractional mean rod growth 

to be much less than the fuel column fractional shrinkage that would be 

required to explain the observed amount of axial gap formed. in comparisons 

made between adjacent collapsed and uncollapsed rods, a mean bias of the 

order.of a few mils was noted, id which the collapsed rod length was shorter 

than the uncollapsed.  

The current Westinghouse design model for irradiation growth of Zircal O 

is based on approximately 2000 data points in which the total changes in rod 

lengths of power reactor fuel rods were measured, and includes data obtain*
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P from non-fueled Zircaloy tubing, such as water tubes and dummy rods with 

alumina pellets. The Staff finds that corrections imposed by Westinghouse 

in their power spike model for the Zircaloy growth contribution to gap 

sizes are consistent with the data and are inconsistent with the hypothesis 

that fuel rod cladding length changes could acc6unt for a significant amount 

of the length of axial gaps.  

The observed occurrence of axial gaps in fuel pellet columns could also 

arise from the densification of the fuel pellets and resulting axial shrink

age of the pellet column, if mechanical interaction between the cladding and 

the pellets were to cause the hangup bf a fuel pellet in the cladding tube, 

thus preventing the settling of that pelle't and those above it onto the'top 

of the reduced-length pellet column below.. The formation of gaps by such a 

mechanism depends primarily on whether or not the shrinkage and settling of 

the fuel column is completed before cladding creepdown prevents pellet move

ment. The time required for clad creepdown to produce contact between fuel 

pellets and cladding -with sufficient force to cause fuel pellet hangup and 

prevent fuel column settling depends, in turn, on a number of parameters.  

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, these include cladding thickness and diameter, 

initial ovality, system pressure, internal fuel rod pressure, fast neutron 

flux, temperature, and initial cold fuel-cladding radial clearance. In exam

ining the location of collapsed cladding areas there was one instance in 124 

of adjacent rods having collapsed at the same axial elevation. At the pres

ent time it does not appear that there is any significant tendency for the 

formation of adjacent coplanar fuel column gaps. Pellet settling may be
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prevented by other mechanisms such as frictional holdup of pellets, or pel

lets that become cocked in the cladding or are trapped by pellet chips, 

but the Staff believes these mechanisms to be more random in occurrence and 

of lesser importance in promoting fuel column gap formation than cladding

pellet contact by creepdown.  

For fuel pellets contained in a free-standing cladding with a large 

radial clearance gap (as is the case in BWRs), it is much less likely that 

pellet movement would be prevented by cladding creepdown, friction, or other 

mechanisms. Pellet densification should then result in an overall shrinkage 

of the fuel column as a unit. This has been observed in many cases and the 

observed shrinkage, is consistent with the estimated densification. These 

conditions are thought to be typical of current BWR fuel designs for the 

irradiation times of interest in the formation of fuel column gaps.  

As a result of the investigations lsummarized above, the Staff has con

cluded that the observed occurrence of axial gaps in fuel pellet columns arises 

from the densification of-the fuel, the resulting axial shrinkage of the pellet 

column, and the hangup of a pellet which prevents settling of the pellet col

umn. The Staff arrived at this conclusion after examining fuel rod fabrica

tion process and associated quality control procedures, the possible contribu

tion of cladding length changes arising from irradiation growth of zirconium, 

and fuel-cladding mechanical interactions. The conclusion is also based on a 

comparison of pre-and post-irradiation radiographs of entire fuel rods.  

In retrospect, it seems likely that more extensive fuel testing for 

current-generation light water plants, coupled with an adequate and continuin*
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post-irradiation examination of fuel rods from older reactors, would have 

revealed the nature of the fuel densification phenomenon and its possible 

effects.

-1
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3.0 Discussion of Fuel Densification and Associated Phenomena 

3.1 Densification 

3.1.1 Densification Mechanism 

The observation of fuel column gaps in operating reactor fuel rods, 

and the suggestion that the gaps result from densification of the fuel pellets 

during irradiation, raise the question of why such densification had not been 

observed previously in irradiation testing or operating experience. In 

addressing this question, it is important to note that most of the previous 

experience had been obtained with fuel rods much shorter than those in 

current-generation reactor cores (i.e., three-foot-long or less compared with 

twelve-foot-long rods). Also, the earlier fuel pellets had a higher initial 

density than the pellets for fuel rods in which gaps have been observed 

(i.e., initial densities of about 95% of theoretical density compared to 

initial densities of as low as 90% of theoretical in some recent fuels).  

These two differences in fuel rod design have a significant effect on 

the ability to observe changes in fuel column length as a result of irradia

tion. For example, for a three-foot-long test fuel rod with an initial pellet 

density of 95% of theoretical, if the pellet density increases under irradia

tion to 97%, and if the consequent volume decrease results in an isotropic 

reduction in pellet dimensions, then the 2% volume decrease will produce a 
a 

change of less than 1% in the fuel column length, i.e., a change in length 

of the column of less than 0.4 inch. On the other hand, for a twelve-foot

long fuel rod with an initial pellet density of about 90%, if the pellet 

density increases to- 97%, the 7% volume decrease could result in an isotropic
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* dimensional change of 2.3%, corresponding to a change in the 12-foot -column 

length of more than 3 inches. Thus, it is entirely possible that the densi

fication mechanism responsible for the recently observed behavior of reactor 

fuels could have been present in previous tests and have escaped detection.  

The densification thought to be the cause of the observed fuel column 

gaps is a different phenomenon from the thermally-induced densification of 

fuel which occurs during fuel irradiations at high temperature. The struc

tural changes that are normally assumed to occur in sintered UO2 during 

irradiation are largely the result of the high temperatures and steep thermal 

gradients that are present in uranium oxide fuel pellets during operation.  

Fuel rods operated at relatively low power levels retain their pre-irradiation 

structure except for radial cracks formed by thermal stresses. If uranium 

oxide fuel operates at relatively higher power levels, and consequently at 

higher temperatures, equi-axed grain growth occurs. If the linear power is 

high enough, columnar grains frequently form within the ring of equi-axed 

grains. These columnar grains are a result not only of the temperature but 

of the thermal gradient. They are formed when pores initially present in 

the fuel migrate up the thermal gradient by sublimation of the oxide, digest

ing the poly-crystalline matrix ahead of the pore, and developing a denser 

single crystal on the cooler side of the void.  

The effects of these thermally-derived structural changes can be inter

* preted in terms of the concomitant porosity changes which occur due to thermal 

* See, for example, the discussion in J. A. L. Robertson, "Irradiation Effects 
In Nuclear Fuels," ANS-USAEC Monograph, Gordon and Beach, Inc.
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gradient and temperature effects. The restructuring of the fuel in the 0 

columnar grain growth region results in densification ranging up to approx

imately 97 or 98% of theoretical density. However, this is usually accom

panied by formation of a central void due to the migration of the as-fabricated 

porosity in the columnar grain growth region. Restructuring during irradia

tion results in growth of equi-axed grains in the fuel, but little, if any, 

net change of porosity is observed in regions of equi-axed grain growth. In 

the equi-axed region the porosity is enlarged, locally redistributed to 

grain boundaries, and tends to be spheroidized.  

Thermally-induced densification has also been observed to occur as a 

result of in-reactor sintering, but this process requires temperatures of 

about 1300 to 15000C, and a structurally metastable fuel. A structurally 

metastable fuel is one composed of pellets in which the sintering process 

was interrupted before it had gone to completion, or was carried out at too 

low a temperature for the times involved to complete the sintering process.  

The structural changes observed in the Ginna fuel occurred in a rela

tively low temperature region, 400-1000%C, in the fuel. In the Ginna core 

(which is typical of most light water reactor cores) almost all of the fuel 

operates in the low temperature range since the average linear heat genera

tion rate in the hottest fuel rod for the plant is approximately 8.5 kW/ft, 

with a core-wide rod-average of about 5 kW/ft. Thus, most of the fuel 

operated at temperatures at which little or no thermal restructuring occurr* 

and at which thermally-activated processes were so slow as to be insignifi

cant. However, evidence from a number of power reactors showed that fuel
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* pellet densification occurred in fuel operated at linear powers ranging 

from 1.4 to 17 kW/ft, in both pressurized and unpressurized fuel. Examina

tions of metallographic cross-sections of irradiated fuel and immersion 

density measurements of irradiated fuel operated at these low temperatures 

confirm that individual pellets have densified, and that this process occurs 

by annihilation of pores.  

References in the literature (see Bibliography, Section 6.0) describe 

the results of experiments in which annihilation of small pores in UO2 fuel 

has occurred as a result of low temperature neutron irradiation for rela

tively short periods of time. These include both fission gas pores and the 

closed porosity initially present in the as-sintered material. However, 

these changes generally were believed to occur with pores or bubbles on the 

order of one micron or less in diameter. More recent information shows that 

more and larger pores are removed by irradiation, and suggests that pore mor

phology, (i.e., size, distribution, and shape) of sintered UO2 fuel pellets 

could have a profound effect on irradiation induced densification.  

The exact mechanism by which the densification occurs is as yet unclear.  

Two mechanisms have been suggested as the cause of pore annihilation: 

(1) Re-solution-related mechanisms: In this case, fission fragments 

passing close-to the surface of a pore aid in trapping lattice 

vacancies in the surface. These migrate away from the pore, thus 

causing mass transfer of atoms to the pore and resulting in the 

eventual disappearance of the pore.
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(2) Fission spike-related mechanisms: In this case, interstitial 

atoms and lattice vacancies are generated by the fission process.  

The interstitial atoms, having greater mobilities at the temper

atures of interest, quickly migrate to sinks, leaving an excess 

of vacancies in the lattice which increase the diffusion rates 

of the atoms in the fuel.  

Both of these mechanisms can lead to enhanced diffusion of uranium 

within the UO2 lattice which could result in (1) sintering driven by pore 

surface energy at temperatures at which it would ordinarily not be expected, 

or (2) creep of UO2 at temperatures below 1000C at a rate dependent on the 

fission rate, but relatively insensitive to temperature. The creep could 

be the result of stresses imposed by the cladding or by the weight of the 

fuel column. Both of these processes could result in pore annihilation.  

The Staff favors tne theory of sintering driven by pore surface energy, 

wherein the rate of the process is enhanced by the generation of excess 

vacancies during fission events.  

3.1.2 Kinetics of Densification 

Examinations of density changes in irradiated fuel by Westinghouse show 

that for exposure times of less than 14 hours at full power operation, no 

temperature-independent densification has occurred, but that after 2000 hours 

of full power reactor operation, fuel densification probably has been com

pleted. This timing is also supported by observations of in-core neutron 

flux distribution measurements in which indications of local power spikes 

appear in the first few hundred hours. If it is assumed that pore annihila4
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W occurs by enhanced sintering or by a re-solution process, as discussed in 

Section 3.1.1, the kinetics of densification can be considered to determine 

qualitatively if the observed densification times are compatible with 

theoretical analysis. For example, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, the 

in-reactor kinetics of diffusion-controlled processes in oxide fuels (e.g., 

creep) are enhanced and become observable at temperatures well below those 

at which one would expect to observe them out-of-pile. Uranium moves by a 

volume diffusion mechanism (although grain boundary diffusion of vacancies 

undoubtedly is also important). The diffusion mechanism controls the rate 

of sintering or creep of oxide fuels, and the diffusion rate is sensitive 

* to the availability of adjacent vacancies.  

If, as is likely, the processes that operate in densification involve 

vacancy diffusion, then a source and a sink for vacancies are required. The 

source is provided by the fission spikes (as discussed in Section 3.1.1) 

which provide a supersaturation of vacancies at a given temperature. A 

sink for the vacancies is provided by grain boundaries, free surfaces, and 

dislocations. Only in this way can a net flux of atoms into the pore be 

achieved to obtain the observed densification. Values have been obtained* 

for in-pile uranium diffusion from experiments on low density UO2 compacts 

irradiated at temperatures of less than 400°C. The Staff has estimated the 
0-17 2 

in-reactor diffusion coefficient for uranium to be 2.5 x 10 cm 2/sec at 

* 

M. 0. Marlow, "Fission Sintering and Irradiation Induced Diffusion in 

U021 American Ceramic Society Bulletin, 51 (4) (1972) 385
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a fission rate of 1.8 x 1012 fissions/cm 3 sec. The fission rates of inter

est for power reactors range from 
3 to 5 x 1013 fissions/cm -sec. 

Staff 

estimates of the enhanced diffusion rates for these fission rates suggest 

that an enhanced, in-pile diffusivity for uranium is obtained which is 

roughly equivalent to an out-of-pile, thermally-activated uranium diffusion 

coefficient commensurate with a temperature of 1400*C, a temperature only 

slightly below those used in many UO2 sintering processes. Thus, within 

the uncertainties associated with the in-pile diffusion values and fission 

rates, it appears reasonable that most small-sized porosity could be removed 

by a diffusion-controlled process in the times that have been observed for 

densification.  

3.1.3 Effects of Powder, Pellet, and Fabrication History 

The as-fabricated properties of UO2 pellets in reactor fuel assemblies 

are dependent on the many variables which exist in the complete conversion 

cycle for the UO2 raw material from 

(a) the formation of the intrinsic powder particles, to 

(b) the preparation of the press feed material, to 

(c) the compaction of the green (unfired) pellets, to 

(d) the sintering to achieve the design density of the pellets.  

The effects of the many variables in these steps of the conversion cycle may 

be additive or offsetting and many fuel manufacturers choose to control pellet 

properties by performance of product tests, and specify that the major influ

encing characteristics be within tolerance bands. In reviewing these effects, 

the Staff has assessed the characterization data for the UO2 raw material 0
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powder, compared the current and previous UO2 pellet manufacturing processes 

and product specifications, compared the sintering atmospheres for the pro

duction of UO2 fuel pellets from the various sources, and estimated the 

effects of pellet microstructural and physical properties on densification.  

In the Westinghouse manufacturing process, the specifications for the 

powder are checked primarily through performance tests. In 1967, the West

inghouse specifications required densities consistently in the range of 93 

to 95% of theoretical density. They specified that the powder, when slugged 

at 4.5 + 0.1 gram/cc and pressed at 5.5 + 0.05 gram/cc with 0.3 percent 

Sterotex addition, and sintered at 160000 with a range of + 25 to -100C 

for a maximum of three hours, should have a minimum density of 93%. In 1968, 

as a result of engineering studies, densities ranging from 90 to 95% were 

specified for the various regions of the reactor core. The powder specifica

tion was modified accordingly. Four types of powder were specified. These 

powder types were required to meet the following requirements subsequent to 

identical preparation, as earlier described: Type I, 90% TD; Type II, 92%; 

Type III, 93%; Type IV, 95%. An additional requirement was that the slope 

of the sintered density versus sintering temperature curve should fall within 

a given range as determined by sintering at 100 to 15000 above and below the 

nominal 16000 sintering temperature. Prior to powder production at the 

Westinghouse Columbia Plant, UO2 powder for power reactor assemblies was 

* obtained primarily from Numec and Nuclear Fuel Services. After the Columbia 

Plant started producing powder, it became apparent that the characteristics 

k of this powder differed from previously used powder, and minor modifications
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were made to the processing parameters. A comparison of current and previous 0 

U02 pellet manufacturing processes shows that until late 1967 the wet process 

of pellet manufacture was used. Subsequent to this time, Westinghouse pellet 

manufacture has been exclusively by the dry process (that is, no binder 

addition). The only process changes that have taken place during this period 

are that a rotary press is now used instead of a double-acting single-station 

press and that bottled, rather than bulk, hydrogen is used as the sintering 

atmosphere.  

An examination of the sintering times and temperatures for the production 

of UO2 pellets produced from powders obtained from various sources was made.  

In analyzing the process data, the Staff considered how the manufacturing 

techniques could affect densification. Westinghouse has presented data regar* 

ing pellet attributes considered important in controlling the amount and rate 

of fuel densification. The Staff has examined the proprietary data that forms 

a basis for the Westinghouse conclusions and agrees that the conclusions seem 

to be consistent with the evidence. However, it is not clear that the pellet 

attributes alleged to control densification are not also subtly dependent 

upon some of the other factors of the UO2 conversion cycle. This is important 

because certain aspects of the Westinghouse pellet manufacturing processes 

are similar to those used by other fuel vendors. Even if all fuels were sus

ceptible to densification (and one could conclude this from the Westinghouse 

analysis of the effects of pellet attributes and their interpretation of the 

pore annihilation mechanism), all fuels would not necessarily undergo the 

same initial-to-final density changes. However, until more definite irradian
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ience is obtained from irradiation tests, the Staff believes that dif

ices in pellet manufacturing processes do not provide a sufficient basis 

for differentiating between fuels of different vendors for purposes of safety 

analyses, and that it is prudent to assume for the present that all light 

water reactor (LWR) oxide fuels will densify to, an extent consistent with 

present observations.  

3.1.4. Effects of Design and Environmental Factors 

Some of the parameters Westinghouse has examined relative to densifica

tion are initial density, peak power, burnup, fission rate, and internal gas 

pressure. The effects of these parameters and their interrelationships are 

not completely established. However, some preliminary conclusions can be 

* drawn as to their role in densification.  

The trend of data regarding the amount of observed fuel column shrinkage 

as a function of initial fuel density is shown in Figure 3.1.4 a. There is 

a clear tendency for increased fuel column shrinkage with decreased initial 

density.  

The trend of data obtained by mercury pycnometry measurements for the 

effect of fuel rod linear power on fuel density, for irradiation times from 

1500 to 30,000 hours, is presented in Figure 3.1.4 b. It should be noted 

that densification has occurred for linear power levels which range from 1.5 

to 17.0 kW/ft. The lack of a clear trend to the data may be due to the large 

differences in burnup of the various samples and the consequent effect of 

. fuel swelling. As noted in Section 3.1.2, the densification process is 

nearly complete in 2000 hours, whereas some of the specimens in Figure 3.1.4 b 

range up to 30,000 hours exposure. This is further borne out by Figure 3.1.4 c
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which is a plot of initial and final fuel density as a function of burnup.  

Again, there is no apparent trend. There are no clear relationships of den

sification to power or burnup from which to determine a fission rate depend

ence of densification from the limited data. Since there are no data within 

the approximately 2000 hours of full power operation in which full densifi

cation occurs, one can only assume from the proposed mechanisms (See Section 

3.1.1) that the dependence exists and that the amount of densification is 

dependent on both burnup and fission rate during the first few thousand hours 

of full power operation.  

Figure 3.1.4 d illustrates the relationship between fuel densification 

and internal pressure. No apparent influence of an isostatic hot pressing 

effect is observed.  

Metallographic examination of the fuel indicates that shrinkage is 

greater in the outer portions of the pellet than toward the center. This is 

shown in Figure 3.1.4 e, a plot of cumulative porosity versus pellet radius 

for a fuel which, based on exposure time, is presumed to have undergone com

plete fuel shrinkage. Since the data were taken from high power pellets, 

the indicated porosity increase at the pellet center is probably related to 

fuel swelling.  

The trend of data for fuel pellet length change as a function of pellet 

volume change, for irradiation times of 3000 to 10,000 hours is presented in 

Figure 3.1.4 f. If the process were isotropic, the fractional change in 0 

radius and length would both be equal to 1/3 of the fractional change in vol

ume, but the data show a bias toward greater densification taking place in.
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. the axial direction than would be expected from an assumption of isotropy.  

This may be an effect of the greater shrinkage of the outer pellet periphery 

noted above and the fact that the ends of the pellets were dished, which 

amplifies the length change. The Staff's interpretation o f the data trend 

leads to the conclusion that it is appropriate to assume that axial shrinkage 

is greater than radial shrinkage.
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3.1.5 Densification Effects: 

Densification of fuel causes a decrease in the volume of the fuel pellet 

with corresponding changes in the pellet radius and length. There are three 

principal effects associated with fuel densification: 

(a) A decrease in the pellet length will cause the linear heat genera

tion rate to increase by an amount in direct proportion to the percentage 

decrease in pellet length.  

(b) A decrease in the pellet length can lead to generation of axial gaps 

within the fuel column, resulting in increased local neutron flux and the gen

eration of a local power spike.  

(c) A decrease in the pellet radius increases the radial clearance gap 

between the fuel pellet and fuel rod cladding causing a decrease in the gap 

thermal conductance, and consequently in the capability to transfer heat 

across the radial gap. This decrease in heat transfer capability will cause 

the stored energy in the fuel pellet to increase. A decrease in radial gap 

conductance also will degrade the heat transfer capability of the fuel rod 

during various transient and accident conditions.  

In summary, the effects of fuel densification cause the fuel rod to 

contain more stored energy, increase the linear heat generation rate of the 

pellet, decrease the heat transfer capability of the fuel rod and create the 

potential for a local power spike in any fuel rod. To assess the safety 

implications of fuel densification, all of these effects must be evaluated 

for each reactor under all modes of reactor operation.
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3.2 Associated Phenomena 

3.2.1 Cladding Creep and Collapse 

In normal reactor operation, fuel rod cladding creeps inwara when sub

jeceTd to the hydrostatic compressive stresses of the pressurized water 

coolant. As a consequence, the cladding ultimately will contact the fuel 

pellets or will continue to creep inward in regions where axial gaps have 

been generated. The time required to reach cladding-pellet contact or clad

ding collapse depends on many factors, some of which are 

(1) cladding diameter, 

(2) cladding wall thickness, 

(3) initial cladding ovality, 

(4) fabrication history, 

(5) cladding temperature, 

(6) reactor coolant pressure, 

(7) initial fuel-rod internal gas pressure, 

(8) additional fuel-rod internal gas pressure from released fission 

gases and temperature changes, and 

(9) neutron flux level 

The driving forces promoting cladding collapse are stresses caused by 

the pressure differential across the cladding and the bending stresses asso

ciated with the out-of-roundness of the cladding tube. At these stress 

* levels, deformation of the cladding takes place primarily by creep. Stress 

and creep are interrelated because creep enhances the ovality of the tube, 

* which raises the stress level, which in turn enhances the creep rate. The

I
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creep rate of Zircaloy is a function of stress, temperature, neutron flux 
0 

level, and fabrication history of the cladding.* The creep rate is quite 

sensitive to changes in the differential pressure across the cladding because 

of the dependence on stress (a power-law). The creep rate varies with the 

exponential of the temperature and is approximately proportional to the 

neutron flux. Thus, although both neutron flux and temperature are important 

factors influencing the creep of Zircaloy, the variation with temperature 

becomes relatively more important at temperatures above 650*F (and dominates 

at temperatures above 700*F) while the dependence on neutron flux is relatively 

more important at lower temperatures. One must be cautious about extrapolat

ing data obtained at high temperatures (e.g., 700°F) to a lower temperature 

regime because the creep rate could be grossly underestimated. Conversely, 

one must be wary of extrapolating low temperature data obtained in-pile to 

higher temperatures because the creep rates could again be underestimated.  

* See for example: 
1. F. A. Nichols, "On the Mechanisms of Irradiation Creep in Zirconium 

Base Alloys," J. Nucl. Mater., 37 (1970), 59.  

2. G. R. Piercy, "Mechanisms for the In-Reactor Creep of Zirconium Alloys," 
J. Nucl. Mater., 26 (1968), 18.  

3. V. Fidleris,"htaxial In-Reactor Creep of Zirconium Alloys," J. Nucl.  
Mater., 26 (1968), 51.
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IS In predicting the time at which the inward creep of the cladding will 

result in collapse of the cladding into contact with the pellets or into an 

axial gap in the pellet column, consideration has to be given to the antici

pated operating mode because of the importance of the time-temperature

pressure history. The potential for creep-collapse is enhanced by increasing 

the stress level, temperature, neutron flux, and residence time. The trend 

in reactor design has been toward higher powers and higher coolant pressures, 

and consequently higher neutron flux levels, cladding temperatures, and stress 

levels. o 

One approach used to lower stress levels is to reduce the pressure differ

ential across the cladding by prepressurizing the fuel rod. The exact amount 

of prepressurization that is required to preclude cladding collapse depends 

on the specific fuel rod geometry and operating conditions. Thus, pressuriza

tion of fuel may not preclude collapse unless the amount of pressurization is 

determined from an analysis of operating conditions in the plant that will 

use the fuel.  

Typical conditions in PWR plants include system pressures of 2000-2250 

psi, cladding midwall temperatures of 570-700°F, neutron flux levels ranging 
1013 x1014 

from 1 x - 1.2 x n/cm2 -sec, and residence times of the fuel in the 

reactor of approximately three years. Staff estimates of the behavior of 

fuel cladding under the above conditions generally predict that under high 

pressure differentials (--'2000 psi) and fast neutron flux levels of 5 x 1013 

n/cm 2-sec, clad collapse would occur during the first fuel cycle ("-j8000 hours).  

If the cladding temperatures were 600°F, reducing the fast neutron flux to 0
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1lx 10 13 nm2_ e would extend the time to collapse until sometime in the 

third fuel cycle. Reducing the pressure differential to 1000 psi would 

extend the collapse time, for a fast flux of 5 x 10 13n/cm -_sec, to beyond 

the end of the third cycle. For a fast flux level of 5 x 10 13 nc.2-sc 

and with no credit taken for the effects of fission gas buildup, the Staff's 

estimates of the general dependence of collapse time on temperature and 

pressure differential are given in Table 3.2.1.  

o0
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Table 3.2.1 

TIME-TO-COLLAPSE ESTIMATES

Cladding 
Midwall 

Temperature 
(OF)

570 

600 

635

Pressure 

Differential 

(psi)

2500 

1650 

1000 

2000 

1650 

1000 

2000 

1650 

1000 

2000 

1650 

1000 

2000 

1650 

1000

Time-to-Collapse

During 

Beyond 

Beyond 

During 

During 

Beyond 

During 

During 

Beyond 

During 

During 

Beyond 

During 

During 

During

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle 

Cycle
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Three consequences of cladding creepdown are of interest. The first 

these is primarily beneficial since it causes closure of the radial clearance 

gap and a consequent increase in radial gap thermal conductance. On the 

other hand, creepdown on the pellets early in the life of the fuel contributes 

to fuel column axial gap generation by preventing fuel column settling, and 

creepdown later in life can lead to collapse of the cladding into the axial 

gap. Collapses lead to increased local power peaking, and an increased prob

ability of leaking of individual fuel rods.  

The fuel manufacturers have developed a significant body of both analyti

cal and experimental information relative to creepdown of the cladding onto 

the pellets as a result of efforts to understand cladding creepdown onto th 

fuel during normal operation. This information was considered by the Staff 

in the present study.  

There exist two sets of experimental data on the times and conditions 

for creep-collapse. One set is derived from the observations on the Ginna, 

Beznau-l and Point Beach Unit 1 reactors. The second set is drawn from 

in-reactor and out-of-reactor tests of tubing with various internal and exter

nal pressures, usually prototypical of production tubing, and exposed at a 

variety of temperatures. For the out-of-pile tests of tubing, appropriate 

creep rate modifications are made to accommodate enhanced creep due to irrad

iation, this component of the creep rate being important at the cladding 

temperatures of interest.  

In general, the calculations performed by the fuel manufacturers predict 

shorter times to collapse for equivalent conditions than are observed in 4
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* experimental tests probably due to the conservative assumption used inmost 

of the calculational models that the rod internal pressure does not change 

as a result of fission gas buildup and to selection of the upper bound of 

the initial ovality data taken from the control charts of the manufactured 

tubing. This difference between calculation and experiment has led to adjust

ment of the calculational models so that the results match the experimental 

data.  

The various creep-collapse models of the fuel vendors appear to be con

sistent in methodology and approach, and it is the opinion of the Staff that 

such models should be able to predict conservatively the time of creep-collapse 

* over a wide range of operating conditions. The Staff is currently developing 

an analytical code to calculate the time-dependent ovality changes of a fuel 

rod for use in independently assessing fuel vendors' calculations. The Staff 

will compare the vendors' calculational models with the staff model by review

ing the results of sample calculations of standard problem3. In addition, 

parametric studies will be performed to determine the sensitivity of creep

collapse time to differential pressure, cladding temperature, initial flux, 

cladding thickness, and fission gas production. Corrections will be made 

for second order effects, such as internal pressure changes due to sorbed 

bases, internal void volume changes, and solubility of the fill gases in the 

fuel. The capability to account for these parametric variations will be 

* important in evaluating the various ways in which a reactor vendor may propose 

to alter the operational mode of a given plant to delay the occurrence of clad 

* collapse. These operational changes may involve pressurization of fuel rods,
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lowering of system coolant pressure, changes in reactor coolant temperature, 

and shifts in the cdre axial power profile.  

3.2.2 Effects of Fuel Densification and Cladding Creep on Radial Heat 

Transfer 

The suitability of current steady state models for evaluating the 

effects of fuel densification on radial gap conductance has been reviewed 

by the Staff. The Staff's consultant, the Pacific Northwest Laboratories of 

the Battelle Memorial Institute, (PNL), prepared a study of radial gap conduc

tance.* The GAPCON code was used by PNL to calculate radial gap conductance 

as a function of linear power density, burnup, fuel density, cold gap dimen

sion, UO2 thermal conductance and cold fill gas pressure. Although the 

effects of fuel densification are not specifically included in the parameters 

considered in the PNL evaluation, changes in the cold gap dimensions were 

used to simulate the effects of densification on the radial gap. The staff 

will use the GAPCON code to evaluate values proposed by applicants and licen

sees for the radial gap conductance to be used for densified fuel.  

The radial gap conductance can vary as a function of time because of 

burnup. The significant factors contributing to the change in gap conductance 

are; cracking of the fuel pellet, fission gas release, swelling of the fuel 

pellet, cladding creep onto the fuel pellet, and release of the sorbed gases.  

C. R. Hann, "Fuel Rod Gap Conductance and UO2 Thermal Conductivity" 

Study for the Reactor Systems Branch, Directorate of Licensing, USAEC, 
July 1972.
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. GAPCON includes considerations of all of these effects except cladding creep.  
Cladding creep will decrease the gap causing an increase in the gap conduc

tance. As described in Section 3.2.1 the Staff is developing an analytical 

model to account for cladding creepdown and determine the time-to-collapse.  

When this analytical model is developed, it will be incorporated in the 

GAPCON code so that time-dependent gap changes due to the cladding creep can 

be calculated.  

3.2.3 Effects of Collapse on Power Change Rates 

Rapid power increases in rods with collapsed sections could cause 

stresses at the collapsed cladding section which are in excess of the yield 

stress as a result of the differential axial thermal expansion between the 

cladding and .the column of fuel pellets that is constrained by cladding 

which has crept down. The thermal expansion of uranium oxide is greater 

than that of Zircaloy and the thermal response time for the fuel during a 

power change is much shorter than that of the clad. Thus, a power change 

in the fuel will cause the temperature to change in the pellets more rapidly 

than the radial heat flow can adjust the temperature of the fuel cladding.  

Since irradiated cladding has little residual ductility, cracking and possi

bly a breach of the cladding could occur if the yield strength is exceeded.  

The Staff and its consultants have checked the Westinghouse calculations 

for Ginna by calculating the average unit axial stresses in the cladding 

*arising from the differential expansion of the outer ring of the fuel pellet 

and the cladding tube. The outer ring of fuel is controlling because, for 

Adished pellets, only this outer annular area will contact adjacent pellets.
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The unit strain in the cladding is calculated by the following equation: 4 

clad = AT)fu - (caT)ld 

where: 

= coefficient of thermal expansion of the fuel and cladding and 

T = the temperature change in the fuel pellet at the dish radius, and 

the change in the average cladding temperature for a specified 

change in average linear heat rate of the fuel rod.  

From this formulation a curve of unit cladding strain as a function of 

change in rod average linear heat rate was generated (See Figure 3.2.2).  

Using the elastic modulus of Zircaloy at operating temperature (10
7 psi), 

the cladding stress associated with a fuel rod power increase can be deter

mined. Based on tensile stress-strain data for Zircaloy at the temperature 

of interest, a power change rate in terms of kW/ft per hour can be selected 

which would allow time for relaxation of the cladding stresses so that the 

maximum value would remain well below the yield strength. Such calculations 

can be used to select appropriate limits on allowable rates-of-change of 

power level in operating reactors to minimize the strain on collapsed clad

ding regions.  

The use of a two-dimensional finite element stress analysis method would 

permit estimation of the local stress changes at the pellet collapsed section 

interface due to power changes and estimation of the effect of stress con

centrations in the highly deformed cladding. Such an analytical capability 

is currently under development umd will be of use, particularly for conside.  

tions of the behavior of fuel with collapsed sections during over-power

transients.
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15

CHANGE IN LINEAR HEAT RATE (KW/ft)

FIGURE 3.2.2 Unit Fuel Clad Strain.as a Function of a-Change in Fuel Rod 
Linear Heat Rate from a Steady State Linear Heat Rate of 
5.0 Kw/ft.
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3.2.4 Irradiation Growth and Fuel Rod Bowing 

Kreyns has shown that the irradiation growth of Zircaloy is proportional 

to the square root of neutron fluence.* Hasketh has suggested that this 

dependence is explainable by postulating a constant number of interstitial 

loops of appreciable size and their growth by the long range diffusion of 

mobile defects.** This mechanism, in turn, would be affected by the rates 

of recombination of the point defects generated by the neutrons, a process 

that is temperature-dependent and that would tend to limit irradiation growth 

at high temperatures.  

Prior to the first reports of Kreyns' work in about 1966, fuel rod 

growth was not anticipated by designers. Subsequently, the growth effect 

was observed in reactor fuel rods, and changes in fuel assembly design were 

made to accommodate the elongation. However, it is now apparent that there 

has been some difficulty in accurately predicting the magnitude of the growth.  

For example, in Ginna fuel assemblies, some fuel rods have elongated enough 

so that at room temperature the rods contact the top plate of the fuel assem

bly, resulting in bowing of those fuel rods. The rods are not bowed at oper

ating temperatures, because the thermal expansion of the stainless steel 

control rod thimbles that tie the upper and lower assembly plates rigidly 

together is sufficiently greater than that of the Zircaloy rods at operating 

temperature (-577'F) to reestablish a clearance gap between the fuel rods 

and the top plate. 0 

* P. H. Kreyns, WAPD-TM-583 (1966) 35 

** R. V. Hesketh, "Non-Linear Growth in Zircaloy-4", J. Nucl. Mater. 30 

(1969) pp. 219-221.
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The Staff has examined the current Westinghouse design model for the 

irradiation growth of Zircaloy and has also calculated the axial buckling 

stresses for Zircaloy clad tubing in. normal reactor operation and under loss

of-coolant accident conditions, assuming that the fuel rod length increase 

as a result of irradiation growth has resulted in interference between the 

fuel rod and top tie-plate as a result of inadequate clearance. For normal 

operation,- this assumption means that it is possible to produce a large 

enough interference force to cause axial buckling of the clad tubes. How

ever, to achieve this force and get axial buckling would require a lateral 

deflection greater than could occur in a real subassembly. To show this, 

* Westinghouse performed an analysis assuming that the fuel rods were in con

tact with the tie-plate at cold shutdown conditions, with the fuel rods 

bowing to the point of rod-to-rod contact. They also assumed that the fuel 

rods do not straighten during startup and operation. The results of this 

analysis show that, even with the conservatively postulated maximum rod inter

ference at cold shutdown (i.e., bowing until adjacent rods contact each other), 

the calculated clad stresses at operating conditions are less than the pro

portional limit. On this basis, and on the basis of out-of-pile. tests on a 

fuel assembly in which varying degrees of fuel rod-adaptor plate interfer

ence were simulated, Westinghouse concludes that the lateral deflection is 

totally elastic and below the buckling stress.  

Current Westinghouse fuel designs provide an end clearance gap that is 

based on correlation derived from a large number of measurements of irradiated 

* fuel rods, and which is sufficient to eliminate the bowing problem.
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Staf f analyses have shown that the limiting case in determining an 

adequate end clearance gap arises in shutting down f rom normal operation.  

In this case, the temperature of the vertical tie rods of the fuel assembly 

(the control rod thimbles in most designs) decreases more rapidly than the 

fuel rod cladding temperature. The resulting differential thermal elonga

tions are then maximized. Provided that the cladding temperature does not 

lag the tie rod temperature by more than 300'F, end clearance gaps in cur

rent fuel assembly designs are adequate.
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4.0 Analysis of Densification Effects 

As noted in Section 3.1.5, the occurrence of fuel densification in 

reactor fuel rods causes the fuel rods to contain more stored energy, 

increases the linear heat generation rates in the fuel rods, decreases the 

heat transfer capability of the fuel rods, and creates the potential (if 

axial gaps are formed in the fuel column) for local power spikes and for 

cladding collapse. In safety evaluations of power reactors it is necessary 

to consider these effects of fuel densification in the analyses made for 

all modes of reactor operation. These include normal operation, operation 

during various operational transient conditions, and postulated accident 

situations of overpower transients and postulated loss-of-coolant accidents 

* (LOCA).  

Analyses are performed to provide assurance that the fuel cladding 

integrity is maintained in the event of overpower operating transients. Cer

tain limits relating to fuel performance must not be exceeded. These limits 

include limitations on the allowable cladding strain, on the heat transfer 

regime (i.e., MCHFR greater than 1.0 for a BWR and DNBR greater than 1.3 for 

a PWR*), and on the allowable center-line temperature of the fuel. The 

safety analysis for a reactor facility should contain an evaluation showing 

that these limits are not exceeded in the event of overpower transients, 

taking into account the effects of fuel densification.  

MCHFR and DNBR are minimum critical heat flux ratio and departure from 
nucleate boiling ratio. These ratios are measures of the clad-to-coolant 
heat transfer regime.
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The current criteria for acceptable performance of emergency core cool* 

systems (ECCS) and evaluation models for calculating the course of a LOCA are 

set forth in the AEC Interim Policy Statement issued in June 1971. The LOCA 

and the performance of the ECCS must be analyzed using the acceptable evalua

tion models and such other requirements as may evolve as a result of the 

rulemaking hearing now in progress (Docket No. RM 50-1). These evaluations 

should be performed taking into account the effects of fuel densification as 

they may influence the behavior of fuel rods during the LOCA. The calculated 

peak cladding temperature in a LOCA for any fuel rod should not exceed the 

limit set forth in the Interim Policy Statement (23000F), or any new limits 

that may evolve from the rulemaking hearing now in progress. (As of this 

writing, the Staff has filed supplementary testimony in the rulemaking hearing 

noting that the Interim Policy Statement criteria would be improved if the 

peak cladding temperature limit were reduced to 2200°F.) 

Calculations should be performed to determine whether any fuel rods 

would be expected to experience cladding collapse during their residence in 

the reactor. For any fuel rods that could collapse, the calculated peak 

cladding temperature in a LOCA should be further limited to 1800°F, to pre

clude any significant oxidation of the cladding in the collapsed region that 

might result in embrittlement of the cladding.  

The following subsections describe certain essential assumptions and 

approaches that should be included in calculational models used to evaluate 

the effects of fuel densification in safety analyses for power reactors.  

4.1 Calculation of Fuel Column Gap Size
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As previously noted (See Section 2.5), the Staff has concluded that 

the axial fuel column gaps observed in operating reactors arise from the 

densification of the fuel pellets and the resulting axial shrinkage of the 

pellets. The Staff has concluded, in view of the present incomplete state 

of knowledge about the timeidependence of the densification phenomenon, that 

the evaluation models used for predicting the behavior of densified fuel 

should assume that fuel pellet shrinkage occurs as soon as the reactor begins 

power-range operation. The occurrence of fuel pellet-cladding interaction 

and the formation of axial fuel column gaps should be assumed to occur at 

the same time unless a clear basis from operating data can be presented to 

show that significant fuel column gapping does not occur.  

The maximum theoretical gap size at a given core elevation0should be 

determined by consideration of the difference between the final and initial 

pellet densities. The final density should be taken as 96.5% of theoretical.  

The nominal value for initial density should be based on data from pellet 

manufacture for the specific fuel loading considered. The fractional change 

in pellet length should be assumed to be 1/2 of the fractional volume change 

and the fractional change in radius to be 1/3 of the fractional volume 

change (See Section 3.1.4). This assumption maximizes the length change and 

results in a more conservative evaluation of the power spike that could result 

from the densification process. In addition, an appropriate increase in the 

* maximum gap size from densification must be made to account for irradiation

induced growth of the fuel rod cladding.  

A 4.2 Calculation of Probability of Gap Size and Location
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A method, acceptable to the Staff, should be developed for calculating 

the probability distribution of gap sizes and locations. For the present, 

the calculated distribution of gap sizes should be based upon the measured 

collapse data from the Ginna Plant. Westinghouse has developed a method for 

calculation of the probability of a given gap size occurring at a' given 

location (See Appendix E). The Staff is in general agreement with the 

theoretical basis for the design probability trend proposed by Westinghouse, 

but does not believe that the Ginna data support the values used by Westing

house in determining the fraction of gaps (Fk) having a size within a gap 

size interval k (as discussed on page 3 of Appendix E). If the Westinghouse 

computational method is used for calculations of the probability of gap size 

and location, the values shown in Table 4.2.A for the gap size probability 

(labelled "AEC Probability Values") should be used.  

As additional data on the frequency of distribution of gap sizes as a 

function of distance along the fuel rod from the bottom of the rod become 

available from gamma scanning, x-ray, or neutron radiographic examination 

of power reactor irradiated fuel, appropriate revisions may be made in proba

bility models.
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Table 4.2.A

Gap Size 
Interval (k) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

h 7

PROBABILITY OF GAP SIZE 

Fraction of Westinghouse 
Maximum Probability Values 
Gap Size Fk 

0 - 0.143 0.273 

0.143 - 0.286 0.227 

0.286 - 0.429 0.182 

0.429 - 0.572 0.130 

0.572 - 0.715 0.104 

0.715 - 0.858 0.055 

0.858 - 1.00 0.029

AEC 
Probability Values 

Ak 

0.015 

0.106 

0.136 

0.303 

0.227 

0.136 

0.076
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4.3 Calculation of Power Spikes 

Calculations should be performed to determine the maximum local power 

peaking that can result from axial gaps in densified fuel rods. These cal

culations should be based on the calculated probability distributions of gap 

sizes and locations (See Section 4.2), combined with the normal core power 

distribution. The methods used in these calculations should be selected to 

provide a confidence level of at least 95% that the actual power peaking in 

the reactor core will not exceed the maximum calculated peaking for more 

than one rod in the core. Use of a particular model is not required, pro

vided that the prescribed confidence level is shown to be achieved.  

To establish the power peaking, the power spike should be calculated as 

a function of gap length. As the gap length is increased, the power peaking 

in an adjacent rod is increased, approaching an asymptotic value as the gap 

length approaches about two inches. I t is also necessary to calculate the 

amount of attenuation in the power peaking for rods located one, two, and 

three rows distant from the rod of interest.  

For the case of fuel rods with collapsed cladding, the calculations must 

be performed taking into account the increased moderation which occurs in 

the region of a collapsed section due to the local increase in the water

metal ratio. This assumption will result in greater peaking factors for-rods 

with collapsed cladding sections.  

An evaluation model for power spike calculations has been developed by 

Westinghouse based on the Ginna data. The Staff has had similar calculations 

performed independently by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Comparison.0
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. of the results indicates that the Westinghouse calculations are in general 

agreement with the magnitude of power spikes calculated by BNL. The Staff 

has concluded that use of the Westinghouse model is acceptable. The Westing

house model (described in Appendix E) has been distributed previously to 

other reactor vendors and fuel element suppliers for information.  

4.4 Calculations of Radial Gap Conductance 

Calculations should be performed to evaluate the effects of densifica

tion on the radial gap thermal conductance of fuel rods, as a function of 

linear power density, burnup, fuel density, cold gap dimension, UO2 thermal 

conductance, and cold-fill gas pressure. Although the effects of fuel densi

fication are not specifically included in the parameters to be considered, 

changes in the cold gap dimensions can be used to simulate the effects of 

densification on the radial gap.  

As noted previously, the assumption should be made that the fuel densi

fies immediately upon the start of power-range operation. The radial gap 

conductance should be calculated assuming that the radial gap increases 

according to the following expression: 

Ar = 0.965 - + 2a-) r 

Where: 

Ar = radial gap increase 

= standard deviation in the measured probability distribution for the 

* pellet fraction of theoretical density 

Q': = nominal initial fraction of theoretical density 

* r = nominal initial pellet radius
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The value for qr' in the expression above is used to account for the varia

tion in the pellet density that occurs in the fuel fabrication process. The 

standard deviation should be obtained from data generated from the fuel 

process used for fabrication.  

The use of the measured statistical variation in initial pellet density 

is required because of the possibility that the region of peak power genera

tion could extend over one to two feet of the fuel rod, and that a number 

of pellets (20 to 40) could be in the region of peak power generation. This 

requirement differs from the use of nominal initial density in calculating, 

the total shrinkage of the fuel column (described in Section 4.5) because 

the generation of axial gaps depends on the behavior of all of the pellets 

in the fuel rod (about 240) which can be characterized adequately by use of 

nominal fuel parameters.  

Until a suitable model for accounting for creepdown of the cladding is 

developed and verified, the gap conductance should be evaluated assuming that 

cladding creep does not contribute to gap closure. Proposed models should 

be submitted for Staff review before including any benefits of gap closure 

in the densification model. The models should be verified by comparison with 

appropriate experimental data.  

Since it is not possible to define the point in operating lifetime when 

the gap conductance will be at a minimum, parametric studies should be per

formed to estimate the point in lifetime when the gap conductance attains its 

minimum value. Further., the change in gap conductance as a function of fuel 

burnup must be analyzed for a range of linear heat generation rates. The
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. 5.0 Staff Findings and Conclusions 

Irradiation-induced densification of uranium oxide fuel has been 

observed. The observed densification has been shown to be relatively inde

pendent of linear heat generation rate (and consequently fuel temperature), 

has been observed to occur in both pressurized and unpressurized fuel, and 

is known to have occurred early in the fuel operating cycle (less than 2000 

hours of operation in the power range).  

Examinations of fuel assemblies after irradiation in some operating 

reactors, and in-core neutron flux measurements during operation have indi

cated the presence of axial gaps in the fuel pellet columns of some fuel rods, 

and the occurrence of short flattened or "collapsed" sections of cladding in 

some rods. Based on evaluation of experimental information, operating experi

ence, and methods of fuel assembly fabrication, the Staff has concluded that 

the axial gaps arise from the densification of the fuel, the resulting axial 

shrinkage of the pellets, and the hangup of a pellet (due primarily to creep

down of the cladding) which prevents settling of the pellet column as a unit, 

rather than as a result of faulty assembly or of Zircaloy growth and fuel

clad mechanical ratcheting.  

Sufficient experimental data are not available from all the manufacturers 

of light water reactor fuel to define clearly the degree of densification that 

might occur with fuel manufactured by each particular vendor. Fuel manufac

* tured by the Westinghouse Corporation is known to densify. Fuels data accu

mulated by the General Electric Company have also indicated that densification 

A had occurred. Until sufficient experimental information is available to permit
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an unambiguous understanding of the densification mechanism (and of possible.  

methods to control or eliminate densification), the Regulatory Staff will 

assume that irradiation-induced densification occurs in all water-reactor 

fuels.  

Completion of the densification process is believed to require less than 

2000 hours of reactor operation in the power range, but a full understanding 

of the time dependence of the process is lacking at present. The Regulatory 

Staff has concluded that until such an understanding is obtained, it should 

be assumed that densification occurs immediately when the reactor is operated 

at substantial power.  

Similarly, because the time dependence of the creepdown of the cladding 

is not well established, the Staff has concluded that it should be assumed I 

that axial gaps occur immediately when the reactor is operated at substantial 

power unless convincing operating data are available to show that gaps do not 

occur. The Staff has concluded, however, that available calculational models 

used to describe the creepdown and collapse of the cladding are sufficiently 

accurate for use in determining whether cladding collapses will occur in a 

given reactor core during a particular operating cycle. Surveillance programs 

should be developed for examination of fuel rods in operating reactors to pro

vide additional assurance of the adequacy of the calculational models.  

The effects of fuel densification cause the fuel rod to contain more 

stored energy, increase the linear heat generation rate of the fuel pellet, 

decrease the heat transfer capability between the pellet and cladding, and 

create the potential for occurrence of a power spike or a collapsed section
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*in any fuel rod. Methods to evaluate the magnitude of these effects are dis

cussed in Section 4.0. The Staff has concluded that these methods should be 

used to include consideration of the possible effects of fuel densification 

in safety evaluations of nuclear facilities for normal operation, operation 

during various transient conditions, and postulated accident situations.  

Specifically: 

(1) It should be shown that the effects of densification during steady

state and transient operation of the reactor do not cause the limits on clad

ding strain, critical heat flux, and centerline temperatures (previously 

established in the facility safety evaluation' to 1_e exceeded.  

(2) The effects of densification should be included in calculating the 

behavior of the fuel rods during postulated loss-of-coolant accidents. The 

criteria for evaluating the performance of emergency core cooling systems 

are presently set forth in the AEC Interim Policy Statement issued in June 

1971 which is currently the subject of a rulemaking-hearing (Docket No. RM 

50-1). These criteria or such other requirements that may evolve as a result 

of the hearing now in progress are to be used.  

(3) If calculations indicate that the cladding of some fuel rods can 

be expected to collapse during an operating cycle: 

(a) limits should be established on the rate of change of power 

level to minimize the strain on the collapsed cladding regions, 

(b) limits should be imposed on permissible steam generator leak

age to assure that potential releases of radioactive material from leaking 

* fuel rods meet applicable criteria, and
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(c) analyses should be provided to show that the calculated peak* 

cladding temperature of any collapsed fuel rod during a postulated LOCA will 

not exceed 1800°F.  

(4) Any operating restrictions necessary to assure that the above 

conditions are satisfied should be developed and incorporated into the tech

nical specifications for each facility. Additional operating experience and 

results of experimental programs may indicate that changes in these restric

tions or the methods used to derive them are warranted. Flexibility to 

consider this information has been identified when appropriate (for example, 

see Section 4.0).  

In summary, the Regulatory Staff has concluded that adequate data are 

available to account for the effects of densification in the safety evalua

tions of nuclear power reactors. Considerable reliance was placed on direct 

application of data obtained from operating reactors. These reactors have 

been operated safely with densified fuel and collapsed cladding, and the 

Regulatory Staff has concluded that implementation of the recommendations of 

this report will provide increased assurance of continued safe operation of 

these reactors and other reactors in which fuel densification is expected to 

occur.
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* minimum gap conductance established by such analyses (without consideration 

of cladding creep) should be used to analyze the behavior of the fuel for 

all modes -of reactor operation.  

4.5 Calculation of Linear Heat Generation Rate 

As noted previously, the reduction in length of the fuel pellet colum 

as a result of fuel densification will cause an increase in linear heat gen

eration rate in direct proportion to the length decrease. In determining 

the linear heat generation rate, the calculated changes in the radial gap 

conductance and length of the pellet should be combined with the results of 

the power spike calculation (Section 4.3). Since the location of the power 

spike at a given elevation is given by a probability distribution, the effect 

of the statistical variation of pellet density on the calculated pellet 

dimensions may be accounted for in the probability analysis used for the 

power spike calculations, rather than in the calculation of radial and length 

changes. If this is not done, the expression given in Section 4.4 should be 

used for radius changes and the following expression should be used to calculate 

the decrease in pellet length in determinations of the linear heat generation 

rate: 

= 0. 965 7t+' 4 2L 2 

where: 

/AL = decrease in pellet length 

L = length of pellet 

and as defined in Section 4.4
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4.6 Calculation of Cladding Collapse 

As noted in Section 3.2.1,1 the various creep-collapse models developed 

by the fuel manufacturers appear to be consistent in method and approach.  

Such models, with appropriately conservative parameter values, should be 

used to predict the time of creep-collapse for fuel rods at the specific 

operating conditions for those rods. The acceptability of a given model to 

the Staff will be based upon comparisons of the results of calculations with 

existing experimental data and with the results of independent calculations 

made by the Staff and its consultants.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The cycle lB fuel loading pattern of Figure 1 was determined by 

replacing 12 leaking fuel, assemblies from Region 3 by 12 fresh 
Region 4A assemblies during a scheduled turbine inspection in the 

spring of 1971. The plant operated normally at the nominal 

1300 MWt full power rating until the March 1972 scheduled shutdown 

in-preparation for the 1520 MWt uprating. During a six week period, 

the plant operated at a maximum power of 1455 MWt except for 6 hour 

of operation at 1520 MWt. During this time period, primary coolant 

activities increased which indicated additional fuel leakers.  

Examination of the cycle lB fuel (see Section 2) revealed fuel 

leakers, bowed fuel rods., and an appreciable number of rods with 

collapsed sections - especially in Region 2.  

As a result of the fuel examination, the cycle 2 fuel loading pattern 

was changed to that shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. Essentially, 61 

fresh Region 4 and 4A assemblies replace all of the cycle 1B, Region 3, 

most of the Region 2 and -only 3 of Region I assemblies.



2.0 RGE CYCLE 1B VISUAL EXAMINATION SUMMARY

An underwater television viewing -system was used to conduct visual 
examinations on 54 RGE fuel assemblies. Twenty Region 1 assemblies, 

twenty-two Region 2 assemblies, eleven Region 3 assemblies arid one 
Region 4A assembly were included in the visual examination sampling 
plan. Each examined fuel assembly was visually scanned on all four 

faces. The majority of the peripheral fuel rods examined (90%) 

showed no abnormalities. The remaining 10% of peripheral rods showed 

a series of abnormal conditions including failu,-.2s, bowed rods, and, 
collapsed cladding. Table 2 summarizes the total number of peripheral 
fuel rods examined, the type of anomalies observed and the frequency 
with which these anomalies were observed in each region of fuel. Each 

type of observed anomaly, and the freoQue-'icy of occurrence are discussed 
in the following paragraphs.  

Failed Fuel Rods (Visually confirmed breached cladding)0 

A total of 4 visually confirmed failed fuel rods were observed. One 

failure (a split in the cladding) occurred in a Region 1 fuel assembly.  
The remaining three failures apparent holes in the cladding) were 

observed in 3 different Region 3 fuel assemblies. No failed fuel 

rods were observed on the periphery of Region 2 or Region 4A assemblies.  

The failed rods constitute .14% of the peripheral rods viewed.  

Collapsed Cladding 

A collapse is a short segment of unsupported cladding, which due to 

high differential pressure has crept down to the point of appearing 
partially or totally flat in profile. Collapsed rods were the most 
frequently observed anomaly. I* 

*Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence, deals with 
the results.



Coll1apsed rods were observed i n Regions. 1 , 2, and 3 f uel . [*] 

Observed collapsed areas were distributed over the upper 40% of 

the fuel rod length with the highest frequency of collapse occurring 

between 120 and 140 inches from the bottom of the rod.[* 

Only one instance of collapse in adjacent rods at the same axial 

location was observed. The lengths of collapse vary from..5 to 

4.0 inches..[* In general the length of collapse increase s as 

the observed axial location approaches-the top of the fuel rod.  

Fuel Rod to Top Nozzle Gaps 

Rod to nozzle gaps were estimated for the peripheral rods, in the 

visually examined assemblies. [JNo instances of rod interference.  
were observed in the Region 3 or Region 4A assemblies.  

Rod to nozzle gaps are on the average greater for collapsed rods 

than for non-collapsed rods.  

*Westi-nghouse material customarily held in confidence - deleted 
material describes frequencies of observed anomalies.



TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF RGE CYCLE IB VISUAL EXAMINATIONS

NUMBER OF EXAMINATIONS

PERIPHERAL 
RODS 

1040 

1144 

572 

52

NUMBER OF 
PERIPHERAL 
RODS COLLAPSED

NUMBER OF 
PERIPHERAL RODS 
TOUCHING END PLATE

* Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence, values 
are approximately 5%.

REGION ASSEM.

0



@03.0 EVALUATION 

Collapsed rod sections and axial pellet gaps due to fuel densification 

causes a local power spike in the neighboring rods and pellet edges 

adjacent to the collapsed sections and/or pellet gaps. A number of 

adjacent pellet gaps and/or collapsed rod sections will cause a power 

spike of greater magnitude than one occurrence. Section 3.1 examines 

the effect of these occurrences on power spiking and core power 

capability.  

3.1 Effect of Fuel Densification on Power Capabilty 

Observations in several operating PWRs indicate that pellet 

densification occurs in pile. [ 1 ] This has been 

observed in post-irradiation hot cell measurements [ 2] 
and flattening of fuel cladding where there is no fuel pellet 

to provide support. [ 3 ] 

*The above phenomena can affect power capability in the following 

ways: 

1) The core average kw/ft and heat flux is raised due 

to shortening of the. pellet stack; 

.2) Local power peaks will exist in the vicinity of a gap.  

in the pellet stack and the adjacent rod(s) 

3) Additional local power peaking occurs when the fuel rod 

is flattened thereby providing more local neutron 

moderation; 

4) Lattice geometry is distorted by the flattened rod 

sections with a resultant effect on DNB ratios.  

igWestinghouse m'ateriacustomarily held in confidence - The essence 

of the deleted material is "a density a few percent above the as
loaded condition" 

2 2Westinghousematerialcustomarilyheldinconfidence.  
Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence This material 

describes. the timing of the densification and collapse phenomena.



5) Power increases in rods with flattened sections may result in W 

exceeding yield stresses at the lower collapsed cladding section 

due to the differential axial expansion between fuel and clad.  

With respect to item (5), operation of the Ginna unit as described 

*in the cover letter will assure that rods with flattened sections 

operate at a power level less than previously experienced. Item (1) 

raises the core average specific power by [ 1 ] , when the 

specific cycle 2 loading is considered. [ 2 ] 

As determined by the W3 DNB correlation, the effect of local power 

spikes on DNBR ratios is approximately half the magnitude of the 
power perturbation (this is determined by an "F" factor which relates 
uniform and non-uniform DNB heat flux). A power level reduction 

sufficient to offset the power spike effect on Kw/ft is more than 

sufficient to maintain DNB ratios above previous values, even allowing 
for local geometry changes.  

Local power spikes resulting from air gaps and water have been analyzed 

with [ 3 ] transport codes [ 3 ] and confirmed by experiments 

in the Saxton reactor. Conclusions are shown in Figure 3. The effect 

is highly localized and can be represesented conservatively by [ 3 ].  
The perturbation is rapidly attenuated as follows. [3 ] 

On the basis that gaps are [ 3) more probable at EOL Cycle 2 than 

observed collapses at EOL Cycle lB, the curve of Figure 4 results.  

[ 4 ] It can be seen that the model is quite conservative with 

respect to the data. [ 4 ] 

1 Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence - Less than 2%.  

2 Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence 

Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence - This material 
describes the computational models used and the analytical results.  

4 Westinghoust.vmaterial customarily held in confidence - The deleted V 
material .M... .,with specific analytical methods, results and 
exp eri mej %nirmation.



When the ahove model i,. appl ied in the Ginna y(l' power di,,.1ribh

tion analysis, [ I ], it is concluded thaL gaps in the pellet 

stack in the vicinity of high power channels represent a more 

stringent power capability limit than collapses. [ 1 ] 

The high power channel is located in Region 4A, which contains 

pressurized rods with no observed or predicted collapses.  

Using the core wide census from Figure 5, it can be stated that no 

rod in the core will exceed the local power generated in the hot 

channel (FNH = 1.66) while allowing for a localized 17% power spike; 

consequently this would be appropriate design basis for cycle 2.  

Recalling the axial stack height change of [ 2 ] 

this would require that the product FQ x Power Level be reduced 

by [ 2 ] to maintain Kw/ft margins.  

Continued surveillance of the in-core flux peaking is planned, and 

comparison of new data with Figure 4 provides a quick confirmation 

of the continued conservatism in the models used to arrive at the 

Cycle 2 power rating. It is felt that the model is unduly conservative 

at this point.  

1Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence - The deleted 
material deals with specific analytical methods, results and 
experimental confirmation.  

2 Westinghouse material customarily held in confidence - The deleted 

values are less than 2% and less than 20% respectively..



3.2 Effects of Axial Fuel Rod Growth

Due to the different expansion characteristics of the zircaloy fuel 

rod cladding and the stainless steel thimbles, and the non-reversible 

irradiation zircaloy growth of the cladding, thermal differential 

contraction during reactor cooldown could result in rod interference 

with the top adapter plate at cold shutdown. Yielding of the guide 

thimbles or failure of guide thimble-adapter plate joints could 

result if excessive rod interference were to occur. The rod 

interference distribution, bowing of the fuel rods, and the 

reaction forces in the guide thimbles of the fuel assembly due to 

temperature change and irradiation growth are being evaluated. The 

growth equation is based on data from RGE cycle IA and cycle lB.  

Any problems due to this effect would occur at the end of life and 

will be addressed in a subsequent report.  

0
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TABLE 1 

GINNA CORE LOADINGS

FUEL.DESCRIPTION ASSEMBLIES LOADED 

ENRICH DENSITY PRE- CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE 
FUEL BATCH .(w/o) W PRESSURIZED 1A IB 2 

Region 1 2.44 94 No 41 41 38 

Region 2 2.78 92 No 40 40 10 

Region 3 3.48 90 No 40 28 

Region 4A 3.20 92 Yes 12 12 

Region 4 3.14 94 Yes 40 

Region 4B 2.90 94 Yes 21 

TOTAL 121 121 121

0 0



FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 5
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DESIGN AND OPERATIONS SUMMARY

The maximum operating power level has been reduced, on an interim basis, 

from the uprated 1520 MWt to 1266 MWt (1520/1.20). This power level is 

considered 100% power when interpreting safety limits, limiting safety 

system settings, and limiting conditions of operation. The reduced power 

level is necessary, utilizing the very conservative information and 

analysis available on a short term basis, to maintain thermal-hydraulic 

margins and to minimize fuel clad interaction.  

The Ginna core consists of 121 fuel assemblies. The number of assemblies 

in the core by fuel region is given in Table 2 along with the enrichment, 

density, and pressurization of each region. Figure 2 gives the cycle lB 

fuel loading pattern and Figure 3 gives the cycle 2 fuel loading pattern.  

Table 3 gives pertinent fuel rod mechanical design parameters.  

The core average burnup for cycles IA and lB is given in Table 4 along 

with the end of cycle region average burnup. Also given in Table 4 is 

the time and volume averaged linear power for the entire core and by 

region for cycles IA and lB.



4.0 FUEL EXAMINATION 0 
An underwater television viewing system was used to conduct visual 

examinations on 54 Ginna fuel assemblies. Twenty Region I assemblies, 
twenty-two Region 2 assemblies, eleven Region 3 assemblies and one 

Region 4A assembly were included in the visual examination sampling 

plan. Each examined fuel assembly was visually scanned on all four 

faces. The majority of the peripheral fuel rods examined (90%) 

showed no abnormalities. The remaining 10% of peripheral rods showed 

a series of abnormal conditions including failures, bowed rods, and 

collapsed cladding. Table 5 summarizes the tc.al number of peripheral 
fuel rods examined, the type of anomalies observed and the frequency 

with which these anomalies were observed in each region of fuel. Each 

type of observed anomaly, and the frequency of occurrence are discussed 

in the following paragraphs.  

Leaking Fuel Rods 

All remaining Region 3fuel assemblies were replaced during the cycle I 
IB-2 refueling. Region 3 was originally intended to remain in the 

core for 3 cycles. Fuel examination in 1971 indicated that the majority 
of Region 3 fuel assemblies contained leaking fuel rods. Local hydriding 
with subsequent cladding breach is believed to be the cause of the majority 

of the leaking fuel rods. Fuel rods either leaking or suspected of leaking 

were also found in Ginna Regions I and 2 but to a much lesser extent than 

in Region 3.  

Failed Fuel Rods (Visually confirmed breached cladding) 

A total of 4 visually confirmed failed fuel rods were observed. One 

failure (a split in the cladding) occurred in.a Region 1 fuel assembly.  

The remaining three failures (apparent holes in the cladding) were observed 

in 3 different Region 3 fuel assemblies. No failed fuel rods were observed 

on the periphery of Region 2 or Region 4A assemblies. The failed rods 

constitute .14% of the peripheral rods viewed. I



* ocal Abnormal Flux Pea king

Local power spikes resulting from air gaps and water gaps have been 

analyzed with transport codes and confirmed by experiments in the Saxton 

* reactor. A model has been developed for combining multiple gaps and/or 

collapses in order to predict the maximum power spike which could occur.  

The model produces the probability of not exceeding a given power spike.  

Nearly all flux traces taken at Westinghouse plants utilizing the 41-core 

movable detector system show local flux peaks, the vast majority of the 

peaks being less than 1%. Flux peaks in the range of 4 to 9% have been 

detected on four traces (out of several thousand). This local flux peaking 

can be noted on the flux traces after a few months of operation. No 

collapsed rods were noted during the Ginna cycle lA-lB refueling several 

months after the start of operation. This provides Eonfirmation that 

gaps exist between fuel pellets even though the cladding has not collapsed.  

The models developed to predict local flux peaking is very conservative when 

compared to the flux peaks noted on flux traces. Continued surveillance 

of the in-core flux peaking is planned and the comparison of the new data 

with the models will provide confirmation of the conservatism.  

Zircaloy Growth 

Westinghouse has developed a Zircaloy fuel rod gorwth correlation based on 

observations and measurements made at Saxton, Beznau No. 1, Mihama 1, 

Zorita and Ginna. A total of approximately 2000 measurements are included 

in the available Westinghouse data. At Zorita and at Ginna, data have been 

obtained after each of two cycles providing a good test of the predictive 

ability of the design models. The growth observed after two cycle exposure 

has in all cases been within the design uncertainty band and in most cases 

has been below the mean prediction. In addition, as a measure of overall 

system predictions, the number of rods touching the top nozzle in the cold 

condition correlates well.  

Based on these data, design evaluations have been performed to provide 

Essurance of satisfactory performance during cycle 2 operation and the 
subsequent cold shutdown. Since the stainless thimble thermally expands 

to a •greater extent than.the Zircaloy-clad fuel rods, the clearance between



the top of the fuel rod and the top nozzle is a minimum in the cold W 

shutdown condition. During operation, the rod exhibiting the highest 

growth will ,not contact the top nozzle until approximately 2/3 of the 

full second cycle exposure has been accumulated. However, contact will 0 

not result in rod bowing until a substantial additional interference 

is experienced. This level of interference will not occur by the end of 

cycle 2. Some rod'sare currently in contact at the cold shutdown condition.  

Upon return to power, the differential thermal expansion between rods and 

thimbles will provide an additional 0.4 inch relative expansion of the 

assembly and provide a gap for all rods.  

At subsequent cold shutdowns additional rods are expected to contact the top 

nozzle. Analyses have, been performed which demonstrate that loads imposed 

on the fuel rods duri-ng cold shutdowns remain in the elastic range for all 
rods which do not exhibit collapse. Some number of collapsed rods are 

expected to be.,in significant interference cold. These rods may be 

stressed beyand yield in the cold condition and some could crack and 

release their -fission grs inventory as a result. Use of a controlled 

approach to the, cJd shutdown condition should cause the few failures 

so-anticipated'to occur over a sufficient time span to limit the activity 

released.  

The rods impose a load on the assembly in the cooled down condition which 

has been analyzed and found to be acceptable. A conservative assessment 

of tolerance factors was made to quantify the risk of parting of the bottom 

nozzle. This risk has been determined to be. considerably less than one 

chance in one hundred for the lead growth assembly. Should such parting 

occur, the thimbles would be retained in their current positions by guide 

pins, scram action would not be compromised and the assembly could sustain 

additional subsequent irradiation.



W Coil apsed( Claddinq 

A collapse is a short segment of unsupported cladding, which due to high 

* differential pressure has crept down to the point of appearing partially 

or totally flat in profile. Collapsed rods were the most frequently 

observed anomaly.  

Collapsed rods were observed in Regions 1, 2, and 3 fuel. Observed 

collapsed areas were distributed over the upper 40% of the fuel rod length 

with the. highest frequency of collapse occurring between 120 and 140 

inches from the bottom of the rod. The lengths of collapse vary from .5 

to 4.0 inches. In general, the length of collapse increases as the 

observed axial location approaches the top of the fuel rod.  

Collapsed cladding was also observed in Beznau'Unit No. 1 Region 2 

(approximately 2%) but not in Regions 1 and 3. No collapsed rods have 

been observed at Zorita which is in its third cycle and no collapsed rods 

have been observed in pre-pressurized fuel.  

Fuel Pellet Gaps 

Fuel densification will occur (discussed in Section 5) irrespective of 

whether the cladding collapses. This has been verified by hot cell 

examination (x-ray and gamma scanning) of Beznau Unit No. 1 fuel rods 

discharged after cycle 1. As a result, since the fuel cladding does 

not shrink axially, either the fuel pellet stack is shortened or 

gaps occur between the fuel pellets. -These gaps exist where the fuel 

cladding collapses but they may also exist in uncollapsed fuel.  

Fuel Rod to Top Nozzle Gaps 

Rod to nozzle gaps were estimated for the peripheral rods in the visually 

'examined assemblies. No instances of rod interference were observed, in 

the Region 3 or Region 4A assemblies. Rod to nozzle gaps are on the 

* average greater for collapsed rods than for non-collapsed rods.  

Two rods were observed in contact at Ginna IA cycle shutdown. This 

*assembly was visually examined at the recent shutdown. Additional rods 

are now in contact but the assembly continues to perform satisfactorily.



5.0 PREDICTABILITY OF ANOMALIES 

Fuel Rod Collapse 

Creepdown of fuel cladding onto the fuel is a predictable result of 

long-term operation in a LWR. Recognition of this phenomenon has 

led Westinghouse to pre-pressurize fuel regions starting in 1969.  

In Zorita, Beznau No. I and Ginna, the initial ,-ore loading of Zircaloy

clad fuel was not pre-pressurized.* Given a significant length of 

unsupported (by fuel pellets) clad, inward creep results in increased 

ovality and eventual instability leading to collapse of the clad into 

the axial gap. This phenomenon was observed at Beznau No. 1 during the 

first refueling and at Ginna during the recent cycle lB refueling.  

On-site and post-irradiation evaluations of Beznau No. 1 fuel have 

indicated that the axial fuel gap is not the result of missing fuel 

pellets. Rather, the fuel stack has densified and incomplete settle

ment has resulted in local and distributed gaps along the fuel rod 0 
.length. This description has been verified by gamma-scanning, x-ray, 

rod weighing and density determinations made on Beznau No. I fuel, 

Westinghouse test rods irradiated in Saxton and other Westinghouse 

post-irradiation studies.  

Observations of-fuel following Beznau No. 1 cycle 1 and Ginna cycles 1A 

and IB have been evaluated and provide the basis for a consistent model 

of creep-induced clad collapse. Using the model and other analytical 

studies of tube collapse, an estimate has been made of the extent of 

additional collapses anticipated during subsequent operation. Region 1 

rods exhibit significantly fewer collapses, generally of smaller size.  

These observations are consistent - small gaps lead to long collapse times.  

Region 1 rod collapse frequency will also increase during cycle 2, 

however, the already observed tendency for fewer and smaller collapses the 

in Region 2 is expected. to continue.  

-

Cores fabricated since 1970 are pre-pressurized in order to inhibit 

clad creep.



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Fuel Clad Interaction 

* When the fuel pellets are tightly constrained by the fuel cladding, and a 
power increase takes place, the greater thermal expansion of the uranium 
oxide can potentially result in clad stresses abo ve the Zircaloy yield 
strength. Although some local clad ductility may exist, it is difficult to 
take quantitative advantage of it. Hence, clad yield stress is used as 
the design limit -exceeding this limit is thei defined as clad failure.  
Such failure is not however to be characterized as an abrupt or massive 
blowout or loss of integrity. Failure here will likely take the form of 
local cracking, wi th some being through wall cracks.  

Two conditions exist in this fuel which give rise to this constraint: 
(1) clad creeps down on the pellet, providing radial constraint; and 
(2) clad collapses down-into a pellet axial gap, providing axial 

constrai nt..  
The potential for clad failure in both cases is considered low, because 
of the reduced power operation and considering the revised, more restric
tive, control. rod insertion, limits. The exception to this may be 
certain overpower transients which would cause an, increment, in rod average 
power. The administrative rest rictions listed in Table 1 are intended to 
minimize fuel clad interaction and these modes of failure. In addition, 
technical specification limit coolant activity and potential releases.  
Finally, the coolant activity monitor provides a means to continuously 
evaluate clad -failures and enables action to be taken in a timely manner 
should a large number of failures occur.



0 
DNBR Evaluation 

With respect to DONB under normal operation and expected transients in 

Ginna Cycle 2, the following offsetting considerations exist: 0 

1) Core power will be reduced by a factor of 1/1.20; this 

will increase DNB ratios by 34%.  

2) If fuel stack height and local power spikes were to 

increase the local heat flux by 20,1, the DNB ratio is 

calculated to be reduced by10%. Halv,'g the power.  

spike effect is a consequence of the integrating "F" 

factor in the W-3 correlation, which relates uniform 

and non-uniform DNB heat fluxes.  

3) Flow patterns will be altere6 iinthe vicinity of a 

collapsed section; however, sudden contraction and 

expansion effects are not detrimental. In fact,

increased turbulence and mixing effects tend to improve 

heat transfer.  

4) Rod spacing may be altered slightly as a consequence of 

the collapsed section on some fuel rods; this effect will 

reduce DNB ratios by less than 10%.  

5) The fuel in. the vicinity of collapsed rods will run at 

power level. more than 15% below the core hot channel; 

this leads fo DNB ratios increased by more than 25%.  

6) If a collapsed section is in contact with an adjacent 

rod, the DNB ratio is not necessarily reduced (as evidenced 
by the contact of the support grids and fuel rods). Elec

trically heated DNB tests show a penalty for full length 

contact of 7%, which is clearly an upper limit.  

It can be seen that those effects increasing DNB ratios for Cycle 2 

are far in excess of the-detrient-1 effects. Thus, it is concluded 
that for Cycle 2 operation, D'.1 ratios during nonal operation and 

in expected transients are at least as high as those reported during 

previous safety analyses.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Cycle lB of the Ginna Nuclear Plant was initiated in the spring of 

1971. Twelve Region 4A assemblies replaced twelve leaking Region 3 

assemblies during the cycle IA-IB outage. The plant operated normally 

during cycle IB at the nominal 1300 MWt full power rating until the 

March 1972 scheduled shutdown in preparation for the 1520 MWt uprating.  

The plant then operated at a maximum power of 1455 MWt except for 6 

hours of operation at 1520 MWt. Primary coolant activity increa 

during this time period which indicated additional fuel leakers. Ginna 

was removed from service on April 14, 1972, for inspection, maintenance, 

and cycle IB-2 refueling. Examination of the cycle lB fuel (Section 4.0) 

revealed a number of anomalies including fuel leakers, bowed fuel rods, and 

an appreciable number of fuel rods with collapsed sections. Ginna cycle 2 

fuel performance is discussed in Section 6.0 based on the observed 

anomalies, the predictability of the anomalies (Section 5.0) and the 

administrative controls to be applied to cycle 2 (Section 2.0). Section 

3.0 contains pertinent fuel rod design and operation information.  

2.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

The administrative controls given in Table 1 have been instituted to 

either minimize further fuel damage or to mitigate the radiation release 

to the environment should fuel damage occur in spite of the steps taken 

for prevention.



Fuel Temperature 

* Fuel densification increases the beginning of life fuel pellet/ 

cladding gap which in turn leads to an increase in fuel temperature.  

This temperature increase is less than 200°F. The maximum fuel 

central temperature at overpower remains less than the minimum UO2 
melting point of about 4800°F (45,000 MWD/MTU burnup). Unirradi

ated UO2 melting point is about 5100°F.  

The amount of energy stored in the fuel is larg!er, for a given 
linear power rating,-due to the increased fuel temperature. This stored 

energy affects the loss of flow (LOF) and loss of coolant (LOCA) 

accidents. Analysis of a 3 ft.2 LOCA snowed a 1750F peak cladding temp

erature increase to 2210°F assuming the same maximum linear power (core 

power decrease offsets power spike) and no reduction in total core 

power. Decreasing the total core power enhances cooling during blow

down. The densification and higher fuel temperatures result in a slower LOF 

heat flux decrease following reactor trip. The slower heat flux decrease 

is expected to have less effect than the reduced operating power level.



TABLE 1 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS TO BE APPLIED.TO GINNA CYCLE 2 

1. Control Rod Insertion Limits as given in Figure 1 under normal 

operating conditions (except for physics tests). During load 

losses or automatic turbine runbacks,this limit may be exceeded 

by automatic (or manual) rod control but the limits will be re

established once power has stabilized.  

2. No part-length control rods in the core when reactor is at power, 

(except for special tests).

3. Cycle 2 initial startup: a) 

b) 

c) 

4. Cycle 2 operation other than 

a) 

b)

3% power/hour from 0% to 75% power 

3% power/day from 75% to 100% power 

continuous chemistry follow.  

initial startup: 

10% power/hour increase 

revert to initial startup procedures 

should low power (less than 95%) be 

maintained continuously for more than 

24 days.

5. Cycle 2 cold shutdown (anytime): Cool down slowly and monitor 

primary coolant chemistry continuously. Hold at a constant 

temperature if a greater than expected increase in activity occurs 

until the situation can be evaluated.  

6. Shutdown if overpower transient occurs and monitor coolant.

S

0

0



TABLE 2

GINNA CORE LOADINGS

FUEL DESCRIPTION ASSEMBLIES LOADED 

ENRICH DENSITY PRE- CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE 

FUEL BATCH (w/o) MPRESSURIZED 1A 1B 2 

Region 1 2.44 94 No 41 41 38 

Region 2 2.78 92 No 40 40 10 

Region 3 3.48 90 No 40 28 

Region 4A 3.20 92 Yes 12 12 

Region 4 3.14 94 Yes 40 

Region 4B 2.90 94 Yes 21 

TOTAL 121 121 121



TABLE 3 0 

FUEL ROD MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION 

(Beginning of Life) 

Fuel Rod O.D. = 0.422 in.  

Cladding Thickness = 0.0243 in.  

Cladding Material = Zircaloy-4 

Fuel Pellet O.D. (Regions 1, 2, 3) 0.3669 in.  

Fuel Pellet O.D. (Region 4A) = 0.3649 in.  

Fuel Pellet O.D. (Region 4, 4B) = 0.3659 in.  

Fuel Pellet Height = 0.600 in.  

Fuel Pellet Stack Height (Regions 1, 2, 3) = 144 in.  

Fuel Pellet Stack Height (Region 4A) =.142.8 in.  

Fuel Pellet Stack Height (Regions 4, 4B) = 142 in.  

Guide Thimble Material = 304 SS 

0



TABLE 4

GINNA FUEL OPERATING HISTORY

verage Burnup-End of Cycle IA (MWD/MTU) 

verage Burnup-End of Cycle lB (MWD/MTU) 

ime/Volume Averaged Linear Power 
Cycle IA '(kw/ft) 

ime/Volume Averaged Linear Power 
Cycle lB (kw/ft)

CORE 

.7700 

8830 
(Cy. I B) 

4.2 

4.8

REGION 1 

9,200 

18,800 

4.8 

5.3

REGION 4A 

9,500

REGION 2 

8,300 

18,000 

4.4 

5.2

REGION 3 

5,600 

10,000 

3.2 

3.4



TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF RGE CYCLE IB VISUAL EXAMINATIONS

NUMBER OF EXAMINATIONS
PERIPHERAL 

RODS 

1040

1144 

572 

52

NUMBER OF 
PERIPHERAL 

RODS COLLAPSED 

21 

83 

'20 

0

REGJON 

2 

3 

4A

ASSEM.  

20 

22 

11

0

0
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APPENDIX C

Regulatory File Cy.  
I/l A ND i 

ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC CORPORATION * 89 EAST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14604 

R. R. KOPROWSKI TELEPHONE 
vlc PRESIoENT AREA CODE 716 546-2700 

July 28, 1972 

Mr. Donald J. Skovholt 
Assistant Director for 
Operating Reactors 
Directorate of Licensing 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
7920 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 

Subject: Non-Proprietary Documentation for the 
Submittals of June 20 and 22, 1972, 
R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Unit No. 1, 
Docket No. 50-244 

O Dear Mr. Skovholt: 

Enclosed are forty (40) copies of the non-proprietary docu
ment titled "Ginna Cycle 2 Accident Analyses Evaluation".  

This document, together with the non-proprietary report 
"Fuel Abnormalities at the R. E. Ginna Plant and Other Operating 
PWR's" submitted on June 30, 1972, completes the non-proprietary 
documentation corresponding to the submittals of June 20 and 22, 
1972 titled "Responses to Questions Asked of Rochester Gas and 
Electric Corporation on Ginna" and "Ginna Cycle 2 Performance 
Evaluation".  

Very truly yours, 

R. R. oprowski 
O Vice President and 

Chief Engineer 

Enclosure 

=-Nam



GINNA CYCLE 2

ACCIDENT ANALYSES EVALUATION 

Submitted by 

Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation

July 28, 1972



ACCIDENT EVALUATIOM" 0 

Each FSAR accident related to fuel performance has been reviewed and 
is su,,arized below. Two considerations, in addition to those noted 
in the FSAR, are included in the evaluation. These considerations 
are an increase in the maximum fuel temperature and mechanical 
failure of the fuel rod cladding.  

Fuel densification increases the beginning of life fuel pellet/ 
cladding gap which in turn leads to an increase in fuel temperature.  
This temperature increase is less than 200'F. The maximum 
fuel central temperature at 118% overpower remains less than" 4700OF 
while the minimum UO melting point is about 4800°F (45,000 MWD/TU 
burnup).. Unirradiatd UO2 melting point is about 5100'F.  

The moderator temperature coefficient is important in most of the 
accidents discussed below. The FSAR uses +3 pcm/°F as the most 
positive and -35 pcm/°F as the most negative moderator temperature 
coefficients. The corresponding coefficients for cycle 2 are -3 
pcm/0 F as the most positive and -32 pcm/0F as the most negative.  
Cycle 2 values are, therefore, less severe than the FSAR analysis.  

Uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal from a subcritical condition is less 
severe in cycle 2 than the accident analyzed in the FSAR. This 
accident is terminated by the 25% power (nuclear) trip which is 
lower than the FSAR setting due to 100% power now being 1266 MWt. The 
maximum cycle 2 one bank reactivity insertion rate is 1.4 x 10-4 Ak/sec.  
compared with the maximum FSAR analyzed rate of 8 x 10-4 Ak/sec.  
Doppler feedback for cycle 2 is equal to that analyzed in the FSAR ever ~ ~h , ,', r; ,l - ,. - ,- ..... .. ... :'-c '.. ".-, 

the tuel densilication. The mechanical integrity of the fuel is not 
compromised during this transient.  

Uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal at power, excessive heat removal due to 
feedwater temperature decrease, excessive load increase, and chemical 
and volume control system (CVCS) malfunction are no more severe than 
showrd in the FSAR. All of these incidents lead to power excursions 
which are terminated at a power level equal to or less than the over
power (nuclear) trip. The maximum power level achievable during any 
of these transients is 1494 MWt (118% of 1266 MWt) since the overpower 
(nuclear) trip will be set at 1367 MWt (108% of 1266 MWt). Excessive 
heat removal due to feedwater decrease, excessive load increase, and 
the CVCS malfunction increase power by adding reactivity but at a slower 
rate than the maximum RCCA withdrawal rate analyzed. Uncontrolled RCCA 
withdrawal at power is analyzed at reactivity insertion rates up to 
8 x 10-4 Ak/sec. while the maximum insertion rate by one bank during 
cycle 2 is about 1.4 x 10-4 Ak/sec. As previously noted, the cycle 2 
moderator temperature coefficients are less severe than used in the 
FSAR analysis. DNBR, based on the previous DNBR evaluation, is no 
lower than predicted by the FSAR. The mechanical integrity of the 
fuel rod cladding is not compromised during any of these transients 
unless cracks already exist at the collapse locations.



* The control misalignment remains less severe than discussed in 
the FSAR from a D1ER standpoint. Factors which make this incident 
much less severe are the control rod insertion limits given in 
Figure 1 and the administrative control which says part-length 

* control rods will not be in the core when the reactor is at power.  

Drop of a single RCCA, either full-length or part-length, is incapable 
of increasing the hot channel factors to a point at , hich DNB occurs.  
This remains unchanged froni previous analysis. The automatic turbine 
runback and power reduction to 75 ' po;er is more than sufficient to 
maintain DNB[R above 1.3 even for the drop of a Full RCCA bank. The 
automatic turbine runback is discussed in section 14.1.4 of the FSAR.  
The cladding mechanical integrity of uncracked collapsed rods is main
tained for all cases. Fuel rods with cracked collapsed sections may be 
further damaged for a single full-length control drop if the reactor 
returns to full power and for the drop of a fi',-length bank even with 
turbine runback. The latter case damage is due tr, the particular power 
profile followed in the turbine runback. Power initially drops and then 
returns to about 90% after the droc>:.d bank is inserted and the high hot 
channel factors are established befcrE: finally settling to 75% power.  

Startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop, loss of all A.C. power to 
the station auxiliaries, and steam generator tube rupture remain 
unchanged from the FSAR analysis. These transients are not dependent 
on new safety system trip points or, per se, the full power operating 
level. Startup of an inactive coolant loop, which does not trip the 
reactor, is dependent on the feedback mechanisms. The FSAR, as already 
noted, uses conservative values for feedback relative to cycle 2 feed
back. The dependence of loss of A.C. power on reactor power level is 
in the amount of recirculation flow. The cycle 2 situation relative 
to the FSAR analysis is, effectively, loss of all A.C. power with the 
reactor at partial power. Steam generator tube rupture is dependent 
on coolant activity and the accident consequences remain unchanged since 
the Technical Specification limit on coolant activity remains unchanged.  
Mechanical integrity of the cladding is not a concern for these incidents 
since power never exceeds 100%.  

The FSAR analysis remains applicable for loss of external electrical load 
and loss of normal feedwater. More conservative moderator coefficients 
were used in the FSAR analysis than are predicted for cycle 2. The 
lower operating power level also makes the accidents less severe than the 
FSAR analysis. Neither incident results in cladding mechanical damage 
even though a slight (, 1%) power increase is possible for loss of external 
electrical load.  

* The fuel handling accident consequences remain unchanged from those pre
sented in WCAP-7518-L.



The FSAR analysis of the steam pipe rupture is applicable to cycle 2. V 
Cycle 2, with an EOL shutdown margin of 2.6%, is less severe, from a 
DNBR standpoint, than the FSAR analysis (1.9% shutdown margin) even 
considering a 20% increase in the hot channel factor due to collapsed 
rods. Cycle 2 peak power for the main steam line rupture is about 
24% compared with the FSAR value of about 49%. The gross disparity 0 
in average heat flux more than compensates for the increase in the 
cycle 2 hot channel factor due to collapsed rods. The mechanical 
integrity of the peak power rod is marginal should that rod contain 
a collapsed section. Further damage may occur to fuel rods with 
cracks at the collapse location should those fuel rods be located 
in the vicinity of the stuck control rod.  

For the loss of flow accident, pellet shrinkage and resultant higher 
fuel temperatures will result in a slightly slower heat flux decrease 
following trip. The corresponding decrease, in DNB ratio, however, 
is expected to be quite small compared to the gain in DNBR margin due to 
the maximum power level being lowered from 1520 MWt to 1266 MWt.  

Ejection of an RCCA is less severe for cycle 2 than the FSAR analysis.  
The control rod insertion limits in Figure I limit the potential ejected 
rod worth to much less than those analyzed in the FSAR. The limitations 
or possible control rod configuration also limit the hot-channel factor 
to much less than the FSAR values. The beginning of life hot full power 
comparison is: 

FSAR Cycle 2 

At full power: 

Ejected rod worth (%) .36 .07 

FN (including any collapsed 4.9 3.3 
rod penalty) 

At zero power: 

Ejected rod worth (%) .675 .44 

F.Q (including any collapsed 8.0 5.7 
rod penalty) 

The FSAR has already considered possible fuel rod cladding failure for 
the RCCA ejection accident.  S

-4-



*The pellet densification affects the loss of coolant accident analysis in 
two particular areas: 

1 . The maximum linear power for a given average linear power becomes 

larger because of local flux peaking.  
2. At the maximum linear power, the amount of energy stored in 

the fuel becomes larger as a result of deterioration of gap 

heat transfer.  

For the Ginna plant, the average power will be reduced such 

that the maximum linear power does not exceed the value considered in the 
ECCS analysis performed previously. Hence the present analysis is done 

at the same peak linear power. In our experience, the reduction in 

total power has the effect of enhancing cooling during the calculated 
blowdown, mainly through reduced core quality. This effect is not 
considered here; the previous blowdown transient is conservatively 

*retained.  

The present gap conductance used in the core thermal model (LOCTA code) 

includes a margin for model and fabrication uncertainty in the 
pellet temperature calculation and a variation with linear power. Fuel 

rod distortion, based on FLECHT tests(') does not significantly affect 

the LOCA results and, hence, is not considered in this analysis. This 

more conservative model yields an increase of about 175F ° in the calc

ulated peak clad temperature for the 3 ft. 2 break. In addition to 

this effect, the pellet shrinkage results in an increase in initial 
.pellet temperature of about 270F °. The ECCS Interim Criteria limitations 
are satisfied since the clad temperature peak is 2210°F arid the total core 

metal water reaction is well below 1%.  

(1) ANS 16th Annual Meeting, Special Symposium, Los Angeles, Calif. June 1970.  
"Heat Transfer Behavior for Flow Blockage of a Fuel Rod", by 

W J. 0. Cermak, A. S. Kitzes, L. S. Tong

-5-
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MW.0 Introduction 

The safety implications of the collapsed cladding discovered at 

* the R. E. Ginna plant were evaluated for all operating reactors. The 

causes arnd effects of the shrinkage of fuel and the creep of cladding 

are under investigation by the Regulatory Staff and by fuel manufacturers.  

Conservative restrictions were placed on the operation of power 

reactors based on the knowledge available at the time. It is expected 

that as better quantitative analyses of fuel rod performance become 

available, it will be possible to remove some of the restrictions.  

The purpose of this report is to summarize the safety considerations 

involved and give the general basis for the restrictions which were 

placed on operating reactors.  

*2.0 Fuel Rod-Behavior 

Several physical changes take place in the dimensional configura

tion of the fuel assemblies during their core life. The critical 

dimensions that are affected are: fuel pellet length, fuel pellet 

diameter, cladding length, cladding diameter, and control rod guide 

thimble length.  

During normal operation, as the fuel generates heat', thermal 

expansion of the fuel pellets, cladding, and guide thimble occurs-.  

For a typical 5 kW/ft rod, the net effects of thermal expansion are: 

the diametrical gap from fuel pellet to cladding reduces by 2 mils, 

the height of the pellet stack increases 0.7 inch and the cladding 

height increases 0.2 inch, resulting in a plenum length decrease of 

0.5 inch. In the case of assemblies with stainless steel control rod
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thimbles, the gap between the top of the fuel rods and the top nozzle 0 
adapter plate increases by 0.4 inch. In the case of assemblies with 

Zircaloy control rod thimbles, the gap between the top of the rods and 

the top nozzle adapter plate decreases by 15 mils.  

As the fuel rod undergoes irradiation, pellets densify by an amount 

dependent upon their original density. This causes an increase in the 

gap between the pellet and the cladding and decreases the height of 

the pellet stack. At the same time, the cladding creeps inward because 

of the external pressure. For given reactor conditions, the rate of 

creepdown is higher in nonpressurized rods than in prepressurized rods.  

The cladding becomes more oval as creepdown occurs and eventually two

point contact is made with the fuel pellets. As the densification 

occurs, pellets that are captured by the cladding do not settle with 

the rest of the pellet stack and gaps in the pellet stack are formed.  

At high elevations in the stack, the gaps can be as long as 4 inches.  

Later in core life, uniform clad-pellet contact occurs -due to 

continued creepdown of the cladding and swelling of the pellet. At 

gaps where the cladding is unsupported by fuel pellets, the cladding 

can continue to creep down, increasing in ovality until wall-to-wall 

flattening occurs. This final stage may never be reached during the 

core life, depending upon the gap lengths and the amount of pre

pressurization of the fuel rods. So far, only unpressurized rods have 

actually reached this final stage. Prepressurized rods have not yet 

reached end-of-life exposures. 0
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Another phenomenon of fuel rod behavior is the radiation induced 

growth of the Zircaloy cladding. This resulted in the irreversible 

elongation of some of the fuel rods by more than the end clearance that 

was allowed to accomnodate this growth. The lack of end clearance re

sulted in the bowing of the fuel rods which was observed in the cold 

condition.  

3.0 Safety Consideration 

3.1 General Considerations 

The Ginna fuel condition presented an unreviewed safety 

question. Therefore, all accidents and transients in the Safety 

Analysis Report had to be reexamined and the possibility of 

accidents of different types had to be evaluated. It was found 

that the analysis given in the Safety Analysis Report that is 

most significantly affected by the phenomena of fuel shrinkage 

and cladding creep is the analysis of the loss-of-coolant accident.  

In addition, it was found that an overpower transient might 

cause the sudden rupture of many of the fuel rods that had 

collapsed, resulting in the release of gaseous radioactivity to 

the primary coolant and, with normal steam generator leakage, to 

the secondary coolant. In turn, this secondary coolant radioactivity 

could be released to the atmosphere during the first one or two 

hours of shutdown after the transient. Important considerations
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during normal operation and anticipated transients include the 

effect of power peaking on the DNBR (departure from nucleate 

boiling ratio) and the added stresses in crimped fuel due to 

differential thermal expansion during normal startup and load 

swings.  

Attention has been given also to the possible safety impli

cations of the bowed fuel rods observed in some Ginna fuel 

assemblies. The phenomenon of bowing due to lack of end 

clearance for the fuel rods was found to be characteristic of 

certain groups of fuel assemblies in the Ginna reactor. All fuel 

assemblies with insufficient end clearance were removed from the 

Ginna reactor in October 1972 and this design deficiency does not 

occur in fuel assemblies in later plants.  

3.2 Loss-of-Coolant Accident 

Flux spikes caused by air gaps or water gaps cause local power 

peaking that results in higher fuel temperatures and stored energy 

during normal operation. This higher stored energy would result 

in higher cladding temperatures in the event of a loss-of-coolant 

accident. A power peaking factor of 1.2 has been applied to 

account conservatively for this effect in this initial evaluation 

for operating reactors.  

Fuel densification results in a larger radial gap between the 

fuel pellet and the cladding, thereby reducing the heat conductance 

of the gap. This decreased gap conductance causes increased fuel
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temperature and stored energy at any given linear power in the 

fuel rod and therefore results in higher cladding temperatures 

under accident conditions. In considering this effect in new 

fuel, it is assumed that the cladding has undergone no creep

down but that the fuel has shr=k to its maximum density. The 

radial shrinkage is taken to be 1/3 of the volumetric shrinkage 

even though some evidence indicates that the shrinkage may be 

greater axially rather than being isotropic. In significantly 

exposed fuel, the creepdown of the cladding is accounted for by 

increasing the gap conductance.  

Axial shrinkage causes an overall reduction in the height of 

the fuel stack and thus the height of the active core of the 

reactor. Although isotropic shrinkage would dictate that 1/3 

of the volumetric shrinkage should be taken in the axial direction, 

it is assumed that 1/2 of the volumetric shrinkage is axial. Thus, 

the total assumed shrinkage will be greater than the actual 

shrinkage. The effect of axial shrinkage is to increase slightly 

the linear heat generation rate corresponding to any particular 

power level.  

The methods of reanalysis of the LOCA are the same as those 

required by the Interim Policy Statement on ECCS. However, the 

cladding temperature eriterion was made more stringent for fuel 

rods with crimped cladding. The criterion of 2300°F was applied
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to fuel rods which were not expected to be crimped, that is, 

fuel rods which had been prepressurized. This internal pressure 

is expected to reduce the rate of creepdown of the cladding and 

avoid or at least delay the crimping.  

To provide an appropriate margin for the degraded condition 

of the cladding material in the unpressurized fuel, assumed to 

be already crimped, a significantly lower peak clad temperature 

criterion of 1800OF was adopted to preclude significant oxida

tion and ebrittlement of the cladding.  

3.3 Overpower Transients 

As shown in the safety analysis reports, the most severe 

overpower transients result in the reactor power reaching 120% 

of the thermal power rating of the plant. It is assumed that 

this transient occurs in a reactor core which contains crimped 

fuel. rods. The result is that the fuel will expand approximately 

20% -more than during nonnal operation, thereby expanding into 

the crimped region of cladding. Additional stresses are thereby 

imposed on the cladding, and may cause leaks in the cladding.  

In the analysis, it is assumed that all rods which are 

crimped will fail. The nummber of rods which are assumed to be 

crimped is based on the experience at the Ginna reactor.
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The resultant 2-hour dose at the site boundary was calculated 

for 100 failed rods and for failure of 1% of all the rods in the 

core. The results are shown in Table I. It was found that the 

limiting condition was the iodine dose to the thyroid. In these 

calculations, it was assumed that: 10% of the iodines were released 

from the failed rods; 10% of the iodines which reached the secondary 

coolant would be released to the environment; the leakage from 

primary to secondary system is 1 gpm; and that the iodines would 

continue to be released to the environment for 2 hours after 

the transient. Calculations were performed based on accident 

meteorology and on annual average meteorology for each site.  

It was recognized that as the fuel cladding barrier was 

jeopardized by crimping, the primary system barrier should be 

more closely guarded. Therefore, tighter limits were placed on 

allowable steam generator leakage. These tighter limits would 

give greater assurance of steam generator tube integrity. Also 

these tighter limits, with routine steam generator leakage, reduce 

the dose at the site boundary in the event of an overpower transient.  

The criterion established for these leakage limits was that the 

2-hour dose at the site boundary, calculated as described, and 

using accident meteorology, should not exceed the yearly allowable 

dose for an unrestricted area, that is, 0.5 Rem whole body or 

1.5 Rem to the thyroid.
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3.4 Operational Transients 

Local power peaks resulting from water gaps (crimped fuel) 

and air gaps (gaps between pellets but without cladding collapse) 

increase the local heat flux and thus decrease the DNBR at the 

hot spot. As determined by the W3 DNB correlation, the effect of 

local power peaks on DNB ratios is approximately half the magnfitude 

of the power perturbation. This was found to be less limiting 

than the linear power restrictions imp~osed by LOCA considerations 

and therefore limits based on DNBR considerations have not appeared 

explicitly.  

Limits have been placed on the rate of change of power. The 

purpose of these limits is to reduce the probability of causing 

crimped fuel. rods to leak. This would come about if the crimped 

rods are at low power or hot standby conditions for a long time 

during which the crimped cladding would creep down, further reducing 

the space needed for axial differential expansion. A rapid return 

to power and thus rapid expansion of the fuel can cause rupture 

of the cladding, whereas a slow expansion alIlows plastic deformation 

to take place. The actual rates of change are based on 

recommendations from Westinghouse to the individual utilities. Mhe 

safety sigificance of these limits is a reduction in the possible 

number of, fuel failures during normal operation.
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3.5 Bowed Fuel Rods 

The bowing of fuel rods in the R. E. Ginna reactor was caused 

by a lack of sufficient clearance between the ends of the fuel 

rods and the fuel assembly nozzles. The end clearance is 

necessary to allow for radiation induced growth of the Zircaloy 

cladding. The clearances provided for the cold condition of the 

Ginna fuel assemblies in the first core was 0.435 inch in 

region 1, 0.686 inch in region 2 and 0.836 inch in region 3. Sub

sequent Westinghouse fuel assembly designs provided end clearance 

of at least one inch. The Ginna fuel assemblies with less than 

one inch clearance were removed from the reactor in October. This 

type of bowing is not expected to occur in the fuel assemblies 

of any other licensed pressurized water reactor.  

Operation of the Ginna reactor with fuel assemblies having 

less than one inch clearance was permissible for the few months 

from June through October. Although the lack of end clearance 

caused bowing of the fuel rods in the cold condition, it is unlikely 

that there was bowing during reactor operation when the fuel rods 

were hot. This is so because the end clearance increases as the 

fuel assembly temperature increases. The stainless steel control 

rod thimbles, which also function as the tie rods between the top 

and bottom fuel assembly nozzles, expand during heat up more than 

Zircaloy fuel rods. This differential expansion provides 0.4 inch
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more end clearance in the hot condition than in the cold condition.  

It was found that the bowing which was observed in the cold con

dition did not strain the Zircaloy cladding beyond the elastic 

limit and, therefore, when the added 0.4 inch of clearance occurred 

during heat up, the fuel rods would return to a straight condition.  

The added 0.4 inch of clearance was more than adequate to acconrnodate 

Zircaloy growth during the remaining few months of operation with 

those fuel assemblies.  

However, the bowing in the cold condition did place additional 

stresses on the control rod thimbles and weldments and it was found 

that this bowing condition could occur during a loss-of-coolant 

accident. This condition was evaluated considering such effects 

as the Zircaloy growth during the months of operation, differential 

thermal expansion, and hydraulic forces during blowdown. It was 

concluded that there was a very low probability of failure of fuel 

assembly nozzle plate welds and that the integrity of the core was 

not jeopardized.  

The Palisades Nuclear Reactor is operating with fuel assemblies 

having end clearance less than one inch. However, the fuel 

assemblies in this reactor do not have stainless steel control rod 

thimbles acting as tie rods, but instead have Zircaloy guide bars.  

These guide bars are expected to undergo the same zirconium growth 

phenomena as the Zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods and therefore
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a loss of end clearance is not expected to occur. However, there 

is some uncertainty as to the rate of growth of these different 

parts of the fuel assembly and careful attention will be given, 

therefore, to the inspection of the Palisades fuel assemblies 

during the first refueling.  

4.0 Interim Conditions for Operation 

4. 1 Objectives 

In view of the safety considerations arising from operation 

with crimped fuel, operating limits were developed for each reactor.  

A limit was placed on linear power density (kW/ft) to prevent 

excessive cladding temperatures in case of a LOCA. A limit on 

steam generator leakage was imposed to prevent excessive radio

active release to the environment in case of an overpower transient.  

A limit was placed on the rate of change of power to reduce the 

possible number of fuel rod failures and thus reduce the release 

of radioactivity to the environment during normal operation.  

Application of these limits does not necessarily require a reduction 

in reactor power level but in most cases requires more careful 

management of the power distribution in the reactor core.  

4.2 Linear Power Density Limits 

Based on the results of recalculation of the LOCA and appli

cation of the 2300°F criterion for prepressurized fuel and 1800°F 

for unpressurized fuel, limits were placed on the allowable linear
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power density for a number of reactors. The H. B. Robinson 0 

plant was limited to 13.2 kW/ft for unpressurized fuel and 15.2 

kW/ft for prepressurized fuel. R. E. Ginna limits were set at 

16.0 kW/ft for unpressurized fuel and 16.3 kW/ft for prepressurized 

fuel. Point Beach was limited to 16.0 kW/ft for unpressurized 

fuel. In the Palisades plant, authorized only 60% of full power, 

the power level and permissible power distributions are suffi

ciently limiting to preclude exceeding the criteria.  

4.3 Steam Generator Leakage 

Based on the calculation of the 2-hour dose at the site boundary 

resulting from rupture of all crimped fuel rods, limits were 

placed on steam generator leakage in operating nuclear power 

plants. The bottom row of Table 1 shows the calculated steam 

generator leakage corresponding to 1.5 Ren/2 hrs to the thyroid 

resulting from failure of all crimped rods. The estimate of the 

number of crimped rods is based on the Ginna experience and varies 

with the initial density of the fuel pellets and the anticipated 

exposure of the fuel. Limits compatible with Table 1 were placed 

on steam generator leakage at the following plants: H. B. Robinson, 

0.3 gpm; Point Beach 1, 0.7 gpm; R. E. Ginna, 0.1 gpm; and Palisades, 

0.3 gpm.
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4.4 Power Rates of' Change 

In order to reduce the number of' fuel failures during normal 

operation, limits on the rate of' change of power were adopted by 

several operating organizations. These include R. E. Ginna,

Point Beach 1, and H. B. Robinson. These are prudent measures 

taken to avoid a forced shutdown due to high levels of' radio

activity in the primary system or possible excessive releases 

to the environment. Such measur'es were not considered worth

while in the Palisades plant because there was reasonable as

surance that fuel rod collapse would not occur during operation 

at 60% of' full power. Adequate protection f'or the public is pro

vided in the technical specifications of' all nuclear plants by 

limiting primary system radioactivity and rates of' release of' 

radioactivity to the environment.  

5.0 Conclusion 

The problems exhibited by the behavior of' the fuel rods in 

the Ginna reactor have brought to light a number of new safety 

considerations applicable to all power reactors. The Regulatory 

Staff will continue to pursue the complete resolution of. all con

siderations. However, the evaluation performed to date provides 

reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will 

not be endangered by continued operation of power plants with 

unpressurized fuel rods under the restrictions imposed.



TABLE I

CONSEQUENCES OF FUEL FAILURES WITH 

CONCURRENT UNISOLATED TWO HOUR 

STFAM GENERATOR TUBE LEAK

Power Level, Mwt 

Primary Coolant Volume, 
ft3 

Total No. of Rods in Core 

Accident X/Q, Sec/m 
3 

Annual Avg. X/Q, Sec/m 3 

Core Fraction Failed: 
a) 100 Rods 
b) 1% 

Steam Generator Tube Leak, gpm 

Fraction of Primary Coolant Lost 

in two hours 

Fraction of Iodines Released 

Iodine DF in Secondary Coolant 

Accident Met. Thyroid Dose, Rem 
Condition a) 100 Rods 
Condition b) 1% Core 

Annual Average Met. Thyroid Dose, Rem 
Condition a) 100 Rods 
Condition b) 1% Core 

Steam Generator Leakage, gpm 

isrespolt g to 1. 5 Rem Thyroid

H. B.  
ROBINSON 

2200 

9343 

32028 

8.9x10
- 4 

2.0x10-
5 

0.00312 
0.01 

1.0 

0.00172 

0.1 

0.1 

2.5 
8.  

0.056 

0.18 

0.28 

9

POINT 
BECH-I 

1518 

6040 

21659 

3. OxlO
- 4 

1. 5x10
6 

0. 00462 
0.01 
1.0 

0.00266 

0.1 

0.1 

1.4 
3.  

0.0068 
0.015 

0.75

GINNA 

1266 

6297 

21659 

5.3xlO
- 4 

5x10
6 

0.00462 
0.01 

1.0 

0.00255 

0.1 

0.1 

* 1.9 
4.  

o 0.018 
0.039 

0.18

PALISADES 

1320 

(60% power) 

10900 

43168 

2.6xlO
- 4 

2 .xl0
6 

0.00232 

0.01 

1.0 

0.00147 

0.1 

0.1 

0.28 
1.2 

.0.0022 

0.0095 

0.25 

iUL6 4S
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APPENDIX E

3.0 POWER SPIKE MODEL 

Fuel densification results in shrinkage of the pellet and with fuel clad 

interaction can lead to gap formations in the fuel stack. These phenomena 

can affect power capabi.lity in the following ways: 

I.- The core average kw/ft is raised due to axial shrinkage of the fuel 

stack; 

*2. Local power peaking will exist in a fuel rod due to the presence of 
gaps and/or collapses in neighboring fuel rods; 

3. For a given kw/ft, pel.let temperatures increase with radial pellet 

shrinkage (increasing diametral gap).  

The power spike model, described herein, has been developed to evaluate the 

magnitude of local power peaking (item 2 above). Since the model does not 

consider the effect of collapsed cladding it is applicable only during the 

time period prior to cladding:collapse.  

The resulting power spike information along with other pertinent data (e.g., 

data quantifying items 1 and 3 abov.e) is then utilized in overpow-er transient, 

DNB, and LOCA analyses which are the bases for determining an acceptable 

-operating reactor power level.  

3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

3.1.1 GENERAL 

This -section describes the assumptions and calculations that form the bases 

of the power spike model. For the purpose of analysis the fuel stack has 
been divided into 36 axial intervals of 4 inches each. In addition, 

the following assumptions have been made:



1. All gaps located in a given axial interval have their centers, 

(.)ilit.ident with the widpoint of thaL interval 

2. Gaps located in a given axial interval do not effect the power peakinq 

in an adjacent interval.  

For each axial interval to be analyzed, a set of events is input-to the 

DRAW computer code. An event is characterized by a probability of occur

rence (e.g., p = .0014 that a fuel rod has a gap in axial interval 30 

with a 'gap size in the range 1.5" to 2.0") and the resulting pow'er spikes 

on neighboring fuel rods (e.g., a 2" gap results in a 6% power spike on 

a rod 1 pitch away,- a 4% spike ona rod 2 pitches away, etc.). The DRAW 

code then uses 'random numbers to determine which events have occurred in 

a square array of fuel rods (typically 7x7) and superimposes the individual 

power spikes resulting in a total power spike on the center rod. For each 

axial interval DRAW recomputes a total power spike on the center rod 10,000 

times to develop a good statistical sample. Based on this sample, a curve 

of power spike vs. probability of not exceeding po',.er spike can then be 

generzted.  

Table 3.1 is an example of the input to DRAW. Notice that the power spike 

on the center rod due to a single event can be 1 of 6 values. If a parti

cular event occurs in a rod 1 pitch away from the center rod, then the 

value in column A'is the power spike on the center rod due to this event.  

If, however, the same event occurs in a rod v7 pitches away, then the value 

in column B is the power spike on the center rod. The positions corres

ponding to columns C, D and E are illustrated graphically in the drawing 

below Table 3.1. Column X accounts for the possibility that the center 

rod may also have a gap which contributes to the total power spike on 

the center rod. Details concerning the probability of occurrence values 

and power spikes due to a single even can be found in sections 3.1.2 and 

3.1.3, respectively.
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SThe results of the DRAW analysis are presented in Figures 3-1 and 3-2.  

Notice that the curves in Figure 3-1 correspond to fuel with an initial 

density equal to 94% of theoretical density while the curves in Figure 

3-2 correspond to fuel with a 92% initial value. This density dependence 

is explained fully in section 3.1.2.  

3.1.2 PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE 

The probability that a fuel rod has a gap of a particular size at a parti

cular axial location is calculated using the equation below: 

Pgjk = Fg x Fj x Fk 

where: 

Pgjk = Probability that a fuel rod has a gap in axial interval j 

with a size in gap size interval k.  

Fg = Fraction of fuel rods having a gap in the fuel stack.  

F. = Fraction of gaps occurring in axial interval j 
(j = 1, 2. ...... , 36).  

Fk = Fraction of gaps having a size within gap size interval. k 

(k 1 1, 2. ....... 7).  

The fraction Fk and the index k deserve more attention. There is one and 

only one value of Fk for each k. The index k, however, does not uniquely 

define the range of gap sizes (in inches) within each interval. It only 

defines the range of gap sizes within each interval relative to the maximum 

gap size. For example, the interval k = 1 includes all gaps having a size 

between 0% and 14.3% of the maximum size while k = 2 includes those gaps 

with a size between 14.3% and 28.6% of the maximun, etc. The maximum gap 

size (in inches) is a function of axial location and initial density of the 

Sfuel.



3.1.2.1 Determininq F 

F = 1.0 has been assumed in the analysis. In the following discussion it g 
is demonstrated that this value is conservative. Figure 3-3 displays a plot 

of flux blip frequency vs. axial interval. This data has been compiled from 

the latest WEP* and CPL** flux maps. Notice that the flux blip frequency 

drops off very rapidly in the neighborhood of a grid and near the top of 

the fuel. It is very difficult to detect flux blips at these positions 

since the flux gradients are so large. Thus it is concluded that the gap 

frequency vs. axial interval curve more closely resembles the straight 

line on the same figure. The steps below demonstrate how an estimate for 

F based on this data can be attained.  
g 

1. Integral under straight line = 440 gaps.  

2. Assume each gap occurs on a different rod.  

3. Measured instrumentation thimbles = 65.  

4. Each thimble can detect gaps on at least the 8 surrounding fuel rods.  
5. Monitored fuel rods = 8x65 = 520. W =440
6. Estimate for F = = 0.85.  

3.1.2.2 Determining F.  

If the number of gaps expected in each axial interval (straight line curve 

in. Figure 3-3) is divided by the total number of gaps (440), the parameter 

F. as shown in Figure 3-4 is generated.  

3.1.2.3 Determining Fk 

Curve 1 in Figure 3-5 shows the frequency of collapse vs. collapse size 

at elevation 130 + 10" based on observations from region 2 of RGE. Curve 

• Wisconsin Michigan Power Co/Wisconsin Elec. Power Co. - Point Beach No. 1.  

•* Carolina Power and Light Co. - H. B. Robinson No. 2. A



represents the expected frequency of gaps vs. gap size at 130 I)".  

The distribution of collapse sizes represents the distribution of gap 

sizes for sizes > 1.75" since gaps greater than this value have already 

* collapsed at the time of the RGE observations.  

The remaining portion of curve 2 is an extrapolation of the collapsed rod 

data and is based on the fact that small gaps had not yet collapsed. Support 

of curve 2 is demonstrated below.  

1. Integral under curve 2 is 154 gaps while integral under curve 1 is 

66 collapses.  

2. There were 1144 region 2 fuel rods visually examined.  

3. Using the random distribution curve in Figure 3-4 and assuming 

Fg = 1.0, we would expect that 13.9%-of all the region 2 fuel rods 

examined or 159 fuel rods have gaps between 120" and 140".  

4. Thus we conclude that the distribution of gaps more closely resembles 

curve 2 than curve 1.  

To determine the Fk vs. k-curve from curve 2 of Figure3-5, simply divide 

the number of gaps in each interval by the integral (154) and divide the 
gap size scale by the maximum gap size (3.5"). The result is shown in 

Figure 3-6.  

Probability of occurrence calculations are illustrated in Table 3-2 for 

axial intervals 30 and 25. The Fj values are taken from Figure 3-4. while 

the Fk values are taken from Figure 3-6.  

The next step is to determine the range of gap sizes within each gap size 
interval for a given axial interval. To do this it is necessary to know 

the maximum gap size as a function of fuel rod height. The-empirical equa
*ion used. in evaluating maximum gap sizes is shown below and is illustrated.  

graphically in Figure 3-7.
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L, (905- r 
A " ' .004) L 

where: 

AL = maximum gap size 

L = axial position 

f = initial fraction of theoretical density.  

The first term represents the maximum gap size formation due to pellet 

densification. Here it is assumed that all fuel in the cold shoulder 

densifies to .965 geometric (.970 true) and that half of the voiumentric 

change is in the axial direction.- The second term is the zircaloy growth 

contribution to gap sizes. A pellet which hangs up will move up with 

zircaloy growth and, thereby increase the size of the gap. The .004 AI.  
L 

value corresponds to an end of cycle 2 growth, 

Support of this empirical equation is shown in Figure 3-8 and 3-9. These 

curves represent the maxii.qum collapse size vs. fuel rod height for regions 

1 and 2 of RGE respectively. In comparing our empirical equation with the 

data, the actual growth values for regions 1 and 2 was used.  

The range of gap sizes (in inches) included in each gap size interval can no%., 

be evaluated. Using Figure 3-7, first determine the maxirium oap size assooiat-d 

with a particular axial interval (e.g., AL = 1.95" at j = 30 and f = .94).  

Then simply multiply the normalized gap size scale in Figure 3-6 by this 

value to determine the range of gap sizes for each k. An example of this 

calculation is illustrated in Table 3.3 at j = 30 (L = 118") and j = 25 (L 

= 98") for f = .94.  

3.1.3 POWER SPIKES DUE TO A SINGLE EVENT-(GAP) 

Figure 3-10 presents a plot of power spike (%) in the fuel rod iihich is 
one fuel rod pitch away from the gap vs. gap size. The dra i-ng below the 

plot represents the attenuation of the power spike on the center rod as 

the x-y distance from the gap to the center rod increases. For example,
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W the power spike on the center rod is 6% due to a 1.8" gap on a rod 1 

pitch away while the spike on the center rod is 0.6x6% or 3.6% due to 

the same size gap on a rod /2 pitches away, etc. The plot of power spike 

W vs. gap size has been generated usifg the DOT transport code in R-Z 

geometry while the x-y attenuation factors are the values calculated at 

BNL.  

The information in Figure 3-10 is used in the following manner. After a 

range of gap sizes has been associcated with each gap size interval (see 

Table 3.3), a power spike value corresponding to the maximum gap size in 

each interval k is to be determined from the curve in Figure 3-10. The 

attenuation factors are then applied to each of these power spikes as 

illustrated in Table 3.4.  

The possibility of a power spike on the center rod due to the presence of 

a gap on the center rod must also be considered. Figure 3-31 shows how 

the power spike on the fuel directly above and below the gap varies as 

a function of axial distance from the center of the gap. Although the 

edge of the fuel adjacent to the gap may experience a 12% power spike, 

the effective power spike is only 3% taking advantage of axial heat transfer.  

A 3% power spike to be independent of gap size has been assumed. The 

effective power spike is derived in Section 4.6.  

3.1.4 I1ICORPORATION OF THE POWER SPIKE INTO FQ 

It remains to select a power spike penalty. For simplicity in the discussion 

it is assumed that all fuel in the core has the same nominal density. The 

criterion for determining the powerospike penalty is that less than 1 rod 

will exceed F N at a 95% confidence level where 
Q 

F N FN UZ FNFN S (Z F and 

N -(Z) pe .power density in horizontal plane at-elevation Z 
FX avg. power density in horizontal plane- a-t-e-evati--nY 

FN (Z) = avg. power density in horizontal plane at elevation Z 
Z core average power density
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S (L). = Power spike factor at elevation Z rosulting in this 9'. 0 
confidence .level.  

FU  = Nuclear uncertainty factor. 0 
Zo  = Elevation which maximizes this product.  

S(Z) can be arrived at by convoluting the X-Y power census with the curves 

in Figure 3-1 and 3-2. The X-Y power census used in the convolution is 

presented in Table 3.5, and an example of the convolution procedures is 

presented in Table 3.6. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3.6 repeat the X-Y 
power census, The values. in column 3 are power spike factors each of which 

results in the product 1.435 x 1.14 when multiplied by-the corresponding 

relative power density (column 1). Each value in column 4 is-the probability 

of exceeding the corresponding power spike factor and has been taken from 

the J = 30 curve, in Figure 3-2. Finally, column 5 represents the expected 

number of fuel rods exceeding 1.435 x 1.14 in each poWer density range.  

The sum of these numbers is the expected number .of fuel rods exceeding 

1.435 x 1.14 in the entire core and is equal to 0.2153.  

Notice from Table 3.6 .that the 1.14 power spike factor corresponds to 

a 0.2% probability of exceeding the power spike in interval 30 (li8").  

If the location of peak heat flux is-in axial interval 30 then F0 wuI d 
be calculated as 

F N =1.435 x F N x 1.14 x Fu Q Z 

for ' = .92 and less than l-rod would e~ceed this value as demonstrated in 

Table 3.6. To demonstrate a 95% confidence level, we must limit the expected 

number of rods-exceeding FN to the value which satisfies the equality 

1 = pn+ 1.645 4- or pn = 0.223 

The. result of the convolution is that - is less than 0.223when applying 

a.power spike factor corresponding to a 99.8% probability level Fxy. Thus
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N W it is conclude that less than I rod will exceed I 'it, a 95x5 Cont-ideiLce level.  

Curves of power spike factor S(Z) vs. elevation are presented in Figure 

3-12 and have been generated by performing this convolution at specific 

O axial intervals.  

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE POWER SPIKE MODEL 

Figures 3-13 and 3-14 present a comparison of the flux blip data and the 
power spike curves calculated with the model. Only the largest flux blips 
have been plotted. (Actually there are hundreds of flux blips in the 

1%-2% range). These figures clearly demonstrate the conservatism in the 

power spike model.  

3.3 APPLICATION OF "FLUX SPIKE" PENALTY TO FQ 

Since the magnitude of the flux spike penalty varies as a function of 

* height in the core it has to be applied to the basic power shape data 
which determines the design value of F . The basis for protection against 
exceeding local power density limits is given in topical reports(1) which 
describe the use of excore detector signals (axial offset) in the over

power protection logic.  

Briefly an upper bound on FQ is set as a function of axial offset by consid
eration of all allowable operating situations. When FQ is increased locally 

by the height dependent flux spike penalty, the individual points are 
increased in FQ by different amounts.  

The result is a revised plot of FQ vs. axial offset which requires a 
revised upper bound different in shape and magnitude from the previous 

upper bound. This is illustrated by Figure 3-15 which gives a revised 
upper bound (with flux penalties for 92% dense fuel) and the previous 

upper bound. It should be noted that this example used data forr a reload 

Cycle 2 core.
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TABLE 3.1 

EXAMPLE INPUT TO DRAW 

Initial Fraction of Theoretical Density =0.94 

Axial Interval =30 (118 + 2"1) 

EVENT PROBABILITY OF POWER SPIKES. (% _ 

(GAP SIZE INTERVAL) OCCURRENCE A C I0 E XY 

0-.28" .01270 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.2 3.0 

.28-.56 .01050 2.4 1.4 0.7. 0.5 .0.3 3.0 

.56-.84 .00844 3.5 2.1 1.1 0.7 0.5 3.0 

.84-1.12 .00603 4.4 .2.6 1.3 0.9 0.6 3.0 

1.12-1.40 .00483 5.2 3.1 1.6 1.0 0.7 3.0 

1.40-1.68 .00255 5.8 3.5 1.1i 1.2 0 .8 3.0 

1.68-1.95 .00135 6.2 -3,7 1.9. 1.2,1 0.8 3.0 

Axial Interval =25 (98 + 2"1) 

0-.23 .01050 1.1 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.1 3.0 

.23-.46 .. 00874 2.0 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.3 3.0 

*46-.69 .00701 2.9 11.7 0.9 0.6 0.4 .0 

.69-.92 .00501 3.7 2.2 1.1 0.7 0.5 3.0 

.92-1.15 .00400 4.5 2.7 1.4 0.9 0.6 3.0 

1.15-1.38 .00212 5.1 3.1 1.5 1.0 0.7 3.0 

13-62.00112 5.6 3.4 1.7 1.1 0.7 3.0 

© ~N0 
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TABLE 3,2

PRO13ABIL1lY OF OCCURIRLNCL VALUES FOR AXIAL 1NTERVAL 30

.0464 .273 

.227 

.182 

.130 

.104 

.055 

.029

Pg30k 

.01270 

.01050 

.00844 

.00603 

.00483 

.00255 

.00135

PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE VALUES FOR AXIAL INTERVAL 25

F25

1.0 .0386

Pg25k

.273 

.227 

.182 

.130 

.104 

.055 

.029

.01050 

.00874 

.00701 

.00501 

.00400 

.00212 

.00112

0
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TAB3LE 3.3

RANGE OF GAP SIZES FOR EACH k 

j=30 (L = 118"), f = .94, AL =-1.95

Normalized Gap Size 

0-.143 

.143-.286 

.286- .429 

.429- .572 

.572-.715 

.71 5-.858' 

.858-1 .000

Gap Size (Inches) 

0-.28 

.28-.56 

.56-.84 

.84-1 .12 

1-,-12-1 .40 

1.40-1.68 

1 .68-1 .9'6

j = 25 (L = -98") , f =.94, AL = 1.62 
NORMALIZED GAP SIZE GAP SIZE (IN~CHES) 

0-.1 43' 0- .23 

.143-.286 .23-.46 

.286-.429 .46-.69 

.429-.572 .69-. 92 

.572-'.715 .92-1.15 

.715-.858 1.15-1.38 

.858-1.000 1.38-1.62
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TABLE 3.4 .  

CALCULATION OF POWER-SPIKES DUE TO A 
SINGLE EVENT GAP 

j = 30, f = 0.94 

Gap Size A B C D E 
(Inches) (.6xA) (.3xA) (.2xA) (.13xA) 

1 0-.28 1.3 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.2 

2 .28-.56 2.4 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.3 

3 .56-.84 3.5 2.1 1.1 0.7 0.5 

4 .84-1.12 4.4 2.6 1.3 0.9 0.6 

5 1.12-1.40 5.2 3.1 1.6 1.0 0.7 

6 1.40-1.68 5.8 3.5 1.7 1.2 0.8 

7 1.68-1.95 6.2 3.7 1.9 1.2 0.8
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TABLE 3,5 

X-Y POWER CENSUS

% OF CORE NUMBER.OF RODS*

.135 

.065 

.100 

.100 

.100 

.100 

.100 

.100 

.100 

.100

RELATIVE POWER DENSITY 
IN X-Y PLANE

1.417 

1.405 

1.398 

1.396 

1.390 

1.386 

1.382 

1.379 

1.376 

1 .374

- 1.435 

- 1.417 

- 1.405 

- 1.398 

- 1.396 

- 1.390 

- 1.386 

- 1.382 

- 1.379 

- 1.376

* Calculated for a four loop reactor.
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TABLE 3.6

EXAMPLE OF CONVOLUTION

j = 30, f = ,92 

(1) 
RELATIVE POWER 

DENSITY IN X-Y PLANE 

1.417 - 1.435 

1.405- 1.417 

1.398 - 1.405-

1.396 - 1.398 

1.390 - 1.396 

1.386 - 1.390 

1.382 - 1.386 

1.379 - 1.382 

1.376 - 1.379 

1.374 - 1.376

(2) 

n 

53 

26 

39 

39 

39 

39 

39 

39 

39 

39

(3) 
FACTOR NEEDED TO 
EQUAL 1.435 x 1.14 

1 .140 

1.155 

1 .164 

1 .170 

1.172 

1.177 

1.180 

1.184 

1 .186 

1 .189

(4) 

p 

2.OE-3 

9.OE-4 

5.OE-4 

4.OE-4 

4. OE -4 

3.OE-4 

2.OE-4 

1 .5E-4 

1 .5E-4 

1 -OE-4

pn

(5) 

pn 

.1060 

.0234 

.0195 

.0156 

.0156 

.0117 

.0078 

.0059 0 

.0059 

.0039 

.2153

n = number of fuel rods in each range.  

p = probability of exceeding power spike factor.  

pn = expected number of rods exceeding 1.435 x 1.14.
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POWER S PIKE (%) VS. P-OCARITY OF NOT EXCEEDING O'ER SPIKE 

Initial Fraction of Theoretical Density = .94
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POWER SPIKE (%) VS. PROBABILITY OF NOT EXCEEDING POWER SPIKE
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POWER SPIKE FACTOR VS. FUEL 
STACK HEIGHT
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1.0 

1.1 

I 

1.

INTRODUCTION 

General 

The Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (the appli

cant) applied for an operating license for Indian Point Unit 2 

by application dated October 15, 1968. The AtoLmic Energy Com

mission's Regulatory staff (the staff) subsequently completed its 

review and issued a Safety Evaluation on November 16, 1970.  

On October 6, 1970, Cc:.solidated Edison requested a public 

hearing on its application fcr a license to operate the facility 

at full power. Pursuant to a Commission Order, a public hearing 

before an Atomic Safety and Licensing ',oard (Board) commenced on 

December 17, 1970 in Buchanan, New York. This hearing is still 

in progress.  

On June 18, 1971, Consolidated Edison requested the Board, 

pursuant to 10 CFR Section 50.57 of the Co-mission's regulations, 

to issue an order authorizing the Director of Regulation to make 

the necessary findings and issue a license permitting fuel loading 

and subcritical testing. The Board issued such an order on 

July 20, 1971. Following further consideration of the environ

mental impact of such a license the Board issued an order on 

October 15, 1971 affirming the authorization granted in its July 20, 

1971 order.  

Subsequently, the Atomic Energy Commission issued Facility 

Operating License No. DPR-26 on October 19, 1971 which authorized
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the applicant to load fuel in and perform subcritical tests on 

Indian Point Unit 2. Following issuance of License No. DPR-26, 

the original tmnpressurized fuel was removed for modification of 

the design to alleviate the effects associated with fuel 

densification. The modified fuel has been reloaded into the 

Unit 2 reactor as authorized by Change No. 2 to the Technical 

SpecificztioLs for License No. DPR-2.  

On November 14, 1972, the Regulatory staff issued a t1port 

entitled "Technical Report on Densification of Light Water Reactor 

Fuels," (the Densification R _p-rt, Reference 1.1) and on Noven)er 20, 

1972, the Regulatory staff requested that the applicant prov-'de.  

analyses and relevant bases f-r determining the effects of fuel 

densification on normal operation, transients 
and accidents for 

the Indian Point Unit No. 2 facility. On January 18, 1973, the 

applicant filed a response to that request (Reference 1.2).  

Prior to initiating the staff review of the Indian Point Unit 2 

fuel densification report, the staff completed a detailed review of 

fuel densification effects in connection 
with Point Beach Lhit 2 

which also has a Westinghouse reactor and nuclear steam supply 

system. During the Point Beach 2 review additional information was 

requested regarding fuel element and core performance analysis 

method used by estinghouse in their analysis of the effects of 

fuel densification. This information was provided (References 1.3
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and 1.4). As a consequence of the Point Beach 2 review additional 

S testimony was prepared by the staff for the Point Beach 2 public 

hearing (Zeference 1'.5). In preparing the testimony for Indian 

Point 2 some references have been made to the Point Beach 2 testi

mony, mstly in connection with the staff's i-idepel-dent review of 

methods used by the applicant in its analyses. However, in order 

to make this testimony complete and ros_'e readily comprehensible, 

major portions of the staff testimony. for Point Beach 2 have been 

repeatea verbatim as deemed apolicable.  

In subsequent sections ot this testimony, our technical review 

of fuel densification as it applies to Indian Point Unit 2, and our 

technical evaluation of the applicant's safety analyses of steady 

state operation, operating transients., and postulated accidents 

taking into account the effects of densification, are presented.  

The Regulatory staff has concluded that operation 
of Indian 

Point Unit 2 as now proposed at power levels up to 2758 flEt 

(100% of rated power) will not present an tndue risk to the health 

and safety of the public.  

1.2 Scope of Review 

The applicant stated in Reference 1.2 that the determination of 

reactor power capability was based on the premise that the fuel 

cladding in the regions of the fuel column gaps will not flatten 

during operation.
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The staff concludes that no collapse or flattening is an 

0 appropriate assumption for Indian Point Unit 2 and used it as a 

basis for our evaluation. A detailed evaluation was conducted, and 

is described in the following chapters where calculations, made both 

by the applicant and zhe Regulatory staff are discussed.  

The essential elements that must be considered in evaluating 

the effects of densification have becr set forth in our Densification 

Report cf November 14, 1972. The effects of fuel densification on 

the course of postulated plon- transients and accidents were reviewed 

b) the applicant and evaluated by the staff. Since the performance 

of the facility in steady state operation, and during various postulated 

0 transients and accidents had been established previously and reported 

in the application (FFDSAR) it was only necessary to evaluate those 

changes in analyses or results. from the effects of densification.  

1.3 References 

1.1 "Technical Report on Densification of Light Water Fuels" by 

USAEC Regulatory Staff; Nov. 14, 1972.  

1.2 "Fuel Densification - Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station 

Unit No. 2" (proprietary and non-proprietary versions) 

January 18, 1973.  

1.3 Attachments A-P and 1-5 to "Fuel Densification - Point Beach 

j Nuclear Plant Lhit 2" (proprietary and non-proprietary versions) 

January 3, 1973 - filed January 4, 1973.  

1.4 Letter and Attachments 1-15 from R. Salvatori of Westinghouse 

J Oto D. F. Knuth, USAEC, January 12, 1973; filed (proprietary 

and non-proprietary versions) January 15, 1973.  

11-
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1.5 "Additional Testimony cu Point Beach - 2 Nuclear Plant in 

Regard to Fuel Densification and its Effects," prepared by 

the Directorate of Licensing USAEC, February 2, 1973.
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DISCUSSION OF FUEL DENSIFICATION2.0 

.2.1 
2.1..

General- Discussion 

Introduction 

The cause of the observed fuel densification is believed to be a 

different phenomenon from the thermally-induced -cnsification of fuel 

which occurs during fuel irradiation at high temperature. The structurai 

changes that are normally assumed to occur in sintered UO2 during 

irradiation are largely the result of the high temperatures and 

steep thermal gradients that zre present in uranium oxide fuel 

pellets during operation. Fuel rods operated at relatively low 

po-4er'levels retain their pre-irradiaton structure except for radial 

cracks formed by thermal stresses. If uranium oxide fuel operates 

at relatively higher power levels, and consequently at higher tem

peratures, equi-axed grain growth occurs. If the linear power is 

high enough, columnar grains frequently fcrm within the ring of equi

axed grains. These colunnar grains are a result not only of the 

temperature but of the thermal gradient. They are formed when pores 

initially present in the fuel migrate up the thermal gradient by 

sublimation of the oxide, digesting the poly-crystalline matrix ahead 

of the pore, and developing a denser single crystal on the cooler 

side of the void.  

The effects of these thermally-derived structural changes can 

be interpreted in terms of the concomitant porosity changes which
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occur due to thermal gradient and temperature effects. The restruc

S 
turing of the fuel in the columnar grain growth region results in 

densification rar.ging up to approximately 97 or 98% of theoretical 

density. However, this is usually accompanied by formation of a 

* central void due to the migration of the as-fabr'caced porosity 

in the columnar grain growth region. Restructuring during irradiation 

results i% growth of equi-axed grains in the fuel, but little, if any, 

net cha nie of porosity is o7served in regions of equi-axed grain 

gi-wth. In the equi-axed region the -porosity is enlarged, locally 

redistributed to grain boundayies, and tends to be spheroidized.  

"Thermally-induced densificaiion tas also been observed 
to occur 

as a result of in-reactor sintering, but 'this process requires term

peratvres of about 1300 to 3500'C, and a structurally metastable 

fuel. A structurally metastable fuel is 
one composed of pellets in 

which the sintering process was interrupted before it had gone to 

completion, or was carried out at too low a temperature for the 

times involved to complete the sintering process.  

The structural changes in the recently observed fuel densifi

cation occurred in a relatively low temperature region (400

1000*C) in the fuel. In typical operating light water reactors 

almost all of the fuel operates in this temperature range. Thus 

0most of the fuel which densified operated at temperatures where 
little or no thermal restructuring occurred and where thermally

act i-.ated processes were so slow as to be insigificant. Examinations
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of metallographic cross-sections of irradiated fuel and immersion 

density measurements of irradiated fuel operated at thes.e low 

temperatures confirm that the pellet dansification occurs by 

annihilation of pores.  

2.1.2 Kinetics of Densification 

Examinations of density changes in irradiated fuel by the 

Westingh#-use Electric Corporation have shown that, for exposure 

timcs o' less than .4 hourz of power operation, no teerture

independent densification ha3 occurred, but that after 200C 

hours of reactor operation fuel densification has probably Leen 

completed. This timing is also suppoTted by observations of 

in-core neutron flux distribution measurements in which indications 

of local power spikes appear within the first few hundred hours.  

If it is assumed that pore annihilation occurs by enhanced sintering 

or by a re-solution process, the kinetics of densification can be 

examined to determine qualitatively whether the observed densification 

times are copatible with theoretical analyses. The in-reactor 

kinetics of diffusion-controlled processes in oxide fuels (e.g., 

creep) are enhanced and become observable at temperatures well 

below those at wihich one would expect to observe them out-of-pile.  

Uranium moves by a volume diffusion mechanism (although grain boundary 

diffusion of vacancies undoubtedly is also important). The diffusion 

uechanism controls the rate of sintering or creep of oxide fuels, 

.d the diff-,_!in rate is srnsitive to the availability of adjacent 

vacancies.
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If, as is likely, the processes that operate in densification 

involve vacancy diffusion, then a source and a sink for vacancies are 

required. The source is provided by the fission spikes which 

provide a supersaturation of vacancies at a given temperature.  

A sink for the vacancies is provided by grain boundaries, free 

surfaces, and dislocations. Only in this way can a net flux 

of atoms into the pore be achieved to obtain the observed den

sification. The staff has estimated the in-reacto: diffus-ion 

coefficient fcr uranium to bL 2.5 x 10 cm /sec at a fiss.on rate 

of 1.8 x 1012 fissions/cm3 se:. The fission rates of interes3t for 

power reactors range from 3 to 5 x 1013 fissions/cm3 -sec. Staff 

estimates of the enhanced diffusion rates for these fission rates 

suggest that an enhanced, in-pile diffusivity for uranium is obtained 

which is roughly equivalent to an out-of-pile, thermally-activated 

uranium diffusion coefficient commensurate with a temperature of 

1400*C, a temperature only slightly below those used in many L02 

sintering processes. Thus, within the uncertainties associated with 

the in-pile diffusion values and fission rates, it appears reasonable 

that most small-sized porosity could be removed by a diffusion-controlled 

process in the tims that have been observed for densification. For 

purposes of maintaining perspective, it should be noted that the 

evaluation model specified by the staff in the Densification Report 

requires the assumption of instantaneous densification.
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S 2.1.3
Effects of Pader, Pellet, and Fabrication History 

The as-fabricated properties of UO2 pellets in reactor fuel 

assemblies are dependent on the many variables which exist in the 

complete conversion cycle for the UO2 raw material from 

(a) the formation of the intrinsic powder paiticles, to 

(b) the preparation of the press feed material, to 

(c) the compaction of the green (unfired) pellets, to 

(d) the sintering to achieve tl.e design density of the pellets.  

An examination of the si:Atering tims and temperatu -F-s for the 

production of U02 pellets produced by Westinghouse has been made.  

In analyzing the process data, the staff considered how the manu

facturing techniques could affect densificaticn. Westinghouse 

presenLed data regarding t pellet process parameters considered 

important in controlling the amount aid rate of fuel densification.  

The staff has examined the proprietary data that form a basis for 

the Westinghouse conclusions that densification is correlated to 

process parameter and agrees that the conclusions seem to be con

sistent with the evidence. However, it is not clear that the 

pellet process parameter alleged to control densification is not 

also subtly dependent upon some of the other factors of the UO2 

conversion cycle. Until more definite irradiation experience is 

obtained from irradiation tests, the staff has concluded that the 

assumption that all light water reactor oxide fuels will densify 

to an extent consis tent wILLX presant cbscr ations is repiired.
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. 2.1.4 

1@

Effects of Desipn and Environental Factors 

Some of the paranmeLers Westinghouse has examined relative to 

densification are initial density, peak power, burnup, fission rate, 

and internal gas pressure. The effects of these parameters and their 

interrelationships ate not completely established. However, some 

preliminary conclusions can be drawn as to their role in dcrisification.  

The trend of data regarding the amount of 
observed fuel column 

shrinkage as a function of initial f lel density is show-i in Figure 

3.1.4a of Reference 1.1. There is a clear tendency for in-reased 

fuel. column shrinkage with decreased initial 
density.  

The trend of data obtained by mercury pycnometry 
rmeasurements for 

the effect of fuel rod linear power on fuel density, for irradiation 

times from 1500 to 30,000 hours, is presented in Fi-ure' 3.1.4b of 

Reference 1.1. Densification has occurred for linear power levels 

which range from 1.5 to 17.0 kW/ft. The lack of a clear trend to 

the data may be due to the large differences in burnup of the 

various samples and the consequent effect of fuel swelling. As 

noted previously, the densification process is nearly conplete 

in 2000 hours, whereas some of the specimens in Figure 3.1.4b of 

Reference 1.1 range up to 30,000 hours exposure. This is further borne 

out by Figure 3.1.4c of Reference 1.1 which is a plot of initial and 

final fuel density as a function of burnup. Again, there is no apparent 

trend. There are no clear relationships of densification to power or
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burnup from which to determine a fission rate dependence of densifica

tion from the limited data. Since there are no data within the 

approximately 2000 hours of full power operation in which full densifi

cation occurs, the staff concluded from the proposed mechanisn-s that 

the dependence exists and that the amount of densification is depen

dellt on both burnup and fission rate during the first few thousand 

hours of full power operation.  

Figure 3.1.4d of Reference 1.1 illustrates the rel>tLonship be

tween fuel densification and internal pressure. No apparer. influence 

of an isostatic hot pressing effect is observed.  

The trend of data for fuel pellet length change as a ftm-ction of 

pellet volume change, for irradiation times of 3000 to 10,000 hours is 

pre,.sented in Figure 3.1.4f of Reference 1.1. If the process were 

isotropic, the fractional change in radius and length would both be 

equal to 1/3 of the fractional change in volume, but the data show 

a bias toward greater densification taking place in the axial direction 

than would be expected from aui assumption of isotropy. This may be 

caused by the effect of the greater shrinkage of the outer pellet 

periphery noted above and the fact that the ends of the pellets were 

dished, wich anplifies the length change. The staff's interpretation 

of the data trend leads to the conclusion that it should be assumed 

that axial shrinkage is greater than radial shrinkage.  

2.1.5 Densificaticn Effects 

Dcnr'ification of f-el 'cuse' n derase in the vol., of the fuel

II
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pellet with corresponding changes in the pellet radius and length.  

There are three principal effects associated with fuel densification: 

(a) A decrease in the pellet length will cause 
the linear heat 

generation rate to increase by an anount in direct proportion to the 

percentage decrease in pellet length.  

(b) A decrease in the pellet len-th can lead to generation of 

axial gaps within the fuel colu-n, resulting in increased local 

neutron ,lux and the generatio, of local power spikes.  

(c) A decrease in the pc ilet radius increases the radial clearance 

between the fuel pellet and fuc] rod cladding causing a decrease in 

the gap thermal conductance, and consequently in the capability to 

transfer heat acrcss the radial gap. This decrea-se in heat transfer 

capability will cause the stored energy in the fuel pellet to increase.  

A decrease in radial gap conductance also will degrade the heat transfer 

capability of the fuel rod during various transient and accident 

conditions.  

In summary, the effects of fuel densification cause the fuel 

rod to contain -ore stored energy, increase the linear heat generation 

rate of the pellet, decrease the heat transfer capability of the fuel 

rod, and create the potential for a local power spike in any fuel rod.  

To assess the safety implications of fuel densification, all of these 

effects have been evaluated for the Indian Point Lit 2 reactor under 

all modes of reactor operation.
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2.2 Densificaticn Calculations by. A licant 

This report is concerned with two "creep" calculations: cladding 

creepdown and time-to-collapse. Although similar in terminology and 

concept they differ both in calculational methodology and in 

their effect on the behavior of the fucl. Claddng creepdown is 

the term used to indicate the phenomenon which affects the 

geomatry of the gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding.  

Time-to- collapse is the tern used to indicate the calculations 

to determine the time required for an unsupported clad tubiog 

-to become dimensionally unstable-and flatten into the axial gap 

volume caused by the fuel pellet densification. In this section 

(2.2.1) we consider the former, and 
in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.1 

we consider the latter.  

2.2.1 Cladding Creecdcn Calculation 

A free-standing cylindrical tube when subjected to elevated temper

ature and a net external pressure undergoes a uniform change in diameter 

due to creep. Normal production tubes have an ovality tolerance 

and under high external pressure deform in an oval mode forming 

major aind minor axes. The minor axis will touch the fuel first 

and, from then on, only the major axis will undergo creep. This 

overall behavior is what is known as clad creepdown.  

The applicant's calculations for cladding creepdown rate were 

performed in the following sequence. With a given pressure differential 

ao 
t 

across the tube, stress coT;p-onents were obcain,_d lu ,e on :;h-......
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Effective stress was obtained according to the Von ises criterion.  

The strain, and attendant diameter changes, were calculated using 

empirical creep data.  

The creep strain con sists of three corponents; thermal, 

.irradiation growth and fission-induced creep. Tlir~rmal creep constants 

were obtained from the out-of-pile tube tests subjected to internal 

pressure. Irradiation growth and fission induced creep were obtained 

from the measured diameter uha ges of about fifty rods from SAX\TON, 

ZORITA and SAN ONOFRE. The c-,:ep relationship thus obtained 

was fitted to the inpile data on clad creepdown.  

* The correlation between measured and calculated diameter changes 

for irradiation growth and fission-induced creep, described in 

Reference 2.1 was rodified by use of the lower limit line which 

essentially bounded the data; this limit line was used in the creep 

formula to minimize the creep rate and the consequent fuel pellet

clad gap closure rate.  

The applicant's creep model was indexed to match the measurements 

of fuel rods wn ch had been subjected to reactor operating conditions.  

These fuel rods had physical characteristics and environmental con

ditions similar to that e-xpected for the Indian Point Unit 2.  

Oa this basis we conclude that the cladding creepdwn calculation 

mthod utilized for Indian Point Unit 2 is acceptable.  

I.
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02.2.2 

0 

o

Time to Collapse 

Accident analysis studies by both staff and applicant for 

Indian Point Unit 2 were based on the assurption of no collapsed 

rods. We reviewed the model used by the applicant to calculate 

the cladding collapse time in support of the no-collapse assumtion.  

The data on which the model is based were for cladding which is 

similar to that used in Indian 
Point Ur.it 2. On this basis the 

Drediction of the collapse time using the applicant's model is 

cnsidered by the staff to be reliable. The analytical method 

for predicting the collapse 
tithe is described in Reference 2.2., 

.A brief description of che analysis is as follows. An 

initial out-of-roundness of the tube introduces a bending moment 

as well as membrane compression stress. Time-dependent creep 

deformation further magnifies 
ovality which in turn increases 

the bending moment in the 
cladding, causing an accelerating 

creep rate until collapse 
occurs. This buckling coincides 

with the loss of equilibrium 
between the applied moment due to 

net external pressure and the internal resisting moment. The 

collapse time is taken as the time when the time derivative of 

the displacement in ovality 
approaches infinity. This behavior 

is calculated using incremental 
steps of the creep strain 

throug

out time history, assuming a constant stress within time steps.  

The size of the time steps is controlled internally in the comuter
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code by mans of a percentage increase in stress from one tire step 

to the next.  

Wilson's creep law (Reference 2.2) was not used in 
the calculation.  

Instead the creep law used in the calculation was based on the model 

discussed above in Section 2.2.1 Further adjustv-nts were made to 

the Section 2.2.1 creep law to correlate with the observed data from 

GIN4A, NO:, ZORITA, POINT BEAC1 INIT 1, and MTI iLA. This was done 

by modification of tb cree. law constants. In mst cases the 

predicted collapse time was s',(rter than actual observed tire to 

collapse.  

Gab Conductance 

The resistance to heat flow from the fuel pellet to the cladding is 

called gap conductance. The effect of densification is to i.ncrease 

the radial gap, thus decreasing the gap conductance and increasing the 

fuel pellet stored energy. The staff has established guidelines 

(Reference 1.1) for calculating the gap conductance used in analyzing 

the behavior of the fuel for all modes of reactor operation. The 

staff guidelines require the assumption of instantaneous densificiation 

of the pellet as given by the following formula:

Ar = (0.965 - Pi + 20)r 
3 

where: 

Ar = radial gap increase

2.2.3
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a = standard deviation in measured probability distribution 

for the pellet fraction of theoretical density.  

pi = nominal initial fraction of theoretical density.  

r = nominal initial pellet radius 

The staff further requires that proposed nc'dols for calculating the 

effect of cladding creep on fuel thermal performance be submitted for 

staff evaluation along with parametric studies of gap conductance as a 

functior of burnup and lineia heat rate. Such information was submitted 

in connection with our review, of Point Beach Unit 2 (Reference 1.5).  

The staff evaluation of this material included making similar calcula

tions using various versions of the GA'CON computer code (Reference 

2.6) to compute ga conductances and temperature profiles (Section 2.3) 

Although gap conductance is an important factor in establishing fuel 

pin stored energy, other factors (including flux depression factors, fuel 

conductivity, and surface effects) must also be considered. Westinghouse 

utilizes average fuel pellet temperature as the index for stored energy.  

In order to establish stored energy for accident calculations, 

an increment of temperature is added to the ?verage pellet tempera

ture calculated by the Westinghouse thermal design model (Reference 1. 3).  

This increment is equal to: 

AT = 9.375 P 

where: 

AT = pellet temperature increment (OF) 

p= linear heat rate .. ft
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Westinghouse nca, employs a U02 conductivity whose integral from 00 to 

2800C is 93 watts/cm as compared with a value of 97 watts/cm used 

previously (Reference 1.3). This change has the effect of increasing 

the amount of stored energy calculated.  

Gap conductance is a function of gap size, the amount of the gas 

(pressure, and chemical composition) in the gap, the ,-nt of fuel 

densification, the surface rotighness of the fuel and clad and their 

respect.-ve material proper t i ,-s and, in the case of fuel-clad contact, 

the contact pressure. One of the most sensitive of these is the 

diamctral gap size. In the ca&c of Indian Point Unit 2, the initial 

cold diametral gap sizei of 6.5 mils for region 1 and 7.5 mils for 

region 2 and 3 prior to dcnsification is reduced by fuel thermal 

expansion, plant system pressure which elastically loads the clad 

thus reducing its diameter, fuel swelling, and creepdown of the 

cladding. The first two of the above factors occur when the reactor 

is brought to power, while the latter two are time and flux dependent.  

As explained previously the gap size is increased by the effects of 

densification. The gas composition also varies with tine due to: 

release of sorbed gas at power, some solution of the helium fill gas 

in the fuel, and the generation and release of the fission product 

gases.  

In addition, a small amount of thermal expansion of the clad occurs 

which is approximately equivalent to that produced by the elastic loading
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of the clad by system pressure. Both of these effects are small, and 

mutually canceling in effect. Finally, an important, but less 

quantifiaile, contribution to gap closure occurs from thermal cracking 

of the fuel.  

At beginning of core life (BOL), the staff requires the assumptions 

that densification has occurred, that the primary gas composition is 

helium (slightly modified by release of the sorbed gases from the 

fuel), that thermal expansion of fuel and clad occurs, that no fission 

gas is available, and that no creep of the. clad has occurred. Duripg 

reactor operation, gap conductflmce is strongly affected by fuel swelling, 

creep, and fission gas release, and it is these three processes which 

control i. s value during fuel lifetime.  

As discussed in Section 2.3, methods used by the applicant to 

calculate gap conductance result in values of conductance consistent 

with those calculated by the staff using GAPON. Further analysis 

of the effects of the above parameters by Westinghouse show that 

the beginning-of-life value is the lowest value likely to be 

encountered during the lifetime of the fuel. The applicant has 

further reasoned that, considering the interaction of the above 

parameters, the worst later-in-life case would result for a fuel pin 

that has been operated at 4 kW/ft for 'a considerable period of time, 

and is then rapidly increased to a linear power density of 16 kW/ft.  

The calculated gap conductance for such a pin is still however not as 

low as for the BOL case. At 4 kW/ft the relatively low clad and fuel
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temerature, and fast neutron flux, would result in little or no 

gap closure due to fuel swelling, clad creepdown, or thermal 

expansion of the fuel. This is compensated for by the reduced fission 

gas generation and release. The power increase to 16 kW/ft would 

cause fuel thermal e~ransion. Westinghouse's fuel swelling model 

predicts that gas bubble swelling would occur relatively rapidly 

during po. er escalation, particularly Lfor conditions of low restraint.  

In contr-ist, steady operati-)n 
at 16 kW/ft provides relatively 

fast 

gap closure due to creepdown a-id fuel swelling. However, more fission 

gs release would occur than 
for the case in which the 

fuel pia operated 

at 4 kW/ft and was then raised to the 1.igher 
power.  

The Westinghouse fuel swelling 
model is based on data available 

in the literature and on data from specific .estinghouse irradiation 

tests. It was derived from profilometry 
measurements of cladding, 

fuel metallogaaphic observations, 
and pycnomtry measuremnts. 

Use of 

clad profilometry data implicitly assumes that cessation of clad 

creepdown is caused by contact with fuel pellets, i.e., that the gap 

is closed. Examination of the profilometry data shows that closure 

occurs prior to the time it would be calculated by simple superposition 

of the fuel swelling and clad creep effects. The Westinghouse model 

makes a comprehensive use 
of information in the literature 

to rationalize 

A O their data in mechanistic and kinetic terns, and the model permits inter

polation of fuel swelling 
data over a large range of 

powers and burnup.
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As the Westinghouse model is empirical and derived from observed fuel 

pin diametral changes, it includes the effects of densification and 

radial thrrmal ratcheting of the fuel (fuel cracking). This means that 

for the case of fuel swelling no consideratior was given for the implicit 

effects of densification when the empirical model was developed and 

that the densification penalty involved in Section 2.2.3 is applied 

twice.  

Ga:;eous fission products have a degrading effect on the cnnductivity 

of the gas in the fuel-clad Sgp and consequently have the tundency to 

reduce the gap conductance. Westinghouse has developed a modl which 

depends on fuel temperature, time and iuel density. The model is 

capable of predicting relecse data from experimental fuel in Saxton and 

Chalk River. These predictions are considered best estimate; whereas 

for 10 typical P-TR rods removed from NOK, Zorita and Yankee, the 

Westinghouse model overpredicts the gas release (Reference 1.3).  

Staff consultants at PNL reviewed the Westinghouse gas release model 

and found it acceptable. The staff reviewed the gas release model 

and concurs with acceptance of the model by our consultants.  

The equations used for calculating the conductivity of the gas 

mixture (Reference 1.3) appeared to be acceptable based on a comparison 

made by ORNL. Westinghouse has performed a two-dimensional finite

difference analysis to examine the effects of pellet eccentricity 

and clad ovality on the fuel pellet stored energy (Reference 1.4).
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This rigorous calculation satisfactorily demonstrates that the 

concentric case gives higher pellet average temperature than either 

of the eccentric cases.  

Westinghouse has developed a correlation for fuel thermal 

.expansion based on the data from four different investigations.  

Thermal expansion is very important in the deterination of hot gap 

size (Reference 1.3). The thermal ex -.,asio n equation developed for 

use in CACON is in excellent agreement with the Westinghouse 

correlation. The method of su.tning radial increments to determine 

the overall hot pellet diametcr gives results comparable to those 

obtained using the slightly nodified prozedure in GAPCON.  

The staff has checiued the values for thermal neutron flux 

depression calculated by Westinghouse for beginning of core life. The 

values are reasonable and compare well with values calculated by the 

staff using GAPCON. It should be noted that the staff's GAPCON 

calculation provides a rough estimate and is not nearly as sophisticated 

as the Westinghouse calculation. Preliminary estimates based on some 

work by our consultants at Brookhaven indicate values of the flux 

depression factor about 1% higher than the Westinghouse calculations 

for comparable enrichments. This would amount to a stored energy 

equivalent to about 15°F lower average pellet temperature for the 

Westinghouse calculation. This is not considered significant.
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Westinghouse has developed two empirical correlations for gap 

conductance as a function of hot diametral gap size and gas mixture 

conductivity (Reference 1.3). In the design calculation Westinghouse 

uses the larger of the two correlations. The "design" correlation is 

used for large hot gaps and/or low value.s of gas -,ixture conductivity, 

and the "annular" equation is used for the opposite conditions
. . The 

design cocrelation was developed from Bettis experivental data. The 

annular -quation is of the -orm typical for annular gaps. A correction 

aplied to gap size is of the form usually used for temperature 
jump 

distances. For the cases of interest, the Westinghouse 
correction is 

always larger than the temperature 
jurrq distances calculated using 

GAPCON. Larger corrections or jump distances always tend to decrease 

the gap conductance. For the linear heat rates of interest 
in Indian 

Point 2, the annular equation is 
used. The staff considers the annular 

. equation to be satisfactory for these 
condi-tions (Reference 1.4).  

The Westinghouse method for determining 
temperature drop in the 

fluid film is reasonable and this effect is not a significant contribution 

to stored energy. The values used f or crud and oxide thicknesses appear 

reasonable.  

2.3 Staff Calculations on Densification 

2.3.1 Collapse Time 

The computer code BUCKLE has been used to calculate time 
of creep 

£ collapse of an initially out-of-round tube subjected to a net external



pressure under high temperature and irradiation exposure. It is used 

to simulate in-pile behavior of cladding.  

As a result of coolant pressure the cladding tube is in a state of 

cowressive mmbrane stress. A small initial ovality introduces an 

additional bending moment on the cladding. Under these stresses the 

cladding undergoes time-dependent creep deformation which increases the 

initial ovality. This in turn increas
-s the bending moment ia the 

cladding and further accelerates the creep strain tntil the cladding 

reaches a point of instabi]iiy.  

The code calculates cir(umferential stresses and both membrane 

and bending stresses using thi.k Shell and curved beam models 

respectively. Using an enrirical creep law, it calculates the creep 

rate, and then the creep strain, by multiplying creep rate by a preset 

time interval. The next iteration then calculates 
the change of 

ovality from circumferential strain and the change in moment due to 

increased ovality. A new stress is then recalculated and the calculated 

cycle is repeated until the cladding reaches the collapse criterion. The 

collapse criterion was taken from Reference 2.3. This criterion is 

basically an elastic formula whose upper 
boL-ud is the elastic buckling 

stress with the ovality used 
asoa parameter in the formula. 

The 

cladding is predicted to buckle 
when circumferential stress 

reaches the 

* critical value.
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The creep relationship was largely based on References (2.4) 

and (2.5). This relationship is an inpile correlation of uniaxial 

Zircaloy creep rates whose parameters are stress, temperature and fast 

neutron klux. The stress constant was adjusted to give a biaxial stress 

state result based on the theory presented by lbra-im (Reference 2.5).  

Among other things, yield stress, time increcent, flux and ovality 

(ODmax-ODin) are the input data. Tima-dependeat variations on internal 

rod pressure and cladding tei:.oerature are allowed in the present version.  

A reported in Referenc ' 1.5 the staff has used the BUCKLF code 

to independently calculate tii-to-collapse for Point Beach Unit 2 for 

rods of similar dimensions and material operating under similar 

conditios of temperature pressure and neutron flux. The results 

showed that the staff predicted times-to-collapse were greater than 

those predicted by the Westinghouse code.  

In summary, the staff has examined the Westinghouse Design 

Code's creep model and find it, and its method of use in the time-to

collapse calculation to be valid. This finding is supported by con

sideration of the fact that the Westinghouse time-to-collapse code when 

used to predict clad tubing collapses in actual operating reactors 

has predicted times which 
were less than those observed.  

Westinghouse analyses predict no clad flattening for any of the 

Indian Point 2 fuel since the minimum time for initial clad flattening 

calculated for each region is significantly greater than the respective
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burnup time planned for that region 
during the first three 

burnup 

cycles. The staff will require 
provision in the Technical 

Specifi

cations fur fuel. inspection 
and reporting at the first 

three refueling 

shutdowns. This inspection will be an audit on the time-to-collapse 

calculations for extended 
fuel exposure times.  

2.3.2 Ga_ Conductance 

The staff has under development 
at Pacific Northwest 

Laboratories 

(PNL) a .omputer codEi GAPCO which calculate3 the radial temperature 

distribution in the fuel and L',ie fuel-clad gap conductance. The 

code (Referencz 2.6), originally developed with options for both 

thermal reactor and fast 
reactor calculations, 

has been revised 

extensively to acco=.aodate new data 
and to upgrade certain 

sub-routines.  

In addition, the code has the capability of being operated with 

certain sub-routines replaced, 
or added, by special calculational 

input. For example, the original 
sub-routine EXPAND calculated 

the 

increase in fuel radius 
using data for mixed-oxide 

fuel. This has been 

replaced with a sub-routine using the thermal expansion values for UO2 .  

Similarly, Zirc~loy properties 
have been replaced with those 

of more 

recent measurements. 
The expansion due to 

fuel swelling has been 

calculated twice, once 
with the original relationship 

proposel 'y 

Geithoff, et al., an. a second time using the Westinghouse 
empiricallY 

based fuel swelling values. It was found that the Geithoff model 

resulted in less swelling. 
The values of pellet 

flux depression are



input from physics calculations or estimated from predetermined 

values- The expressicn for UO2 thermal conductivity 
is now based 

on the data of Lyons rather than Godfrey, et al. The gas release 

rate, determined from the Dutt model 
for mixed oxide fuels, has 

.been changed to that derived from UO2 
irradiation. Some calcula

tional runs have also been made assuming the gas release is 

linear vith time, for amotmts of gas release calculated from the 

Westinghouse design model. One inadequacy (conservative in effect) 

's that the code does not include a sub-routine for gap closure due to 

2_.adding creepdowfn. In some of thestaff's calculations, hot gap sizes 

derived from the Westinghouse design code were used as a basis for 

simulating Westinghouse hot gaps in G.VCON to nodel the effects of 

gap closure. The code calculates conservative 
values of gap conduc

tance and fuel temperatures compared to values calculated from 

measured fuel temperatures by AECL, CVNA, 1IBWR (HPR-80) and inferred 

2jI from post-irradiation examination of thermally induced structural 

changes of fuel tests conducted by the General Electric Company 

(References 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10). Comparison of calculations 

employing GAPCON with the new model for 
fuel pellet thermal expxan

sion vs experinents as presented in Reference 1.5 show that GAPCON 

-. effectively predicts the observed values 
for the experiments and 

that it does so in a conservative manner.  

For the range of hot diametral gap sizes encountered during normal 

oneration of fuel in the Indian Point 2 reactor, 
the gap conductance
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is most sensitive to the hot gap size. The Densification Report require

rent to assune instantaneous densification to 96.5% of theoretical density 

from a starting pellet density based on the measured statistical distri

bution (lower 2 sigma value) may be considered to be a conservative input 

to the gap conductance calculation because: (1) the Indian Point 2 fuel 

is similar in manufacture to that of the Point Beach-i region 3 fuel 

which has been recently examined and has only shown AL/L changes up to 

Lit%; and (2) the entire field of data supplied by Westinghouse and 

Ceneral Electric on measurements of final densified fuel densicy, Lontains 

u:.1ly one point in excess of 96.5% of theoretical density, al.l other points 

bc!ng less than 96% of theoretical density. Thus a conservative 

lower bot-ding diameter is used for the BOL hot pellet diameter.  

Further, the assution of instantaneous densification 
is conserva

tive, since we know from in-reactor neutron flux trace analysis that 

flux peaking h,-s been observed only after 300-400 effective full power 

hours (EFP11) of irradiation and takes place over a finite time period 

which ranges up to 2000 EFPIL. Thus there is good evidence to confirm 

that the hot pellet diameter calculated using the requirements set 

forth in the Densification Report is never in fact attained and that 

the hot gap even at BOL is smaller than that calculated using the 

staff methodology.  

j OWith regard-to the time dependent changes in the hot gap, 

Westinghouse has profiloinetry data on a number of fuel pins for times
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greater than 4300 EFPH which provides information on values 
of the hot 

pellet diameters (Reference 1.4). Thiis hot pellet diameter implicitly 

incorporates the effects of fuel crackling, fuel densification, and fuel 

swelling. It is from these measurements that Westinghouse has evolved 

their fuel swelling Todel which vhen used to predict the hot pellet 

diameter gives good agreement. 1 nen an increment for densification is 

added to the semi-euirical swelling model, it tends to conservativcly 

under-predict the hot pellet diameter. This analysis of hcot gap cJosure 

does not account for clad creepdown onto the pellet which al~lo provides 

g.p closure. The belief that all. tinc dependent dimensional -hanges 

contribute! to an improved gap conductance is only Trodified by the 

role of the tir. - and burnupdepende
n t release of fission gas. In 

this regard, the Westinghouse subroutine for fission gas releasec 

that is part of their design model is believed to be conservative 

when compared to prototypic Westinghouse fuel rods from a variety of 

operating reactors (NOK, Zorita, Yankee) as it over predicts the 

amount of gas released relative to the measured values, especially 

at low burnups. GAPCON predictions with more realistic but still 

conservative fission gas release sho. that the estinghouse (calcu

lated) beginning-of-life gap conductivities are conservative.  

In summary the staff has examined the Westinghouse Design Code's 

. Othermal performance model, data, and assumptions that form a basis 

for their gap conductance calculation and we have found the calculated
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values to be comparable to those independently calculated by the 

staff's thermal performance code GAPCON.  

The staff has confidence in GAPCON as it has used that code 

to predic. the gap conductances and/or fuel. temperatures for 

experimentally derived data which are available, ard found that 

CAPCON is capable of predicting the experimentallY derived values 

with a margin of conservatism.  

2.4 Co ncus ions 

The staff has concluded that: 

(1) The direct effects of fuel densification have been adequately 

accounted for, 

0(2)- The tim-anto-collapse calculational model used by Westinghouse 

has been verified by independent calculations made by the 

staff and is therefore acceptable.  

(3) An acceptable calculational method has been used to describe 

the creepdown effect that tends 
to increase gap conductance 

jwith lifetime.  

(4) The Westinghouse calculations of pellet stored energy and gap 

conductance for beginning-of-life in the range of 14 to 16 kW/ft 

are consistent with the staff calculations. In addition, the 

staff would not expect the values of gap conductance to be below 

the Westinghouse beginning-of-life value for the proposed period
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of operation. Therefore we conclude that Westinghouse calculated 

values of gap conductance as used in the performance analysis for 

Indian Point 2 are acceptable.  

t
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0 EFFECTS OF DENSIFICATION ON STEADY-STATE AND TANSIENT OPERATION 

3.1 General 

Fuel densification can affect steady-state operation by virtue of its 

effect on local neutron flux (due to gaps in the fuel column) and the 

resulting slightly shutter fuel stack length. An additional effect 

occurs in the transient analyses where, due to a lower gap conductance, 

the fuel has a higher initial stored energy and a slower heat zelease rate 

during the transient.  

On the basis of calculations of. the effects of fuel 'ensification, 

th Indian Point Unit 2 reactor will be operated with more .estrictive 

insertion limits on part length control rods than originally proposed, 

and with a reduced desi&- total peaking factor. The changes consider 

the effect of local peakiiig caused by gaps in the fuel pellet stack and 

changes in the gross peaking factors, primarily axial, which can be 

achieved by more restrictive operation of part length control rods.  

The effects of densification on power density distributions have 

been calculated using models in conformance with those discussed in 

Section 4 of the staff densification report (Rfarence 1.1). Th e 

primary calculations used the models and numerical data of the 

Westinghouse poer spike model as described in Appendix E of Reference 

1.1, except that the initial-nominal density used was 0.936 of 

Ti theoretical (the minimum of the three region densities), and the

- 34 -
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probability of gap size was changed to conform to that recomir~ended by 

the staff in Section 4.2 of Reference 1.1. These calculations by 

the applicant take into accouat the peaking due to a given gap, the 

probability distribution of peaking due to the distribution of gaps, 

and the convolution of the peaking probability with the design radial 

power distribution. Th e calculations result in a peaking augmentation 

factor which varies almost linearly with core height and reaches a 

raximum value of about 1.16 at the to? of the core.  

Independent calculations have also been made by our Prookhaven 

Nazional Laboratory consultants (Reference 3.1). Relative !.o the 

Westinghouse results, the BNL calculations have given lower peaking 

due to a gap of given size, similar probability distributions for 

multiple gaps and similar convolution vesults.  

The augumented peaking factor function is directly combined with axial 

power distribution calculations to form the basis for the axial peaking 

axial offset map and correlation limits. These types of peak-axial offset 

maps and correlations have formed the basis for axial flux distribution 

control for a num-ber of Westinghaouse reactors, and have been reviewed 

previously by the staff. If the axial offset is maintained within 

specified limits (but more restrictive than has been required previously) 

and is combined with maximum radial peaking and uncertainty factors, the 

total peaking factor F would be expected to be maintained at a value 

less than 2.70.
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This decrease in F from the 3.00 value previously used in Indian 

point Utnit 2 analyses and in the previous Technical Specifications, even 

considering the gap peatling augumentation, is achieved primarily by the 

tighter restrictions on the axial distributions. The basic axial peaking

axial offset correlation without gap peaking effects has not changed.  

This correlation gives, for relatively small offsets, a>ial peaking 

factors less than 1.55. However, the previots Indian Point Unit 2 design 

axial peaking factor was about 1.b, 'llowing the flexibility to operate 

with larger offsets and less restrictive limits on control- rod positions 

if desired.  

T1he increased heat flux due directly to densification 
from the 

nominal steady state density, has been included based on densification 

from the minimum nominal fuel density of 0.936 of theoretical (Region 1) 

to a final value of 0.965; consideration of the "as fabricated" average 

fuel stack height; and axial thermal expansion of the pellet. The 

result is an increase of 2.0 percent in heat flux.  

The effect of the variation 
in the initial density has 

been 

included as an additional convolution calculation as allowed for in 

Section 4.5 of Reference 1.1. The variation in density is convoluted 

with the power spike model and the calculation relating density changes 

to overpower temperature limits or LOCA power limits. The calculation 

is similar to the previous convolutions except that both radial and 

axial dimensional changes are included. The result of these calculations
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is an additional factor on heat 
flux of 2.0 percent for thermal 

overpower calculations and 0.7 percent for the LOCA calculations.  

Our BIL consultants have also done independent. calculations using 

this convolution process (Reference 3.2), and have found consistent 

res ul ts.  

The result of applying all of these factors to the average power 

density, for the peak power density tc be. considered in LOCA evaluations, 

amd assv ping full rated po',Jir and a 1.02 power tncertainty factor, is: 

Peak kW/ft = 5.7 x 2. iO x 1.02 x 1.007 x 1.02 16.1 kW/ft.  

Ls-of-Flow Transient 

The densification effects chat cruld aggravate the consequences 

of the loss-of-flow transient are the increase in the steady state fuel 

teneratures (store'd energ-), increases in heat flux, and a decrease in 

gap conductance. The increase in fuel teperature provides nore stored 

heat in the fuel which must be removed during the transient; the higher 

heat flux provides greater initial enthalpy in the coolant channel.  

The decrease in gap conductance delays the removal of heat from the fuel 

resulting in a higher ratio of heat flux to channel flow during the 

transient and thus a lower DNBR.  

The Westinghouse analysis employed the FACTPr-N Code (Reference 3.3) 

to calculate the fuel rod 
heat flux from the neutron 

flux transient.  

These values of heat flux were then used as input to the Westinghouse 

THINC Code to calculate the DNBR values as a function of time. This
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procedure appears to be conservative because the steady state 
THINC 

Code would overpredict the enthalpy of the coolant during that part 

of the transient when the ratio of heat flux to coolant flux is 

increasing. This would result in a lower calculated value of DNBR 

than would be expected in actuality.  

Westinghouse has reanalyzed the 
transient that would result 

from a lo-s of electrical power 
to all four of the primary coolant 

pumps, tiking into account tile effects of fi,al densi7icati-n. The 

results show that the minimum' departure from nucleate boili ig ratio 

(DNBR) during the transient is not decreased. The previous.. calcu

lated-minimum DWBR during the transient was 1.42 whereas with the 

densification the minimum DNBP. 
is calculated to be 1.57. The increase 

in minimum DNBR over that previously 
calculated is attributable to 

both the reduction in the total 
peaking factor and the use of 

actual 

measured flow coastdown which 
more than co,.pensates for the effects 

of fuel densification.  

The staff has also evaluated the loss of reactor coolant flow 

transient in connection w:ith our 
review of Point Beach Unit 2. The 

evaluations were performed using 
the computer program COBRA III-C 

(Reference 3.4). This program calculates the heat transfer and 

fluid flow conditions in rod bundle nuclear fuel element subchannels 

during both steady state and transient conditions. It uses a mathe

matical model that considers both turbulent and diversion cross flow
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mixing between adjacent subchannels. The thermal model considers 

radial conduction within the fuel. Axial and circumferential 

conduction are ignored. The model use. circumferential averaged 

coolant temperature and surface heat transfer coefficients calcu

lated from the subchannel hydraulic data at each axial node. le 

thermal properties of the fuel and clad are considered constant 

and tnifo':m throughout a transient calculation. Gap conductance 

and clading- fluid heat trax,-fer coefficient- are input to the 

calculations. Gap conductance is assumed to be constant th-ouoout 

the transient.  

The COBRA III-C Code contains the basic features reqired for 

a cou-parative evaluation of the applican't's computations. Details 

of a comparative calculation made for Point Beach Unit 2, where the 

same methods were used by the applicant, are reported in Reference 1.3.  

It is shown that there is reasonable agreeLent between the two sets 

of computations. We conclude therefore that the applicant has 

provided adequate assurance that the minimum IMBR is greater than 

1.3 for the loos-of-flow transient.  

3.3 Locked Rotor Accident Analsis 

The analysis of the locked rotor accident was originally 

presented in Section 14.1.6 of the FFDSAR. The transient behavior 

was analyzed by postulating an instantaneous seizure of one reactor 

pump rotor. The reactor flow decreased rapidly and a reactor trip
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occurs as a result of a low flow signal. The temperature of the 

primary colant increased, causing fluid expa'ision with a resultant 

pressure transient. The system pressur! is reduced to its nominal 

value after about 5 seconds following the postulated locked rotor.  

The thermal analysis of the hot rod in the core was perforred 

using designi conditions with respect to power, flow, and core inlet 

water temperature. Considering fuel deasification effects, no rods 

are predirted to experience n departure from %ucleate boiling 

(DNBR < 1.3).  

3.4 Other Transients 

The following other transientL have been reviewed to determine 

whether the effects of densification have resulted in their conse

quences becoming more important: 

Uncontrolled withdrawal of a Rod Cluster Control Assembly 

(RCCA) from a subcritical conditier'.  

Ii . Malpositioning of Part-Length Rods 

Drop of a RCCA 

Malfunction of Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

* Start-up of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop 

Reduction in FeedwTater L-nthalpy 

I! . Excessive Load Increase 

. Loss of External Electrical load 

SLoss of Normal Feedwater 

. loss of A.C. Power
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In the applicant' s FFDSAR these transients were reported to have DNB 

ratios in excess of 1.3, or their consequences controlled to acceptable 

values by limits set forth in the Technical 
Specifications. The staff 

has reviewed the consequences of these transients taking into account 

the effects of fuel densification and agrees with the applicant that 

they would not result in lower core thermal margins (i.e.', WB ratios 

less than 1.3).  

3.5 Conclusions 

The effects of fuel denification on steady-state and transient 

operation have been analyzed 'by the applicant and reviewed by the staff.  

.The effect on staady-state operation, mostly due to local 

increases in thermal neutron flux md heat generation, is to require 

more restrictive limits on control rod insertion so as to assure 

operation with the required 
overall and axial peaking 

factors. The 

restrictions on control rod insertion and peaking factors will be 

included in the Technical Specifications.  

The staff has reviewed the calculations provided by the applicant 

and concludes on the basis of its review that the 
potential effects of 

fuel densification on the steady-state and postulated transient opera

tion have been taken into account in an acceptable manner.
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4.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSES 

4.1 General 

Analyses of the consequences of various postulated accidents 

were presented in the Indian Point Lhit No. 2 Final Facility 

Description and Safety Analysis Report aid various Amndrients. The 

accidents evaluated were: 

(I) loss-of-coolant 

(2) control rod ejection 

(3) steam-line rupture 

(4) primary coolant pur seizure 

(5) -team generator tube rupture 

(6) fuel handling accident, and 

(7) waste gas tank rupture.  

Since effects of fuel densification will affect the consequences 

of the first four postulated accidents they have been reanalyzed by 

the applicant and reevaluated by the staff. Results of the first 

three accidents, loss-of-coolant, rod ejection, and steam line rupture 

are presented in this section. The preceding Section 3.3 presented 

the results of our evaluation of the fourth accident, primary 

coolant pump seizure. The steam generator tube rupture and fuel 

handling accidents will be discussed below.  

Changes in the fuel pellet geometry can cause the stored energy 

in the fuel pellet to increase (Reference 1.1). Section 2.0 discusses
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0 the merchanisrs by which the stored energy in the fuel is increased 

due to changes in pellet geometry. Potential increases in local 

pc-er due to the indirect effects of fuel densification (formation 

of axial gaps) is discussed in Section 3.1. Both of these effects 

are accounted for in the evaluations of accidents.  

The radiological consequences of accidents are independently 

calculated by the staff. 
The results of the staff's calculation 

of 

she radiological consequences 
of arcidents for Indian Point 2 were 

vresented in the Staff 
Safety Evaluation for Indian Point 2 dated 

November 16, 1970 (Reference 
4.1). The radiological consequefnces 

would 

0 not increase as a result of fuel densification, 
although the transient 

performance of the fuel 
rods can change as a result of fuel densifi

cation. It is the latter factor 
that is discussed in 

Lhe following 

sections.  

-Our evaluation of the 
radiological consequences 

of a waste gas 

decay tank failure was 
based on an assumed quantity 

of gas in the 

tank. The assumed quantity 
is consistent with the Technical 

Specification limits on 
maximum permitted primai-Y 

system activity.  

Fuel densification will 
not affect the consequences 

of this accident.  

The postulated refueling accident assumes the dropping of a fuel 

* assembly in the spent fuel pool or transfer canal. 
The fuel rods are 

assumed to be at approximately 
100*F during the postulated 

accident.  

Therefore, the direct 
effects of fuel densification 

will not affect
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the outcome of this postulated accident. The potential for mechanical 

failure of a flattened rod r=ght be different from that of a normal 

rod; however, since our evaluation has been based on the-conclusion 

that no clad collapse will occur (Section 1.0), this potential change 

in fuel rod charact e -istics was not considered. Furthermre, all of 

the rods in the dropped assembly are assumed to fail.  

4.2 LOCA n a3sis 

The accep'ted Westinghouse evaluation model described in the A',C 

I.rterim Acceptance Criteria for Euergency Core Cooling System.; has 

bEan used as the basis to evaluate the Indian Point Unit 2 loss-of

cool-at accident. The core blowdTan and reflood analyses are virtually 

utaffected by the decreases in gap conductance resulting from densifi

cation and are reported in the applicant's Indian. Point Unit 2 ECCS 

Report which was submitted to demonstrate compliance with the ECCS 

Interim Policy Statemnt. While decreased gap conductance calculated 

according to the staff requirements would cause the core average pellet 

temperature to increase, LOCTA calculations show very little change in 

the energy released with and without densificati;n Therefore, virtually 

the same margin of energy release as calculated by SAT.N would be 

maintained with respect to the LOCTA calculations.  

Densification has less impact on the reflood calculation. Reduced 

gap conductance would cause the rate of decay heat transferred across 

the gap to the cladding to be reduced. However, the benefit would not 

:iS.
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be significant since the gap conductance 
is so much larger than 

the calculated film coefficients during 
reflood.  

FueL rod heatup calculations were done with LOCTA using varioS 

assumptions related to densification 
and without the benefits of 

transition boiling afL:r the first 
dryout has essentially occurred.  

Termination of transition boiling term results in slight increases 

in cladding tenperature for Indian Point Unit 2. The double-ended 

Lreak was previously determined to be the worst break, as was repor ed 

i:, the FFDSAR.  

estinghouse has perfored paraimtric calculations of clad 

'temperature 
for the double-ended break as a function of pellet average 

temperature and local power. The results have been presented on 

wi plots of pellet average temperature vs. local rod power as a limit 

line for which the clad temperature 
reaches 2300F. It should be 

noted the limit line was derived based on calculations where the 

pellet average temperature was increased 
above the stated ordinate 

4J value by an amount determined by the formula stated in Section 2.2.3.  

On several plots with this limit line, Westinghouse has presented 

the results of many fuel design calculations wherein the average 

pellet temperature is calculated as a function of linear power 

density. Various burnups, power histories, and densification 

assumptions were used. The point where the particular calculation 

. 1of interest intersects the 2300*F limit line determines the limiting
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peak linear power density required to met the Interim Acceptance 

Criteria. Several combinations of power history were used for some 

calculations, but none resulted in higher stored energies or more 

limiting power densities than the beginning of life cases. Using 

the staff requirements 
for initial pellet density, ,ssumptions, 

the limiting linear power density was determined to be 17.35 kW/ft.  

This value is greater than the maximum linear power density of 

16.1 kW/ft, obtained using reactor operating Pimits as described in 

Section 3.1.  

4.3 P ~d Ejection Accident 

Taking into account changes in the fuel from the densification 

process and p-roposed changes in the operational limitations on 

control rod patterns and motion to provide more restrictive control 

of power distribution, certain aspects of the analyses of the control 

rod ejection transient have changed. Since there are few, if any, 

significant changes in the important reactor kinetics parameters, 

there would be little change in the core transient power history for 

* ejection of a control rod of given reactivity worth. However, since 

the limits on coatrol rod bank insertion have changed, there has 

generally been a decrease in the rod worth available in a given 

reactor state for a rod ejection transient, and a corresponding 

W decrease in the transient energy release from this accident. For 

the hot spot calculation there are changes in the peaking factors, 

': 0 and thus power density, for both initial and transient states as a
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result of gap peaking and control rod position 
limitations, and 

there are changes in initial fuel temperature for power cases due to 

changes in assumed fuel-clad gap size and gap thermal conductivity.  

The applicant has redone calculations for the extremes of power 

level and time-in-cycle, using paraneters na. con-idered to be appro

priate. The methods used have been developed since the submittal 

of the FFDSAR, and they are described and compared with more exact 

nalculat.*:ns in a topical r.ort (WCAP-758S, Reference 4.2). As with 

the. CHIC-KIN calculations that were presented in the FFDSAR, the 

an.ysis is done in two stages; first a transient calculation using the 

M 1. IN}E spatial kinetics code in a one-dimensional version, then a hot 

spot heat transfer calculation with the FACTRAN code using appropriate 

peaking factors and power histories from the TIINKLE calculation.  

These codes, when using similar parameters, give similar results to 

the previous CHIC-KIN calculations.  

The Regulatory staff and our consultants at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory (BNL) have examined the calculational mdels and data, and 

BNL has made some- check calculations in connection with our reviw of 

Point Beach 2 (Reference 4.3) using appropriate input 
data and their 

own developed codes. On the basis of this review we have concluded 

that the methods and input are generally satisfactory and conservative.  

The two stage method of calculation, using a one-dimensional, 
space-time 

calculation followed by a hot spot calculation gives, with 
the input 

A.
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data used, conservative hot spot peak energies. 
This is especially 

true for the full-power cases where maximum transient peaking factors 

are added to the initial condition maximum peaking factors of 2.75, 

with the densification factor included along with a 2-sigma initial 

density variation allD: ance. The method and codes, especially WINKLE 

in its one-dimensional version, are very similar to those daveloped 

and used at BIL. The nuclear input deta, including 
the reactivity 

coefficients, weighting factors, control rod reactivity - orths, and 

reaking factors, are generally conservative.  

The calculated transients are generally insensitive to heat 

transfer parameters and in particular to gap conductances. In fact 

an artificially large gap conductance is used in the 
hot spot calcu

lations to increase the calculated clad temperature. The primary 

effect of fuel densification and change in gap size is on the 

initial conditions for the hot spot fuel calculations in the full 

I power calculations. The assumption of a larger gap, 
and the very 

conservative assumtion that design peaking conditions occur at the 

same spot as the maximum transient peaking, 
give a higher initial 

heat content of the hot fuel pellet as a base for the hot spot cal

culation. Our review of the initial fuel temerature for the BOL 

full power case indicated that 
reasonable temperatures were 

used for 

the assumed conditions. The gap conductance would in general be 

I expected to increase, and thus decrease temperatures, for the EOL 

1 0 .. . . , . . .. . ... .. . . . . ...... .



case. But rather than fully evaluate this change at this tine., the 

EOL power case was evaluated on the basis of BOL initial fuel 

temperatures. By taking the control bank limit to be 30 percent 

inserted at full power, at BOL, as is actually the case rather than 

the arbitrarily fully inserted case analyzed by tht- applicant, the 

cnditions become similar to BOL. The decreased delayed neutron 

fraction at EOL would have almost ne' effect for a small ejected rod 

worth and all nuclear paramet-trs such as reactivity coefficients and 

peaking .7ould be improved. Trc'is the accident at EOL would have 

lower energy release than at . BOL.  

The calculated peak average fuel pellet energy content is less 

than 170 cal/gm, and pellet centerline melting temperatures are 

not reached. The peak clad temperature for the worst case rod 

ejection is 2245'F.  

Steam Line Brea-k 

The applicant stated, in reference 1.2, that the minimum DNBR 

would be reduced from the value in the FFDSAR (>2.00). The reactivity 

transient is unchanged from that presented in the FFDSAR. The 

acceptance criteria in the FFDSAR were: 

(1) With a stuck rod and minimum engineered safety features, 

there is no consequential damage to the primary system 

and the core remains in place and intact.  

(2) With no stuck rod and all equipment operating at design 

capacity insignificant cladding rupture occurs.

, I

4.4

r 0
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In these criteria the applicant 
did not exclude the occurrence 

of DNB or clad perforation, althoug1 the analysis did not indicate 

that suc' events occurred. The analysis includes the assumption 

of proper operation of the Safety Injection System (SIS), reactor 

trips (nuclear flux, AT, and STS), feedwater isoltio
n , and closure 

of the main steam isolation 
valves. In addition steam flow 

nozzles 

(16" i.d.) in each steam pipe ,28" i.d.) serve as steam flow limiters.  

A complete description of the methods used and the results of 

the steam line break calculat on is found in Section 14.2.5 of the 

FFDSAR. The staff concludes ti.at densification would 
have only an 

insignificanlt effect on the ccnsequences of a steam line break.  

4.5 Conclus ions 

The effects of fuel densification in the analysis of postulIted 

accidents has been considered 
by the applicant and reviewed 

by the 

staff. The assumed occurrence of densification affected the analysis 

of the LOCA, the control rod ejection, the steam-line rupture, and 

locked-rotor accidents.  

Consideration of the LOCA analysis by the applicant resulted in 

a limitation on a total 
peaking factor of 2.70. 

At this peaking 

factor the calculated peak 
cladding temperature is 

less than 2300'F.  

The densification criterion 
also caused changes in 

the results 

of the analysis of the control rod ejection accident. 
Center-Melt 

of the fuel is not reached, and the erbrittlement of the cladding 

is insignificant. Less than 15% of-the fuel pins go into DNB.
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An insignificant effect-is 
seen on the steam line 

break analyses 

due to the postulated 
densification. The minimum DNBR is 

above 2.0 

and no failed fuel 
is predicted.  

The applicant's analyses of the effects 
of densification on 

accidents were subjected 
to audit calculations 

by the staff. On 

the basis of its review the staff concludes 
that the applicant has 

considered the effects of densification on accident analysis in an 

acceptab e ianner.  

0
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References for GClapter IV 

Safety Evaluation by the Division of Peactor Licensing, U. S. Atomic 

Energy Co'mission, "In the atter of Ccnsolidated Edison CoTF~any of 

New York, Incorporated Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2, 

Docket 1No. 50-247" dated November 16, 1970.  

WCAP-758- Mn Evaluation of the Rod Ejection Accident in Westinhouse 

Pressurized Water ileactors Using Spatial Kinetics Iethods.  

Rod Ejection Transient at Power in Point Beach Unit 2, BNL Draft 

Interim Report.

4.1 

4.2 

4.3

1@

i" 
SQ
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5.0 SUIrMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of fuel densification have been considered in 

.analyses of normal Operation, operation during transient conditions, 

and postulated accident conditions. On the basis of' the staff 

review of the appt].icznt's calculations, and independent calculations 

performed by the staff and its consultants, the staff concludes that: 

(I) The effects of densification during steady state 
and 

trans;_cnt operation of Indian Point Unit 2 will nor cause 

the limits on .DNBR, or cladd.Lng strain, or centerline ter

peratures, to become less conservative than values pre

viously established in the FFDSAR.  

(2) The effects of densification were included in the calcu

lation of fuel rod behavior during postulated loss-of-coolant 

accidents. The LOCA analysis is acceptable and complies 

with the June 1971 Interim Policy Statement, even after 

modifying the use of the transition boiling 
heat transfer 

coefficient as described in Section 4.2.  

(3) An acceptable calculational method has been 
used to describe 

the creepdoan effect that tends to increase gap conductance 

with lifetime.  

(4) Operating restrictions regarding control rod and power dis

tribution resulting in operation of the reactor with a total
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peaking factor of less than 2.70 are necessary to assure 

compliance with paragraphs 1-3 and will be incorporated 

into the Technical Specifications.  

(5) Fuel inspection and reporting requiref-ents during the 

first three refueling shutdowns will be i.icluded in the 

Technical Specifications as an audit on the predicted 

rz sult of no fuel collapse for Regions 1, 2, or 3 during 

ohefirst three fueL cycles.  

On the basis of the above f-ve conclusions 
the applicant is in 

co7?liance with the staff densif3cation report; on this basis the 

staff concludes that Indian Point Unit 2 can be operated at 2758 I.I't 

(100% of rated power) with no undue 
risk to the health and safety 

of the public.
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would appeaz that on line 6 it shnu,,.6di, b,,sz.  

M173 BRIGGS:. Finev- if they a 5just ktc 

malta oare iVbmt ±tssritth iaxt, boizt f.;bsI

M'"R0 lNAt&A2%N: 2310L..  

C'-r&hI03Nl14 JEUZ.CLT6 914tx,-J 7013 

The witnesses are ava al2.ahl fo.r co;'-'. ar. ,. or 0 

Are you~ ready" ~.Cit-izf.ensCeiitc? 

X4XL" RiZO&Th6A1g yes, X ar10, Mr.: 

MUifA 4Ci tiU oi oed plaa se? 

M~t ~ J&UL Mr.stallo Lge farlia 1it 

the1C Pa-UO Xw ad 1 ress the toU3tt~..1. the 

CROSS-MXANA XNATIQO 

BY DM%1{. R~OISEAA.M 

9 A-Ie the initialization pr'oce&'ze, :Unclud.ing 

pe ekzicvz factor -an;d qaP 23d'aoa Zdh theAZ ECCS 

intcrim critexia? 

A (aMr. Stello) Yes. And let me explaiA .y answers 

T-he initialization procedure consists of the 

, .Na. "to ar.ive at fin. the stored erieryy wiei.n the 

pellet. This requireJ ava::iety OZ aSScnaptioas a ee of whiCh
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10,639 is gap Conductance, g &Pch i a parnt otveevetitzat-W--nc~2 

It is 0cdai n P~ 4~ t~y l -vi~e 

interim a!=cept-ance -- the .nt-Lx-a potat"v A 

EvauaionMoelfOr the Wetnhms eactczs

Th e peaking factoGrs th:bat are to b.usedt w.re 
clearly -hose tat a-e to -e ico , .. .  

tchnical Xjeii-tos.D don'ttc2k there"2- i; any doubt

,;z xmw zuzncz atc~ :ts a' re4u ea Mo=' to a.1L Of- z:Zsz 

has six Cai-vc unueibr, the le kLoattts r.eaz 

a ne .s not part of the evaluation mc de, as it ebvio..sv 

1w.nt~ad Rnot; be,, krscYx.f .vL does 0a: rmpal t &Z2%..

Q -itr Eutw est* on Dkes the EOCS iaart R t"I 

eiterpecif'y a pan facltor 0 cogap ocr7tan' e to be 

used? And veu ave juast iei-saa~o not rpain 

factor0 . or 4ecos it specif-y th.e prec-ise model or cam~quterIa 

code to be used for the purpose of computing eithst of those 

figures? 

A I gues e we' re having a problem in co.;uaioatioo 

Ca"n we ta~we Ithe ite 's you have isen-tioned one at a trae 

0 Sur~e0° 

A Gap conductance is included in the evaluation 

model0  Are you saying it isn't, and I*m saying it is? 

Q Al! right0  Wtea you say- You mean iv, the model 

that is approved in Appendi.x A to the interim policy sta teen*.t 

A That I s correct.
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2 A Now is yoW-C .... . " D-*,C I* sin Jit , Or in

A All right.  yf-- .yr "ls Yr2-5 ua~9 I a t i o 

The othe r o the ' esto,o n 0 m 

fatosx P-C-In at~~'-,!mltEin ,ep--a *C!e--,q 

.9 va¢..i ale ibt i "we:uld be e ee,. :: wmia , ?h 

S Cal.culation.< 
Q Whto...e that in 

1 0 

A,14T -ther-W.l tfan e thtehn w n,'.  
7 pYo woftld not eeakin :at ....." 

You .t i.ecefld as .n . utput a permissible 

,,4. n-kr nplamnt " per "'iw; 

02 Am ~omrC. . ft ,om the-.  

6 thee calculatioC&10U2&i' 

By te clcultio..~ .a:anz. "he one approved by 

the itheim tplicy stat in ApendiX A? I A o lsid" eIto &'hat3. e ;;l ta Ia C s 

20 could be run With Peakti r'g fac. r f as a and pift: 

Ii you would0 get to P, nLes wi a ould be ]miti-g wit h 

24 h espect to plant operat -on

23 NOWc the num-lear design wro.,uid then have to be 1 

25 
P2 sc ta A Fou thel ol~re onluit/iorhte..o . utt 

could be runt wih peaking acto: o as ae ,parcter anu]d evatual .  

1



b4 F. c ia,0 ®R. an on ecs y

.3 Nac~to,. bu ih-h.m ,-YSn n' u s os 

1 

5 fou .j j.at listed, tOe 'canar coapuntie 

wb4 m t -.e .ctc tocnsuitri ' t c .n ca 

3$ aVe a peaking fctr- t in the'oy f r, G .to s .... qe t 7 

S4 you c t &iA 1 i tt- 1 o t o you e h- caorpue 

-b plging ihltoYr gr-'jOcOhz;7 

el cadc, m-Y igh .-a facto -2 be? -, 

5a i -a par-iculr e.-Ecaul.e . ca m sOu~t 3. A11 . .. ht,:0 

9.6 T~h ay the pekn...r antb n hge-ta. - 3.  

17 In another esmaple you I:n it say the peaking 

factor cp.n.Gt be any higrher 'he. 1.2.  

Xt there any basis to xhein a e t hz or notrr 

20 if it cme out at 1.-2 .athex than t hat you. have -%o change ,, 

P, Eome other er.hings in ore,:to get as% etce'hat 23000 vmn~ , 

2 be e-ceed, d 

23 Do you foiiou What 1 Im szy .ng- ? 

_A ies You have cohareetly ifi w .erp item a nfwr 

d4 'Nowl se,"- bt And ..... .;,,r has to do ?ssith p. Tfhe adtoj a t that c!u " t t



Btihe Separation fro a therrCial5 1vdrwli a zi~is v 3c, is1, ta 

~ we were just iakn acs- rma aza-niyi wi? 

.... h pa nu~ ti~yc~J y ..... a .. kic 

"" a', ....... ,.:,4r,',- giv&e you 300 rand: tha wu,.V.! be t -he 

factorwE tha woc 

yc-,, ,. 2 00,. and tha-- xv,6-thc 

S :otpt wiz answer we -were ju,3t talk-ing zaiou.  

7sw' MOf?, etlier tbnat, numberc; cvan ina fact be avdki-zved 

is not part of the inter .. A "- e ...... a.  

-------- In other ,ords,11 16e ab.Lty of te plant 

0 at a gavenaet of condi.ti.JoS, to have 1the peat ac' hihe . Ts r 

twhat the peaking fact.or¢ would r- roduce is nZot a va' e which you 

I) get from te Interim Criteria? 

A Thts croCG,.  

t4 ' Now~. thig just ahou t.hat voaue fo3 inont 

that iso the val.1ue of the peakin-t f..ctor w-Adhich is what the 

w [plant is capable of achieving has the Staff condicted-_aN 

7 examintin to dete.-mine whether or not the ca.lculation tha

estinghouse has used for ndinan ?oiat v2 conslders- all of 

.the 'mertainties that are necepeary to considezo in deteminivq: 

e, or not this plants actua. p.ng for will be as 

high tash e,,l. selacted peaking factor? 

2 Mr. Ross was nodding.  

., A I .7as nodding that I u nderaseod the qestion., 

. '2 That s what I .,eant. righto 

25- A (mr. Stello.) yy probLea= is you are talk-ing abou-t i 
'40".
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tion YOU~e neoto 0% -vl 

evaiation modal~ as set tforth iiLv. p diA to the 2EoterI3 

Policy Statement'? 

I n taflkingc~ abouit loan r. Ros~s Properly paid~ 

"NOW latursto tVUWyf= Wh pPerLd.iz A nUIIOLe to. 'the u0,61'aI 

that is usedu -- what did vo call A7 Mr Ro ss the 

A (M-r. PRos) he 2:aclar 

9 The "nl1ear T! J"l 

one Hakes a prediction as to hows hig~h t h peA'akin Rugt.  

.hwhigh tbhe peak will aotually b. in indian Point f02; that. i~ 

the peak poz'sr, and ho coy ht gu.coe tb thAI ~ n 

tEactor yr'duoe ign
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pocedures for as nurbe. of veears. he se'V2'. i .t 

311:tart agai 

A ot of the i noan ation is contained in Westmh.Ocs', 
. 4 . -

Stopical 2poci S oa ;xlc'ncat"Lor i s c c n.tzlin edl in i. n d irLuI 

(. i cappitc ioPs and in particular there is inf .orati in the 

7 4 art s z. iitted hV Edison on dens i tio 

T The calcu.t:on that i referring 'to and the 

r pocdes 0-•ryine "them oud yie1 d Peaking a .tor 
. . .  

Iat diff e.renTt tires in e core i0e pc't" 

No t.v e -o verie .. 1.-ce ac'edimt xdCpe-a s e 

mens;ex-core r aninc o; fcrei?, - -!,,U .,C~i-'cW A-S, tO El1etxn 

r"< ,f-lied in these reports.  

~ II i~lo the calciatiolt~sand the z~aueet~ta
--5 aSS. Cie.tnns are, accounted 

C, o andi in fEact aefurther described i4n the bases of the 

- . .:.c:ta NtisaO C edlcwaions tn th .. " 

273technical specifications.  

15 c a.riThese uncertainties are asscconed wathr 

I of n-c ar paretcrs ad they r nclu ed in the ov ve. L 

ceaking. factor w-hich. for thipal:i .0 
2 s. As of today.  

1 -. That nunber, 2.70, has are iibilit ascte.  

2 wth it cri. pately indepndent of ECCS perfor..ance. interim 

Spolicy st rwement, o:,^ otherwise Xt was arrived at in another 

dI
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ii
!3ow myW t questm t-o You has thv.e Staff conductr d 

ai analysis to determiine how reliable is the Westinghouse 

predicti i. that the pea-"" fact-Or would not ce 1)22 "...' 

3r0 . at ell)_ 10 ti-,nk enedto Crrtfrri th~e 

Calcu-1tions when we spea' of the 2O70 eakin*. factor, ..hi.C"t 

would be applied to Thd.iar. Po*Int. Thpat numiber .mst be 

-.by easuremnt 0 b d atataen fryomt "the reactor nu i ea 'r 

iirs trum.enta ;iono 

We have conin.ed ourselves that 'i;hsse .-."ure "--hat 

are accurate to w,,ith.n about S peacent, and- :5 percent

allowance fo, uncertainty in the is I..clude-d in 

applyLn.' the results or reading from tie nuclear instuifenta

tion to the procedures to arve at .the 2 -' ,I'h is -et 

forth in the tech specs0 

0 You're telling 7,2e that once t-e I3ant starts, you 

Will make a i.easureent to detern.ine w hat, Jn fac-t, is the real 

peak power in the--. reactor. Is that correct? And that that 

Smeasurement has an error . ol or mxnus 5 percent.  

A That.s what I said, yeso.  

j .. -Thank you.  

Now what -is the l....l.i hood that that will be plus or 

li-nzi2s 2.70, which is no l a predicted peaking fat,-o upon which



he power- level .ot thi s pan-t is dependent? 

Unless the A.p.ican a. done something tha.  

nobody here '-tnabout 0 the' , .,1ve ne-ver made this plant 

critical, so there is no i'eaur,,nt at this point of what 

is the peak pawer in the core when it z ope-ating at 1.00 

percent of power is that correct? 

A 1 wo.i1d assvne so It has not opzrale , so I 

uwuld assume 4 re.ft ha~re not ye' e- "' 

0 A~.lrgt.., So h.... . .... of the peakingatr 

of 2.170 must b e a calcuUtj.on aas opposed to a.  

is that cocrrect? 

A The 2 .. 7 0 psahk-jng "atu Is al wle 

that was dexrived Zrom calculations required by Us5 todeosrcc 

that the plant wrould comply with the Comxu-ss:.cn regulat-i-on 

p.rincipally ,.e interim acceptance criteria for A .10CA 2o 70, 

or it can be translated to kilowatts but what is the maximu 

pottmer level that any kihd of any 'od in that core could be 

operated at and meet Interim acceptance criteria.  

I understand ...at..  

N oh my question is Hlow do tie 3kn that 270 is I 
.what it wLl operate at wn it is operating at 100 percent, 

of power? What is the confidence leve'.l of that pre-diction at 

at or below? 

A It is no longer a prediction. It is a measurement,I 

You will measure te peaking taors in the reactor a s t
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...... ~ ~~~~Z ::"""' e.Z,.thatit .  
pI:.rog.resSes u. enac's satuoe.i p.,.og.efi '.O "&;.... that.  

is being operated n C-o' l&Lnce" With th. O %L"tcc- !vwes set or th 

if t.c1ThiC-2 speifications whicf'hl Lt Cover this 

And if e n iLfl..I.t'h ) 9 .....  

A1 IT it . cortd not b 2 9. to woc 

'-. / 

a s set forth In t-hez tehia n~~r~' -C mas -e 

reactor to be cpIrt~c n such a ,.nnnerc that the peakb wouldh 

All right0  b 

2 ~ And what woadthat ciio c?)zeutonn 

p~i 

A% That is a praeil iv 

Q Wa iw ou bo the othe w13sa 

S Reduce the paking f acto... YaeT.er t.he rods. .If 

(he rods are in an °propar posiion,- that would cause t! 

U 

f9 peackrto fata to oeattaed n suhrm valmaej, ' at11 the ll 2La l,d e , 

e that e how it could set o 2. 1 think 

I ome -wIl csk aut , maneuoV .. I ..r 

31.t Ltq some -or the x 'ds to get into 

that posi.tsion. That would be an etreaeky uusual situaton 

Q n But isn 't it true that this plant start1ed with a 

peakding factor of 3.12? 

PR 

a .hat iS a design number. t enco-mpasses many 
23 

i rmayty considerations and allowances.  

* Q DidnIt it also then change to 3.0 just to. meet the 
25f
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fIs ARA 0
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A " car i dcha.re frMo- 3.0 to 2.7o 

A,.no tc in Lh th " at 3.i20 

A Yes.  

And when the p l-.Ic ant filed its testi.ony on 

meeting Interim Citeriao it h -dro d et. hn, to 3 0? 

And now to mvet fuel enification, -L drop into 2'0? 

A VThat Ws corlectt.  

2 .1 have some difficu l.ty in undrsinding 'hy it 

ould have been so lhmd -to reach 3. .. o 2.9. The z-pPiiCnt 

wa repared to do it, unti. you all discov.ered the (31nna 

problem.  

hs vIoRmetwtin g h apen ed inr that a co tha now .t 

cannot reach the pe.king factor; in othei word, reach a peak 

power level thatL would cci, e about if the P..akinf actor were 

9? Yiou say it',s a virtual irapoesibility. do-n" e.an 

because they are prohibitad . it under the tech sp-cs, 

that it's a virtual Lmpossibility, do you? 

A No o 

All right. o 

You. mean it'som mechanical impossibility, or 

a nuclear impossibility? Or 

A The way the reactors are operated is such that 

it would be an extremely difficulty for the peaking actor 

to reach that higher value in steady sate full power operatio
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The t u sien.-on Xenon trano:%ent. and -v;ha-have-you, 

are~nc:L~ in cculating the peaking factor 

These th-ings can cause a ihomenth:- increas in 

local peaking facterz above "he steady s.t. Value 
The ea;ly c-,_s were desiTgned with a greatO, 

margin in them because they did not have the operating 

experic and w re designed '!.. peaking factocs well. in,: 

excess of 3. .'fh ability to go frori., paking factors inL 

e-ces a-!- 3, to lowe a although requie nents wi-Te have 

issued have been responsible for reducing it, 7 'admit; are

derived cn the basis of iufomnation -n d  Z. -"'he 

way the reactors Operate, an.d have .rovi-ded the .basis to 

reduce peaking factors Uogtlho high values to the lower nu,be.['z 

that we are no cosidei.gQ And, in f.act, most cores are 

being produced now at. peaking factors -tvbstantially below 4 

the original 3.12 o.f Indlan Point.  

CHAI.I . " ,NSCX: i ny . inteIuApt- a :oentV 

I kno-, Mr. S tello you are e:ndeavoring to answer 

the question fully and ccu, pletely .- and Y wonder, before you 

give explanat'ions, if you would direct your attention primaril1 

to the question. I think the last question was: Are you 

saying it's a nuclear impossibility, o.I. some such; and then yol.  

could say Yes or No, apd explain any way you. want to.  

But I think that would deal with the question.  

MR. .A.IDIAN I. believe Mr. Stello had previously



; aswered; he never said aJ.- he said he would 

2 ad av Aicutimagnin it.  

CUA1~4N J~S~: hat shOW 1 Understand it-, 

A- MR. ARM4AN: This was a repeat quetion. _O 

li 

5i had zeallyv answered that... ... cn 

C IAIRIhV JENSCH: WZe11, hcO gave a different AMn of 

7 an answer that ,the cuestion was really seehing The ,u,-tin 

13 now is seeking; is it a nuclear impossibility, what do y 

9 say to that, Mr. Stello.  

WY.TNESS STELLO: I thouJhZ -pw-r-" I tried t-o 

address that point by saying I think it- 0ou.d be extremely 

2 nlikely for the eactor to be operated -

CHAIRMAN JEUSC 1: Assu.ing it's unlikely, is it 

' } Pos sib l e? 

CHAIRMi JNSCH. Thank you.  

Proceed, please.  

BY MR. ROISM .S , : 

0 Mr.* Stel0ol the "an6n variation& Would these in 

Indian Point 02 make it, if one occurred1 &uld it occur 

such that for a brief noment the peaking factor exceeded 2 70? 

23
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A ~Mr. Stelo~ I gues £7: a it:e gu- shynow 

You mean Dcf.lsible in a th-.oxr, tical sense? : w.muld ,a, to 

Cj. r' ju3t It& et t-~3~c els 3. c 

is possibls If yoR-re asking me for Mv judgjixent., the ans"..er 

is no.  

o In your j-udg..-Aenvt none of 'the vari-atons in 

x~enon ex-aetoewa are ' -:-),. s sp:res, Powrer 

0Or is tha't something else? 

AOnt lowang rod motion.  

All" right2, thet none o'C those for any p;rifod of time 

I. I the peaking 3 V0.Ctor o g e 7? 

a Thow uhe .knot Cause t e -i)eOCaking :&ctr ogo over 

2., yes, Sir.  

S Nto t..kirng those out o':,- the pl.fc-turea for a -moMe, C 

and looking at steady stat , Operation without'- the xenon 

transxent:C, 'what,- wuld the actuv"al facor be .  

to be at Indian Point 1o. 2? 

A In our testimony0 our pplezsnta' tee i.ony g as 

Part of the ECCS rulemaking hezxring . We have attempaed to 

predlc the probabilities versus peaking f. aCor 

( that Cha"pte 2? 

A it is Chapter 2.  

AI ighto 

Would you like a copy? Would that help? 

IN,-R XUASY42N 3K "'Jould like you to have it before you
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cy mo ar goi t be onatind s.  

anw2 Is in that document, and is a 4 ancd it shows that the 2. 70 ..8 a. in7 .ghly ' evc.  

BY MR ROUIS ,LZ : 

Qfiet ate.give you a copy0 Dv c iu ... g" In.ctCo 

vou some CqYst-iofS about th-ait.  

iDacument handed to the panel 0 ) 

MR. BRIGGS: It would be T. ...pf.ul I thik, i 

LoArd could see the, curve a.so, Cou.d you refer us to it 

M R RO 1S MAI! I have it here.  

Wat I Im vin*L- the Boarid is ,.Letdpages 

Off what is known in, the 'i' '' ..... a .... a . I.t 11.3. T1 

the Staf.f s testi n ry, the .n.rger-cy core coolicj sv st 

hearingsu.lement dated -- . think ; k" dadted October 2 

1972, 

(Hermding documents t the coa:cd 

WITN~ESS ROSS: Roisian , if t-- paflQl is SUy 

to respond as a panel, the're is something on the last 4ue 

that ought to be concluded.  

£42. ROIMYffl ChN" . good. P Ie ase speak ub vh 

khat is true0 .  

WITNBSS ROSS: 5ou asked' what was th actual.  

pea4king factor for indian Point -2. The specific value 

varies greatly %wIit-h , h l. tine and you: could ..

702 
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sk 
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2 
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i and the Stf has Seel calculattioi3 Sig' where t,-he 

2 iPea'kjin.;5 fOcil wa tr Or-et o hc: -:raph and hours 

3 or years or Fuel cycles at ,.U..e.rent"..i.ms.., l .. i.n.. diTH.e...t 

Z s. ways wzs the abscissa on a cjrapn, a2nd :tc; "'pecukinq a, r p ± luctuated wit t%""- ...  

1, The tehxc... S.,.eS tz'ct the :aimu 

7 t.0 bb the m.,tinlu-a peaking factor to i e ,oa" at this ,,rv CO 

!'f ' rm ratterf now. fleetinAg itan- "ay be In tine9,:! r4it:i rita 

cIpoint that the ECOB analyses stt, but we lust cannot give 

10 you ase.>cnuzmber b'ecause the eainfatrcnqsfron 

week to 'week.  

2 gY WNh. IOXSbiA 'a" 

Q you mean it ohang25-s rc; 'z!h I"~v'' 

,A (b. Rossi e.  

I.But my question is, is there ever going to b e 

1 V'ek or a rtaent in time in your j udg.ment wh . it-s going to 

be above 2°70? 

A If at 100 pezsr (re. -ower it did tha-t would 

constitute a ioation "oheec sp: cs,, a we believb we 

,,0, have incorporated enough .sa eguLrci.' 0 tht it 

Wqow If your questian is iiI the probJai-stic. sense 

we don t have a number for that° 

22 Q You do not have.  

You. vz'dest?_0 wn hy ".! at asking the questionl ± 

11 the possibility of design basis accident occurs at the ti.ime 
5 F
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of the peak, in the peaking ...c x ancd thk io over, 2 .7, if 

I, understaend your tee tfr'tr-y, 7wei are goinhg to M4e get peak.  

"I clad temperatures over 2300 degrees Fahrenheit.0 
p! 

4 4 ~Ttfl 'S incorrect.  

S T~ SOrry.. t Otou.tki thatt you said the peaking 

f~ factc~c we~as set as the rax1Lmu1Vn you,- cWlud have rWd still Mseet 

interm criteria.  

3 A I'm hesitating a little with US answer b--ause 

i I'm not sure whether the answer is assee ted to be proprietary 

by Westinghouse. Could-T have a moent. with it 

Q *And1 they have SIl their gang here.  

CI JNC Wr passe, is this 

a convenient place to interrupt a few 

minutes, and then we wil. come back and resume before we go 

16 to lunch, apprcdmatelv at 1: 00 or a little bit ther a ,? 

MR. ROSMAN: Yes., 1 guess this is all right 

SCHAIRMAN&i JENSC' At this time let us recess to 

reconvene in this room at ?L22,5.  

20 (Rlecess. ) 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25



15. PM IEI C~A K~i J1M3StC tYHe mcr to. or& ai 

zey to pvI believe .. isCi 

51 

"hr .. ... R M 'v ., 

Do ! rezwier t a qesti 

.c - ,,j. eCl r c " "1e< at. " 2C *Stx "" -cion: ' Unit, lka 2 .......  

Copy as a. 3, AX:,,. *., tion ,zJ., 

a. hnout halfwat do-z, - the pa J's -n- sente"nc"e" 

tat vSLY wods -to the aXEG't that- -17 35 .lc....attsp 
is h C . .mlt- htaz.s2a r M 15 is the naa izrt.ua linear;t; heat .'~- .. 'w ,ate.as ia as CC 

6 ais conc rad 4  Ani just belyv -i that is the erivat of a 

slightly lowr tubar 16.3.2 kilo-watts psr tZoot, thchuse~s 

the 2. 7, so thxz-els a .... i;. t ma..gin for t,:.  

19 

20 " f you ",tra mslat--' e <.o.th thing-s into a rieal:-ng factor 

2 f you caWm stand a ittle bit more in temes of peaking factor .  
a o I don't have a calculator in front of me and. if 

23 X did I cou n.t use it, but aouhLy t ould the peaking 

I factor be t.b.at would .reach the .7 35 figure? 

r A X have not run the ..... er oat, but I understand
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Iir 

"b At " "ion -~cc ......t...... . C i thjat - :rs B would be 
a 

2 il mors l~ 'm r°9 .n jf y-. mm.! . ,e--, jt,4 ]: y' c n ..... it back:0 

p 2 0  1 at saw; . 3. .2lz -'co 

therl wit 'Ui 3 i tto, 

1i ;a 210 1 underziit &2wcl thti a~s LcZfC tacIto 

Iorthi f the Adppicant.ot. had uc L,22n Calcuia't.nor at "0o.  

a in ixcess o 230 them T r don't he ..O.... h1 hee a&.

tenwited the anaplysis. I -actr f nf 

20 

it t it acdiet -.. cxcaad ing the kmit but ac"rdi n 

23 trying to findou io if you Plug that figure .in e 3.0 

2 fiq-re 3hch appeaed a %hea peaking thpt . o, thiS 

25 f u et dansificatioan thn tha pois o e rouce it 

~ int a ?&~ fo theioL~wirtc rcm.o.,
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eb ~IIthte Lcuational model a .. ta -- lr&l t, 3ertuxc2 a.f cCCm 

2 ji & 2300 e- e.not th2,,r-a" ty..t..  

A ppllcant Svitmittixw- SuCh a oalculatiozt 

A As 37t sairabfoel ~s all otWMA -ag~ re' 

0 Q rnaing to the Staff. pj Su'ppietn" tal T",ta...  

7 ,tzhe emewrcj ? C"'.Cole sysjte-o' irn " ~*rjA ' 

8 you directed rw- attention a.fre d -. oi t p..ag 2-9 

now as 1 nesad 2-9S invue adi2ssonwich attmxpts 

to inlegr'te the rxkesults,-l of two clhasts, iglu'- 2-2 anid Fig-Cst 

2-1i th'at' chp Eo tlle Saf 

2--iste w t'hat hOor pur rtelySO& 

the' Conservatism eo the ' o_ thaI pzsl' z f Oof 2.7. I a 

: tihat correc'? i IS n ±s that wha tat is t von- .  

I referring ig t.o v3220n you said tha' its cons. .v...... .... .  

1 laapter 2? 

I j 17A (NItr., Stellou) I wa's at that time rfriqt 

teprokbabilityo e2XCeO4Ing SO!"is psakinga VttO' &.  

0 2. 7 lth -i 

21 

2 peeaing factor would not exceed 2.,7.  

A And I r eferred y,-l to this fi'gure as an indicatnion 

oa the prob,:Mility of Some Pr.,ki.ng factoV r, and as 
iiD
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18 

t?9 

.) 

26 

24 

Cf5
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it's only a approniatQ :itu:e tP begin WhA bt it WQ d 

iWicae that the prcbability, th~e oeaiep7IJi?.y'f 

azurrancx, is Vepcy neau zero.  
0{ 

But do 1 undrstand Nrom wh33at is cn poage 2-9 tht 
,.1 I 

the ctha.:?t that is at Wicgtue 2.2 demonstatsthat Weais, 

:toot :ng at the figure that is diovusted now in th2'e test-.  

moy n eakizngfcto of~L~A 1.7, I~t th-t~t'~ is a2 

og 70 £f -- 7" 02 tza tise 

reactor was operating that the :@a-ki, ,X f-acto of 1.7 t'vc~l.  

be exc ded.  

Za that a corrctc staceic~ac a-venr thnmgl&' 

was the must lkel -u ira t I us' wat to make' sure 

understand what "page 2-9 is trying to say.  

A I am~ nou~ gingi tW ZN5d the csnve on Fi'gure 2"-2.  

rOZ our Suppemental Tetloy.P 

CnALfmIPUAP &',t a yo"i answar the qicmsiofl? 

Just tell us what the 2-9-- Does it siowtt The lat qcustioy. , 

I think was 1,7 would be eceeeded 70 percent of the time.  

Does it show that, yes or no? 

WI5TIN-3SS S TELLO; Yes Cumve D shows apmxrinme w:i 

that about 70 percent of the tie you would be at or above 

1.7.  

BYM.ROIS .... ;



antd to -'.qt 

A \4.r S.lo ,o 

NCow 2-O'king ' al:iu:3 ,a 

ta.r04 moveiz5 fErwx !4;!m 1.2~~~c 7 to a tita ~ae~Zl 

2o t CyM, 5t 1, 3 "IOzflth .. h. .ie Vting 

pz'obbilit:j" ooA.e m fo4 .he .a ,...ga : the 

fete o r 3o 0-7e e l 

i oru meanat cadise "-- P'.--z- .  

the Qr:2ctor to t .."e . razt-rv cn '"7 

would it be c .o.re co say tat t ol b tMa be u - ', s - i 

would he less probabe.. tt SD c . toeo t3.0 

2.7 be exceedhd? 

A Ira tntheory, t ,a s the Ye.ta thAxmizhn provided in 

Figure 201 1 dn tble n Could -,a,:that Conc-Puzian 

iceOne cowtt -not road L ttpoaihiry the xmslatiive 

probability of ocurnefor eit-her a mEOCicinq tQc, of 

QYou iaiean iecazise the chart1 her:e F tops at 2.S? 

A Thcause they are bothm so lseto* zero, thrat I 

don It believe the distinciJoi could be nkaide tr-:o:n thi~s chart.  

PoBut in theaory 3.0 vwcnal be closer to viero than 

2.?, ai though you va uld not . be abfle to sa,,y hati close'? 

Ie thuchtM t'hat nas the woasz that: in f-act T answermd 

the question. In ltleoryg yes.
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17 
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2 

25 

0 

0 "P 

17 

In 

20 

*2.$ 

25

beasQ Yned-,. afe~ ten whsmt t n nha3.ad-. t 

to ake~cte 'hE~Y~ze tr~2it. an no 7i0 

A N0Rs)Ihcis.a±-tl DiV . .!.  

be useful for toe ze .orad ;A hasr 

invalid if You tri to ithe tpraterssibs 

o~eatru range w hioh~ 1 it a~w,; '2CW&2 cap, 

-- nm aoe27 It no lne be thea sanme 

as tribution 'uaction4 

so Otatsis..ally also for othe" reasons 

iLt -would3t li-rcovr-cct to ai.lZ.4"L'..-4 

a forbidfken Zone 2Trom a ~cnnil oe 

0 £0m not oure X understand %.v th., should be Co.  

12 mean.r ass amng -'us -have ros-r~co2c, acc&Adwnt thaere 

is not a safety pzoblem associated with operatLaq Indina.  

Point No. 2 at 3.0; assuming we dont have any of the &siqn 

,asis acmidents0 there :I, no safety problemasso~iated with 

operat.ng with a 'p-aallkc ctdr O-f 3.0k is tthe-re? 

understand it is an impsxissible zone under 

the LOCCS criteria.



P~ 1; 
0-, -8ir. :isYgC Nck-r 5

, 

waaaA teses 

1, -60 Tontro pa no atOr. e: 'C~C a an- vt ebt h-ot this mntaf 

103.n a ~ss thre Im he fact Jthattwe ate thi to.  

p a'z ral sa:as'Ec ~ 0by it-ty ofptbetcaile 

~ or. controlur psi :ha tptos i hetut ha ti ayei 

o -,t pacyi a ctrrr'aVet z l-ltVL gtSm 

theacabl Yo70.1 rto. hs;hl aeygi that ill rtaiv 

4 Werstighose2 unn acu.tinsa t owth Rhf w 

O:,?h: fgue o.ut th hrr 0e ron acntditio 

21 Io ekn atrfrapln ota d l tou
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' 3 

Ii 

ii 

7 

18p 

2.  

2 i

i-rlrci auts kuni~~:a~t of thrs iWn -xt is a :cito aOzzt; 

]Nkyj:?" all Tcm clic;2cf.rundlinti Is 

11t is, 10s .. 0 ifi 

0 for thle pcak-i-m " tt c....r. the .pl.t vzdS'gned "Y; fla, 

a way tna-t 3.) 0caetesAia coan te -po~ver lwf 

W3I2S OIL r &utce --In crect z "mo aOt . iCteX2'2i 

V~?C5v2 , 2.i Y2A !C atn .~t~<gj7yp~'~ ~lflfr 

at a ere'-a 

A} 

'4t a 

on the. l2tL1tVO 

9 Cait~ 1., t dox, 

Au t t &Ttat thV&ig 

t/iere ae tighter rl~tietions cwr the azi&L &strib.tions 

- ~''3
A v'r16 be takt"& 'Witlh greattezr £zrpency frco± tin-a 

to ti-. as requred by -te techps .e'.h-: te 'plant... coild nt 

be opera-16 in ertain yaodetk . t 2. that it vren3ldz R:D at 3.01 

uow you Said there a' two ois O"s- "RZXe 

thise-w, than the otva.., 12.7 at lower 'power9 1- b1fiewe was 

ha f your qistion , or 3.0 at ful powrer a or. the, Converse.  

A MY anlsyll'Or is that the mzartnt the operator starts 

.*..ml-Eg -rmdon is "t.o.h tmAn.en rm:.12-.' can. .o longer be 

tt
3

.-I t~.ii a4C MItK4A. t.~VL t~ ? ~ bwt4.n ~ " -
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18 

19.  

'IO 

| ' -i 

;;I 
25

-A 7 2. 3 

(lathere; as r'iari;- of:- t-s tte 0 qc~VlL history., 

Ro gve Vyo. a2 Det"D-aV .zmW-'iflCQyottC2 

caliy an rigmre 9&-1 th, 3. re~. -omtz e Umt' a' k '7 

of a Rc-nc), if yora ";ou 61s3Vi't .-- qf)ttzigr t, m-' 20 :&I 

A ~ E ta:C,3 :~t ISr9 ~ on tTe paaz t 

restritions ti-a r m. 2:61~:t toxnvyza,a 

.lowe-,r thana 2. 1 woul.d f2.-7 7e X.-s the r-~ 0- 3, -flctei 

Of o-peraticmln zrok h t tsKm ("I 279e0 he -t.rs'.to ±:'ard c 

Curv'e I~Vfd look difet

Y ou c~,in chtwri hr.i no data - 5or 

plan~tst oprattirtg a,,: pekiCq of . r 3.0?
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U.yn 

33 don "t Whct to 1V. -1~tr -c-' qaevi t :, in the 

-. c-. --Ea --. CA 

32 .?.in Ccnnec'ti= t Ya.n.k.e-., tnrc cyc,,"'e ,.-s s an 0,,.,:.. ;, .. ] 

3,oict Bee~ro i2 " 

3 II 

17 c page 2.5 aind t-sa: prea .ts o" the 

Ii 

IWheO aecz tatl t th einu 2atrs xe 

I 9 v a l u e s i,n 2 o ' " " ; , ' 

fo:. er.. - .- fig_"e2 " ' -fro-m op---:atiag e P0,-Lence in? 

22 rec r that those Zaact-ors apparently b--use h 

2/ o Pi e: .... atr z 2 5 ? to ... 3 i the fiv o= a '',r 

kgi icop at 2i 5o, did not :2; paeatirg fa..... a).Jove 2.5 

onastat wreong to it Says ol pagZ :e 2 ,. aI 

have pegki.rg e acors 2.5 cc anging ftrom2.7 .to 3.3.  

in onac~i'2t skcee to ycesinS • Gna re
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I! iS0  i beieSve :t nC Y see th' .9ifi.'!K.t"o 

Ue --. h' -Ut 

The nuT'ers and, yo" x ssed a vexr imlpo"rtant 

I od t1i design basis pa ? X-E2'in f .a.... Tt is a 

I wbrii theory,, in pricipe he; actual ex1rerace for 

the raactor....s you areaee what_. is r. "esented in figure 

2-1.  

S 2-1 save, her. is, the iseactor !i 
.The theory fo:r the de-si.n of the plant tA5 

ii 
b o-5 of d' in- C-desi, e 

h capabiiny ' deiee n. ThiCLg that ce ' ° v "vd .. = " , I 

2 the force of a milion ..m....s, but only u.s t for S.  

13 That is thl distinotion, 

14 U All right0 

i So what you ars saying is that rne of. those five 

46 i planto ever had a peaking factor above, oewhere bctwan 

17 2.3 and 2.5? 

13 Is that what you are saying, Mr. Ross? 

Ai A, I d ctt beievme 14'. Ross said that. - will t 

20 Mr., Ross speak for himself in a moment, 

21 1 think this figure, as I said when you g-t 

22 above a peaking factor of about 2.4, it is so close to zero 

23 you cannot tell from thlis informatio.  

24 To answer the question, ,one would have go back 

25 to the actual raeaort that is the reference WCAP7912-L, and 

j
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look in that pa . cu ar r-_-'t and ee wh7nt the axiux value 

of neaking ever achieved as £ do not x=cell. " would have 

to go back zind do a liteyature sux vev and look at these 

repor-ts to detcz-ine whethe" or not one ever exceeded the 

nu.ber w-hich I can cead on here of near 204., 

Well .. s be clar on thi.s: Mi. S....... Your 

problem with telli.ng ime w1hat the fi jure was is that this 

is a gross chzrt. I mean this hart has got a line that is 

thick enough to cover a whole percent by its elf Amd ijt has 

got two more lines verging on it at sorite Thore rz the 

figuxge zero,.  

ou do mnO,, man to tell xfr'e that if you had the 

real numbers you uould not kno how :ar o:Ff zero it wias? 

A. 7. og~ X jute .,Plaiined t.hat I wou'ld have to 

-go back to the rawi data to dtertino wAhethez ox not there 

waz a nurae-, a peaking facto rf.igge, than 2 :.4 which is the 

largest one,,I ould even hazard a juess; basedn figure 2AL.  

Not having doene this recently, I will not rely on 

my memory and wyould need. to take the tine to do a literature 

surey to be certain.  

All I want to be clear on is yJour judgment about 

how close it is to zero, is a judgme t t about how, closely 

the chart is drawn,, 

The chart doss not give us a verv good definition 

in the area between 20 percent and zero. There is an inch

I 

A
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.- ose two n......... 3 .. t ;yV h g 

ci OU are no telling .e -- your ,,taternt that it 

So Close to Zero "a tell what mear. s I Ca .  

t ell? wha t it is locking Fl th--,, v 4,c"tz 

(2T is not a jiUdgmnent bout the '' 

yI . .. "jvqjd,- n;-.nt about t h e r eI- u. be 

is tha1t Correct.? 

9 P~~e 2. , I - sxpial.inxad it twice, I 

S woUld nedto go bae±k to- tLhe xij date.' to g et th-e spadS{2±2X.  U{ 
S num~berso 

2 U I hae got toctc5' an to thtecr S omet. a 

. SOundS lie. a it .t on yew; p dt that .itq is imposs ibis t o 

....ieI what t .e nupiber is, bz.u-e it is so close to zero, and 

that thhai is net related to th, rea)l muer It ise 

to the chart.. Tou havs answered qtpstion and we need 

-37 not pursue that0 7 Il 
txcuse me I hays got to say t;-hat imy judgment 

to9 was based on whether it wzs close to se.o not what it 1wae 

W. on beyond the peaking factor o' 2.5 nd -vsed that phacs' 

when : was on to 2.7 and 3 .0 anvd said the chart did not e-en 

22 go that far0 

23 . w understand.  1.  

24 A. .. never ma.de that. satnwent with regard to the 

24 peaking factor of 2.4v 
P1
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7T4'r "Ross. has -2~~t2 wtat L, lke to ad@.  

to t-he pwevio;,s di ,c u. ion 

A, (mf. Ross.) You had asked about one of Ay 

!.previous answeOs and X1 sl,-,e i said- thaIt is my recollec.io 

_zs an answ,-er to the cjuestexio didC the UXi t 

vicinity Of 2,.  

:in any evernt, that e -. zy "-.. "ecj:ti:o1-et n tz"at the 

points did not go beyond th n-u.e...so.....c-..  

Togeth:er, ,th r. Stello .- a. ,,,; it has bceen 

a attEr p:oxtns, sixc t~e innse '~ and I would hav-a 

to chec-k tVice raw data t'lhe s'ar"e as!& he to be G''' 

There is , hcwaver 0 in the qusstionl and 

answer, somthin., qot twisted as to the zelationship of this 

curve to the manner in wttch the StF decides that 270 

can be achtvaiert In fct 7 thev are not related at all.  

Asid it that ..s the thrust of your questioning. .  

maybe we had bettenr go back ove:r i t again. 

No, we Can go on from here.  

Iookin.g at page 2-9 of the ECC:5 Slnpp!emental 

Testi.uony, the following eentencea- r,-. .' 

tThewo effects andthe obvious n.aed to 

understand their- ineiraction serve0 to undersc ore 

the STaff opinion tha.,t statistical best estimate 

calculations should be performed for the LOC." 

Would you .... " what you were rito when ...... ai... .... a 

. .. . .. :;.:- ,p .__,.______.___"__________'___"_._____.Ow__e.
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IvoSn Is:zse elth:e sr e G c-ts ' and what do Yciniaan -y a 

n taical. best aeti-ate '1%' ilaticnV
9 

it te. t lo y thi-n1 to take 'that one part icuular 

sentence out of o antxt 17 e total .  

~t~~i~t4tdJ~V~3C14tJfl5z- a. sJ' c quos-tion ifc 

yo vi u I We a reC n t ta'kingv about ou-fco~tt Julst 

definrle the te.m il. you will. p..m.ase, and I think lewe will move 

along If you will jus&t emf-n'lwr the"- ..e qustion.s.  

ic~hjXA~iPI2 o~axnesit s dtf~cu Mr.~ Chairmaa, 

to pick out a sentence wiho the witness fully unerstandng 

what led ur- to it and W"at i.-I lo, it 
CHAI. --SNS C,., He Can lxtiliza any data he 

needs to give an aX°.E:, but do deal wit'the gizstin 

The question is, what does it vian? 

BY MR. R0Y'EMiPZ 

I Mr, Sta .re you one o-- I the sponsors ox this 

ECCS Supplerant.el Testivrs;ny2 

it ( Mr., Stal. ) "' aa I 

x: have tried o knswer the suestion the best I 

know hvow, 

The one particular sentence is a particular part 

of this testimony that ;ias.. discus d at the ECCS Ruleaking 

Hearing for a rather sustantial Period of ti"e 0 and as 

recall, covered many pages of oral testimony.  

CIA.CrUIAN JE NS ai Does that help you define the
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WITNESS 231!TLo: 1-op I amT Scry; sOirr 3C a'm tn 

to make it clea that thi , needs to be placed in the 

context in ii!hioh this "" tt"om w.. c,"s":.ng its-2.f 

Th Sat aa trying, to adcfre"" a point and thi 

pollnt was quantifying the am--evt..m inhV- xlrAk4'C Ale 

Xntecxm Acceptance Crzteria4 

Ira Order to~ acoiilsh this statisticatl mwethcc1ds 

need be applied to -elate the conserva'bis- ii rent in the 

models in. quatItative, tert:3 

"'of th, Ezrrr; ThfI ' wa&kixi' U~ a-"~c lrssd t(-he 

point t-hat the Staf: w s pn"..oc,-aen 

inforan-ition on the ' VIE jirer -us.i , at 

thv' which. ;;erez 'tuit-abl0vy~Se~l4AlV 

This sentence is e ,yinc that effects such . a s 

peaking factors and ther elements of the evaluation Po de1s 

should be studied in this tatistical manner to provide a 

quantitative base to describe conse.vat>sn.  

MR TROSTZM, i r. Chai:man, at thxis point I would 

ju;zit like the -ecord to be clear that by not objecting to 

cross-examination of the vvitnesses on the basi of language 

that appears in these doci'tents, specdfiallv this dooument 

at this myent, I am not in any way conceding that these 

doCumm ts are admissible in evidence in th4s proceeding in 

view of what has trasnired 1n t-be past on that point I
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'inS I thotuctt -I shcl COwsr 17a,~ hx ~ 3r 

CHAIRMAN JSI'SCX rced 

Ii BY WIRJ YOISbi4Ixl: 

Whv,. "do you ::: have in lieu± of the sttisti.al 

G I t timo k7 it chai he, not yeth been done and til 

7 should be parftcrcrm.d? 

S 4(r'.r. Ste3.lc,0 The secoid cqutesta -or was, have theIy 

been pe r fo m

No, they Ivve not.  

What we have in lieu ok' tihI- is what i.t.ie. to 

ja deercribe aza C2 .vevy dtycutqstio o address ba- .ui~e I 

IS I believe it dos contain, the. essen -.e- ,CC.S hearing.  

P This was a central point, It 

U days oit the hearing and 'vo"k.ra, 'm.z, q di-f.ere.t aspechs ad,, 

16 feature-,s of t;:he evalu.al--ion m o dr,, , I 

7 The "" ' "r-t" data, statistical analyses of 

spei pats of the &ti4a were availa-le, were all examined 

p . 4 

and discus sac, as part of that hemring.  

2IiThe oilly answer I' know to that qws isi vh 

we have to offer, is thetsioy on the ECCS rule, 

22 Docket nvmber RM5O-1, i the only way I know of a complete 

answer. Short., of that it coutld not even begin to touch A 

'I ~But. in essence what you are saying is that it is 
25
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the '.udgant of th people wYho are doing - h.e- evsaluation, t a..  

is their jdi ent &D o. .. tit best t a 

calcuatjion, although that j .. tis " .... m 8It " by .cme 

staistics, Sole c lcutati..S 

flu that a arsm nw 

I tried t f;; zo it"' .. ht jtzkgnt was 

part of it.  

Wtl." have j -u%, v bes.A, rcxor tMiest hallf hour or so, 

beck discussing a p ar t of itW± 0fl can and was iah2& 

the e.ffect c"-- peaking fF.-ctors, Ome hnavse= oar 

to dmox.istrate in a -Lt.C.Z~, ~fc-- Q Z tht

There-ar ot paraters used in the evaluation 

models wich have baen disc'ssed in the sme manner. that 

....ro.xa sctisttca.l or data base -th0, colleCtion of nll 

of these hings including judgmet is what we hve today, 

hil right.  

Now .-
, 

v. 1r. Rss .) X did watto LbrcIng out onea -idcitlacnv.  

f-aci~or as e hat the Sta:if' hats, 

" I 
re efi has eieta to ,1 whosetite is Inotan wellt 

defined0 .: z: has bseen,.. ,. +-- -o I believe an Indian point'
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2, and I kzi.ovY in the i hearing, he !.LG7_'_ Reart 

by e (:% in go cu th at be ing the O.'zti on wx!Cl .&WZt aci 

available to .--h staff9 

It alo--O is asserted to be Proprietary 

Inside that documen-t there is an analysis of 

ECC- 0erformance using xcs .of the guidelines of the 

Snte"Im oiicy St-atc - n It did tnot cuit, use them a.l 

because it predated the lnte-:rim 2olia.' Statezent by a fe, 

weeks., ?ut also in there are S,.. or eight I Forget 

exactly --a many - alcaiotns on te coasevatSri's of 

indvidalassu-nptionzie schI~I azn .30 *'c~ ~ PuMP 

model and :ome others tbhat X cuI no ±o:qer uanurace, 

That is t'he irfbraon available to the St.aff 

wihich X think is m.re cocrete than 'the prase "jt'4Threr.St' 

it does not represent a statistical hest si a Lt d 

represeZt a calcultio. on the sort desr .e-d in Chapter 2 

of the Staff Sppie ts. ,--t-.oy 

So we were not ts allv<O without. cacul tions-by 

wtestinhoruLe ot' this sorj 

No-.7 in assessing the conservatism in the loss of 

coql.ant accident analysis for .ndian Point Nuxvber 2, is part 

of that conservatism the conservatism of the selection and 

calculation of the peaking factor? 

X The mswer is no in the sense that we understand 

yovr use cof conservatism.
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It _s required that the calculation be performed 

at a peaking _Fcctox which with suitable u mer(.t.aiaty ai a..owancJ 

as we have discussed before, will not be exceded in the 

lifetime of the plant at full poeor 

!ow, the figure 2-1 we have been referring to

is the type of information that would allow one to calculate 

,the percentage of timet in the 40--year history of the plant 

that you would be at or near to 7.  

Now that percentage indeed may be ve ry small n 

40 years from now. vie. i.-ht even find out that it was zero., 

Howve r the Staff assumes and requir a the assmiption that 

you start the analysis assumng that you are these o 

No;, I do' see then that you could call it 

conservatv-e, if you require the calculation at 2 'and in 

fact you permit the plant to operate there a small part of* 

the tin,a 

As far as we are concerned, if the plant wants to 

run there at all, then it has to analyze the consequences 

there.. I 
Is that "hat you meant by conservative? 

Q. I am not sure that -- let me explain or question 

you further on it.  

If the plant had a peaking factor -- again 

assu.ming all other things were equal, if this plant could 

justify a peaking factor as you indicate in Supplemental
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.;istimony, Westinghomse suggests as a best estimate of 1 7 OmmI2 

2 as opposed to 2.7 and if the Staff w-ere willing to ecep

3 that as an appropriate figure and that the plant would not 

4 exceed that -- okay --- then theze vould be a greater 

5 flexibility in other Irethods of operation with regard to 

I this piatnto 

7 Somne of those things you referred to on page 36, 

is that not true? 

Sin other wor-da, -thApplicant would have greater 

0 flexibility in doing other things in the gleant 

17 

14 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

~22

23 

~24 

25
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A The answer is yes bit we wanced -to umakTr swro that 

we wee, both t-lking the same dialogue to lhe Sure.  

ERe hypotlhasis "c' mad ... dth .L -. 8 a h-othetical 

quos-tion-- that 1 7 represents a peaking factor tat wou.d i 

not b exceedda wqd that 2.7 represented a eaking. fator 

," .. t - for ECCS purposes you don t wa't to enmeceed.  

Mello hen, this woudM let the Ttpp icanit, twhran he 

got to 1.79 alhough he didn't think he wouhd too on.  

because -the Regulatory Staff had not ut tch specs in be

tween 1.7 and 2.7 because -ee wav no need.  

Yeo, he wotuld have fl--'ibilit to Operate in this 

hypothetical region.  

Q All right.  

Nca conversely, £f" the pe!ing factor are" 3.0 

as being the factor which the Staff felt was the minimum that 

you could set the peaking factor at and i be a good 

number, an acceptable nrbezr, then it wod be neessry for 

the App1Acant .to impose additional restrictions in &.e Xiay 

it operated the plant in o der to assure that it did not 

exceed that figure. Is that true? 

A Yeso that~s te mi but let me make sure-of a couple

of hings.

The hypothesis is that the Reg Staff believed a 

pea-ing factor of 3.•0 might be achieved durizig tZe life of the 

plant and that 2 . 7 , once again, represents an undasirab3.e0



A 

eb2 I value.  

2 VThat s corezact.  

3 A In that case the R g StatE "fvuld l equ rec ,e rostri,-, 

4 ~tias in tech spec %. whether the Applicant did or not.  

".gjh 1m sorty0 I2 meant the tech specs that the 

Rllegulatory Staff wou.td be imposing would have additional 

7 restrictions on tbnem.  

T~tzing those t%%-o ins'tanceas is it a correct state

ment t the 'aly aI likelyc 

10 to-be-achieved Oealitg factao .is 3.0 co'-pare'd to the probabflz.: 

. that'. the peak:Wgl% factor th at %i!A1c11ii be advie'<;ed is 

2°7 it is less likely t-at 3.0ill b,'bea-m-iaeaC- than that 
w 7ould !e exceade-d? 

A (Mr. Stello) Arze you asking-%2s to make e 

I assumption that 2.7 is less iikelv than 3.0? Is "tat an 

assumtionor is th-at a ustcp

17 j ., o1 so'ry itls a questIon but it s the 

.. thih is less 11414:y tO Cur that 3.0 will be 

20 the peak of the pezking factor or that 2.7 will be? 

21 MR. TROSTER.-o With or without tech -specs? 

2 MR. ROISMN: It "m not asking yoU.  
MR TROST3N: I t& iAke to know before theanswer 0 
2,.3o :.-. Well. if you represent these 

4 witnesses you can do that9 but you don And if the witnesses 

under-tad it, I' want them to answer it.  P-
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*~~~~m~~~ RC3: X'Cbet to th

M.. TROSTN. ,on the gro~n-s that it is "1aclear 

vfhathe heIS rele ring to a situation wk.th the technzical 

specification in Zorce or not.  

CHIMM7 Sn In thG Co..t, of the question.

in it does not seem to be a necessar e pedic.te for t1he 

question.o The objectilonl is overr'uled.  

You nkay answar.  

WITNESSv STEM, -0: The .,nww-"; " to. ?,he, uqxues tio n i s.  

yes, as I revali ite and le't me state it againi to Mwlwte su2e 

that it is rore likely that one could eWed a &aing : 

of 2.7 than 3.0, mc: the mznswer -- and tI-rA2,a it i s t 

question we. eWe on ea.1lier. X said in theon. in p'incipiba

statistically I tri ed to raks it cear t1at nritiier one of 

them may ever be excaeded, 2.7 nor 30. lar if there are 

tedh specs for the facility, the question I think becomas 

alymost acadermic beca.use the teolhnic-,!l r.scifica.ions set 

forth a ntmber t0hich cannot bg ecoedadi 

Q I und;'stand.  

But you see the later questioning has to do with 

hat wii yoiu set 4hose teeh specs at, and that depends upon 

'ich peaking factor you tlhiik is most :U.keiy to occur°

eb 3



Ib4 . if you thought that ,he emidn factor '"r wa' 

mos~t like -to ocimr was 3.3. yo wouil set the teoh ses,-ecs 

assting that "Ou Still. slievd the 2.? Was the ko 

S imitv you w-ould Sat the tech spes in ouch a way that the 

pee.-In. fa4t1r of 33 comId not oCcu:* Wu would Se it back 

so that it would o .ly be 2. 7.  
That raight involve D2ay.in a~oDrd with ,1 e factors 

that are sho.n here on page NO mr it mmight hava to deal 
< with the peal p'.-;wr Of the piat Cocizb" And QU V 

trying -to find out is 

-, In your jidugmen t, iich is vzore probable than not? 

-Is it more prmobable that 2.7 eresents the rea maximum,.  

or. 3.0 or 3.3, et ctera? 

1 .d uthen, once yOUre made-that u.fmaent; you 'hen 

set the tech specs based upon it; isnit that cozrect? I man 

thal. s htmw you go about datermning What te ih sPecs you 

ilvpose on the Applic mt? 

MR 4.Chairmmm, it ssems 0 me tie , 

going axound with t s Same question about tUee or four tltas 

20 o thought that Eft. Stollo had answevred it.  

MRj?. OISMAN- .I dot der.and the ans.wer, 

22 a CHAIRI.a-ESCU: For --rfiaiothis may be 

23 f summary question for the witness.  

DO 'the vitnesses have the qrstion in mind-, or do 

they veant -to have Lt reread?
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,,WE , SUME)D.' 1 .1 have' iii mind and 

2 a view it, there were 2eveal questions 7witlin tha f10 s

tioxI and 15m going to try to t he azt a tiu i 

One part of ycour question I beiieve deals ith 

3 oulid t-he Staff not se 'Or th e 

) '~cili't.3y at the move probabia v alue paaking c fatcor? If th 

7 wer clearp you kno/,- t he !o-I'mzam -V peaking 161o he m;.  

probable it is.  

CNAPIRM.N JENSCH. .1hat~s ore Probable? 

WIMOS STE.40- Tiiho owGrrsemee o: the peal-ing 

f 4 actor that is the smller nuer. Amad ii I zmy refe o -6he 

.12 Figure 2-1 in the testimony, ! believe that is cla:ified.  

13 Can the Board see the figure? 

4 CHI ARMAI, I SCH. Vil hve it There. nmank you.  

WT_ '.USS STWI"&LO.$ Z think it im obvions from the 

16 fI gue that tlm 1otumr the psadxgfet-L~te ~ oa~ 

17 it Is. that it wyii occur.  

1 ell -this is not the way the tcmhnieal speci ica

for-llity are set.. h tehcal s:eci-Ications i 9 aos foc t'-he. .... iit a ,' e ,. . .  
are set ad the bases are = tmimd for the sWtU a answer 

I X-AU1 give, that the facdli.ty Mrnst be able to safeLy operate 

2?.j at the peakinq Eactor put forth in t-he tchnicial specifica

3 tions' 

N3 Now the second part or the tIrd pazlt of your 

P-5 qrestion I balieve dealt witih again the probability aspects
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ebG of exceeded a number of 2-7 vbarsttn crfl1 2jiLtha:a 

of"d , . " "1. " b answered. it 0 , em& x tIn to Sumrae.  

in theoryo. stati: stically t-1-e larje(ta peqking, 

factor is, clearlIy t-.E1 mo-re dificult' it t- c., to bSo 

enceed tat value.  

C U AR M *JISCIK.- convrTel the,-, low~er thne 

7 1 peAkIncg factor t-he more tikely it coueld be exceeded; is that 

orrect? 

9jNITNESS SFr-OZ gum to Co=2nt..  

'10 ~1CHAS: Z1M JENSCHl Zn this a coxvemiont place to 

'12 LIR. R01,'It13 Ye -19 hs is 1firm.  
ra ata-" hat do you meati n b 1mr" 

.WITNSS SraLLw2 I was rafar-ing to 

6 etthat is being referred to at page 2.5 w-here it says 

IL 7 hs the figure was derive 0  Zit refers to source- of informam

18 tion 6r.= data used to derive the fiyew, and I call your 

'19 atteGntion to the firSt ful. paagraph of page 2.5 

2.0. CY?.IRJ2*N JESCFig Thank you.  

21 Could youl give us an indication of how long you 

22 think you might have for further antmination with no inien

23j tion to limit you? 

24.' Mp.b ROSt i It is going .ore slowly than I had 

anticipated so the error band on my tie estimte that I 

i"i:
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gave to Mr. Stello }3efor. is nrjv... Inputting this rcA-y data 

2I it appearz that the best xnamte would be infini.t 

3 (Laghter.) L 

4 1 atill woul2d anticipa-te th!at if ae are going to 

5 ajoruxn at 4:30 that by .:30 1 o'311t to be covpd!ted Wi'1h t.e 

(3 Staff° That does not include what I Imay have to ask the 

7 Staff in light of any subsequent testinzany that is Int)W"oc 

dluced.  

CHi_41AN LMD'CI We can go to 5 30 if it v'vould 

help finish up. My only oug.,t is uiil the ti in tlv 

noon hour, consider projections vithin a r:easonable degree 

of probabi.Lity as to whaih V-e will have for the nsuing days 

13d of hearing, a couple more days this weel,. a couple eor' days 

14 next we@e3K o- a third w ek, or whatevar it is? Will yoU 

5 thilk about it? 

16 I"mat t would be convenient for the !x cess? 

2: 30? 

IMR. ROISVIAN4 Two o~clock I. would rathe r and lets 

get o with it.  

CIRMA JERNSCH: A't this time le ts reaess to 

29t reconvene in this room at 2015.  

22re1pon, at 1-15 p.m., the heating in the 

23 above-entitied matter was xecessed to reconvee -at 

2s15 p.m. the same day.) 

25
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PM#! ~l AFTEr CON SOSSION 

~2: o 15 pamo 

'3 QIAVRARW.q JE-SCH: Please Conte to ordero 

4 whereupon, 

.5 VCTOR STSML3O, JR.  

~DFRINT00O F. rv0;O3S, JR~.  

KA Iq KOMIEL 

9 resred the s.tanld as witneses on of the Regult-tory 

Staff, and having been previousl y duly s w" . er further 

examined and testifled as follows: 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h w.A-itr' '" - l,.ess,..s have resu.ved "e O C,: l tee ? 

stand' Axe you ready to poceed, Citiens CoTMttee? 

z- MR°. - ROX SNP-M. Y ez , Mr.o Chxair.-mmm 

MR. A Mr.Chairm earlier in .t-he 

Sessioa this morning mri Briggs iicated that he had some 

Si problen o' somme quetic to ask witbh respect to page 50 of 

the Additional Testimonyo .BOL varsu6 ROLo 

I think M.r Ross .mc w.4 e to .d dre seVat now.  

WITWESS IROSS: On line 4.1 page Sat-h&e is the 

term BOL, should read EOL. And the expression on line 6 is 

O correct 

23 DR. GEYER: Line 4 should be EOL? 

#14WITNESS ROsS: For end of life, yes° 

25 CAIMkiyN JFSCIIH Thank you.
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1!i.yo YO t1oceed, Citizel. iz -  

• RS-:;& NT'O (ContinuedC i~ 

BYMR. 6 ROWi~ 

in evaluating each p.nt ana.1ys , of a 

loss of coolant accident is it necessary to dete rin 

eoparately for each plant the peaking factor, the gap 

conduan.ce and. the UO-2 condua.tvity? 

is the'degree of conservatism in the • 1cu 1a t i.

of each of "those items, peaking factor : ga co uctance a,, 

UO-2 conductivity dependent at least in part upon the 

tempeature historv of the cladding? 

A- I am, SoT'yp I do not understand the question° it 

in not clear to zo I Cannot see the depevdence of anything 

on peak clad temperature, which is what I believe you Saida: 

No, I said uipon temperature history of the 

cladding.  

AI a sorry° 

I don't . see Ez relationshipo Maybe y~Ou Can 

clari.y the qu.etiOno 

1 ii ateapting to dete mine how conservative the 

evaluation is, that is, vyhether you have been conservative 

in deterining 'what the peaking factor will be, or what the 

gap conductance wil be, or ,what the UO-2 conductivitywill I 

do you have to know what the temperature history of the
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cladding is and have a f..- an ,.haht that is thiko-. Thout the 

LOCA in order to evaluate how comnservative you have been 

in selecting peaking factolr, gap c tance and UO-2 

4 Conductivity? 

5Does that make 11 .Iea'r? 

6 Alo may T try to h"elp? 

7 3Yes, su ra 

1: bl is,-ve vou have a question that in oore way 

relates 'the teeratu. re history duriang a ppstulated clad 

te-mpearature traasBizt during a OCA to how. 'that sets the 

S iaitial conditions.  

2 J Right.  

'i 3 Thex-e is no relaati. sh..  

0. You amean that the initial conditions are :Set 

Is iresaective of how conservative or: nfn-conse-tative p -redic..  

IG tinEs are about temperature during the LOCA -- clad tempera

17 tvire during the LOcA? 

A. The clad tem.riature that .occurs during a LOCA is 

19 not usad in miy way to set t-he Initial conditions prior to 

20 the LOCA. The peaking Eactors, the gap conx Ic-ance, the Uo-2 
conductivity believe those o-were the three you.mentioned, 

01 You say in setting it it is not used, but in 

2113 evaluating what you have said is a suffigiently conservative 

24 figure, do you look Ito the time-temperature history .ofthe 

25 cladding during the LOCA?
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Ltme pu~t i.t a dif-*,rerlint Way.  

In othek words youh~ ~~ irhp-t nuVers 

that deal %with peaking 9actorz, gap conduotance and UO-2 

conductivityo They ae pre-,LWCA factors that You to 

kn And once ou know wat they aep you again can appIy 

your. loss o coolant analysi s model to find out 1.7hat will be 

peak clad temruperature cond.3.-tion of the clad and so forth s if 

such a LOCA should occur0 

Is that con:ect? 

N You nee. to ci fir.y those itms you listed before 

you, can do an aIysi I elat, ed to C'alculating peak clad 

temprmat-uxe transient durJ.i a LWC, A.  

Okayo 

Right.. Ahd Y guess my qatotci.n is; 

In aitemptinlr to verify that wihat you picked 

as ie ioput number was a good one, do yon takG a look at 

the aaII2Iysis othe. LOCAJ itself? Uetls see how ollervative y 

you are evaluating that to dateitine 'whether or not your 

input factors have been selected in. a conservative anner? 

AMd the only point, I guess, of clarification 

reauired is that we often do sensitivity stucies Where we 

e:amin e the sensitivity of a particular paramete" as 

previously distrssed earlier in the morning with respect 

to changes in the cladding temperature ,that Mould obtain
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during. -apostulated LCA 

kVid* peak clad pradiction, is thlat highlJy esiv 

to changes in peaking ~co' h~t oucta 

I it Is sensitie.Iwudhstaets -a 

adjeci tive "highly. ' 

Ve ry - :un sorry.  

During. the tiimre that. you~ de.oi~ng thve initia.l 

ann!"sis that led t6 the esaroh~z f the int~r teriic*Il 

for Emergency Coore Cool.ing Stems tas there any -~to any I 
oxtUent, was the problem of~ fuel densi f')cation factored into 

the analysis cmd is it reflected in those lnzt-erin! Critra 

Isthe pzese t Staff positiwn with rega rd to the 

ixiterfrm Criteria that gual dnsificatioh need not be a part 

o. 2 the evaluation of ECOS pe: ance in those Criteria? 

A. The Staff position on how the effects of 

dnification shouild be treated ar-e covrered in -Whe document 

which was intraduced earlier, the Movaimber 14, 1972 report.' 

The direct answe r to your question iz that th is 

report indicates the proctdiares that a~re to he used to 

acdount for the if ects of, densificatiori and theyj are 

separate from th~e procedures ueed, for thie evaluatilon inodal.  

Iealzo, i~n oar 9upplesmantal Testizaony as part 

of the ECCS hearing, di.Fcussed this subject and I cannot recal;
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tble ch ap t e r number at the present timee but thVer- was a 

chapter im ou Si ple2ental neatiu-on covering tha ubjec.  

And in that chapter e .Lated we did not believe that the 

procedures for analyzing the effe ,.sof deri ,n..cat.ol should 

be incorporated into the interim Acceptanoe C"r iteria..  

Now . in your axaninatioo of the Applicant12, 

nqvi analysis of the ecf-c, of -cn ifcat;son and the new 

changes and so forth to 'be made to account for that, is it a 

correct Stateenpt that with 'respect to least three itemis.  

the Applicant movA fr-m what had previusy1 been P more 

Conservative to what is now a less c ra' rati " e value, and 

7 •will list thosie.  

On&O the P aki- g ct c o "m 

3;..0 to 2.,7; 

thze change in the nuclear enthalpy rise 

hot channe., factoar 

And th;.ree the change in the re r.r axial 

Power disiribution for 7311B evaluat-iono 

c.d th do. that? Are they a movement.  

from more to less conserval-Avek
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A 1R s s-t:ie in orde, 

I t' v- vas. peaktin. c -72 ansMeCJ i.8 -NO, tht 

ve don0 t believe that it's t the , goi.z f£n 3.0 to 2°7.  

is .ec~esseriiy more or iesz conservativ; n e can come a 

to tI.at If yo !iSho 

On titma 2 and ltom 3 are related in teras 
of the axial pow:" shape, o r zeduc'Lion I don t have the 

numbe. :-ion '.o th hae the, '" gis " 
mmber --- 1.jr the tit3 related to our Co06ents 

on axial shapeo 

"omw" its a dific&L .ult to '-.Yes or NO 

oh that one.. I thIAL we ai. have to leave it tat 'it's a 0,.ore 

restricti.ve condition on. the opezator.  

I I 1.P sOrrv Which is more retitle? 

A The reduction ic3oL o 5 

T Rh coamIent o. aial shape thaC.t V're have on page 

36 o the Staff Testimony uses the words "is achieved 

primaril by tighter rstrictions on the axial diztr.bht'o' - ' 

.S what this amber is relate1 to,- an I thi thi3 ouou;d 

he more of a personal N,1e'7oiato 1. it le~s Conservativs to 

have to operate a plant 1';at ns. tighter and 

your viewpoint might be, different from sotxieone else so Ami 

that's why we were a little isure as to how to answer.  

The third parxt v,hich iad to do with the referenced 

artial poar distributions, in particular line -a about the.  

midle of the page of the Table 4.I - that's a case that
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,we Jutcnn-. an wer iz-out C"1ils' thq:c.' L-YSis fo: irhe 

I ~ol ~reason: 

The channel that 2ias& a 1.9 e~ak may anot t m--vrate 

as much toital poweer as a chaannel OP ci- 1.55 pauak. The zmasoln 

P, that 'the Dealt t,'e cuxva ham reahed near the middle o2 the.  

1reactor and drops Off sh&C4p? O-her' -side.  

N~OW, that typie og cci2rve ~ould4 delve~r les earg 

to hecoolant and coul1d result ins a higheri DLTI all oI~ 

Ithing's beinig cn 
Soo as far a- cngariag tho~se 1mwo r!s , you 

lol.have to look at thc- scifaz.c tb-i ",,,yrc-ijc a-malysi s 

to Sa3y7 theq moved to a moxre orc Is~ cz d' ireo 

0In Condlcting 7yg otr amals of .these~ variams 

fators did you consider and co-eret zie ifIam inc .r-orct 

-in describing the factors -- that is thome enree group-- olf 

nubers t-hat ve 11ave just talk~ed alit; did YOZ onsde-r whathef: 

the uncertainties in aci. ring am accvvto measureuin't of the 

milk"er Should be faictored into a tennto sto Ywhather 

or not a change in Lrhat AmI~er in the teahnital specification 

would be conservative or -vit coetie? 

kui I being clear? 

You talked Carlierx this raorninag z.bout measuring 

the peaking factor,, so I guess I'm~ really talking about the 

A. We 'ire -notL sur~e t-e qot the qusti~on. Arem we
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talking about the ncemxtaaty izi the DNr value? 

2 A No.  

I'm talking abo't a untestand it0 hih thNe D'I 

4 the refernce axial ower disti ru tion for DNB evaluation, 

9 and, the nuclear eethalpy rise hot chInnel fctor, are f'%brs 

GI which sho-w q. as a xeixud-.re-azixt of the way in which the planet 

7 mus t be operated; in order to verify twhether the piCnt is* bein.  

operated in that manner, yoli take easzurelents d!ing thae 

9 operation° It" s i,3ke the "E " actor i that r. ebpaC 

10 A"ti is: to the extent ahat tere a_e 

UT-nrtaint 1es associated pith Imeaszz.-s'g those, facto:.s di.  

yoau consider those unce tainties in late. iniag wheer it 

would be Uore or less Conservative to all-w those itwo a rKs 

M .4to be Mduced from 1.75 to 1.5 in one case, and fr c o1.79 

S to 0 55 in the othe.  

16 A pThe. Vnrt-ai.nties I t.hink TAe Considered'I'h<iz, 

17 changes? No we did not cou;sider or 'eore'view the change' ,as 

S' far as the DROR is concerned. When we looked at the modified 

19 way the plant would be r-r, as Opposed to the previous 0 the 

0 MDNB correlation is the s)e3L And whatever uncertainty it 

21 had, it still has.  

22 .,ow, the qantification of the uncertainties did 

23 not change except for one case, and I cannot find the 

24 referance but it is derivable fron 12e 2.7. ,.At salue timee 

and .i don t r&iember the exact date, the nuclear uncertainty
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factor was aonsnit of tiie staff f rom 1. 1 to 

1..050 based on a razport pe ented to, us by Platinr houL5:0, 

a topical report. T oIw -that io npt related to de-aifcation, 

so Thrm not sur that' Swhat you had in.. mind.  

Q All rjigt.  

Now 0 as I un-destand it ivel*4 La it th.  

there is 6ornG urxartainty associated with meauring the 

valaes that we* have just bee talhinc about in -m asuring pdot 

only pakiing factor, 11bt a ~o Ithe chopped cosine factor, iln4 

tIi other 1.75 to 10.65 fztctorp to me as u r th, ; durl ng thpe 

period of operation dosis i t 1Irnvolve scrqxace'-irty 

NOW, I guess m~y concern is' as 1:;-R f igLue that 

WO(I were usntat is etho aner ta I.u hvet vnges., 

you aropring tat, gts~ loer tat vumn hat h o 

uertainty in your m,_as3u221g tehiu~revo.ns constant,, 

then the ameacnt of- error iJ.' the act 'ual nwibex will. be: a lre 

pe rcentage of -the number a6 the num~er itself g e ts sw-.1er.  

isn~t tbhat truae? 

A I don't t1-hinkz we followed you tkhere.  

The errors are give2 in garcentp so, athe riurber 

got bigger, tile' absolute error would get WbiLgQer -JUSt becauce 

it is a trailing percenta.ge of the number.  

U You me an the way you are caculating the wncertaint.3 

asbsociat4,d with the c Iculat .A isi to say. it will be =06rtaiz
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Fby tvwo or, tixep or forpxcant. plus or rnias? 

A Yes 

Q Would you look at pa.e 3-c the West3-i5ouse 

I'mo sorry -the ConEd te man.1-yf which c . sist s 6:o.  

Wstinghouse documents, a.d on thait page the last paragraph 

begins aitA this statement0 "In addition, the nur.ear en'tha9y 

rise hot channel factor Fhs b H seen Z'duced from 

Io650" and then the rest of it is not pertinent to qhis guestion 

I'm going to ask you; it goes o he: ":nal F 

weas consexvative, and has 1-pon re duced ka linve vwith ct,"xrent .I 

technlMogyo Y 

Conld you enpain to me what you understamd that 

meanse that the original was conservative? 

A My understanding is the relatiornship of a compute i :L 

Study to typical -fuel cycle calculations on the one handj 

and cmerent technology being operating experience which would 

be the other hand.  

That didn't get it? 

In what contempt 'do you understand them to be using 

the word "conservative"'? For.get. about the last hall'"of that 

sentence for a moment.  

A The word "capase ,vative" there my understanding 

of the use of the word 'ccn*eQvati~ve is not with respect to 

'-a temperature or safety. My uderstandi.ng of the use of
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Conservative"- in .9a"e~ sin an an.-L ........... ex 

aengineer might be La order to be uvtive 112d -makc 

3 the. pipe a little bigger, 'so that the prmp would not ca-ia. e 

or make -the bean a little s t Momger so it w-wild not break.  

In this case riy lmtexp,.tation is the nuclear 

engineer mde in his calculations, some PA sr.m'-. e for the fact 

that his "edictions igt be wrong, I -'hich CaSe" when y 

actually ran the plant or golt e rience, a the nw,,tber ias 

9 lower then veyone wdlI he Pleasantly smxprioed.  

10 T hat's the ontezt t'iat i Wo-ld say that word was 

12 ' Q Weil maybe I had zome trouble with this factor.* 

,3 tat we are talking about here, io that X tb.t .ha he 

tech specs set the - - and that the oaly thirsg Q-hat had 

' to be done xms to see t it that. when te plant was ope-ating 

16 the num.mbr w'as met 

17 So I don't understand where thxe "dwnservatism" 

8 comes in.  

Im et that a ftictor similar' to the peaki.ng, factor, 

that is,. it is set in the -tech spech when the plant reaches it, 

2 that's. the highest it can go; and if it starts t 'go above 

2 it, adjustments have to be made? 

If it is that kind of factor, I'm afraid I don't 

Understand where this "conservat.ism", comes in, because this is 

25 going to be a real figure,, not a,.hYPotmtiCAl-.
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irSte11o 9  .yb. - will help to consider 

designing reactors in, two differext "iaef ; orne, seven or 

eight years ago, and orm t odra .  

The difference betweon wh.at we had seven z o eigh 

years ago0 and today, Ls operating or.i ence - r 

Nowg when I had to design a reactor seven o: eight vyears aq0o 

tyithout the benefit of the opratn, .. g info 

tion from reactors, yoU h.ve a. teney to R.~l"d aitio~l 

margin within the design, over and above yhat you are cal uta

ting, an extra factor; because of the lack of ,this eglerience,0 

As we get this experience we -.- able to itmirove 

our. ability to do calculations,, because w ez sharpen ou 

* an alyAS Capability; and to'd:.ay s m, acta5s thenr can design~x 

if you wills mithout placing this adition-al factor in it;, 

because we have the benefit of what the actual perfoz.mance of 

the mchine is. rather than strict-y a calculatz.on based on 

entrapolation, from much ssali0r machines. 2to have actual 

operating information which will allow you to change your 

.design techniques.  

Q. Does that mean that the fi greih-d initially 

been -- ju talking 'bout t!is one factor,'- Fdelta I? l 75 

upon the conservative assumptiii that while no one believed 

it would really get to 1.75D the information then available 

suggested that if that v-as the maximmux that could be reachedc 

it would he safe -to assume that it Wo ,d aot exceed that; and
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212Ihat B26uW, Cdata came alo6nq 1hat indicated that really 

it vould not have to be set at any hi4,,,wc Uivin 1.-65, baas 

3 it. really wou]ld never erceced thv.at Eigusre? 

A ~A I think the only way 3: cauA atteprxt to she~d any Yjr 

5 light on~ t1.e qesition is to just siqrpy say that in the tdre 

6 f ai~ewe are taflking about, 'the oldexr eactors were baaed. t-n 

0 from today's ratre.  

9 lqwri the cquestiata, I guess is~ whather or not tl 

W can use -the infor-cMation XYOT-i the Operating rcactoxs? Arn', as 

I I I anetand Una tway this- swatence is vised, al eatly 

12 what it. says, is we ave scxae marqgin in. -theaPe, bcause we did 

13 not have this operatingoNow~ we hL-vva it. Ar,.V 

11!1j have chosen to t14-ake out that warin.  

1 I Did the Staf f -miake a1 Judgment as tEko rhem .1th"E 

amount of information wias suffEiciently available to warrzint 

97 the change? 

In Otheir words: did you rir a. icsrtin Dnmber of 

operAting hour's, or a cartain number of operating holtrs '1ith 

aocertain kinds of e1veni' or anything of th~t satuka to deteriz' 
when you had enough inlr'ration to warrant the chax"ge11? 

A T her o is no sp'ecific criterion or sGet of criteria 

23that I am awarxe of, that wais tsed tio a-zrive -,-t the present 

2A position. it' is .nomtri'ha is assiroilated and3 digdsted 

P5 over a long Period of ti.it is incor-porated into Sone
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alications s!fmitted to the Reg.O toSr z"-I imii if, .- er 

,a ovr review and evaxuato .;J.s Considered to be 

3 suppert d, Is accepted.  

5 as oPPosed to a mttter al a set of o bjetive " ritria 

X 2&Vubar of O~-tfrng h.our, Y'-Size reactor, et cetea? 

7 A Yes.°, 

It is a uof jLida, -nt bazed or assimilating 

ArnformiaC;Ion Ova%- a long pvodi of ti1e., rather ..an a free 

0seieoted set of criteria, -vihich ils b:asically sove tortof 

11 g. "go" or gw you hit x.-Sumber of holsv 

2 you would allov, a Change.  

13 1 think I have already said we don't have such 

4 Criteria.o 

Im the emergency core COoling myste.evaluation 

7 code thai is appoved iin d fo, W001dinXhour does it 

inalude a 1t-ansition b oilng c Itio 

20 Q And can you tell ie, was the ,sama transitUin 

boiling corelation used in the evaluation of the .ACCS 

2,f perfor-liance in the Fuel densification report for th l s.plant, 

23 fo .Indian Point 42? 

24 f A Page 46 of ou Additional Testimonypon Indian Point 

25 Auclear Genez-ating Unit .2, ated. iarch 12 9 i73 onpage 46,
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explains Ithe rmatter ot th1.ransi-Cian boiiMe7 heat t..eaasfeT 

Correlat-ion as~rted. it is different. it is. difere-t in the 

sense that-the benefit of transition boilip,- aftezr tho - irst 

dry-out has occurredu is ssot used.  

QSo thal. s a de. rtura. from tChe evaluation Model.  

approved in the ECCS Interim Criteria? 

A It is a more conservative assupiptioa.  

Q Irrepective of which way, it goes, it is a departunru,.  

from it? 

A Yes.  

Q I'd like. to hei-ad you lZhree docmunmznts- which X: 

ihez-stand the Staff has Se.'n a lthough I: dont know if YOMa 

have persona.lly seang that relate -to further invsttgatior&s 

of the phenc-awnon of fuel dnif ication.  

One of these is a lettox dat,- O 04tober 8, 1972 

from Battelle Pacific Nortwevt rzab,',, to Hr,. L. S.F flubenstein, 

o:F the Ato-sic EMArgy cmssion, 

The other ±s a 16ttesr from Mr Henry, Depu ty 

Director of Tdnical Review, in the Directorate of Liceznoing.  

-to Mr. leaxrny, in a reply to 'a 10,tt:er from Mr. Rearny to 

SMr. HekyHr.earny. being the Vice Preident, Z&Lson 

Electric Institute; and thI~s le:1tter :included attaclued, to i t, 

a proposed rough oiatliphiaof a topic for investigation by Em 

wit-hiespect to the probleka of- fue.'l densification.  

PirstE have yoa ever seen-or read awy of these
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{Doc'2cknt handed to M , 2 oze.  

WITNESS STX ,[wO- Yes.  

Q Noi m ing fizt to the com-mmmicati ns between 

the Edison Mectric itt and -Kr. eny and looking at 

the letter to Fcc. .earn.y fom Mr. Henzy dated October 26, 

1972 , the 1ast paragraph of that letter- states: 

OAS you are aareo the Regulatory Staff has 

beaan evaluating the available data on- fuel densi

ficatiorp ; Thus far our evaluation has not 

established the particvlar mecannisms or fuel 

conditions leading to denzification°" 

Is that statenbnto to your knowledgep still

correct? 

A Yeso

a doi zt to the paneld) 

A We have both seen, -tkhese oC1metS 

And let m I an yoa one ot-n x .'hich I assae you 

k-.110'4.n -Az 0~:x 6 adr a to you ftom Battsl1le :a .e m Z . .....  

Pacific Northwest Labs, leittae dated Se-tembar 18v 1972o 

(Haning dodmmi to the a -,,tr Panel.4
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6Now. in the BZ Of Sy-opi f at, teite to 

2 do. tte. pogram outline which is attached to the memorandu-n 

3 dated October:L ,1372 thay deta d tht th e cbjectives of 

. heir Progra, are .) to determ.,Ira the principa! causes of 

5 in-,eactor Eu21 densification; nd 2) to PIovide the informa

tion -aee'.d to spec1f y fue pel. 1 et Ch, -otexi-tics "-hich will 

.7 minimize such dens. ficati4.o0 

in the Staff .s ini, h n x to -... t .e 

9 of those two qj.estions yet heen obtaned 

to ~ A bu.t I t hiiik I w'~ill nel tocaiy 

~ d Please do.  

p A Tk.he proc e that x e l deveoped for adequately 

?3 an operiy accom-tag Gr the -e fets of dei sifcation 

14withouat havig st no~to atd as tha betvsi 

'5 fthe doom.ent you hav st refe.rd to, are Sat forth in that 

16 and the basis- why we can do t-hils -- is set forth in the 

17 Novembe 14, 1972 St.aff Repoxt on Dens ification of Liiht Water 

Reator Fuels.  

I will not attopt to go thnogh and describe the 

a0 bases as to wvhywe can do this.  

2' I-Io. Nor have I asked for it.  

3 2P A B% t I want to quUlify the "no" in one raspeato 

23 

24 

25
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Additional in ation is cont~ii to become 
available 0- t he k" " u ° 

avaibie ~ tie ~tic O:~ t e de sif ication pro:e~s the 

leagth of time it taes e3 mOwe inif-ormation on the pOeM 

morpholoajy fuel chiractioti.cs and its saewsitivity to the 

So 1hile more info .natr-tn s becuing available.: 

I donut believe it is gair yat to ay ter t - le .bject.Ives 

have been acomplished° 3;a gtt so sure that one Can ever 

precisely define a ponit in ti.n w2hen that hao in fact 

happened until it is really after the fact. We ae getting1 

more iformation; we 2.iiL continue to get Wore.  

But I think a fair assessmant is that no, toray 

we have not yet re ached e ojectives as stated here.  

Q All ridht.  

Row turning to the Se-te iSthp 2972 letter to 

yon from "the Battelle a.-if:L1 Z.0orthwest Labr is it correct 

•-at in that letter tbey outline to you the informo.tion t-.t 

they thought should be obtained from thes Gir=a fuel zeds iM, 

tens of in .stigating the problem of fuel z~siftcation? 

Is -that what is in that letter? 

D-Mq. MAMMis. Could you possibly be a little more 

specific? Do you have any particular questione aboit it? 

Otherwise e it's a seveal-phge letter and ir., Ste!!o will 

have to be looking for wnd trying to dev~ine what 
M /o 

XHR, ROISMhN I juSt asked him whethe or not the
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a-b2 ! Lptter £ uz-orts to Contain -he in:.oF-mation that.t:4:B--el 

Pacific portdut . st TZs-hs waacB" -ta t to~ (Ybtaill from the 
Gimna £uel with respacc to th f-e! de ificaion p.ob1m 

Ssuch a touch costio a .  

BY R. OS2N i 

Die the Staff accept that al Of "• 

tion. It seems to me w a . 1"'adei_ ort so ia:1-.afield 

are fm U, s-bjGot of the @alysis of deu nication 

of the Indin Point 2 facility.  

CMIRMTN XNSICM Rfou!d You like to spaak to ulat 

5 mtter? 

MR.  
16 

The Staff's whole ealysis depends upon vther or 

not they had a sufficient amount of inforea.tion to mme any 

S intelligent deriaton reading the question of fuel 

donsification. We have an, established that they had not 20 

achieved these broad-ranginq objectives of: the EM comfit'tea.  

22 ecommandations.  

I am now zeaxc-hixI g to determine whether or not they 

have obtained this addition'al in~frcmation whIic iz sort of a 

more detailed version of t'he. kind of data one would need to
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2 Oltiamtely I thiwz ,at we can etlbl!lsh is :I that the Staff knoa very little about ful danstio 

4 has imprUdently chosen to allow .aactors to operate .athar 

5 tb.an waitingj to solve " .. pco',loea. P-out we have to hrogh 

6 all of the preraises benozan we reaLc. that point..  

7MR. TROSRiRN: V~r Mr.y~nI h ~ Rois3mTh' 3 

8 explamation ver-" Clearly inidlcates why I ann, objecti- g to his 

qLestion. it's a nice Stcvtolat of it, 

10 He is o viostly seeking to go faZ beyoind V.ne scope 

I of the analysis of fuel -"in Tdian Point 2 and 

determine the ovaea1.1 adequacy of "the StaV's -- ,az--._ch 

program in -.:;his araa , to detrm Ine -the e tent to xkhii the 

At'C is 1 sconsing raactor,.  

I done t thii* the extent to which the A-ZC Staff 

16 has aocepted or not accepted. a resarch proposal that has 

17 been made to it is properly within the S'cope of this hearin-ag.  

8 1 think -this is far -too br.oad an Inquiry.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH. There are two parts to the 

20 Staff presentation. One is the gene_'al over-all View of 
2 densification, and the second part is 'hat. which iS related 

22 to the Indian Point No. 2. ApparentLy ther was no distino

23 tion. made by the staff S tothe tie presetatiOn It is 

24 all part of one response orz rather, prosentation in refer

ence to fuel " i "icatio
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eb4 1 ,hink there han Indkcticn tat th,e 

Sta ff i seeirag further da'ta aFd f the - an ss an.. I 

presume that this q *estbm is related to what the staff 

Ad wOuld Ibaliam to bgs withzn "the so of what they are seekig.  

5 MT 'ROSTE CRaSMInT if i Roisman wouli 

6 somehow revise hi's q Uestion -to relate it to indian •Point 2 

7 I th"s- it 'oUld be or could be a proper ques'tion. It's tle 

8 scope of his qtmstion that I thtdpjc is obviously to bro 

There is no relationship 'to Indan Point 2 in his "est,&n.  

10 C!N I1MdJ~~ I t~ke it it , a founciatioi 

forc the Indii Point pinax A2mlyi.  

Tha ohjcction is Ovarrued. Thc witnoees my 

i3 

%1a recommndations of our consultants? Yes,-

B~y MR.RO iISPULN: 

, Q did .'ou aclpt the. zecoam-endai.on of this 

cons'ultant on the ft"Ol densification? 

9 A M-- . Stel.io) We accept all the ec .0ndations 

Now whether or not we have reqiuired all of tb. -a t igns that 

21 they have in here, as I t'hink is the es~encs of your' question, 

2 the answer is no, all of these measurements that they said 

should be done on Ginna were not all done o Ginn&a: to -he 

24 best of my xecOlle1tiono 

2., And the basis for. "la- wa . u I'o al t
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forthcoming shutd.c;n on anothez .reactor wa already being 

azzanged With the equipmnt t do some of thesa things a!

raady set out at ano-aer facility.  

So some of the intormation requeeted im here ,,as 

not obtvined from Ginna but -ra-k.%' 2r< a i~ffer1t 

facility.  

Q Has all of the information in the letter been 

obtained from one or -ore fa-ilities, to your knowledge? 

A with yolw pe ±issio ni go throuh them One 

at a time.  

Q ats fine. I was going to do i. YoU will save 

m.- the troupble.  

A The first ono is visual exammination. Yes.  

Gama scanning. Yes 

Rod length meas r ments. Yies.  

Leek test sipping. Yes, 

Proftlontry measurements. Yes.  

Correlating gap data with gamaa scanning data and 

gampm or neutron radiography. yes.  

W.tether the bundle with the largest number of 

collapsed rods was in fact done or not I cannot say for 

certain but I believe so.  

Disassemble the bundle. Yes.  

A visualI examination for the extent of cradkingo

Yes.

I 

I 
I 

I

D
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eb6 Evaluation of size e.ud location of collapsed 

2 regions. Yes.  

hether the eion did in fact focus on the 

4 highest burnup brndles I am not C-tain, 

I do not Ivnow if a region for a bundle wea dis

G asseabled.  

7 0 Do you know whether or not as to any bundle that 

8 was disasbladv wh ther U's procedure there sggested wan 

9 followed; that is, tapping the rods on the base of the floor 

10 to btermine by gama scnning if the fuel colm settled 

or thi gaps changed? 

12 A 1 don"t know if the rod was tapped or not. It had 

been tumed end for end amd txied to see ik the gap would 

1411 Move0  That was done. I'm not sure vheather it physically 

was tapped. I don't know.  

6 Still sticking to that a moment, which would xst 

closely Simulate the conditions du ring -eacto Operation, 

the turning from e nd to end or the tpping, or neither?.  

A I hope neither.. I donut know of any basis -

20 Q There ,w:e vibrations and so forth inside the 

2 reactor -hen it's L'mmung. I don't mean that they physically 

2 move end to end or that they tap, but which one would be most 

23 likely to be subjecting the 6olumn to the kinds of moveaent 

24 that it would have to face if it. wers in a reactor? 

I assu-me that's the purpose of the test, in part.  

II
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E 

End 4

2 

13 

13 

I4 

15 

16 

17 

i0 

2 

22 

23 

24

A 1 donIt believ& that that -,ras the purpose of the 

test at all. iet .me get that 3t"j2t . and m.e i 

State what 1 believe tho pla. poae of the t'eat was., it. wiii 

prclude trying to answer the et you 'have asked.  

The prmose o the test ;12 just to se if he 

position of the gap could change if th3 Te3.iets wre free to 

M. va in th~e roels. Thatmis that amso for the test bainrj run.  

A And it could change as a resu.lt or- Iw sst-e.  

A Could the gap be changed by the pallets slid.lg 

UP wd derm inside the fuei .rod, 

Z aid that -in ten32m of it beinCg ea.pletaly - e to 

m-mm, or abe to mo ve under only a Sliiht ammtim.x of frore? 

A tAe-thrr they cCuM oi:i" cOumld not be i•ovea a Y 

or no situation.  

Q xrxspectImv of the amant of for-2e? 

no Yet, vmartad w hee;X Ic.rn saying? 

A Yes.  

Q ~All Tight. Will you go on then?



pm iniFull-length X rays? Ye ; 

2What about this Paragraph thtat preCadc'! it 

3A Th2i.s Paragraph. is juslt setting forth, as I rea.12 

4 t, the:- basis for doi~ng the foilcwitzqg exaInnation0  is, 

S i the way I readt the parcAgzaph. unleSS I missed. sxething in 

S there.  

L A Do y'ou UdeZV-Stand SOmP thingj di.U Grntly? 

I have not loc0ked a~t the Last 3:. n That _s fine~ 

I ILIA. Prof ilorntty xiiasuerrvants, Yes.  

I do recall that has been done.  

ua ~ The next item, impregnato, secti-ons 02 fuel rods 

5 which contain gaps in the fuel colu~nn and exane 

26 logituinalsections to detarmine the nechanism by wPhich 

17 individual pelle~ts hang up to cause a gap.  

I am not certain whether or not -th ne one 

S done. I do not recall.  

2Q. Can, you tell me in your judgment, is that test 

an important one in maik-Png a judgmient as to which pollets 

22) and how'much the pellets are likely to hang up and therefoire 

23 how much gapping is 'likely to Occur? 

024 A. Not in my J'udgment 0 

25 ~ Is that the purpose of the test, lbut not in your



nr2 j opinion Ute ,.ost importani purpose of i'?" 

21L I think the stated purpose is to t-y to evalua^Ce 

3 the machanism by' which pallets hang up and cause a gap. it 

4 is stated as the purposbo 

6 Do you think that this is not the best way to 

7 t Ithat? 

8 I a-m not in a position to Judg- w, hether this.  

9 is the best or not. 1 dont even know if it will work at 

i0 all* 

Do you think it is n n portat thing to know in 

terms of figzring out what the effects of fuel densification 

are likely to be? 

i think X would say only if I -;ere trying to 

16 evaluate a mchanisiq to prevent the hangup for curing the 

17 problem not evaluating it. We havm infomrtion of the gap 

formation from operating reactors. Whatever the mechanisns 

are, they weae there., they caused what they did,. we have 

PR that information directly applicable from actual operating 

reactors. And there can be no question as to the validity 

22 of that data.  

q How many reactors? 

I I will try to recall them.from memoryo I won 4t 

be able to be complete, certainly.  

ii



r=m3 (Pause.) l~6 

2 IReactOrs 117 recall, or %,T have obtained inforza

tion on tefollowing a~ nd.again I aya nat suggesting this 

SIthe Zorita, Beznau, Maine Yankee and from Oynter Creek0. And 

G there are several other oprting 4-tw-, anda ! not ab~1e to0 

11 recall the names of the vi;ariqus recos I am. not certain, 

8 fso I vould rathw: leave them. off the Ii~t 

IjTes re.l 3:ea3ctors vhere you have dotermined 

11 no# that that, densifiacation did''occur, is thkat correct? 

You have made an examination and ~varifted that? 

1. Tr~fozration ha,,, been obtained which cof-. thtat densifica-

t.ion has occurred or- in one way or another, zince your 

f5 original. tueetion. was Where we obtai.ned information relating 

46 to the examinatio.- sggested in the letter to' rme dated 

17 September 18, 1972 from mr Goldner, additional inf-oimati~on 

Is was reqtreste , ozi. 'these analypes.  

9. S/ Now I kiave not 4*inished going-through this list.  

20 Doyou ahtme to?, 

21. Yes, but I still wantI to purnue thisfor a 

22 mmn.  

23is it your j udgr, nt that: based upon that. number 

0 24 of reactors examined, that there is an adequate bapis for 

25predicting the Parameters of tile effects of fuel densif icatio-n.
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Tha t is, how rmch ti-e piets wil'l dlnsify? 

Hot-- much -the 'pellets will.hr. up? Rih.at size : gaps you wol 

expect? What cladding col-lapse would O.Ccur? 

Those'are the~ things X niar. by the afects of

fuel densification.  

'A Ys 

'N ow, upon what do you base your canclusion t h a 

this num-pber of -reactors represemts a sLficiaent Saxnpl&? 

A. I think now we need to depart Eor a moment and 

go into the bases set forith in the 1.'oveinbnr 2A4 1 972 raport 

that descrbes hoyw e are accou-nting for the effects of 

An sif4caifon might., wilctea 

illustra-te this point.  

The data base wI have, I believe I had earlier 

indicated is not suficient to properly describe the effecto* 

of, say, pore size -and distribution within the pallet with 

regard to the inetics of th ens ification -process.  

Oie -x of gett.ing aroand,, knowing ind1ah h 

kinetics Of-the process is to ass'ume it occurs intntancously 

That is what ue have done in the report'-,. because whnere we did 

not have sufficient information, im have m'ade a conservative 

assumption, i~e kis did not have a tull and complete story 

on the kinetics of the process and we assimed it occurred 

instantaneously.
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rn ~ ~ wel let W1 1ts take that C "ne.  

Isi o reta teFe esf2t Repo-et 

3 sh-ows oberyed deasifications or deAnsi ties in ecas- of Wlh&l 

you have. ass~umd -,*-.he startUp density1- :&r 'indian PO-i4n.  4 Wumber 2? Aad i am referring in pcn-ticiale t o the chartA 

6 that you will find on page 4~0 and the dioussian. wll h 

7 chart is what the- discusion is about an~yway.  

~ B ut doesn'ct that chart show - uel densitUes of up to 

9 98 Percent or viyery near'ly 98 parcentL? 

A. soaethiracj less ihan 98 -- 97, riaybe 

IYou muntian 98. %1hat Particular Anumbebr is 1zent-rAeO1!i

incutr rorbzt .on page 7, and the reporxt zknq I a-mi referri3 .na to 

.13 is the Additional Te-tstinony on Indian pbint ?i.Uclear Genmerating 

I Unit Nurmer 2 dated March 22 where- it says'' 

SIi The restructuring. of the fur,-3,~. it he 

16 ~colwcanar Vrain urowth1 ragidn utesults in 

Yes la s a eactquo- pge28 o f y 

20 Fel Dnsi icaioaReportU.  

A'I It should be..  

22 The very top clr! the page.  

23 ~ But in any case m~y questZ.ion is directed to that 

figure and to the chart, and is it not trrue: that you have 

assumed that initial. densification of 96.5 1 believe for
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Indian Point Nw-ber 2 , in any case some figure beloio-? 97? 

A. That is carreCt.  

3 Nf Now let me tak~e them if I Maz"y, One at atie 

*41 With respect to page 28 and pag,,e 7, whzere we 

5 a re now referring to desiication ranging up to appro.-Iimately' 

97 or 98 percent of theoretical densit-y, the statement that

7is made here is with regard to a sitntaring typp process 

Swhere the fuel is restructurerd. Phat is the ' colui'nar gral ns 

begin to grow and eventually a central void i s created in 

10 the fuel rod uzder the rightA conditis.  

xhn the region of the coluraiar cas thae 

12 dehsity is noticeably higbhore 97 or 98 pexn. T h at i s -: 

13 local, condition, it is not an avexage cdto.and it 

14 refers specificall.y to the%-. retructu'riag process or the 

15 i-pile sinte'ring that iiight occur.  

16 This is diffatent and distinct from the type of 

17 densigication process which is being described on the 

is fiLgure on page 40, I: believe it was.  

19 Yes, that is_ correct.  

A. I think I would like im indicate that-there, are 

21 several figures. One on page 39 and one on page 40.  

22C1 Right.  

231 IL it is on page 39, 1 think, that the band, i h 

24 upqer ,bound of this final density Is about 97 as X read the 

25 fi~gure an page '39.
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The 96 that is used a a value somewhat lowe r.  

iMemw a point of clarifica{ion would have to be 

made that the densities that ai_.e being ised in t"hi figure 

are "the true densities." And the density that is being 

used in the densification report in the forfnula, the 96 .5 

you are subtracting a geometric density and the geometrc 

density -

(The panel conferring.) 

MR. KARPAAN: Mr. iepor.ter, may we have the last 

part of what Mr Stello was say na? 

(Whereuponr the :eporte read from the record 

as follows:) 

Silswer". It is on page 39, t think, that 

the band, the upper bound of this final density is 

about 97 as I read t<h figure on •page 39.  

'The 96.5 that is used as a value somwhat 

lower.  

"N'ow a point of ciar.ifEation would have 

to be mada that -the densities that are heing used in 

this figure- •are the 'true densities.' ;And the 

density'- 'that is being used in the densification 

report in the formula, the 96.5 you are subtracting a.  

ge6metric density and the geometric density
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Pm6jzbI 

A (Mro Tiio.) 'J.etird.-m. -tL Y1f 

a Q .,0ou, d yo-u 'j-st" .-Cead it"tD 

A "Th extent of dens ti 'by c.o. cuni.  
4 and density '.. ma .mn as 

ead by i uca 

Oay.  

.And the ne:t one? ii 
A "Obtn inormax.n on gap clozce kizelics" 

9 yes.. w:e do have •that.  

0 Q All_ rght 

A "Evaluate post-i.radiation pallet sha-peo 

4 ~dimensions.11 e--t ceteva; yes, we haw',, , it.  

Sc Fi.asion gas .loase and gas Uyes.  

15Q Al right.  

• 7 NOWO were t 'esuts of t'ahoc' eu a aioas m.ti i e, 

8 in' maiong yovx evatiop for Indian Poirvt Ox as to what viw.  

19 b e apprapriata fix :Or th~e fuel densiftcoatxon problem? 

20 A Yes.  

21Q Erman did you have thse reslu.ts? 

22 A They attXmed to bcome available sometime early 

23 in the Summer of last yea and co itin.e to come - the data 

24 are being generated every day. So it is rathex a continos 

25 process.
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We had info ation in about v y categoxry I had 

2 i-sted with reference to the September 18, 3.972 lc-ttor 

3 available when xe wirote. tha rc?)Ot o the k br 14 

And Certaia1y before we wrote the testimony for Tndian Point 

5 Q But it's a Con-.u m? For insta.ve9 you had more .  

-5 of it available for Indian Point testimony than you did for 

7 your Point Beach test._monqy 

8 A m n .that is true, altholugh X t u not be 

9 in a position to draw t . "t" clo" 

SQ I uderstan.  

-11 And resuTmably -Ou now hwave more available the. you 

12 did F,!xhen yoa did the Indian Point testimony esveral.

113 ago? 

1 A hat's probbly a. fair satemnt, alt-houc.h I coid 

15 not pin-point exactly ... ,. hC lrned In the last two 

16 weeks or so.  

a .Directing your x=on to the. ctobe- 8, '.972 

118 letter to Mr. R.wenstein from Ir . Hahn also ^at nttele 

19 Pacific No hrwest he statea-, in the fi:st paragraph of the 

20 letter 

21 "The areas that recuire aditional wok have 

22 been. categorized as gap -conductance, creep col.apse" 

2them hydraulicss and special mechanios problems. U 

24 Do you agree with his conclusion that those areas 

25 require additional work?
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MR. TROST N: Do voU say 'reguir'e &r e 

!NR0 R.OISmA-Ts klauir" tevs L' Z t 1 lettIr 

.tht 'those..e&eas reie ...itoal wrk0 

1IYTHMUSS STLM Yes 

BY M.RO ±SPLIT-iE 

1oW,. t o your¢ h o'ge h-- any o.f the Q.r ontlinx 

-1.t this letter beer n conzenced that is0 coraea~ocl sitce the 

t ime the letter was wri'ten am1 in. rzspo, nse to 

A (Mr. ptello.) We- will go throuati th.am one at V.  

tina again9 

IfS you want, either way.  

CWIRD'fl JEMZC-E1: Macat was thye datLe OfE the 2i'

MR.. RO1I2.2N: October . 197-2.  

CflAUhFAN 3ThNSCH: Thank,"r you.  

WI.NESS STEXtO,, Under Item 1(a) B, sLfala"e gap 

conductance with a delta .aolverd assu-med to be the deta-v

ver-v waith a final de.lnsity of 97 percent0 , ' the answer is 

BY MR. RSISMN.  

0 Let Is hold thoevr,. for a second.  

Is that 97 percent tnal density t he sau= 97 percent 

that shows up on the chart I.n the Staff s Fuel Densiftication 

*Report0 Move-mber 14, of '72? 

A (mro Stell ) This aumbe: was an arbtary
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Q No. But iS it, talk-ing ~x -h e OPame 

wit-h~nit toh st7avaue 

A The theoretical dens'ltv of the fuel is t'e sane 

Q MYou are ta1_in&, about geometry versus "theov -ti-a

5 dnsity and so foxh that 97 Percent is the saee one %C 4e 

G chart, 97 percent; is that. co-,aet? 

- ,-e'S no ConneCtion. Th,1s is an arit.ariy

.0 chosen value, iand the di ffene -r 

.9 0 8at it is a percent of the sa::e. vale? 

0 A Oay.  

'..Maybe if I Take a few. co..wlents., ill& ' '' 

-thiLS 

kh .-vear diXfferent ways of 

I density, stack density. geo tzc.-a al 

measurements, and they .if f en comet-ical 

measurements done carefl ly and irmn.rsion tasu:mnts differ 

17 by about One-.half pCewit.  

2Thm 97 that was chosen waz an abr arily--chosen 

19 valuee just to do. a study -W get efzect., WE me.e !03king for 

20 the effect of te change in gap size, reaily, is Ahat it 

2, aiounts to, created. by a change in density; so you are really 

22 changing the gapping from th pellet and the clad, and this 

2S.  assmumption that is :being made here provides a way to do that 

24, and simlates th densification process.  

25Q nd there you assume that the appropriate
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'jrb5 
- conservatism was to assume L97 percent density? 

A No that' s not true. it w-'as an arbitrariiy-choasen 

3 jvalue. It was. otan_ aprpitl-~o~r~tvale it.ka 

4 a sensitivity study.  

SQ IWell ", ho-w corld y ou have a Sestivity study with 

6I only one data point? I tho;aght you used 

7 A Well 9 you have the original denzi .It was do ati 

8 plus this new value, which _auses the gap to chanage; so there 

9 are two conditions. One is tioheriginal value. an then -h-is 

W0 new value, when it is allowe4 t0 densify tc 9"7 meruent 0 .  

Qefwhat _1 am t.rying to gat at is wias. the' 97 

2 percent selected as the fin al dens±ty, even thcu iat t lad 

3 I absolutely no relation to the final density exrpected tobe 

4 found in pellets? Its a. awzftl lot of .EWmone '"y o so tP, cj 

T5 tha"t"snve going tohpen 

16 Or yas it picked because you believed 97 percent 

7 was a likely Ligure? 

8 A You are saying scrme things i need to comuent on: 

It is not an awful lot of money. The calculation 

20 takes several seconds of compuzter time.  

22 Q Pd like to have that for a daily salary.  

22 Go ahead.  

A We have done and continue to do a larger number of 

sensitivity studiese,. and this was in the present form of GAPCON 

25 as it existed at that timop w believe we wanted to do. in the
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way of studies wi t.h X.V20ON.  

2 TShere was no more to be matte out oi it t22. . simply 

3 .evaluating gap conductance wit .h.' ass u.ption that the 

4 .adiameter 0-f the -pellet Changed in proportion to e vofUrti chart"), 

.as the dens'i ty c0f the fi ftel w,?ent fYo. some initial Va.iUe to 

S :97 p erC eflt o 

7 You pr-obably could have specified the .yap aS oawi.y A 

8 but it w-zas chosen to say it this -way-.  

That all well and -good.  

.Y0 o say that t2,re's nothing to be "a 'i 

12 eept that . fi ctni dificty in wt'hat ou' .  

I and I will ask you againz 

* ihat do you mean orn yw-o say the fial d "nsity 

34 f, h3n~ oy without regardi reality? I. .  

is it, that 97 percent figure chosen because scwabody, , erewhern 

1 witlin the Staff thought that tat is, the 0cmosity that the 

7 fUel is likely to end, up at? Or lat's th, outer bound of 

.18 density at which the fuel is likaely ,o end up at? 

19 .A I:t~s ,•C (btainl y ir. the ,amje of the f" ina value of 

20 densities as we saw it at -that time. With rcegard to the' 

21 densification question, it is not a nyber that is certainly 

92 independent of that; it s raelated in that way" yes, 

23 Q Coon.  

A Can We Show yconditionoar the worst? 

alQ I don~t th.-nk you need go throughl that -- go.
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-i throilgh those in t at detail. If you can just indicate as 

2a1 to Item I. Ca) wttether or not'. the 0td- s nqste hr in 

'general, is, th ga % 

4 cation an gay?~ndcane is that Unde'r in-ve Stiq-ation *.? K S 

f the evalultion, refinetent o the G-P JCON code under investig-a

jjftion, et Cetera? 

7 A The anw.7we is Yes 2 t. azid.. i i). ..  

SOkay 2(a), (b), (c) (d) and (ei) Iten 2 is 

91 Creep collapse, corret? 

9: wrilrl juset ask yoe the qusstaon;t mia.y be easier.  

•I Are you doing any studies on cree.p 3olapse tn 

12 general? 

13 A Ye's 

1-4 Q All right.  

is51  Designed to provide qualitative 5 rIft"y on creep 

iej~jcollapse? 

cj A Yes.  

2'1 Q Are you doing 'a parpmetric, study? 

A Yes.  

w j 0 Axe you providing - s DOL, Director o Licensing, 

or Directorate of Licensing?, 

22 JjA Yes.  

t Provide Directorate of Licensing with a list of 

input par eters required to perfornm a creep collapse analysis4 

A Yes, I 
H-
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1Q Is there a vompI-ee -base -cas e Ccep CkIJFappe 

Sanalysis for pln t that have bea selctz.2 by the Director 

3 of Licensing? 

A Yes but I cca'not'Say that all of! tose sturIes 

are f-ii-be 

' Q All £igh't.  

They &:,e in t';e orks? 

8 A Yes.  

9O Eas an evalut-1-oa been imade OE -;-he c c(,2eeP Collapse.  

10 results suppl:led bYy esiho and have i"' I-oebr., 

z cpared w.ith the PNL result.,?.,t 

1A , Y ! 

13 Q S o X e ; &~ h re i es Ig a ns on c.e 

10, qv eqtlon of- k''' . ydranIl.0co namely, de tet-rmining the 

15 efects --r-densif.%ed fuel on Steady S"tt -B 

ii efet f - '"- of.e :B 

16 A 10hat's finished.  

7 Q 1hat one I ed? 

A Yes.  

39Q ,d on the Xme3hanics p2obleras? 3 

20 collapsed cladding being st.-ised? 

21 A That's under study.  

'J Q What about Ihe problem distrssed i. 4 (b) namely, 

23 fuel rod g.o hth problem wi h rega-rd to its effect on control 

24 rod
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eb, I A Iam P.O WUM-cr of Mor~e ru:k be-g lcn~e OKI 
.2at PNL. I woiuld need

4 q e Staf3.  

$ .i A h~ is mer wok oing o)Z iZ t.fW.a a e by :h 
6 Saff .  

Now wIth the exception of i-e 3o -my of hes'e 

9 i. tems has the stzdy beeni compced? 

10. A es 
' I Q Cara you tell yw-: oi-z hlich ones, agai-n if s .e'' 

_ Wo re ta lng Plazw about. i- he gxo Is areas, 

:3'or ntac P conductanea. Has the study beon 

!4 completed as to the cozec-z, of ",' . - ,, 

A Vh's anstar 16 ulo~ I dot. b~ale.a we -,)-L avargor 

to be finished evaluatin gap cond.ttlI RIeaCtOrZ Will 

97 contlnue to be built.  

NO thl effctsi of d ifiction .an gap Conductance 

is I thin, ho I asked the cresItic.  

20 A I think. that study II go or. nti t e a- con

vinced that the problem, has been solved ac an eagineerihg 

22problx ,

23 Q Wait.  

24A so thm. Studies x,71 1 c n i ie 

You mean thg !t will e mont2ea th o be stdied.
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eb2 i until yot can get rid of den sification, or untiL you can get 

r~id Pf the m"fect of 0-n gapci 
3 A The e ,ects of den iat m on- gl Iil 
4 UvilI bS continued as long as there is a poa fecta 0 

5 • densification ol' gap (. nda c-,.  

o Q Do aoT t this IT.Ctl feel. you k.mr .... i 

7 tainty .-1at the effects of iiina.'o are on gav con

/ N d-ctance? 

"esr 1 think e &a I wold like to al-o.lifyi tha
AI 

to after the recess. T'here aoa. soiin_ things I: Mit-ed to Check, 

. in completingy a pxeviouz anmyer, a nd itz relates- to' thisaiud 

1 ,,,*2zid 1ike to have a f$W I.met3 to'Some docrausnts 

3 n, F e.  

SA .... and . l .! e't back to You.  
15 rlbms of the evali~ton rmad the :enele.  

S} the GAPCON coder in your opinion hms that 'eova uaion and 

• 17 refinement been con-leted to the point that yo-a aze oatis

e that -;;he GACOW code adequateiy cO nsates fazr the 

efFects of densigica-ion? 

20 A I don~t believe that the refinemant of the GACO 

code is yet corlete. I thUink that thra GAPCO code in its 

2l ,present form does not accov.zt for some aspects related to 

23 computing gap condlactamce that we know exist. And I will 

cito an e.amlpie *h t is Cited here; gap closxre mdel via 

25 wu-fl, cracking. ' ?noth, e x mxple, by copling the effects of
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eb3 2 rer and phys~icaIly icororatin those efeins im h 

3 Wo Ncmit ' regara 170 -c:ep coiae hiave any of 

i rhe studies or data rqzird Ila -Stems YkrA . C j 

z ~ A, 1fYO have x-aald th 'frs tamu km -21 th2a 

V79hav pubished3 a do~Cu1memi; oni the Ma E code used to 

Calculate creep collaipse. All E would chrce:~z that af 

is as a Milestone. I-Iorte. 'wor, will cotJ-n lzx- be done in, this 

azea 

We will coatinue to pefr.teestdec s 

~nc fi~ f, eld.  

ibu on o t~yth tae cad of0 th.zamX;"" .U 

a hre stl gon n tal- havne ou aoe -ns 'ofer- we Leve wtaE 

analysi ~of rvthe~1 effctsofn forl de efct f sificat.- apnaa

H Saixall ThNfrt WR2 t Imeindo thinus of te youCO done'? 

25 alculate gap cn ducta'-nce. Some rwasur of that Conservatism
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iS presented in .thi ae tel ttiGn - oint Beach 2 

iNCcea.. PY.a-t with raga-d to fute , Oil and itsF3 

effZec, , dated February 2nd, 1973.  

I believe -the Zigmres ane a.'sociated discussion -.  

th~e figuo on page 29- 3: m sorrF-.  

The pages ame a.aot going to Iep t 

think I have tha 0 

Q Is that What w ttmedi to t.he .atIt .O.....  

S-maz. judgment? 

A T donot bell.e so. IVS the tin'cx.y that"uya*s 

filed.  

kn a'r war, a i!tio2 foramIMmz - "'mnt fixed 

with a:ffidavits.  

A NO that WOMIC not ba it.  

CHA.Imam Jzmsc I is tw.s a ccnq-,reient place to 

inte upt yo-u: exo nation? 

mR. Ro0s9MiM z his would be Eine, VA~o Chairzm.° 

CHA. M NSCHO At '-hi tim let us recess to 

recowvene in this r'oom thic afteraorn at four olcloa1c.  

(Rcs )

S !,nd 7 Be 0
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CKAXRlW-.] JENSCH,. Please come tov order.  

Citizens Comr Wttee. will yoa please proceed? 

3 I 1MR. ROMAN: Yes.  

4 BY MR. RO ISW: 

5 Q Do you want t, anzweZ the two interrelated ontstan

6 ding items? 

7 A (-ri Stello.) Yes.,.  

8 There w ere seVe~ralpoints that i wanted to clarify 

,9 and make, and I beiievi;,athe discussion center&d- arowdthe 

46.5 versus 97.  

11 The difference between an imersion density, 

12 which was what was used in deriving the infomation presented 

13 at page 39 of our November 14g 1972 Report; this iiwzrsion 

I4 density is equal to a geo.atric density plus a half-percent; 

so hat if I were.to equate that on a true basis, I xmuld have 

16 to correct the geometric density when used in the formulae 

17 the 96.5 wo uld efieQtively be a 97. So there is a sense.  

W of consistency.  

29 Buo the more important point that I.wanted to mzake 

20 is the way in which the various effects of densification are 

21 accounted for.  

22 First, the average density or "nominal value" is 

p3 used in calculating tha effects of the pover spikee the potentil 

24 for the axial gap for-Mtion.  

25 1here is sams --- and -that can be observed on page
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3 9 im ~ef erenced kegort, Some- eiff--t of tis dh 

density oae achievres -as a. funaltion O' powe.;;. .1"Irieos a, Slight 

decrease.  

more bignificamt Is tefct tchat even 6 

rod i s niot collapsedh gay formatlon, te ie of- -Zhs- gap,

are. doxivlc4 -ftrom data' for which fuel was alrady colla"Osed.  

This inform~aton affects tane robabi -iy c.~f 'um 

gap size and ultimately the miua -dou of thce power spike 

calculated.  

the m.omiial density inolonger ued; thdasity is cre~& 

so that I Usa a VXaCm of denolty xwhl~ch provietas mo fj VnMc 

that the actval carapulted gap condumt-ance is cnevte T11ij 

is accompished Iy using4 the ltlwo S.Lgmm Im-ler Valce in zitv~'[ 

0 inA initial denAsityf? 

A In the i%_nitial density.  

Q Can. you give rize the actual C-igures for Indianlm 

Pit The -Sigm valu&s i about one parcent" a,* I 

recall.  

Q And isn't it true that with Armect to this plant 

-. or tell me if I aum talkting the Wiong portion -- 'but I 

belevethat it has been assam-ed by the Applicant that the 

initial density, for instance, in Regions 2 and 3 oJE the core# 

which is sppoe to be. 95 is really §4.3~. NOW I'Sn 't thiat
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kind of. 'a redviction -h'~you, ar~e t-Zalking' z0a t  1t-w0:siq:n.a11? 

Loaok at pagd 4-3 2. It says for Regipns 2 a~m3 

the analysis aswass a gearetric densiAtY is 94 3 for' athe 

nominal design Nma~m? of, 95.  

HOW iS that wha1Vt YOU Meaint ki reduaC1ing tllme ini1tia.1 

density, or is there a frirther neductnW,? 

A Furth~er reduction.  

Q0 A-ld on what basics Is the fil-r-therc reduction ckiozon 

A Indivridual pellets aree-swred with respect to 

densityo and the frequency wf oauxrnce of a paleat of a 

given density, can that be plottedr so uhat on~ can arrive at 

a probability distributioA for. the density used in the reacto-r.  

From such a plot one could extract statistwally the, standard 

deviation.A 

The denif -matiaA report~~~r 11 tlhe deS1 

corrasponding to two' sanad deviationse the: nrain~wal is 0c 

be use-z. in caculating the gap~ canucanane 

N iow, in that respect- wall, t ,f questions..  

FirstC Of all, is o&,0- avtmal pellets that are udsed 

atInia Pi 0 2a the ones th-at were the subject of tkus 

physical examination to dotermine xt.hat the density wams? 

A MrIt. Ross.) Yes~. The wm~bers we haveo are an 

Table 3.2. 1 think it is -the same kind of nuwber.  

Q Table 3.,2 of Westingbouse's or yowurs? 

A Of We ingbmusxo -- pardcsn mm, of Cwn~4 "s report.
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2 enisity" fo each rcagior., and you sae asterlzkg fox Regions 

31 2 and 3.  

0 Rig~ht.  

61 we received2 ,,e as'-bui~t numbrs fior Regionsi 2 and 3.  

7 I h.clmino the -Ny 

a peletsaretestevi2A. to det'--in hat the as-built densit-y 

0 i :Zr al e)f the pallets in that rein 

10A I don't knw.  

0 Would you Say that a cetai.n wl'Mn ber ouglt 

12 to bs~ tested, ill order to mak~e an aprapriate Saple? 

A Yes.  

110, ~ What pe'rcew;:age of all the 0e1t 113.d ( YoU 

1- ons-Ida, acceptable? 

16 A X do not h-ave, the nur-r.  

17 ~~ Do youV have a bud 

A in a swame vou'. asked: shouild Wlexe be* a 10-ww" 

19 imit; I answered Yes, 3cnowing that therea Shwuld lbaq In the 

20) sense that this nurw1,er is fixced by an eacpert in quality 

assuzance anda quality Ciontrol procedures -- wihic~h I am not 

2 I coul~d not give you the answer.  

23 ~ Is it f ixe6d by someone in t-he Staiff ? 

21 alft guides in this area- answer:- not to or lnovledgeo



je: yo eehetrdywe Tillon takeZabut 

4'I samplep, it tells you if yocu 1a X-nw bar o-9 tb-OLngrz that Y

5 tubvc will be CM ranp~ite~ dom Sarmpe or-h~ rc~p

~3~did You hea~r aa of th'at tetim-ony? -Are yoii ~. wt 

A I *z ee I' hsard a. Xiti_e of his te timo fy 

1 I iMve read iot Such trats IM the pat", 'It. aim not 

.0 specifically f riiiar wi±th that test.  

in Shorto iz it y7our testimrnj 'hat as to Indian 

SPoint #2V yo do not b, ve Lunow-kedge of -ier' or-na.t the 

13 saimple that vias taken O'f fueal pellets for LRegjons I 2 ov '3 

M of the core reproented a s-j tica ly-defe a n a- iuipa? 

5 A :a ve no kOu'ldge.  

SQ But your analysis was based ipon a--Aa s v p ion 

17 that it did? 

A I got a little lost~.  

190 Yo=~ yi has t6~ aaept tile geomtric density 

20 as ijven to you by the 12 pplicant~ Re'-gio 1' 193. 6 and -Regionis 

2!1 2and 3,, whatever t'hey told you by, phone? - And theng using 
22 your ltwlo-sigmao approach" y~ou set the amoaunt of density that 

23 would be assmed for purposes -- incoming density -- for 

24 purposes of gap conductance? 

25 t~aw, my. tvivri to voti is:~ did you make that
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I assumption, did you make t1-" determination that Ule two- sigma 

reductio :,.n density assuming that t.e Applicant or Westinghou 

3 had a statistically valid sample of Pellet for puposes of 

4. determining the real density Of the -e-lats being used.? 

5 / A 

- We did make that assmption, and I tiuink tie 

7 following comments are in or.der 

The first major densification review performed for 

9 a Westinghouse plant was Point Beach 42. We reviewed a number 

10 of the methods of Westinghouse at -that time. In susequent 

1 I reviews, and Indian Point 02 is an example we did not review 

12 again methods used by Westinghoue.  

13 Q In Point Beach 42 did you review i;ha statistical 

14 method in vhich they selected the saraple pe'lets to tst 

15 for the regions of the core, to determine the real. initial 

16 densities? 

A I did not do ito and I do not know whether 

I do not kdnao know whether it was done then or not.  

19 Q So that when you did the -

20 fA Wait a mcment .  

21 (The panel confarrirn.) 

22 

23 

24
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A (Ir. Stello) I e not a t-ain; x ,,7i able 

reoall the exact n,3tk-rs so I will use approxiMatO va:LO 

As I recall -heze were about !7O-O0 pellets 

measured in conjunction with - I believe it was Point Beach 

to measure the variation in density. This ifomation wa 

then used to constr~ut a binomial dist-ibut-i-n vfhich is a 

statistical procedure evctnally to ariLve at a standard 

deviation.  

The starndad deviation and thz nominal density 

were derived fro= desiy Ismrements of a ralatively large 

sample; as I recall it. waz a number. of about a thou!ando 

Q Out of hara many pallets? 

A H ow many pellets in a reabton? 

A Of , ie orde ,of ten million pellets.  

Q And a thousand were checked? 

A That is the nimber I re-ber.  

Q 7. understand the f9oiures are routh-h.but we are in 

that ballpark? 

A The ballpa k, yes.  

Q Do you knota whethex or not in seleCting tie 

thousand to check e how Westinghouse went about selecting 

which thousand to check? 

A I am not fam.iliar .ith tlh detailed procedueso 

As I recall there was a randoa salection in the xzanufacturi-ng
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T fou mesan a saei.on process eve" " bed;a 

or a selection process dascribed 1n detai ig t, St9.  

concluded was randor? 

A I dongt Z nr d your qestion.  

Q Well! One is that V4 tinhs iold you %they 

"hcucjit it was ancodOied the ,,%her is that you vex-ified 

that in your opinion it wao ra.ndoM vyhich de you---

A I was not there physically observing people 

selecting the pallets so I cannot t .y ,

Q No; buta , So bady cOU'ld z'eport to you that they 

A Zhat ism &ni; ht t a 

random process was used.  

Q And was t-he po3ess described? In o0-; he words.  

did the Staff make an ova3 tion of the proMe-s for doing 

the random selection of the pelets? 

A I reeal! a discussion describing the process that 

vas used. I said again I am not familiar with the details 

and am not prepared to coTIwient on it.  

Yod did not p aticipate in that aspect of the Point 

Beach 2 evaluation of fuel densificatIon? 

A I rereatber disaussions of it so I obviowsly was 

present. I am not prepared at this distance to cerement on 

the detailso and I do not recall.
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got _the figures 90 Regions 2 md- , and halving " y 

had the figure -or Region I daeaz U '. iguc

average pellet density o the pellet3 seleted &o: sa!? le 

examinatiCT? is that - hat; figrr wrlrls to "preset? 

a (Mr. Ross ex-'Po- 02z that f--t iC:o Eepret 

sent he region.  

Q ;B3y avetage? 
A Yes.  

In othear wordso some of the in Reos. ., 

2 and 3 have densities loa'imr than t'he nubers for Regions i 

1 2, and 3 which you received F-zo _ thM Ap c t is that 

co rrect? 

A Certalnly. And soa highe 

Q I undetand 

hn do you Im k w hai; is the--- 7WKelI, F5om a.  

statistical stadpoint p are you ablo to state what is the 

number of pellet$ wfaich fall ba!e. the figmxes? 

A I can give my Understanding nd I uvi1L . o as fa" 

as X can w ithout a caluator.  

It is my u dersta-nding that-- Let's use Region I 

as an example.  

Okay ..  

A 93.6 is what I would call the mza valve. It is 

my unde-standing that. the standard deviatioxi is .5, whiehi



eb4 would m n -hat botween 9265, thi rh is less two siwxa n and.  

21 94., which is plus two igma, tat you wrould find 95 percont 

3 of the nuber of pe-llats.  

4. V~ow -to cowwart that to a ynT r 1 w:01216 llava -to gjo 

5 back And cot~ntmer Ole assemblies. in Region I Xhich 

6 1 balieva is 65U and multiply by -

7 ..... Ws ail rigt. 'hat gives nze the kelnd of iin

formation, 

But tile vil.or ".the strandad deviation of .5 

10 per deviation, that is a St'atistica1 beX that is-n 

jSory. Itos a value that is wsed for pjoposes of statistics 

1. frather than representing t",-he real deviations 7ound in the 

thollsand pellets i. the nwbee that Mr. ,,. i 

-Iht, the thousand pallts fined Aor Ragions , 2, and 

3. Is. that Correct? 

i A Not quiteg and t.e fui-ther we go t7he f xfher we 

17 get into, I guess " the nature of statistics.  

Yoti can draw- -a spcimn of size J 000 and -neasure 

the mean value and the standazd deviation, for the Sample 

20 and from. tl/at you could statistically. infer ban.ds about which 

2 1 the true mean -and the true 6tandard deviation exist.  

22 In -this sense it makes no difference whether it's 

13 ten dllion or ten billion pellets in a reactor.  

2Q Of the thousand pellets that x will .assi.dme were 

25 checked what percentage should fall below the figure 92.6
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* End 9

U iOe 7G~/

Vparc(-xGt?.7 

Q And if.; P ossible to et v re" " h ,0w , if n~ot 

-. comaz tale diffiut~ty Ln gc ik" .kk a 

thlowad to a nmbc:* for QI' fe-O*Uwinig lz~-sm, 

In th-fq sttinga stit..adrd de.evat.1i1n t4o SOcaviY3 

vhwng like density givas xise to a certain pOba2oj!Ax:Lty 
Small but aoefmo th--th 1maiyi'mgl-iv: , hi 

of CO~WSe physically $.Vpossibla.  

Thdis ust one of the chayacterst'ics of the nur 

mial d~itributio:e. It 6Cdtoaa -o densities of inJEAnity 

So as yoni get Zmrthewc away "oth3 mean to 

sigma way Erma um l!ep-'r.,-Ac disixibution f-ancUona .s 11o 
l0ager normal.  

avma be m ., i you wih to pus 
that, .Lo coun't henumber off data "oi'-o .... haatmO 

thme siqmwas away.  

Q All right.  

well' in c n I ezs I wa aakiig that also, 

and that is do yon know how manq data points ware on the low 

sLdG o 92.6 Out ot a thomsand?
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(mx. s Tollo.) N~one Of lrthe -n Were outside o f two 

s i4 ..Ma ac sr recall0 

Q. You aze talking n.ow of Pin~ht Beach 2, right? 

L The sasmpl e that w%-s done. f-Or Point 3each 2, 

corr'ect. Zero.  

Mcn.w with regard to the anialv's!. on Sap 

conxticl-tce, did you do a Sensitivity analysis to detezzaifl 

xwhat effect w'ould occur if any pallets in the 10 ~ilo 

:roughly againj fall 11e1low 'the -tandard . &'.viat ion of 2 in 

teriin of %,zhat the conseqences~ night bee, or' if any signi 2-1 ant 

number w-ent belowt a stamdard deviation of 2? 

A. The specific ana.Lysis you have asked for 

has not been Atone.' 

'As I understand yovir dues tion, and to make 

sure th.1.s is the one I aam annwar.ng, I will repeat it, what 

was not done wa 4 we did nopt go back &nd try to expartne 

what the effect of three sigma, four sigmea, or a. five sigma 

variation wou ld be in texins of gap conductance.  

Yez, Mht is t5.he question I was asking in' efftct.  

A. I wzmt to now commurent th' a t tho V.66el t~hat we 

have zased, GAVPCON In its3 present form, is coflservAtjively 

coiunting for the gap conductance.  

I started to refer -to several figures in the 

PointBEaach testimony which demonstrate that k is a 

conservative tool. Now the data to whiich it is being compa , ec
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the data to which the Vics 4Cighouse Coxporation has ccrapare'd 

their equivalent, or counter~art." GA CON I lbelieve is 

demonstrating theat. th~e gap conduatance is conerVative ly 

Caloatd 

Sdo noat expect and k.is ;.- jugmez,-t 3:an 

give~ you the statis-tics,~ that nai,,Aere in -the reactor 

will Othe gap conductan~ce will Ithe zstored energy be' ,orse 

tl-.an we arecluaig worse with x-aspect to-the accident.  

Clearl-y a lower powmr rod Mnay have a lower value of giap 

conductance. I think this is anr impor-,att amect.  

Although there are many, many pellets in the 

reactor we ae cartainly not interesited in t4-he pellet3 

that are in the first few feet or top few:jfeet ini the rod 

or i n those rods where the peakinj factox- is significantly 

less than the tech spec Value, since for those cases0 tho, 

stored energy will be 611nificem~tly lower.  

so ven if It umre to occur, that is, even if 

there were a rod.,aithi a lower gap codutwc, becauseo 

the variation in pellet density doas not yitean that the stored 

energy is higher or that the accident is worse~. i think it 

i6 -important to clarify that.  

QL I understand. All ri~ght., 

Let's take a hypothetical. Letis assume that 

if there were pellets whose density was lowar than 92.6 

percent and if they .were located inl a rod and in that portion
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of a rod which was Critical in tern's o cowm.uting peak clad 

temperatures in the evant of a LOCA, in other words if you 

just postulated that instead of 92.6 they had 92.3 as their 

density and if when you plug that in, in other words you 

asswe that your peak -od Was in that category" the result 

was that you had maxirnuvt clad terinterattres Zor that rod. Of 

the melting point; would that kind o: iall variation in the 

fuel density warrant a larger rmgnitude of conservati-s in 

the GAPICOM code than if you ass iosd that a small shift in 

density would increase tomperature only 50 degrees or 75 

degrees? 

A. May we have a moment? _ 

(P ause.o)
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wbl 1 ii AS we understand the ..uestion, the essence of 
t ...-he question is if thje sensit Miiy of peak clad tenaperature 

to effectively the density of the pellet weLe very, very 

s large, would we go back and assess the importance of the 

5 conservatism there is, or is not, in GcAPCON? 

GQ Yes, that's essentially it. Without the 

7 figures; right.  

A Okay.  

I think as p .t of judgment as to whether or 
not a parameter is a sensitive Parameter is ertainl an 

ingredient in the total of what is considered in arriving 

ata judgment. The sensitivity of a parameter clearly is 
Q . one.  

The available data base is another.  

13 So if something had this sensitivity it Would be 

I a consideration, and, yes, we would go back and consider it.  

I would comment that there is not,. however', that 

kind of sensitivity in the gap conductance calculation.  

A small change in density is not going to cause a very large 
19 1 

change in peak clad temperature.  

d0 Q iow do you know that? Before you told me you 

2 had not done any sensitivity analyses on this question.  

A No; I said we did not do them specifically for this 

reactor. That was pur question.  

We have done many sensitivity studies to evaluate 
251
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the effects of gep conductance for differcnt densities, 

.different changes in density, different gap size: about 

every parameter that one can change .in the code has been 

changed to understand its sensitivity.  

Q And what is the sensitivity of change of a .3 

percent in the initial density of the pellet? How will 

that affect the change in peak clad temperature? -- roughly.  

A Well I will need to scratch sorte n'.,rJ0ers to make 

an estimate. I donut recall the number.  

Q Do you recall any number? Maybe that will help.  

A If I may refer to the Point Beach testimony maybe 

I can give one. One moment.  

.(Pause) 

Approximately, for the .3 percent change .in 

density for a case where gap conductance as calculated were 

approximately 500 Btus per hour per foot square per degree 

Fahrenheit, it would go to approximately 512. .So that 

the difference is the change in gap conductance of 12 Btu"s 

per hour per foot square per degree Fahrenheit, 

Q And how would that translate into peak clad 

temperature, roughly? 

A Just a moment, 

(Pause) 

It would be less than a half a' kilowatt per. foot 

change.
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wb3 I Q Peak clad temperature, in percent is how I thought 

it is. expressed.  

A No. The answer- was-- The question we're trying 

to give an answer to is, Given we could not exceed 2.3000 

5 of pea'k clad te-mperature, how much would i get in change in 

kilowatts per foot to achieve 2300 if "7 changcd the density 

7 .3 percent.  

.8 Q. No. Tbat s one way of looking at it, But I can't-

9 A i can't give you the answer the other way. I 

go haven't done that calculati:on.  

. The only infonmation I have availetbl.e I ave used 

0 2 to give you the answer 1 did. It was something less than 

'3 the equivalent of a half a kilowatt per foot.  

I4 Q And that would be the peak powera would change 

115 half a kilowatt per foot? 

1j A Yes.  

17 Before we leave this subject I would like to, if 

8 I mayi comument that I do not believe that a change of .3 

119 percent density -is going to really effectively change the 

gap conductance. Because in a sense we are doubly accounting, 

21 if you will, S.or the effects of gap conductance.  

2 The data which is used to check out the code 

j is data derived from operating fuel. The densification, 

if it occurred, occurred in that fuel. We then go back 

and require, when analyzing the fuel for a reactor, to
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wb4 1 assume that the fuel densifies again. So whatever the eff-ct 

2 -was on gar conductance of densification was extracted frot 

3 the basic data used to develop a code like GAPCON.  

4 ' 'hen we now apply it for the densification 

5 process, we again require that the fuel be analyzed. assuming 

6 the fuel is instantly densified.  

7 .hat I'm saying is that I think our calculation 

B of gap conductance is certainly conservative enoi.gh that in 

r, rmy judgment the probability that we will never overestimate 

f0 gap coxduc tanc-e is small enough to be Neg1Otd. W( r 

have a bounding too. -- and that is a quote.  

Okay. But it is truetthat you cannot give me 

13 either a value for what the cut-off on probability should 

14 be -- that is, ,where you should no longer be concerned with 

the event because the probability is too low -- nor can you 

1.6 give me a number for what this probability is that your 

7 judgment tells you is very low; is that correct? Neither 

are numbers. You can't tell -me if it is 10- 8 or !0- 12 or 

19 anything like that; isn 'l that true? 

A First I indicated that the density used in 

-1 calculating the gap conductance had to be derived assum~ing 

it had a density which vlas - quote - 2 sigma lower than the 

3 Inominal. That already has-

Q I'm sorry; I'm not asking you to go through your 

I conserVatisms, I'm asking you to tell me, Do you have a number
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to explain to rae how your conclusion that. those conservatisms 

give you a very low probability of being wrong, do you have 

a number as to what that low probability is, either as a 

standard against which you measure your judgment, or as 

what your judgment is? 

A I thought I was trying to get to that answer 

as quantitatively as I could.  

The 2 sigma is in fact a number, it is a 

probability that says that 95 percent of the data is going 

to be more favorable, the fact that I require it. So 

95 percent of the pellets in the reactor, given that I have 

done 'it with the 2 sigia analysiswill be more favorable 

than what I am required to use to start with. That number 

I can quantify.  

The remainder of what I have.said, T cannot. It 

is my judgment. That is all I have to offer. A statistical 

analysis to describe the effects that I did with regard to 

the conservatism in GAPCON has not been done.  

Q Okay.  

Now when you do the analysis as to how much the 

pellet will densify for purposes-of determining the creation 

of gaps between the pellets and possible cladding collapse 

do you also use the 2 sigma analysis and begin make your 

starting density be a figure 2 sigma below the 93.6 for Region 

and whatever the numbers are for Regions 2 and 3?
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wbG i A No.  

2 Q tvhy not? 

3 A What we are interested in calculating behavior 

Sof gapping, ultimately the spiking, is in the average 

5I behavior of the core. The nx.umber of gaps that form, and 

- -the size of the gaps, will depend not on the lowest value 

7 the density can have, any one pellet, but on - quote - the 

8 average density within the core.  

9 11 The spiking, the peaking factor due to gap 

,o10 formation is related to the behavior of many rods, not one 

11 pellet, as it is in the case of gap conductance. So in 

12 our judgment an appropriate i07 .o calculate the effects 

of gapping is to use a nominal value.  

Endll 14 

17 

19 

20 

* 21 

24~
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Ql I~ iiatken in r .in th19'at ECCS criteria 

say no rod may have a pa c -crattLr aver 2300 eger-ee 

Fahrenheit? Is it not Uiat -hat is the limirting condition 

In t he e-Margency Core Coiing systena crjit;-ria an.d " 

Would it not follow that as to one rod adjacent to whidh 

there had been a gap fored ad as a rasult, as to that one 

rod, the pedt was higher. then that "od would O&'entially be 

one whose "perature would exceed 2300 dag-,. Fahrenheitr 

and that it does not matter about the ave/cae in th corev 

it maters about each rod, to pZove compliance -iAth the 

Interim Acceptance Crteria? 

A I don*.t %es and the si gni:ic-nce of that 

remark since if the gap we:e infinitely lon, it will a _roac 

in its abiiity to a~fect ito neighbors, a maximin- valuet 

That maxoawmum val u is O'the order of zbort s'i per.cent or 

seven percentv so the behavior oD a gap in ny one., od wil 

not be the liit'-ing case.  

You sed to evaluate statistically a combination 

of gaps from a nuxber of L.ods as it may .affect thea rd in 

question.  

Q You z-zi -an t-he rods inanediately surrounding it, or 

even more than that? 

A Even more than that. So you need to go out beyond 

its im-ediate nsighbors and evaluate the potential for those 

rods having gaps.

10,797



eb2 SO to say thait any onc- rod I1mak7tha 

2 asswepion, t -woulti q;ive me a ca culat ed ekClad temper.-! 

ture for the indiaz Poilit rp-aactOr 1o~ esta h 

caclae ncra. Tat Isr if I wr to follow your Sugggestion I 
SIit T-o2uld be les~i anzrva-4Lve than -what we--- Eve if x 

6 asumed that the r'od -eyr comltel? vi of. tue.l, tilat it 

7 Somahow dnifes so Vie fgupzl can dsappaar%, which is th~e 

8 absolute maxim=,, the botnding calculation , it could not 

be w~ore than the wa via have preserlibed thm calculation to 

10 baPromd 

11Q "Ahat, incideirtall.ly, is the peaik clad tmperature 

12 computed for Indian Point No. 2 in thie eve-nt of. a loss-of

coolant accident? 

14 A 1 think~ it is about 2250; in that neig.borhood.  

S I'm nat certain of the preci.se number; less t-han 2300.  

16 1 assumed thato.  

is A (r. Ross) One of the q~estions just before was 

19 the use of the ti -o sigma Ifactor,- zand 0i~ auxe -you said 

20 "Collapse,' 'in the collapse calculatlon." wid 'the "~collapse 

21 calculation" just. works from an infinkte.! cylinder; that is 

22 the length of the gap is irrelevant.  

23 Maybe you can explain that.  

24 A When -you are into the calculations for o'will thle 

clad or wo'i, you just take an 3.nfini e zircalOY~
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ob 3 eylinder with no fuel wsd a alyze it.  

2 0 nd ten he oly ax-amate. i wha ztile pressure 

3 inid~e that rod1 , an t's a secrat; donut r~ention ft.  

4 A it ib alleged to be secret. I won't wpntion it 

SIanywiy.  

Q Al right. Good. I agree wilth you.. 3 think also 

7 it is onlY alleged.  

8 A The temparat-ure and flui-t- Ille thing Is, if the 

9 gaps weare short, then thi~s wold- Forx , xaple. -a gap ofE 

10 an inch w,,ould have a d~if~event resistan'ze t6o collap6 tg than 

0-1&oe of two inches or one of threev but; to be Con~servative , 

??if you assumne it is infinitely long, Uqen you don't need to 

13 worrx. about what the density vvas in youx collapse calculatlcn.  

14 All right..  

Doe -ha ean when you say,, with, raspect to Region~ 

16 1 of this core, that you were -azsumIM4 instantaneouis 

17 densifiction to 96.5c, I thirikv that that means that as to 

18 all of the rods i.n that region, whan you are trying to figure ! 

19 out, as 3I assurpe you did, v.Other they would o-%. woul~d no t 

20 collapse during the firs-t cycle of- operatior., that.  

21 it was as though Vney -had .no fuel in them and thU-r ability 

22 to withatand collap~se tas deloe ildent upon the Integrity of 

23 the* exterior of the material and the pressure and so forth 

24 inside? 

'5A Almost corret, yes.
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One. of the input nium-bers to -tile colla.pse calcula

tion Iso zlwt' fast rkentron 'Upux so you could- - iae%:e raight 

be a local 'Peturbation on -how much MLx therze was on the 

cladding, Which could be slightly;'ffe.ted b~y the coilapse 

Does the quantity of initial danosity and the 

quantity of fintAl aszlum denity only have relevance in 

terms ofE computing gap candusctanoe then? 1 mean for this 

analysisV? 

Q thi ch of the otheir factors are a t71-u by thelt? 

A Thechanre in the axial dimaerionw alzso 

af fect directly the U'l-near heat generation reae withiri the 

fuel. A shorter stack :)f fuel will mean higher Ifilovvats 

per foot, That~a required -to be accoun~ted for.  

Q AU. right* 

Pod that is affect d by how much thie p~llat shifts ,9 

and that's i affected by hcow much il' densifies? 

A Just hoz# mach it densifies.  

Qit does not hava to move in ord.er -to make it 

A 1~,10 The pellet Itself is nowq shorter. The fact 

that it is. slhokter does two- things 

QWhen you talk about linear heat generation rate 

,Ayou did not mean. an entire colimn of pallets., you mean each
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Ob5 individulal pallet? 

Each ini.vidua i lletv "-Ad t the tW-"± o 

T i he first effct i t i e ad "e th 

4 total effect is the stack of zpllets within "the co!ht.m 

Syon do tt Calclation do you start 

with this"' , " ?o+ instance, for Region 3 a 93. 6 dezIsity 

7 or do you use -the two Siga ,,7. .er? 

A 7he dnsification report reui1 it to be calc 

efated on Vhe basis of two Oiaa.  

0lestingdhouse ha. done a statistical &nalysio. in ' 

I which the dexazification. repo ~ tha aqrvI-e, t e o 

12 Dermits them to have co-bited in the statistical treati m 

the two-sigma variaon, both in the aziai iind radial 
I,? " ~c =o hii a4 .iectiov, into the over-all spiking cal-, I"to whic i 

5 done statisticaly.  

1 6 so itx is treated in the axial dimension as wiell 

17 but in a statistical vanner rather than dir:ectly. Tine 

r8 eporvt allows either, and they hava c hcsen to do it statis

19 tically.  

/ DIR. ,ISM4A.. Mr Chairman, this would be a 20 

21 convenient tiaa for me to stop. I have abozt an hour to 

22 an hour and a half more for the Staff, roughly, on this 

23 subject.  
24 ect. CHAIIMA JEWSCMi• Wzll, of course we want to ac

2 I COUOdate your aonvenzienca but the Staff is here, we are II
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here. If you are eausted s ill stop but ye do have 

farther ntim 'this eveming if yor- would like to utilize it..  

.'MP,. ROIcSAND , I also have-'- I wras handed jumt a 

EA mments before we started this poion of the session, 

this after eoon a copy of a domuxiert i which I undexotand the 

Applicant intonds to put into evidence, dealing with. the 

question of fuel densificatio-3.r. which 1 had not pxav ou1. ..  

seen. I do want to look' at "-at to detearame what que.staois 

I have for tdie Staff if anmy mil-1 res-pect to it. cartainly 

want to look at it to knoow uat quztiaus Y I haVe if a 

for the Applicant.  

A nd that would have to be downe mad at least we 

would have to have the optiora open of .tle MC. Z coming ba&k 

any&ay and I could do that,, at Least Sam of it tonight.
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S '..showing to r. Roisman dzzing the Txeak was A Westinghouse 

3 proprletAx oimn~~??i r* 1 Vi&~ 

4 1 -1ialit? 'Modelv" wAch lls t'is dw1- that was of 

5 those tht w&j eviey. by kthe Staff in co nTtlun with its 

i evaluation of the fuel deasiEfica on problett.  

I ald to Mr. oz t~ be~:ta we e 

a intending at that point to introdue this i. . in 

addiption to the pop ta.r-y and acnprop:ieta.y fuel den2ifica;1; 

?0 report: hich we had - which-we intend to offer in evience 

in .rcsponse to this co'tEa,tion" 

mr. Roisman " ,,atement to we w' lt h-a fe0lt 

that it luould take him see~r,, daysi to reviem this documvnto 

lWe have no desire to entend the hearilag for several 

' days r.. Chairmza and if th Bard Uzould indeed agree that 

16 Vx Roisman indeed has to have oeveral days to reviee-w tie 

17 document, then oux intent ould be .ot to intcoduoe it into 

8 evidance; but to forego that; , and just let the sattex go* 

" .J..SC. We d 14,hiYo,4 that any a 

20 should limit his peserntation according to a+ time schedule.  

, 1 f you believe the m(tter' is material to your positione I 

22 think you should asseit wihatever position you believe you 

23. should.  

21 We have beeDn talking about an adjustment to the 

25 ochedule We have three tTeeks iet 'aside in whrich we can Ma ;e
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I some shifting of days which will suit the t.onxienca of the 

2 parties.  

* tay be that interrogation can continue as 

4 planned, and if you desire to put in this 7892 WCA9 maybe 

5 that phase of it could go to some other day next .week, or 

6 some sucho or the final week.  
7 MR. TROSTEN: I think our intent -old probably 

a be, Mr. Chairman - I want to consult ith ou-. witness over 

9 the evening -- our intent would probably be to go ahead with 

10 interrogation without offerin; the document in evidence. If 

11 it becomes necessary for us to do that at some point, wre will 

12 do so.  

53 CHAI.IAN JENSCH: lealla I think it should be 

.1 4 clearly ru.derstood, however, that that decision is entirely 

5 yours, and is not dictated by any requirements of time; becaus-,e 

IG we will provide the time for whatever the requirements are.  

17 The Board does have a few questionsp however, of 

?a the Staff witnesses., and perhaps we might -nte.rcatL1-e a bit.  

19 If yon. desire to leave, howevery you may do so.  

20 MR. ROMA4ZN: Yes, I think.. would like to do 

2t Ithat. 1 may want to introduce that penalty model document6 

21- CHAIPMLWN JENSCH: That will save quite a bit off 

2 time because you, onl t need two days to review it; it' can go 

V, right in. ' 

P-5 MR. ROISMEN: Thats 'right..
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* (Laughter ) 

2 CHAMUNM JENSCH. The Board does have a few 

3 questions.  

4 MR. KARAN: Are you going to ask th!e questions 

5 without Mr. Roisman being present? 

6 CHAIRMA JENSCm: if he desires to leave, he is 

at li.berty to do so. And he may pMocure the sat from the 

8 transcript later on.  

9 MR. ROISDWAN: Mr. Chairman, one question on that: 

10 a problem has arisen with respect to the transcripts. I 

11 believe at a much earlier point in this hearing -- miybe even 

12 several years ago -- the Board issuled an order indicat.ng that 

13 the Intervenors would have use of 0 subject to any demands :-that 

14 the public might make, of a copy of the transcript which ,as 

'5 to be placed in the library in Montrose, New York.  

16 Now I understand that recently the Ace-Federal 

17 Reporting Company has signed a new contract with the Atomic 

18 Energy Conmission . which, I em advised by telephonic commumica

M9 tion, in no way has changed the AEC's or Ace-,ederalls respon

20 sibilities with respect to those particu2ar items; but does 

21 provide 'or a reduced cost to the purchasing of transcripts 

22 by all parties to the proceeding, including Intervenors.  

2I The cost is still beyond the resources of the 

24 Intervenors that 1 represent here; and in that regard I speak 

25 also for Mr. Macbeth , and his client. And we understand that
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the reporter th:;_ough what we can gather L cm~ :,rty conver-sationi 

2 with M4r. Gordan.Grant1 , is e r. ue ndn~ feels that 

3 ii ce-Foderal must send the transcript up to -.-he -sciool. each 

4 evening, or tChe first tibing the -fol-lowing Morning, -as soo n as :J it is completedi. Thus, we are not getting ac~ass to that 

6 transcript at all.  

7 To make mwy timuo t-onorrow morniing frui tful, and 

9 would like to be able to h-2~acc toMha 'asr~ t; 

10 1 think it is going to take a r-catfirmatioa of the Board's j 
order in order to see to it. that i t does not get mil~ad away.  

~2 j CHiAILMAiN JEWSCH: Well 7. I thijnk that shoia.?d be 

I. cleared, that you are intended to have access to it, and it 

14 to be delivered directly. I think thoss are the arkaw).ements 

II we made originally for tchis proceadings, as -well as for Varmoni.  

16 Yankee. It serves no purpose to run through the form if you 

17 1!don't hav,.e the benefit of' the transaction. So whatever has 

Is been occurring since that original arrangement, it will not 

19 be considered suf ficient to alter the arrangerentoz& we have 

20 m~zde.  

Ace-Federal should delivez the documaent to you 

as soon as it is prepared.  

~sii MR. ROI13MAN: Fine. We.11, I can get it here in 

17k th morning. IThat's no problem. I gather they are now do-ing 

25 overnight delivery, which is fi*ne9
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jrb Thank you; Mr. Chairman.  

1 .... e.. MR. TROSTEN Mr. Chail-aan I just would 1ikI 

q the record to show.1 that I have givea to Mr. Roisman! a copy 

4 of WCAP 7982, entitled r'Fuei Densifiction Penalty 40odel," 

5 which he has agreed to hold puxrsuant to the agreoment he has 

.6 with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation dated May 28, 

7 1971.  

8 C1Va1RCMW JE1SCI Thank you. The record may so 

9 show.o 

h0 rhe Board does have some inquiry of the Staff.  

MR. BRIGGS: By letter the Board asked that some 

2. photomicographs be provided to aplify on the statement on 

page 8 of the Staff's Additional Testimony, that pellets, 

before dens-fication, and after densification, had been exaini( d 

5 to show that the densif-ication resulted froxa the disappearance 

of voids in the pellets.  

17 I believe that's what the indication was, 

Now, we have received here some photographs that 

are labeled "proprietary".  

20 Is it correct that the proprietary infoxnation haez 

21 to do wi-th timtes at po-ver, and the parier levelse- or the kilowvali 

per foot, and the pellet densities? Are these the things 

23 that are proprietary? 

24 MR. TROSTEN: You will have to give me a moment 

25 ~to confer with the Westinghouse representatives Mr. Briggs
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I don't know the answer to your question.  

MR. BRIGGS: I assuiae that's txue and 1 don't 

intend to mention those nuyabrrs if that's right.  

(.~~r fthtsrgt

j rb6
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MR. TrROSTEN: if you will give uss a monzent, 

M4r. Briggs, We will take care of this.  

M1R. 1COHEM:4 Excuse mze, wkile we have this pause, 

miay I mnake a note for -the record. that a set of these 

pictures which are nuimbared 15561-A ;two, SR-l33.250-29; thre 

12416-D; the fourth pi,.Aure, 838-2.'25-28v rwmber five 

nubered 15569P; six, 884-19-10; -seven, 15557-B; eight, 

P197; -raine, -15558-B; ten,r,129; eleven, 12.398-D; SRI-17.l80-43AC 

15563-A, Sri-22,0 555-iO; 544.2; and IPP-l Ptoe X85.~1-8, which 

we re given to the Board we2 e also shawn to M~R. RA'oisman 

prior to being given to the aoard in accordance with the 

proprietary agreement iwfhch he has and which MrA. Trosten 

reftrenced earlier.  

M WaR. TROSTEN: Mr Briggs, I think I have the 

infovrTnation that you want.  

I conferred with the westinghouse representative 

and as I"understalld it, Mr. B riggs, in accordance with the 

Westinghouse standards, the inform~ation reflectad-in these 

photogjraphs constitutes test inforrnati~n which wastinghouse 

customazily holds in confidence.  

She zo~itten information that appears in theD picturv" 

is not proprietary, I am so infor~ied.  

Now I am riot sure that that is responsive to your 

ques~tion. If it is not ple-ase tell me and I will get the 

inf9ormntIon you asked for,
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VIR. 2ThGGS: Well 1 bell~ve the Staff testimony 

indicates that as waell as, is kno~im at the prc -zert time 

the densif ication occurs Very eal-,y iLn the operatioa of a 

Fuel pellet and that the deensification does not dped upon

the linear power rating, That the final density does not 

depend very much on the initial density and that these 

pictures are intended to show that that is tesituation.  

Is that right? 

I really don't have much ini the way of question~s 

on the pictures. 1 just tyant to knflw i! that is what they 

are Intended to show? 

This was a q~uestion to the Staff.  

WITNSS STELLO: I think you hwva characterized 

it reasonably well, that it does sho-% all. of the things 

you had mntioneA. in amddition, :%ome others.  

JA to-the general characterization of the structur, 

of the fuel both before and after, I think I have to mention~ 

that the p'g4 errphology, the size distribution,et cetera, 

are known to be considerations important to Whe densification 

process as explained in the testimony.  

These pictureS do provide also some of that 

informiation.  

M-ri. B1TIGGE, Okay, -fine.  

MR. XAM: Mr1. Briggs., JLust for the record, I 

believe you do havo 2our pictures which we do not have. here.



nr3 1 I We only had -one coy'tiplete alet of thoe. VIE have all the picturce 

2 except the four %w.hich vyere n~ot z-eproduced o.-, tu_.]e offset

3'~E VIK flBRGGS: 1 hive had the opportunity to 'look 

at teearnd ta!nkJ you aTzd 3 wil naturn them at the end 

6 The~e.was another quetion hera that was of 

7. interest t e 

8x. 1 'R~oismaxi talked or questioned for sometim'.0 

9f about whether the coneratism was rednced by permitting one 

30 to use a peaking factor of 2.7 as opposed to a peaking factor, 

a f 3. And z wobald like to ur-Oerstand a 31ittle bit biaetter, 

. because as I recall the Staff's reply was tchat one tirte 

3 a least it is no ncesail maoze oxc 1a conservative to 

14 reduce the peaking factor fr'om 3.to 2.7.  

is that the senso of the rely that vias gi-ven? 

16 1,7IMESS ROSS: Yes 1 sir, that is mny recollection 

17 of tnhat ;-e said.  

MR(i. BRIGGS: As It undersitand it, Wi!tinghouse 

19 proposed to use a peaking factor of 3. That wau. in allly a 

20 year or two ago 'when the ECCS Intexim Criteria were .?proposed! 

21 Tho peaking Iac-tor was ivtade 3 because by use olt such a fac .torl 

22 it was possible have a ma~nimum temrprature in a loss of 

M. coolant accident of 2300 deqtrzes.  

24j Now X assumie that whan fuel derisification was 

25olnow takell into acaount, tb.at westinghouse made a calculation
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=4 and thev found out that when they used a peakinig factor of 

3, that they were no. longar able to stay within th 2300

d.egree. criterion.  

II s tha t right? 

WITINESS STELLO: Yes.  

MR. BRIGGS: And so they rt-a-ucad the pea-king 

7 factor from 3 to 2.7 and found thatI. tho calculateaq ternperatur 

Snow was 2300 degrees or less.  

~ ISuppose the Staf.l had said we don't like a 

peak ing -Eactor of 2.7. We would l.ike to you. to retain the 

E laxibility in the operati on of the reactor thai; you have hae.  

12 aud you will have to keep a peaking factor of 3.  

13 What-would Westinghouse then -have been able to 

14do to say within the 2300-degree criterion? 

IsWITH~ESS ROSS: Mr. 54;ello and 1, in our .ls 

h cu - ertklinly one option the~y could have done 

17 would be to reduce polwar. A~nd you, are specuJlating as to 

whaat wiould be in the irdimds of Westinghouse kind Consolidated I Edison,, 

20 1And putting -myself in thei-r position,. I wduld -have 

21j run more tests in areas where tests have not been run and 

22 ..eewat ingenuity CO uld be brought to bear so I would~ not,

23 have to reduce pot-er and still have a peaki*ng factor. of : three.  

This is terribly conjectural, b5ut that is what
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you a~sked for, T believe.  

DI3R. )3RXCC-PP YeU: voint ocut that the first thing 

that comes to mind is that on-e could have redaced the power4 

so that lie would have gotten 2300 dgrees.  

WITNESS STEL Mb: I thought Y4Tr Ross made it clear.  

1--- he didn't, I would IkVea to, that that was the initial 

reaction, assau'ing everything e'lse w'ar constant ,that you 

were not pe rmitted or allowed to change anyting else. An1d 

tha.t would be oae approach.  

P11 b 9X-GGS; It is Rot clear to me that anythingi 

else was changed encept to redu-ce the pealking factor in the 

presen~t Situation.  

WIT-NESS S12ELLO: I guess thc- diffic-ulty wie are 

having is certainly th.,i is the case,the pea2king factor 

could be chang d from the' value that turas avallable right 

after t-he Interin~ Criteria were issuer.d in about July or 

August of 071;' frdm that t~nrs a peaking factor of 3 to its 

present value of 2.7.  

This wais accoirniPishad wit'1,hout reducing pcower 

level. X think r. Ross has indicated that i 6 power level 

were to be reduced the Consolidated Edison Company or 

Westinghouse Corporation or both or others may have looked 

into various other :ways and procedures that wqe could have 

followed, putting in dilfferent equipment, additional 

equipmnent, doing additional experiments' to justlfy differnt
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analysis. All of wFhich would have conceivably allowled them 

to maintain the plant at 100 percent poaex: and a peaking 

factor of 3 and accounting for dens ificatiao as it is prcsent 

accounted for.  

M°EP.IGGS: ell let',S just take what vie kJnoi 

at the present time.  

if the Staff had said that a peaking factor of 

3 must be used as the design basis peaking factor, and the 

choice had been made to reduce the poer to keep ,the 

temperature at 2300 degrees and we probab.y will ask the 

Westinghouse people the same questions when their witnesses 

re h~~re, would that not have been a tore conservatiVe path 

to take? 

Iz other words, would not the loss of coolant 

acctdent,ths calculated loss of coolant accident, f you 

will, hav s been less severe if one had taken this path?
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WITNESS STELLO: I think the answer to that questiozi 

is No, for the following reason: 

The severity of the accident is whatever it is 

going to be. It may not exceed 1,000 degrees, 500 degrees, 

some number; that's reality, not calculation. If I were to 

measure conservatism by comparing -two calculated numbers, I 

would agree with you. ut if I am -to use my judgment with 

regard to conservatism to reality, I think that is an entirely 

different situation.  

I believe you probably were asking the question witl 

regard to keeping everything constant and looking only at 

calculations rather than reality.  

MR. BRIGGS: No.  

i was looking at reality, also. Isn't reality 

at 80 percent of power less severe than reality at 100 percent 

of power? 

WITNESS ROSS: 'No. Not the way we understand the 

question, nor the way we understand the analyses.  

Take your illustration of 20 percent reduction: 

Suppose that vie said that the overall core power could come 

down -- had come down 20 percent; but we •would permit a corres

ponding increase in the peaking, such that the linear heat 

generation rate is right back where it was.  

Now, as far as the accident is concerned, the peak 

clad temperature will be about the same. So I haven't increasE
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j or decreased safely.  

2 IVR. BRIGGS g The peak clad te pe:prature for the 

3 one rod, I supposev will be the same, how about the distxibu

4 tion throughout the coree? You have shoiwn bere, for instanceo 

under norniwl operating cond it-ons that one does not come 

E anywhere close to a peaking factor of 3; that the peaking factor 

7 is in the range of one and a half to two during normal 

-0 operation. -And I think you have used that as an exvample of 

9 why the accident is not. likely to be so severe in the real 

case.  

j jow, wouldn t this same situation prevail if one 

12 dropped the power 20 percent-, let's say: during normal 

M3 operation you t-7ould still .be only running in the range of 

14 1.5 to 2 on peaking factor? 

5. f WITNESS ROSS: The only thing that you've changed 

by dropping total core power and allowing an appropriat 

17 increase in peaking factor, you changed the nuimber of rods 

1i8 that exceeded a given temrperature.  

19 For examplev let's assume 2300 is the peak, so 

20 no rods would exceed 2300.  

2j If we suppose there are 0,000 rods in a core, 

, and with a peaking. factor of 3, I could draw a curve with 

23 temaPerature as one element of the curve, and the probability 

4 of exceeding that temperature as the other element; that 

cuCve changes as the-peaking factor changes. The flatter, that
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I is, the lower the peaking factor, the more rods exceed a given 

2 temperature.  

3 Now, 'if that is the criteria for saying something 

4 is conservative, then changing thi pking factor changes 

5 the consetvative number; but that is not the criterion that 

the Staff used.  

7 We looked at the peak rod. It had to meet an 

8 acceptable criterion. We have no criterion as to the nUmber 

of rods that just barely meet it, and that are just barely 

1-0 below that, and so on.  

SjoR. BRIGGS: So you suggest that with the higher 

12 the peaking factor, a smaller fraction of the rods would be 

above t-he temperature of 2, 000, et's say? In the case where 

14 the hottest rod was a 2,300? 

W5 ETNESS ROSS: That's co rect.  

16 MR. BRIGGS: So less of the core would be at 

17 higher temperature? 

18 WITNESS STELLO: I think -- and again we're going 

to have to say we are speculating -- because if we imposed 

20 these requirements, again, it may cause -the Applicant to 

2 operate his core in a different manner, i.e., flatter. He 

2.2 may have more flexibility now to become flatter at these 

23 reduced power levels; and if he does*, then there may or may ncf 

24 be, say, a different number of rods or even, conceivably, 

25 a greater number of rods at or above 2,000 degrees.
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I think you have to look -to the speCIfic-waY he.  

would choose to operate hi s plan.t.~ If inde ed he were requiredf 

to increase the peaking factor from 2.7 o3,, 1 think it 

would prompt change. I am not certain as to which direction 

that change would be', an-d how it would af fect the- accident; 

but I did want to coment Carlier, and the last guestione I 

think -- the severity of the accident is now somehiiikg aat 

Maybe wee need a d~efinition for before we go any further.  

Do We mean that an acidt ismr eer f Say, 

there are more rods abdve- so me temperatre of 700, 800, 900 

degrees? 

MR. BRIGGS: I shoulArs +t say "svrt ~acdent" 

I suppose one can look at tho conseratism in m~vny ways: 

is it better -to have the w.hole core at '2,30. or onl1y on e 

rod at 2v300? If it is better - if there is no diffenrence 

in conservatism, wfhyo I wdtld Bay maybe it is bet1-ter t~o lave 

only...one rod at 2,300,0 than the whole cor~ it s more conser

,vati-ve i4f you. don' t have 

WITNESS STELLO: That was precisely my point.  

MR. BRIGGS: The accideat might not be more severe..  

as you point outP if nothing drops down, why, the accidenit 

may not be a very severe one.  

WITNESS STFLO= in r~eality.  

MR. BRIGGS: it's just a qtestiuOK of how yyou 

define 1-conservatis&'.
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b IWITNESS SpBLIDO. Ag:reed .  

2 MR. BRIGGS: You indicated that -in your opin.ion, 

3 I guess: one would never get to a peaking factor of 2.7, and 

4 you used the curve --- your .curves of the total peaking 

5 factor as an ex uiaple of why that V'ouid be the case.  

6 ConEd recently sent in an addendum to thq fuel 

7 densification report; it's dated March 22; and it has in it 

8 a curve, a figure -- Figure 4.2. They also have a Figure 4.2 

9 in their original fuel densification report for Indian 

o0 Point #2, in January.  

Do you have a copy of this figure? 

WITINESS STELLO: So. May we have a moment? 

0 .3 1R. BR.GGS: Certainly.  

(Doctuent handed to the witness panel.) 

I5 IMR. KARMAN.- We have it.  

MR. BRIGGS: These reports also have some proposed 

technical specifications in them. This Figure 4.2 seems to 

i 8 show the peaking factor versus the axial offset, and seems 

to suggest that it vould not be very difficL-!t to get a peakinW 

20 factor of i.7; if you 1iad an axial offset of greater, than 

#15 PM 21 plus-10 or minus-15 under the conditions for these calculation! 

* 22 

* 24
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Staff expects the plant will kill during operation with the once-through 

cooling over the plant lifetime.  

Thus, although the Applicant's fish hatchery and replacement proposal would 

be a means to mitigate the damage done to the fishery during interim plant 

operation, the Staff believes this would not be a practical solution to the 

problem of maintaining the population of this natural resource at the 

present levels over the lifetime of the plant, if operated with once-through 

cooling.
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16 wbl Are you acquainted with this figure? 

2 WITNESS STELLO Yes, sir.  

5 MIRo BRIGGS: Is ray conclusion wrong, 'tha it 

4 -would not be very difficult to get to a peaking factor 

WITNESS STELLO The information 'on this 

7 figure is a result of a variety of calculations. In theory, 

in. principle, in calculation, and including like, for 

example, the effects of xenon transients, which, as I re

call, are also represented by certain arks on this 

It is conceivable that one could, under a transient situa

2 I tion, go in that direction.  

i 3 But for the purposes of my previous discussion., 

14 the operating experience for the reactor, the percentage 

of time, the number of hours per year that they.would be 

16 at or near some peaking factor is what was presented on 

U the earlier figure you referred to, Figure 2.1 of our 

8 Supplemental Testimony in the ECCS hearing.  

This figure was derived from how reactors are 

20 physically operating. And I thought I had indicated earlier 

that it was conceivable that the actual data, the raw 

22 data as I referred to it, may in fact have a case where 

the peaking factor could have been as high as 2.7. But it 

2A may have only been for a half hour, or twenty minutes, and 

it would not have -- you could not see it on this plot.  25
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That was the point I was ia-ing 

CHAIRMAN JFSC1.: I wonder if I can get .an answer 

to the question he really asked yOu3 was his calcu..,ation 

accurate. You have given us quite an explanation of what 

your previous discussion was; but his question was a recital 

of that calculation, is that correct? 

WITNESS STELLO I thought I answered the uest-on 

by starting Yes, that these are calculationse and not 

actual operating points; and I wnas cont-rasting that to this 

curve, which is operating data, rather than calculation.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH.: Than'k you.  

MRB DRIGGS: Wello in the tech specs, .the 

Applicant seems to go to considerable trouble to make calcula

tions of -- to indicate what he is going to do if he falls 

outside this range, that i i the axial offset falls outside 

the range, what measures he is going to take; and also seems 

to suggest -- if I read this correctly, and I cannot quite 

seem to find the place -- that if he falls outside the range 

for a few hours, it's all right; that as long as he d oesn't 

go outside for more than eight hours, he can run at full 

power.

Now, let's see if I can find the statement about

the times.

This did not seem to fit very well with the 

suggestion that if one gets to 2.7, something has to be done.
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And maybe I just read this wrong.  

MR. 1 Wiq.: Axe you able to pin-point that? 

MR.. BRIGGS: I 'm not sure which particular report 

it's in, whether it's in this Addundum ot -- here it is.  

It says on page 7-41 'kIf at rated power the 

indicated axial flux difference exceeds the 

permissible range defined above for a period of 

more than eight hours, the situation shall be 

corrected, or the reactor power shall be reduced 

two percent for each percent the flux difference 

exceed the permissible positive range, and reduced 

four and a half percent for each percent in the 

negative range." 

This suggests to me that one may approach peaking 

factors of 2.7 rather frequently in the operation of the 

reactor.  

When you have had a chance to look at it, maybe 

you would like to comment on the suggestion.  

WITNESS ROSS: To us, it does not suggest so mach 

what might be likely, but it is a contingency; that is,. it's 

just an appropriate restriction.  

I am not sure that we can coment any further

than that.

DR. BRIGGS: Well, my concern was that if this 

is not going to happen, it would seem to me that there is no
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cQIAIN JENSCH: Perhaps you would like to coin

sider this f urt-he =-Ad =,swer in the worning or. would you 

care to do it now? 

WITNESS ROSS: WT 'had a gener.al answer and a 

specific request° 

Paragraph B on pac'e 7-4 speaks to axial offset 

which is the difference in an. electric.l sinal seing 

current in an Lon chamber at the top half of the core minus 

the bottom half of the core divided by the tbe t.4'.  

Xn and of itself, an off set outside of the plus seven minus 

12 pe-rcent rang- doesn I itmly that the FQ 9actor is greater 

than 27. That vjas the geral answr 

We would like to e'o a little more s tudy' jresearch 

and get you a better one if tat is all Light.  

MR. BRIGGS: T.hat will b, fine." 

Ca. XRK M JENSCH: Does anybody do ao e .ny 

further stat44ent before the recess? 

HR. KARM- ya's.  

CW2AXIVIN JENSCHX .At this tizwr by the way0 we 

will return to Applicant these proprietary photographso 

MR. KPOSA: kr. Chairman, this %iill just take a 

As I indicated yesterday, we were going to offr 

into evidencn certain pienes of testivony with respect to 

the envirornental aspects of tbe Staff oase . I have obtained
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reason to wait eight hours to correct the situation; that it 

is considerable effort spent on a con Ltngency that one does 

not expect to happen.
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a stipulation f rom Mr. Trosten and Mr. !.acbet that the Staft 

nvirormRntal witnesses need mot be prosent to vouchi for 

this testimony and w th,: the Uoard's ae rmission I fel o 

these into evidenoc, 

I e. i., Trosten ha- a co1,y of these, and 

Mr. Mlcbeth has a copy. I have u ficient copies fer the 

. If Yo wold like vI will read what they are now.  

CHAIPA, j1 Th1SV{T.-.- Very wp-U. if you will do that

-MR - EARMAIN1 One iS'Tile Staff caMM,.nts on 

Applicant's researc. progr,-0 April 1O 3973.q 

Aother one is "Tactors related to Hudson Rixr 

striped bass population.  

Both of Ulase ;:rc testimony of Dr. Godyear.  

The third is "X-eaponse to the request of the 

Atoic Safety -and Licensing Hoiard dealing with the impact of 

effects on sItiple-plant oi.ration.l 

And the fouth ilbem is 'Supplezenta! Staff testi

mony on the feasibility of a fish hatchery and replacemant 

by stocking of fish in the Hudson Wver..  

CHMIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. The documents 

identified by Reqmlatory Staff Counsel, and with the stiDv.a

tiox.i among the attorneys to the proceecding, the identified 

documents may be physically incorporated into the trans

cript as if read. and shall consitute evidence on behalf
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of the Staff, 

(Tihe docurents foll.ow:)
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ebi I CHAIIIMN JiSCU- Is there any other matter we 

2 can consider before we recess? 
3 (No response.' 

4 CHAIRM&N JENSCH: If not, let us recess to recon

5jvene in this rooni tontr-row- ziorning at nineo'oc, 

C3 (14hereupon, at 5330 p.m., £te he'ong in the

7 above-entitled matter was recessed to reconvene at 

8 9 00 aom. the following day.) 
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Research Program 

In his most recent testimony, Dr. McFadden again stated the Applicant's 

position that the research program would be able to detect a serious impact 

from plant operations within time to initiate any of several alternative 

procedures which could be used to alleviate any problem which might arise.  

It is the Staff's belief that the research program underway will be quite 

capable of producing beautifully quantitative information related to the 

description of the changes which may or may not be occurring in populations 

of fishes in the River. However, it is very likely that the Applicant's 

program of research will not provide information which will be sufficient 

to analyze the cause-and-effect relationships governing populations of 

.striped bass and other fishes in the River.  

The reliability of any research program is a function of several 

factors, including not only the personnel but also the methoddlogy which is 

used in doing the research. Of utmost importance is the type of approach 

used in deriving the information utilized in the research effort. In general 

the experimental approach can be distinguished as either one which is mostly 

descriptive or one which is more analytical in nature. In the case of a 

descriptive approach, it is common for investigators to obtain data with 

multiple alternative indications. However, unless effort was made beforehand 

to evaluate all of the alternative relationships, then the utility of the 

information which is described during the period of the investigation is 

* generally quite limited. On the other hand, if the more analytical approach 

is taken to the study of the particular problem under consideration, then it 

is common for. the various alternative cause-and-effect relationships which 

could contribute ultimately to the selection of one or more various conclusions.



This type of approach requires that the information to be investigated by 

research efforts be thoroughly understood before the investigation begins so 

that the investigator is not continually concerning himself with problems or 

concepts'which need not have been a part of the study from the very beginning.  

Design of research 

The importance of such considerations can be illustrated in the following 

situatios which are particularly pertinent for this proceeding. Dr. Mc

Fadden in previous testimony discussed an electrophoretic technique for 

determining relative proportions of the various components of the stock in 
b 

the Middle Atlantic region, 35ased on a paper which had just been published 

T 
in Transactions of the American Fishery Society. his process has much 

merit and much information can be gained through electrophoretic techniques; 

however, it is very important to understand all of the processes which may 

be involved in deriving conclusions from these studies before embarking on 

a program of research using this type of an approach. In this particular 

case, the electrophoretic technique was applied to blood serum proteins.  

These are traditionally quite variable because they regulate many different 

processes within the animal. In the case of striped bass, the only proteins 

found to show any indication of differences in stock by origin were the 

transferens. These are proteins which are used in the bloodstream to 

trasnport metal ions. Thus variations in transferen makeup would be 

expected with variations in ionic materials in the local environment. In 

order to extrapolate the information derived from local studies in the 

OChesapeake to areas in the Atlantic or for that matter within the Chesapeake 
Bay itself, one must first demonstrate that the transferens which were 

found to vary from place to place would not lose their identity if the fish 

wore to move from one place to another within the Bay or within the Atlantic 

Ocean. It seems obvious that this type of research effort cannot be done 

on the spur of the moment and that it would take several years to complete
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and in fact may not provide the most desirable results.  

A particular point of concern to the Staff is that the Applicant 

is continually discussing the reality of the compensatory process operant 

within populations present within the Hudson River, particularly the striped 

bass, but has not yet described a mechanism nor a way of evaluating the 

mechanism in the River. Furthermore it is apparent from the Staff's point 

of view that the trends in the Middle Atlantic stock and the variation in 

distribution of larval striped bass within the Hudson River annually along 

with a virtual lack of precise data on the mechanisms of mortality, the rate 

of mortality of the very early stages of striped bass in the Hudson River 

will make it virtually impossible to derive a concrete, reliable answer 

concerning the nature of the mechanism which might exist ih larval populations 

of striped bass. The Staff has seen no evidence in any of the populations 

where data have been gathered to indicate a mechanism is operant such as that 

which is used in the Lawler model.  

In conclusion, the Staff has not perceived a framework of experimental 

dcsign based bn a logical working hypothesis which might result in providing 

a mechanisms through which the compensatory processes would work according te 

Lawler's concepts. From the information which the Staff has evaluated, it 

would appear that the Applicant's research effort as presently designed will 

likely produce fairly precise estimates of certain parameters and leave other 

very important factors completely unresolved.



Data analysis 

One absolutely essential factor in this or any other scientific inquiry 

is that the conclusions which are drawn from data gathered during the study 

must be consistent with the data which :was gathered and from a conceptual 

framework of logic. The conclusions must be able to withstand the test of 

logic and must be supported by the data which was gathered by the study.  

This requires that data analysis be more than a superficial process. An 

example of the dangers in obtaining unjustified conclusions from super

ficial examination of data is available within this proceeding. Dr. McFadden 

in his comments on the Staff's analysis of the fishery data for striped bass 

concluded that the correlation between fishing effort in the Hudson River and 

the fishing effort in the Atlantic 5 years later was a reason that the 

landings in the 2 areas were correlated in the same relationship (p. 11 of 

rebuttal testimony and transqript p. 9470-9471). It is the Staff's opinion 

that Dr. McFadden's reasoning in this case is erroneous simply because the 

superficial approach to a particular set of data.  

The fundamental error existing in the above discussion is that catch is 

a function of effort. It is a positive function, such that as effort goes 

up, catch goes up, and when the effort declines, the catch declines. This is 

the reason why Dr. McFadden is able to draw the generalization that changesin 

effort in the same direction( for example both the Atlantic effort and the 

Hudson effort/were declining in the 1950's and early1960's Because of 

the positive relationship between catch and effort, the only way in which a 

decrease in effort can influence catch directly is to cause a decrease in 

catchGver the period which was being discussed and to which Dr. McFadden was 

directing his conclusions, the effort was changing in a direction opposite 

from the catch and the logic he was applying was invalid.



It is extremely important that the evaluation of information derived in 

this study and hopefully the information which was used in designing the, study 

was done in a manner consistent with logic and tith the info~mation which 

was available.
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IMPACT OF EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE PLANT OPERATION ON THE CONCLUSIONS REACHED 

IN THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT OF INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 
DOCKET NO. 50-247 

I. Introduction 

On December 15, 1972, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board requested an 

evaluation of the effect of other power plants, namely Danskammer, Lovett, 

Roseton and Bowline, in addition to Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2, on 

the Hudson River (Tr. 7789). In reply to this request the Regulatory Staff 

prepared preliminary results presented in two documents (Refs. 1 and 2) 

on the cumulative impact of thermal discharges and biological effects, 

primarily entrainment of striped bass eggs, larvae, and young of the year 

* from the simultaneous operation of the multiple plants on the Hudson River.  

Both documents were served on the Board and the parties in the proceeding 

on February 14, 1973.  

Further discussion on the subject occurred during the hearing on March 7, 

(Tr. 9817) and March 8, 1973 (Tr. 10,010). In Tr. 10,016, the Board ruled 

that the data obtained in the two documents. "should be made a part of the 

record' and considered in connection with the FES and that the motion 

of the Hudson River Fishermen's Association" and the Environmental Defense 

Fund dated October 16, 1972 be denied to disqualify the Final Environmental 

Statement as inadequate in certain respects. In addition, the Board re

* quested that the Staff give "further consideration to the matters set forth 

in the submittal, which was filed on February 14, 1973, as to the effect 

of these data, or these calculations, upon the conclusions reflected in 

the Final Environmental Statement" (Tr. 10,016). This statement is in 

response to the request of the Board.
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II. Background Information on the Conclusions Reached in the Staff's FES 
on Operation of Only Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2.

Of particular concern in the hearing for Indian Point Unit No. 2 is the 

basis upon which the date of January l, 1978 was selected for cessation 

of once-through cooling and initiation of closed-cycle cooling operation 

of the plant. In essence, this date was established upon the basis (l) 

that up to this point in time the ecological damage, although potentially 

serious during the interim period of plant operation, is expected to be 

recoverable but beyond which the damage would become irreparable if the 

plant were allowed to continue operation as is because of the feedback 

influence on the reproductive stock of the most important sport and 

commercial fish, primarily striped bass in the Hudson River; (2) that the 

date is a reasonable, but outside limit for designing, procuring, con

structing, and interconnecting a closed-cycle cooling system with the 

plant; (3) that the benefit-cost balancing showed that the short-term 

benefits of the urgent need for power outweigh the corresponding environ

mental costs, to warrant interim plant operation during this time period; 

and further, (4) that the benefit-cost balancing beyond this date of 

January 1, 1978 indicates that the corresponding costs with the once

through cooling outweigh the benefits accrued without consideration of

an alternative cooling system.  

A. Operation with once-through cooling during the short term (up to 

January 1, 1978) has been judged by the Staff to have a sizeable
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impact if allowed to operate in the manner proposed by the Applicant.  

However, the damage is expected to be recoverable once closed-cycle 

cooling is initiated. The Staff cannot, however, recommend extending 

the interim operation beyond January 1, 1978 because of the environmental 

impact on the reproductive life cycle of important fish, mainly striped 

bass indigenous to the area. The Staff's preference would be to have 

the closed-cycle cooling system installed and in operation as soon as 

practicable, but no later than January 1, 1978.  

This position has been supported by extensive testimony, including 

the FES and redirect-rebuttal testimony, presented by the Staff in 

this proceeding indicating the significance of the ecological damage 

from once-through cooling operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 

2 on the fishery of the Hudson River as well as the Long Island 

Sound, adjacent New Jersey coast, New York Bight, and the mid-Atlantic 

fishery. Over the long term (beyond January 1, 1978) these impacts 

are considered by the Staff to, be an unacceptable assault on this 

fishery resource which can lead to irreversible loss of productivity 

of the river. As such, the impact expected is of such magnitude to 

justify considering an alternative close-cycle cooling system to 

mitigate the damage to the fishery.  

Furthermore, although the Applicant has made valid attempts to solve 

the problems of fish damage from operation of Unit No. 1 and modified
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its once-through cooling system to avoid problems, it does not 

appear that one can predict with much degree of certainty that 

the efforts planned by the Applicant, over the long term, promise 

much success to compensate for the potential damage done to the 

fishery during and beyond the lifetime of the plant if operated 

with once-through cooling.  

B. On February 22, 1973- the Staff also presented testimony on information 

regarding cooling tower manufacturer estimates of the time required to 

design, construct and initiate operation of such a system. The time 

ranges from 2 years, 9 months to 4 years, 9 months, for completion 

of construction. In addition, confirmation through actual procurement 

and construction time at various plants ranges between 2 years, 

8 months to 3 years, 8 months which is needed to initiate operation 

under the new design conditions. Although the Indian Point site has 

a rough topography which will require considerable rock excavation 

and yard work for installation of the cooling towers, the Staff 

judged that January 1, 1978, or for a time period of approximately 

4-1/2 years starting from July 1, 1973, would not be an unreasonable 

date to meet based on experience at other sites.  

The Applicant is required to submit a report to the AEC by July 1, 

1973 in which the Applicant will have evaluated the economics and 

environmental impacts of alternate closed-cycle cooling systems and 

selected a preferred system. Once the selection has been made, it 

would allow the Applicant a reasonable time period to conduct 

meteorological studies, finalize design, procure equipment and 

components, construct the cooling towers, lay piping, and intertie 

the system to the plant. Thus, the Staff considers January i, 1978 

as an outside limit that should be feasible to meet.



C. In the FES the Staff also carried out a benefit-cost analysis in which 

the benefits resulting from the electrical power produced for full 

power operation were balanced against the corresponding environmental 

'costs incurred. In the short-term the Staff concluded that-the benefits 

of meeting the urgent need for power in the New York area, particularly 

the peak power demand during the summer time, outweigh the environmental 

costs during this time. This need has been adequately demonstrated in 

terms of decreasing reserve margins and increasing frequency of brown

outs and blackouts during peak load periods of the past several 

summers. The Staff thus recommended interim full power operation 

of Indian Point Unit No. 2 to add new baseload capacity to the 

Applicant's service system; to improve reliability of service in the 

New York area; and to allow retirement of out-dated fossil plants, 

thereby improving'the air quality in the City.  

The Staff also investigated the benefit-cost analysis of reduced or 

restricted operation during the interim period from 1973-1977.  

(Ref 3) The Staff estimated for different levels of power reduction 

of Unit No. 2; (a) the increase in the stack emissions from fossil 

plants resulting from replacement of the reduced power of Unit No. 2 

and (b) the increase in the generating costs to replace the power of 

Unit No. 2 through purchase of power and the use of other methods.  

The conclusions reached in the benefit-cost analysis for restricted 

operation of Unit No. 2 include: 

1. Scheduling all shutdowns and maintenances for the periods of 

restricted operation will likely result in uneconomic use of 

fuel and reduced system reliability.  

2. Maintaining Unit No. 2 in hot standby for 4.5 months per year 

would be a gross misuse of a high capital investment plant 

designed for base load operation.
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3. The incremental generating costs of $86.8 million for the 

periods of 4.5 months of restricted operation, environmental 

costs of increased stack emissions in New York City, increased 

capital equipment replacement costs, and reductions in system 

reliability cannot be balanced by the environmental benefits that 

would accrue to the Hudson River biota as a result of the proposed 

mode of restricted operation.  

As stated above, during the long term the benefit-cost analysis showed 

that the biological impact involving entrainment of planktonic organ

isms including egg, larvae and fry stages of important fish, along 

with zooplankton and phytoplankton; impingement of fish on the screens; 

and exposure to toxic chemicals and thermal discharges will be of such 

a magnitude to the ecosystem of the Hudson River and other water bodies 

that the operation of the once-through-system is unacceptable and that 

the environmental costs outweigh the benefits to be gained. Upon 

consideration of the welfare of the present generation and the 

protection of the environment for future generations, the Staff con

cluded that to justify continuing operation of the plant, an alternative 

cooling system would be required as the best corrective measure. The 

Staff recommended that the Applicant be granted an operating license 

to operate the plant up to January 1, 1978 provided due caution be 

taken through an affirmative plan of action, to be submitted by the
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Applicant by July 1, 1973,. to mitigate the damage to the aquatic 

biota and that the New York State water quality standards be met 

as revealed by the environmental monitoring program and surveillance 

studies presented in the Technical Specifications during this interim 

period. The Applicant will be required to monitor and conduct sur

veillance study programs to assess the environmental damage before 

and after installation of the preferred closed-cycle cooling system 

and to take appropriate action if need be of restricted operation if 

the ecological damage becomes excessive during the interim period.  

I1. 1he Impact of the Present and Future Power Plants on the Hudson River 

In response to the request of the ASLB of December 15, 1972, the Staff 

prepared two documents, one on the evaluation of thermal discharges and 

the other on biological impact from operation of Indian Point Units Nos.  

1 and 2 alone and in conjunction with Danskammer, Lovett, Roseton, and 

Bowline fossil plants on the Hudson River. (Refs. 1 and 2)' 

In regards to the evaluation of thermal discharges, although the 

applicant's thermal model cannot be used for the prediction of the 

multiplant effects, the Staff has developed a preliminary time dependent 

one-dimensional thermal model (cross sectioned averaged) applicable 

for single- and multiple-plant heat discharges and has carried out an 

extensive parametric study using this model to evaluate various possible 

assumptions to determine the distribution of the thermal plume. The
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Staff's preliminary estimate of the tidal maximum excess temperature, under 

drought or low flow conditions, averaged over the cross sectional area at 

the Indian Point site is about 2.8*F when only Indian Point Units Nos. 1 

and 2 are in operation and about 6.14°F when all the plants are in operation.  

The parametric study with the present results can only strengthen the Staff 

conclusions already stated in the FES, namely: (1) the Staff believes that 

the 90*F maximum surface New York State temperature criteria might still be 

met but the confidence in this prediction is reduced considerably because 

of the problem of recirculation of the heated water from all the plants; 

but (2) the Staff is concerned that the temperature distribution of the 

plume' at the Indian Point site will be well above the values reported 

by the Applicant even for operation of Indian Point Unit Nos. 1 and 2 

only. This. is certainly true when the effects of the other power plants 

are taken into account. Furthermore, the Staff is concerned that the 

New York State thermal criteria for the 4F excess temperature isotherm 

for the surface width will be violated, particularly when the effects 

of the other plants are considered.  

Regarding the biological impact, the results indicate that during 

different fresh water flows in the river and taking into account the 

thermal effects mentioned above, the estimated reduction in striped 

bass young of the year ranges between 14 to 43% with only Indian Point 

Unit Nos. 1 and 2 in operation, and 38 to 64% with all the power plants 

in operation on the river.
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This information substantiates and reinforces our original position 

taken in the FES, namely, that operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 

over the lifetime of the plant would result in a long-term unaccept

able impact on the aquatic biota, resulting in permanent damage and 

severe reduction to the fish population, particularly striped bass 

in the Hudson River, Long Island Sound, the adjacent New Jersey coast, 

the New York Bight, and the mid-Atlantic area.  

IV. Determination As To Cumulative Effects of Multiplants on the Conclusions 
in the FES 

On March 23, 1973, in response to the Board's order of March 8, 1973 

(Tr. 10,002) the Applicant moved the Board to reconsider its ruling 

(Tr. 10,016, 10,020-21) or alternatively to clarify its ruling on 

admission of evidence concerning the Bowline and Roseton steam electric 

plants. The Staff agrees with the Applicant that the February 14th 

Staff submission on the effects of the multiple plants on the river is 

only part of the voluminous evidence submitted in this proceeding. But 

the Staff denies that much of this evidence of any real importance, 

particularly on contentions of specific environmental issues, contradicts 

the conclusions expressed by the Staff as to the significance of the 

environmental impact of the once-through cooling of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 

and 2 alone and together with the other plants as an unacceptable assault 

on the marine life and natural fishery resource of the Hudson River, the 

Long Island Sound, adjacent New Jersey coast, the New York Bight, and 

the Mid-Atlantic area. The overall benefit-cost balance drawn by the
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Staff in the FES warrants plant operation only in the short-term but 

not in the long-term without an alternate closed-cycle cooling system 

in operation. The Staff's February 14th submission substantiates that 

position.  

Although the results of the cumulative effects of multiplant operations 

with onae-tbhrough cooling on the Hudson River are considered as pre

liminary, the Staff believes, however, that they are generally correct 

particularly when used to draw overall conclusions regarding the relative 

importance of the operation of different power plants on the Hudson River.  

The Staff believes additional field data and evaluation are needed to 

ensure accuracy and to increase precision in the estimates. However, 

the Staff evidence developed on the cumulative effects of: multiplant 

operation reinforces and reconfirms the Staff's original concern as to 

the validity of the significance of the impact on the natural resource 

of the Hudson River. The findings presented as to the impact of operation 

of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 alone and in conjunction with the 

fossil plants leave no question that the Applicant shall have to demonstrate 

through its monitoring and field studies that operation of Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 at full power with once-through cooling will not result in a 

violation of the New York State water quality standards under different 

river flow characteristics through different seasons of the year or 

will not lead to a significant adverse impact on aquatic biota, if 

operated as is over the plant lifetime.
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In conclusion, the Staff's findings on the cumulative effects of 

multiple plant operation on the Hudson River substantiates and 

reinforces its previous position that: 

1. A closed-cyle cooling system for continuing operation of Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 over the long term be installed as soon as 
practicable to protect the environment and certainly no later 
than January 1, 1978; 

2. The Applicant be required to submit an economic and evaluation 
study of alternate closed-cycle cooling systems by July 1, 1973 
for purposes of selecting a preferred system. It is expected 
that appropriate measures in this evaluation betaken to minimize 
the environmental impact of chemical blowdown, noise, fog and mist 
and other adverse effects of such a system; 

3. The benefit-cost balance prior to the installation of such a 
system warrants operation of the plant at full power with once
through cooling only under the requirements presented below; 

4. Complete detailed results be made readily available on the 
comprehensive monitoring program and surveillance study programs 
outlined in the FES and to be presented in the proposed Technical 
Specifications to assure compliance with applicable Federal and 
State water quality standards and the monitoring and surveillance 
program be carried out both before and after installation of such 
a system. The Staff also recommends that information become 
readily available from other surveillance programs being carried 
out at the other power plants on the Hudson River for other Federal 
and State agencies.  

5. The Applicant implement an affirmative plan of action as pointed 
out on page viii of the FES to mitigate and reduce environmental 
impacts to a practical minimum during plant operation with the 
once-through cooling, and when needed, to reduce or restrict 
operation when the ecological damage becomes excessive as revealed 
by the surveillance and monitoring program, and to provide for 
other corrective measures and actions taken to prevent unavoidable 
damage to the fishery resource. This includes continuation of 
"Save a Watt" concept of encouraging the public to conserve energy 
wherever possible.
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SUPPLEMENTAL STAFF TESTIMONY ON THE FEASIBILITY OF A FISH HATCHERY AND 

REPLACEMENT BY STOCKING OF FISH IN THE HUDSON RIVER 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose'of this supplemental Staff testimony is to provide additional 

information regarding the subject of fish hatchery and replacement of 

fish in the Hudson River. The Applicant has taken the position of investi

gating the feasibility of stocking the Hudson River with striped bass. At 

the March 8, 1973 hearing (Tr. 10,133), the Applicant testified that the 

Hudson River Policy Committee, composed of representatives of State and Federal 

agencies "has taken the position that until there was a need shown to replace 

thestriped bass in the river, that any study of how to do it was pointless, 

and they saw no point in being a part of it." (Tr. 10, 134) 

The Applicant further testified that although the record of success of plant

ings of striped bass was rather meager until recently, the Hudson River Policy 

Committee advised him that they became aware of Dr. Shell of Auburn University 
I 4 

in Auburn, Alabama, who has successfully planted striped bass in Mobile Bay 

and has been able to demonstrate survivability.  

The Applicant also stated that more recently Dr. J. Barkuloo in Florida attempt

ed to stock the Choctawhatchee River with about a 1.5 million striped bass 

fingerlings from 1 1/2 to 6 inches long in 1968 and in 1971 about 200 of 

these fish were harvested by sports fishermen.  

The Applicant plans to propose before the next meeting of the Hudson River 

Pelicy Committee an organization for a study of the feasibility of the 

stocking of striped bass, particularly in regards to the question of
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survivability of striped bass and whether a hatchery could be developed 

on the river of fish hatched elsewhere and brought to the river as a 

replacement for those which were unavoidably killed at Indian Point.  

Dr. J. McFadden as a witness for the Applicant has also submitted rebuttal 

testimony on February 5,1973, regarding the subject of "complete replace

ment of a reduced or destroyed species through natural processes or 

managerial intervention by man" (Ref)) and again on April 2, 1973 on the 

topic"(4) Stocking of hatchery reared fish might supplement natural 

production" (Ref2). On April 5, 1973,Dr. R. E. Stevens, for the applicant, 

discussed the feasibility of stocking the Hudson River with striped bass, 

including description of experience with stocking striped bass in various 

water bodies. In reference to this subject, the Staff has prepared a 

statement discussing past experience and some more recent experience.  

FISH CULTURE EXPERIENCE 

Below is discussed some experience of hatchery and culture :techniques used 

for American shad and striped bass, particularly in relation to the Hudson 

River.  

American Shad (extract from Talbot 1951) 

For many years a shad hatchery was operated on the Hudson River in the 

vicinity of Catskill. In addition to the shad hatched at this station, 

the U. S. Fish and Fisheries Commission furnished shad fry for distribution 

in the Hudson River during the years between 1882 and 1904. More recently 

the practice of artificially hatching shad eggs has not received support, 

and the Hudson River shad hatchery, along with many others on the Atlantic 

coast, has ceased operations.
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Many fishermen and others associated with the fishing industry have 

insisted that the closure of the Hudson River hatchery has been the cause 

of the present decline in the Hudson River shad fishery. To examine this 

possibility, the records of shad eggs hatched or fry stocked each year 

have been compiled from available records (New York Fisheries Commission; 

New York Forests, 'Fish and Game Commission; New York Conservation Department; 

U. S.. Fish Commission). These show that artificially hatched fry were stocked 

in the Hudson almost every year from 1869 through 1944.  

The greatest hatchery production occurred between 1887 and 1903. What part 

the hatchery played in shad production during early years is hard to assess 

at present, but it can be stated definitely that the peak hatchery production 

in 1899, 1900, and 1901 did not maintain the runs, for the shad catch dropped 

from 3,432,472 pounds in 1901 (the peak year of hatchery production) to 

573,399 pounds in 1904 (U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 1907) and did not recover 

to anywhere near its former abundance until 32 years later, beginning in 1936.  

To determine whether hatchery production affects the size of runs in later 

years, a multiple regression analysis was calculated between the size of the V 

run each year from 1915 through 1946 and hatchery production 4 and 5 years 

before each year's run. No significant correlation was found.  

It is not surprising that no correlation exists between the hatchery output 

and the size of subsequent runs. The average number of eggs obtained per 

female shad by fish culturists is between 20,000 and 30,000 (New York Fish.  

Comm. Rept. for 1899; Brice, 1898) but recently it has been shown (Lehman, 

1953) that the actual number of eggs per female spawned naturally each 

season is between 100,000 and 5,000,000, depending on the age of the fish.  

Some of the eggs may be spawned in advance of stripping, but many are not
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ripe when the fish are stripped, and since the fish are usually killed in 

the process many of the eggs are lost. Since 1914, thenumber of eggs 

hatched artificially in the Hudson River hatchery each year has usually 

been between 1 and 3 million. From 40 to 120 female shad were stripped to 

obtain these eggs.(at 25,000 per female), and if each of the female contained 

an average of 250,000 eggs, it is possible that between 10 million and 30 

million eggs were wasted in the process. The added protection given 

artificially hatched eggs can hardly be expected to compensate for the 

waste of eggs inherent in the process.  

In some cases, the eggs for hatchery operations were obtained from commercial 

fishermen who stripped ripe eggs from the fish before killing them. In 

these cases no wastage occurs, but in any event the number of eggs handled 

each year is comparatively very small. For instance, the eggs handled in 

1914 are equivalent to the total production of only 4 or 5 averaged-sized 

female shad, and the greatest hatchery output in 1901 of almost 18 million 

eggs is equivalent to the total egg production of only about 72 fish.  

Furthermore, the lowest calculated escapement shown in-Table 8 was 58,000 

:pounds in 1917. If females make up half the poundage, there were 29,000 

pounds of female shad, and converting pounds to fish by a factor of 4 

pounds to the female gives a figure of over 7,000 female shad spawning 

naturally each year. The hatchery production in the same year was only 

about half that :produced by one average-sized fish. Similarly, the greatest 

hatchery production in recent years was in 1933 and is equivalent to the 

production of approximately 15 female shad. In that same year the calculated
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natural escapement was 602,000 pounds which, on the basis of a fifty-fifty 

sex ratio, and an average weight of 4 pounds, amounts to more than 75,000 

females spawning naturally. Obviously, the number of eggs that it has been 

possible to obtain for hatchery operations is only an extremely small 

fraction of the amount spawned naturally, and the increased survival rate, 

if any, resulting from current shad-hatchery practices has not produced, 

and cannot be expected to produce, an increase in shad production.  

Striped Bass (extract from Talbot, 1967) 

The hope of increasing the abundance of striped bass prompted fish culturists 

to attempt propagation of this species even before the turn of the century 

(Worth, 1882, 1884). Striped bass hatcheries were established at Weldon, 

North Carolina, and Havre de Grace and several other localities in Maryland 

(Mansueti and Hollis, 1963). Many thousands of striped bass were hatched and 

stocked as yolk-sac fry from these installations. Attempts to propagate 

striped bass on the west coast have been described by Scofield and 

Coleman (1910).  

The eggs used at these hatcheries were usually obtained from fishermen who 

caught striped bass near the hatchery site. Some of the fish were already 

partially spawned when caught, or not yet ready to spawn; consequently 

most fish taken to the hatchery did not produce a full complement of eggs.  

During the season the number of eggs handled at the hatcheries usually 

amounted to that produced by only a few large females. The advantage, if 

any, of the hatchery over natural production was 3 or 4 days of protection, 

since the yolk-sac fry were released into the river soon after hatching.
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No benefits' to the commercial fishery were ever shown from the operation 

of the hatcheries, and because of this, and in some cases the inability 

to obtain ripe spawn, operations of all striped bass hatcheries except the 

one at Weldon, North Carolina, were discontinued. The Weldon hatchery has 

been in continued operation with minor interruption since its founding in 

1906. According to Humphries and Cumming ,(1973),"Initially, fishermen 

supported the Weldon hatchery, hoping to perpetrate the run of striped bass 

in the Roanoke River and to re-establish the fish in rivers where successful 

reproduction was unlikely. The operation salvaged some eggs which would other 

wise be taken from the river by fishermen, but the contribution of river 

stocking with new-hatched fry was doubtful." 

The successful fishery for striped bass introduced into several reservoirs, 

where it was found that the inlet streams were not adequate for success

ful reproduction, has led to a renewed interest in artificial propagation 

as a means of supplying fish for stocking. In 1961, a hatchery was con

structedat Moncks Corner in South Carolina in an attempt to obtain striped 

bass for this purpose. Here again, it proved impossible to obtain sufficient 

ripe female striped bass from a spawning area in a nearby river. Since then, 

improvements in techniques in removing the eggs when ripe at the right time 

and culturing techniques have been made which have resulted in greater 

-success in rearing of larval striped bass. (Humphries and Cumming, 1973) 

Experiments in pond rearing of larvae striped bass to fingerling size, 

under controlled conditions have been successful in hatcheries and pond 

rearing facilities at Edenton, North Carolina. However, most of the fish 

hatcheries rearing and culturing methods have been carried out for purposes
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of stocking land-locked.fresh water reservoirs in various states primarily 

in the South east on a "put, grow, and take basis". The. greatest success 

has been with stocking with fingerlings since at this stage greater chances 

of survival of the bass can occur.  

This has been 

the case with the striped bass population in the Sacramento-San Jaoquin 

estuary in California. This stocking occurred in the 1880's, however, 

with "natural" not "artifically" propagated fingerlings that were trans

ported from New Jersey to Californai via trains. However, problems for 

establishing naturally reproducing populations of a striped bass fishery 

have not been solved primarily because most reservoirs do not provide the 

essential requirements conducive to spawning. The Applicant in his testimony 

of April 5, 1973 indicates some of the difficulties involved in obtaining 

the right conditions for natural fertilization and the development of eggs 

to the fingerling size. •As the Applicant stated, only four reservoirs contain 

naturally reproducing striped bass. Because few reservoirs satisfied the 

spawning requirements of striped bass, the fish hatchery at Moncks Corner 

was established to provide fish for stocking reservoirs on a "put, grow, and 

take basis".  

Many problems do exist in culturing striped bass from the egg through the 

fry Ito the fingerling stage, but according to Humphries and Cummings (1973) 

control techniques such as water temperature and photoperiod, it is -feasible 

to utilize intensive culture techniques which would allow (see next page)
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manipulation of the growing season that could result in rearing of 

catchable size striped bass.within one year for reservoir stocking on 

a put and take basis.  

However, both from a theoretical and from a practical point of view, 

the artificial propagation of fishes to replace those killed by entrain

ment and impingement at Indian Point cannot be expected to maintain various 

fish popultions at present levels because of the relatively low efficiency 

of these techniques, and lack of availability of culture techniques for 

all species concerned. Although culture techniques as stated above are 

feasible for shad and striped bass, these could have little value for 

maintaining or increasing population levels. Based on experience of 

some of these hatcheries, the Staff has estimated that in order to replace 

only the striped bass killed by plant operation, a hatchery operation would 

have to replace about half the number spawned (about 2 billion eggs). At 

an average of 500,000 viable eggs per spawning female, this would be 

equivalent to some 2,000 8-12 pound female bass. Such an operation is 

considerably larger than any past effort and its success is highly 

questionable.  

Furthermore, techniques for mass culture are not yet available for Hudson 

species other than shad and striped bass. This category includes the 

American eel, bay anchovy, Atlantic tomcod, tidewater silverside, and others.  

Thus, the Applicant's proposal may be quite noble, but the Staff has no way 

of knowing with any degree of confidence if the replenishment of striped 

bass or other fish of sufficient'numbers to replace all of the fish the
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I. Staff Entrainment Model for Multiple Plant Operation.

A. General Comments: 

As was indicated in earlier testimoxny,1 the model utilized 

in the FES is very similar to that used to predict multiple plant 

effects. These two models are virtually the same because they are 

based .on the same conceptual framework; thus, the same factors which 

influenced the rate of entrainment in one also influenced the rate of 

entrainment in the other. In fact, the first model was used to evaluate 

the importance of various parameters that influence predictions of entrain

ment. The information derived from manipulations of the-parameters in the 

first model was used to select important components that were included in 

the second model. The major differences between the two Staff mo~dels are 

itemized below or discussed elsewhere in the test in response to the 

Applicant 's comments.  

1. Time variable production of eggs -Daily average water temperature 

(an input) is used to compute daily spawning activity. The controlling 

function is presented in figure 1.  

2. Natural mortality - Natural nurtality is incorporafed into the model 

as a function of the age, with 64 age groups being considered in each 

river compartment.  

3. Migration of larvae -The ratio of shoal area to total surface area 

of a compartment multiplied by a habitat preference value which is 

defined for each age group.
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Fig. 1. Function used to'compute daily egg production in Staff Entrainment Model.  
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4. location of the salt front - this factor is a function of the 

fresh water flow (an input).  

B. Applicant's Criticism of Staff Model 

In its discussion of the model used by the Staff to predict the 

effects of multiple plant operations on Hudson River striped bass, the 

Applicant on page II-11 raised objections to several aspects of the 

model as quoted below: 

"However, the basic objections of the Applicant to the old model 
[References 18 and 19] present in the Staff's new model, i.e., 
the use of 24 hour averaging of larval vertical migratory activity 
and tidal flow and the use of segment average concentrations for 
plant withdrawals. The Applicant believes that the circulation 
belt generated by the model is unrealistic as explained in previous 
testimony [Reference 18].  

The Staff has not used compensation or tidal exchange (longitudinal 
mixing) in either the old or new versions of their model.  

In addition, the mult-plant runs by the Staff had an entrainment 
period of 64 days as opposed to 56 days (8 weeks) as used by the 
Staff in the FES." 

C. Averaging Processes 

In its analysis, the Staff has found that the numerical values 

affixed to coefficients used to incorporate the effects of vertical 

migration by larvae have relatively minor influence on the predicted 

percentage entrainment within any range of values which produced 

distributions of fish in the estuary which can be considered realistic.  

Because of the marked influence of variations in fresh water flow on 

the entrainment computation and larval distribution the Staff believes 

that the error introduced by averaging techniques is minimal.
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D. Withdrawal Concentrations 

The Staff is also of the opinion that the use of values for plant 

withdrawal concentrations other than the segme nt average is presently 

unjustified. This may or may not bea conservative assumption particularly 

in the light of th e Applicant's arguments that young striped bass seek 

shoreline areas. Such a behavior would tend to increase the c on

centrations of bass along shoreline and as a consequence near the area 

of a shoreline intake as occurs at Indian Point.  

On page II-11 of his testimny, Dr. Lawler also commented on 

Dr. Lauer's inability to collect striped bass longer than 3/4 inch in 

the intake and discharge samples which were taken. He further commented 

that this suggests that they were either not present or not damaged.  

The Staff is of 'the opinion that the sampling was probably inadequate 

to collect these fish because of their lesser abundance by comparison 

to the smaller larvae which were captured.  

E. Duration of Susceptibility 

Lawler also commented on the alteration of the entrainment period 

from 56 to 64 days. This modification has very little effect on the 

estimates of entrainment simply because the modification of the program 

incorporated the removal of some of the larvae from susceptibility after 

they reached an age of 42 days and a progressively larger proportion up 

until their 64th day of age. The overall effect is to reduce the average 

entrainment period by a few days. However, this particular convention 

does more closely conform to the natural variation which is coumwn in 

biological systems.
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F. Mixing Between Compartments 

Transport processes. in estuaries are generally modeled through 

the use of partial differential equations representing distributions 

of matter in three spatial dimensions and in time. Such systems of 

equations are difficult to solve and in practice are solved by making 

simplifying assumptions, most often resulting in compartmental models 

of one sort or another. As a consequence the computed solutions of 

these equations represent approximations of the actual solutions to 

the equations and are subject to a large number of errors. One of 

these errors is important in evaluating the factors which regulate 

transport between compartments, such as that to which Dr. Lawler is 

directing attention; specifically, the tidal exchange of longitudinal 

mixing.  

The importance of this parameter is related to the retention of 

organisms (striped bass larvae) upstream, which would slow their rate 

of transport into the region where power plants are common, and as a 

result the estimates of entrainment would be considerably reduced. In 

this connection, it is important to understand that one of the errors 

which exist in compartmental models as utilized by the Staff is that 

they do not react like continuous systems. A simple example will 

illustrate this quite well. Take an imaginary compartment at Indian 

Point with a volume of 4.5 x 109 ft3. Further assume that the fresh 

water flow is 4500 ft 3/ sec and that the water within the compartment
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does not mix. Under these constraints, also assume an amount of water 

equal to the volume of the compartment has flowed in from upstream.  

That amount of water will have passed to the downstream boundary of the 

compartment. As a cons equence, any passive material within the 

compartment at the beginning of the period will have been flushed 

downstream with the existing water since no mixing occurred. For our 

hypothetical system, this would require a period of 277.8 hours. In 

modeling such a system and using the compartmental approach, the 

degree to which the model mimics reality is related very much to the 

time increment which is used in the computations. For instance, if 

a computation interval of 277.8 hours were used, the flow into the 

compartment and the flow out of the compartment would be equal. As a 

consequence, there would be complete flushing of the compartment, at 

least, with the methodology utilized by the Staff.  

If on the other hand, one would use acomputation interval of 6.25 

hours, or about a half of a tidal cycle, one would remove per time 

increment only about 2.25% of the volume of the compartment. After 

some 44.7 iterations of this cycle-, which would be essentially the 

same increment of time which was used initially, some 36% of the 

material in the compartment originally present would still be there.  

Thus mixing is an inherent component of a compartmental model such as 

that used by the Staff. (Supporting calculations are presented in 

Table 1.)
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TABLE I 

4.5 x 109 ft
3 

4500 cfs - 4500 c/s 

Time for flow to equal compartment volume 

4.5 X 109 ft
3 

=(4500 ft3 sec-1) (3600 sec hr-  ) = 277.8 hr 

Proportion removed per computational iteration of 6.25 hr.  

(4500 ft3 secl)(3600 sec hr-I)(6.25) = 0225 = 4.5 X 10O1 ftJ 

Number of iterations required for flow to equal volume 

- 277.8 hr 44.4 
6.25 hr 

Proportion of material retained in compartment after 44.4 iterations 

= (1-.0225)44 " = .364 

= 36.4%
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Legitimate incorporation of an explicit term in the model to 

consider tidal exchange between the compartments would require care

ful evaluation of relative magnitude of each component to insure that 

the accuracy of the model was in fact increased by the introduction of 

the explicit term rather than reduced. In the particular case at 

hand, it was found that the variation which occurs between years in 

fresh water flow has a much more pronounced effect on the ultimate pre

diction of the model than did the introduction of an explicit mixing 

term, except in saline-intruded regions where two layer flow was 

presumed. As the model was utilized in the present situation,' with 

time-varying flows and variations in'compartment size, the degree to 

which the implicit mixing characteristics of the model were realized 

varied from compartment to compartment and from day to day. It is 

th e Staff's opinion that this bias is of minor importance and does 

not affect the general accuracy of the predications of the model to 

any important degree.  

One conment should be made at this point concerning the Applicant's 

objections to the "circulation belt" generated by the Staff model. The 

Applicant's model produces the same type of an effect through the use 

of high dispersion coefficients; the principle difference being that 

the "circulation belt" in the Staff model is restricted to the saline 

portions of the estuary whereas the Applicant's extends. throughout fresh 

water portions as well.
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C. Mitigating Factors 

1. Competing sources of mortality - This factor was brought out 

by Dr. McFadden who commented as follows: 

"..it appears likely that they have not recognized that 
power plants and natural causes of mortality also represent 
competing risks to the fish population." (Page 7 & 8 of 
Ref. 2) 

The Staff predictions do incorporate this concept.  

2. Compensation - The Staff is of the opinion that compensation 

operating within the larval community is not a realistic portion 

of the Applicant's model. Thus it is not possible for the Staff 

to accept the Applicant's mathematical convention describing 

compensation.  

The Staff believes that compensation in the striped bass population 

operates through fluctu ation in fishing intensity. .An example of a 

population where a positive relationship between fishing intensity and 

density of the stock occurs in the Hudson River is the shad fishery 

(Fig. 2). This type of process is believed by the Staff to also operate 

with striped bass, and is not incorporated into the Applicant's analysis.  

H. Applicant's Use of Historial Fisheries Data 

On page I-1 of his testimony, Dr. Lawler states that the Danakammer, 

Indian Point #1, and Lovett plants have been in operation for relatively 

long periods of time. He further states:.  

"Since the effects of the existing power plants operating for 
several years (Indian Point Unit 1, Lovett, and Danskaxmmer) 
should be reflected in mst fish data collected from the Hudson 
River in recent years, the discussion presented in this testimony 
concentrates on the cumulative entrainment and impingement effects 
of Roseton, Indian Point, and Bowline stations." (Page 1-3, paragraph 1)
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The Staff is of the opinion that the effects of plant operation for 

several years would be reflected in data collected from the Hudson River 

in recent years. However, it is noted that prior to about 1962 there 

was very little utilization of the Hudson River for cooling water, xuch 

that the importance of entrainment and impingement to fish populations 

in the Hudson River before that period was relatively minor. Since the 

mid 1960's the operation of the Indian Point Unit 1, Lovett, and 

Danskammer would have been projected by the Staff to have an impact 

on striped bass population supported by Hudson reproduction. However, 

it should be noted that the degree to which the power plant effects 

would have perturbed the population is substantially less than the degree 

of perturbation which could be introduced by a variation in the intensity 

of the fishery.  

Witnesses for the Applicant have repeatedly asserted that the Staff's 

striped bass model is not consistent with the available information. For 

example, on page 11-12 of Lawler's last testimony: 

"The facts that these generating units have been operating 
on the river over the past 25 years and that data on Hudson 
River striped bass landings over the period 1930 through 1968 
shows approximately a 5% per year increase in catch are simple, 
yet clear, indications that the Staff's model, in its present 
form, is not capable of simulating plant effects and striped 
bass distribution in the Hudson River." (Page 11-12, Ref. 1) 

Inasmuch as the operating history of the power plants on the Hudson 

indicates that no substantial reduction in young-of-the-year recruitment 

would have been expected before the mid 1960's and the fact that the 

result of any perturbation in survival of young-of-the-year fish would
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not have been seen in the fishery until approximately 5 years later, 

that is, the late 1960's to early 1970's, the conclusion presented by 

the Applicant in the above citation is very misleading.  

The current trends in the fishery are presented in Figure 3 along 

with the withdrawal of Hudson River water by power plants displaced by 

a period of 5 years so that power plant effects could be examined in 

relationship to the water utilized by power plants on the Hudson River.  

It is not the Staff's position that the power plants are causing the 

decline which has been observed, although the data fit that conclusion 

quite nicely. However, it is obvious that the present trend does 

support the concept that power plants have been having an impact on the 

population and certainly does not support the concept that power plant 

operation has no effect on the Hudson River production of striped bass.  

It is very difficult to understandhow onw can conclude, when faced 

with the present information available from fishery statistics which 

shows a decline in the commercial catch in the Middle Atlantic region 

subsequent to 1968, that the operation of power plants on the Hudson 

River has had noeffect and that the Staff model and conclusions can be 

rejected on that basis.
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Figure 3. Middle Atlantic Landings of Striped Bass and Water Usage by the Hudson River Power 

Plants five years earlier.
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II. staff Comments on Appendix D ofReference 1 

A. Zone of Impact 

The Staff believes that the zone where striped bass landings can be 

expected to be affected by power plant operations includes the New Jersey 

coast north of Delaware Bay, New York, Connecticut, and the rest of the 

New England Coast.  

B. Two-year Old Striped Bass in the Mid-Atlantic Stock 

In this testimony, Dr. Lawler presented a new and different set of 

arguments concerning the origins of the Middle Atlantic striped bass 

stock. While many comments concerning this Appendix could be made, we 

will restrict our efforts to only a few of the more distracting examples.  

For instance, on page D-5, item a, Dr. Lawler concludes that only 12% of 

the bass tagged in the study reported by Clark were 2-year-old fish, 

basing his opinion on the number of fish which were 12 in. or less in 

length. Although some of the arguments presented in that paragraph are 

quite accurate, fish of 12 in. to;15 in. may be considered to be 2-years 

of age, particularly under his assumption that the Chesapeake stock 

supports the Middle Atlantic region. This fact simply results from the 

consideration that fish within the Chesapeake are 12 in. in length about 

the time they form their second annulus to become 2 years of age. During 

the period that they remain 2 years of age, they grow from about 12 to 

about 15 in. in length. Thus, Dr. Lawler should have considered any 

fish less than 15 in. in length to be a likely 2-year-old individual.  

Had this more appropriate criterion been used, the proportion of 2-year
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olds in the stock would have been much higher, as a matter of fact 

on the order of 40%. However, it is pointed out that the other 

arguments used do in fact negate the validity of the proportional 

estimate, although it is apparent that 2-year-old fish are in the 

area in some abundance.  

Later in his testimony (page D-17), Dr. Lawler computes the number 

of bass migrating out of Chesapeake Bay based on exploitation rates of 

50% and 30%, and migration factors which he selected to be on the high 

side and thus, should produce an upper estimate of the number migrating 

out of the Bay. Using the values presented, one finds that the proportion 

of the total migrants out of the Bay which is contributed by age group II 

varies from 3.4% for the 50% exploitation assumption to 1.2% for the 30% 

exploitation rate. With the lower values for migration rates, that is 

those which will produce a low estimate of the number of migrants from 

the Chesapeake, no 2-year-olds were computed to be outside the Bay.  

Thus Lawler's presentation requires that the proportion of Chesapeake 

stock outside the Bay which is composed of 2-year-olds ranges from 0% to 

3.4% of the Chesapeake migratory stock. This range is similar to that 

derived by the Staff and stands in contrast to the studies conducted by 

Merriman and others along the Coast. As an example, Merriman found 85% 

of the stock available during the 1936 period was composed of 2-year-old 

fish. Values from other such studies range from 10% to well over 50% of 

the stock available along the Coast.
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C. Possible Contribution of Chesapeake Bay to the Mid-Atlantic 
Striped Bass Stock 

1. In Section 3 of Appendix D, Dr. Lawler examines the possible 

contribution of Chesapeake Bay to the Middle Atlantic fishery.  

We have examined this discussion with some interest since 

Dr. Lawler seems to indicate on page D-19 that the Chesapeake 

emigrants make up between 23% and 378% of the Middle Atlantic 

catch when using an estimate derived from Staff computations.  

An examination of the methodology used to develop these numbers 

reveals many inconsistencies.  

2. The exploitation rates which Dr. Lawler used were really not 

exploitation rates at all but, as they were used, they were 

total mortality estimates. Thus 50% exploitation rate means, 

not 50% of the fish being utilized by the fishery, but in 

contrast a 50% reduction in the number of a single age class 

from year to year. Similar reasoning also applied to the 30% 

exploitation data. Rates of mortality will never be consistent 

from year to year. Thus the values which Lawler is presenting 

for 50% exploitation and for 30% exploitation are neither likely 

to be correct because 2-year-olds and 3-year-olds are not 

exploited to the same % nor are fish older than 5- or 6-year olds.  

As a consequence, the data which Lawler presents concerning the 

age distribution of these fish must be considered only as a tool 

for conceptual investigation of the problems at hand.
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2. In reference to the tabularized information on page D-19 

Dr. Lawler states: 

"From the table if the value for catch size derived from 

Goodyear is utilized the number of striped bass migrating 

out of Chesapeake Bay in all cases is greater than 23% 

of the total Mid-Atlantic catch. For many of the values 
the number of migrants exceeds the catch." 

These data are at best very misleading, and as an example we 

will present a single case which is the situation with the 

highest number of fish migrating out of Chesapeake Bay: 

8.02 million with 7.20 million 4-year-old or older, which 

produces 378.9% of the Middle Atlantic catch. The 8.02 

million migratory striped bass come from the last column of 

the Table entitled "Migration: Set I" on page D-17 and 

corresponds to an exploitation rate of 0.3 per year (total 

mortality because of the way Dr. Lawler is using it in this 

case). The values in that column are derived from the standing 

crop estimates which are listed in that last column and repro

duced in Table 2 below. The migration values used in this 

particular case were the high side migration values for the 

computations presented on page D-17, as indicated previously.  

Note that the migration rate multiplied by the Chesapeake 

population for each age group corresponds to the numbers of 

bass of that age grup which migrate out of Chesapeake Bay. Note 

also that fish of age groups VI and above are 100% migratory and
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TABLE 2

2 

Chesapeake Stock 
(millions) 

10.2 

7.2

3 

Chesapeake Migrantsa 
(millions) 

.l

Chesapeake 
Contribution 
to Mid Atlantic 

b CLandings 
(millions)

IV 

V 

VI 

VII+

2 

5 

1C 

Ic.

Age group II

5% 5.0 

0% 3.5 

0% 2.5 

0% 1.7 

30 

. X 100 = 
8.02 

.1 X 100 
.72

1.25 .3 .5 .5 

1.75 .3 .5 .5 

2.50 .3 .5 .5 

1.70 .3 .5 .5 

8.02 

,1.2% of Chesapeake derived stock 

13.9% of Chesapeake Derived Age group III

Proportion of total Mid-Atlantic Landings derived from the Chesapeake 

=..541 X 100 28.5% 
1.9 

1. Set I (High Side) Migration Factors p - 16 + 17 

2. Column labeled high p D-16 

3. From Table on bottom of p D-17, Column heading 30% 

Exploitation, High

Age

I 

Mig

.094 

.131 

.188 

.128 

.541
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in fact 100% of these fish are computed to leave the Bay.  

For the particular set of data being examined, the fish of 

these age groups correspond to approximately 52% of the number 

of fish which are contributing to the 8.02 million estimate of 

the migrants out of the Bay which was used in a later comparison 

of the Middle Atlantic catch to the number of fish computed to 

migrate out of the Bay.  

It is reiterated at this point that these numerical games can 

only be used to examine the importance of various alternative 

hypotheses. The following discussion is simply a presentation 

of the information presented to the Staff by the.Applicant in 

his testimony but with the mandate that the logic be consistent.  

Note that the number of migrating fish presented for-the last 

row i n the Table on page.D-19 was 7.20 million for age groups 

IV and older. This number was compared with 1.9 million to get 

the 378.9% estimate. Of that estimate, some 68% come from age.  

categories of VI and older, where 100% of the fish are computed 

to migrate out of the Bay and contribute to the migratory stock 

estimates which were later compared to the catch in the Middle 

Atlantic as presented on page D-19.  

It is very important to note that the number of fish migrating 

is being compared to the Middle Atlantic catch. Thus, the 

Chesapeake migratory stock is being compared to the Middle Atlantic
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catch. Such a comparison is unjustified since the catch is always 

a component of the stock and the stock is always therefore larger 

than the catch. The comparisons presented are even less credible 

because of a fundamental difficulty in using the concepts pre

sented to derive the conclusions which were presented. For example, 

when it is acknowledged that the asumptions require that the 

maximum rate of exploitation is 30%, it is readily obvious that 

the 100% migration factors which are multiplied by the standing 

crop of the fish in the Bay cannot be compared to the Middle 

Atlantic catch simply because only 30% of that-standing crop can 

be harvested and maintain the assumptions inherent in the pro

duction of the age-frequency distribution which was used in 

formulating the entire discussion. This factor is corrected 

in Table 2 in column a.  

Column b in that Table corrects for the simple fact that a maximum 

of about 50% of older age classes of fish which have been tagged in 

Chesapeake Bay have been recaptured outside of the Bay. This 

simply recognizes the ratio of the fishing effort and the 

contribution of the fish to the catch as a result of the variation 

in the fishing effort along the Coast.  

A third factor of 0.5 is applied in column c to correct for the 

fact that only approximately 1/2 of the fish tagged in the Bay 

and recaptured elsewhere were in fact recaptured in the Middle
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Atlantic region. Thus the product of the number of migrants 

times the maximum rate of exploitation (under the assumptions 

presented by Dr. Lawler) times the proportion of fish of migratory 

element which are captured within Chesapeake Bay multiplied again 

by the proportion of those captured outside the Bay but within 

the region of the Middle Atlantic gives the last column of Table 2.  

The sume of the values in that column is 541,000 fish. This is 

in comparison to the 8.02 million fish which Dr. Lawler presented 

in his testimony.  

This value of 541,000 striped bass leaving the Chesapeake and 

caught in the Mid-Atlantic comprises only 28% of the number of 

str iped bass taken in the Mid-Atlantic which Dr. Lawler derived, 

from Staff estimate. This was the most liberal contribution 

which the Chesapeake made to the stock in the Middle Atlantic 

region as proposed by Dr. Lawler. The Staff concludes that 

there is no basis for alteration of its present position in.  

regard to this particular topic.
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